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Abstract 
The research aimed to develop a tool for evaluating automotive interior quality. The project 
was commenced through an identified need from the automotive industry for tools to ensure 
consistency in interior quality during the development of the interiors. Although several of the 
methods and tools reviewed are well established and used during certain parts of the 
development of vehicles, the literature identified a gap in methods for monitoring quality 
throughout the development process of car interiors and methods for ensuring initial product 
intent is followed through. The research topic was divided into three key areas for 
investigations, namely: quality methods and tools, design processes, and automotive industry 
trends. These areas were investigated by reviewing the literature and conducting semi-
structured face to face interviews with professionals at four major car manufacturers, and one 
major tier one supplier. Close collaboration with industrialists enabled the research to focus 
on specific needs and requirements of potential users of the tool. 
Needs and requirements for the tool were identified from detailed analysis of the fieldwork 
and provided guidelines for the tool structure. Firstly, the tool was developed to correspond 
with the manufacturers' current development processes, and to be used throughout these. It 
was therefore essential to understand the structure, activities and type of skills involved in 
their current processes. Secondly, the fieldwork highlighted the importance of developing a 
tool for users with different skills and expertise. Thirdly, the tool needed to support 
communication between different departments and support in decision making. Fourthly, the 
tool needed to evaluate the holistic impression ofthe interior as well as evaluate separate parts 
of the interior. Finally, the fieldwork suggested certain stages of the whole process during 
which the tool would be most powerful. The concepts developed were validated through three 
iterative stages, and specific requirements were expressed by the employees involved in the 
validations. Each validation aimed to check specific aspects of the tool. 
The research provides guidelines on how the tool can be developed further and implemented 
into a practical tool. The research also provides a firm foundation for car manufacturers to 
develop and implement the ideas of the tool, in their quest to develop car interiors that meet 
the requirements and expectations of their end customers. 
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Research introduction 
Chapter 1. Research introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
This Chapter provides an introduction to the doctoral research carried out at Loughborough 
University with the support of four major car manufacturers and a major supplier. The 
research aims to develop a methodology and then to implement this methodology in the form 
of a tool to evaluate sensorial quality in car interiors. Sensorial quality reflects how the car 
interior affects a customer's emotions and feelings; for example, through visual aspects of 
colours and materials in addition to more traditional quality attributes such as fit and finish, 
for example, how well the parts fit together, their appearance and feel. This Chapter 
introduces the area of research, states the aims and objectives, outlines the scope of the 
research and finally provides an overview and outlines the chapters in this thesis. 
1.2 Background 
For many, a car is not only seen as a mode of transportation. It is also a product representing 
the owner's status, lifestyle or image. Trends within the automotive industry indicate that 
demands of car interiors are changing and that drivers require more than merely a place to 
occupy whilst driving [Karlsson et.al., 2003]. Drivers spend an increasing amount of time in 
their vehicles due to time-consuming commuting [INTMOTl, 2002] and often demand more 
than basic functionalities from them [Bums et.al., 2000; MacMillan and MacGrath-Gunther, 
1996; Bonapace, 2005]. What is considered to be basic functionality varies depending on 
brand and type of vehicle. However, novel and innovative solutions for interior features are 
increasingly difficult to achieve, and manufacturers find alternative approaches to compete 
with each other [Johansson et. al. , 2000]. Focusing on quality rather than innovation and 
improving fit and finish and detailing is the key to success for manufacturers such as Chrysler 
[INTMOT2, 2003]. The public often associate a number of attributes such as the level of 
Chapter 1 
functionality or quality with particular brands. For example BMWs IDrive system and the 
location of the ignition key in SAAB's are seen as typical characteristics of these brands 
[INTMOT3,2003]. 
Cross [2000] makes a distinction between product characteristics and product attributes. 
Product characteristics are defined as physical properties of products, whilst product attributes 
are linked to customer and client requirements [Cross, 2000]. Thus it is important for car 
manufacturers to manipulate and preserve brand identity in order to reinforce the attributes 
they wish to be associated with their vehicles. It is equally important for companies to balance 
the investments according to customer preferences. Over-investing in unwanted attributes 
could be unprofitable, however, under-investing in required attributes could potentially lead 
to loss of customers [MacMillan and Gunther-MacGrath, 1996]. 
New trends and competition force manufacturers to expand their product range and to find 
new markets and customers. Mergers with other manufacturers create new challenges in 
preserving brand identity [Karlsson, 2003]. These changes and trends in the industry can 
partly be associated with the trend of globalisation [Simpson, 2004; Sturgeon and Florida, 
2000; Karlsson, 2003]. The term globalisation is described as an organisational philosophy 
whereby development activities are outsourced to the cheapest, most knowledgeable or most 
efficient facilities of the global organisation [Karlsson, 2003]. Some of the challenges facing 
the industry are to develop vehicles: at a lower cost, higher speed, wider variety, with 
increased reliability and reducing the managerial complexity as well as increasing the 
business strategy flexibilities. These challenges have proven to be success factors for the 
trend of platform sharing (i.e. the use of common under-body structure across a range of 
vehicles) within the global organisation [Muffatto and Roveda, 2000; Muffatto, 1999; 
Simpson, 2004; Sturgeon and Florida, 2000]. Globalisation and platform sharing also have 
other important aspects, for example the importance of working towards the same goal, 
especially when involving several suppliers and sub-suppliers. With the trends of 
globalisation and platform sharing it is vital to ensure that Original Equipment Manufacturer 
(OEM's) i.e. the manufacturer delivering the end product [Karlsson, 2003] and suppliers work 
towards the same customer requirements. As the product development times are decreasing 
[von Corswant and Fredriksson, 2002], focus needs to be placed on ensuring "correct" 
decisions are made and original product intent is followed through with the end customer in 
mind. 
2 
Research introduction 
The focus in the automotive industry has, until recently, extensively been on the exterior of 
the vehicle as this is the first interaction with the potential customer. This focus on exteriors 
has resulted in a mismatch between the exterior of a vehicle and the interior, with exteriors 
promoting a particular image such as sporty, or high quality that is then not necessarily 
reflected by the interior. There are several reasons for this mismatch, the aforementioned 
impact of the exterior is one, others include more operational aspects such as market pressures 
and tight deadlines to develop and deliver the vehicles. These pressures then impact upon 
budget plans, leading to compromises being made to the initial concept of the car interior. In 
addition, concepts for high quality interiors may be diluted during the development process, 
resulting in an interior that is 'adequate' but not what was originally intended [INTMOT4]. 
However, recent developments have started to see a balancing of this focus with exteriors and 
interiors being equally important aspects in the development process and efforts made to 
ensure quality in both areas. 
Several methodologies, such as Craftsmanship, have been developed to ensure the interiors 
are produced to a high quality standard [INTMOT4; Wellings et.al. 2004]. The Craftsmanship 
methodology is a process for ensuring important vehicle attributes such as material and 
function are consistently measured. Other methods and tools developed to ensure quality 
include: Sensorial quality assessment tool (SEQUAM) [Bonapace, 2005], Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD) [Baxter, 1995] and Six Sigma [Pande and Holpp, 2002]. These are merely 
examples of well known methods and tools. A thorough review identified a number of 
methods and tools developed for measuring quality as well as measuring customer 
appreciation of products. Although several of these methods and tools are well established 
and used during certain parts of the development of vehicles, the industry has identified a 
clear gap in methods for monitoring quality throughout the development process of car 
interiors and methods for ensuring initial product intent is followed through. 
A key element for the tool development would be to manage the rather different approaches 
of the highly specified, measurable specification ofthe engineering of the vehicle, against the 
often sUbjective and difficult to quantifY requirements of the customer reflected in the 
marketing and design of the vehicle. There are several established methods for measuring 
engineering properties of car interiors, however, measuring sensorial experiences e.g. tactile 
. feeling of the steering wheel or visual appreciation of the interior and translating these into 
criteria from which parts can be developed is still a new research area. It was believed that the 
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base and requirements for the new tool- MAIQ (Monitoring Automotive Interior Quality) can 
be developed by: 
• An extensive investigation of published literature in the area of methods and tools for 
assessing products, 
• An understanding for the development processes applied within the automotive 
industry, 
• Investigating the various activities undertaken and the professionals working within 
the process. 
1.3 Research questions, aims and objectives 
For this research a number of key research questions were identified which formed the aims 
and objectives. The key questions were the following; 
• What is meant by quality, particularly in the context of car interiors? 
• Is it possible to monitor car interior quality throughout the car development process? 
• If it is possible to monitor car interior quality throughout the car development process, 
can a tool be developed to support this monitoring? 
• What are the industry requirements for assessment of quality in car interiors? 
This section provides an overview of the aims and objectives for this research. The overall 
aim for this research is: 
To develop a tool for Monitoring Automotive Interior Quality. 
To address this aim, objectives have been defined in three key areas: quality methods and 
tools, development processes and automotive industry trends. 
• Quality methods and tools: To identifY and define the term quality and factors relating 
to perception of quality in relation to product design. 
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To identifY the tools/methods currently being used to 
measure and produce quality products. Automotive and 
non-automotive tools considered and examine related 
scaling and rating systems. Capture positive and negative 
aspects of these methods/tools. 
• Development processes: 
• Automotive industry: 
Research introduction 
To investigate the various commonly applied development 
processes within product development and the automotive 
industry and identify a generic process as a basis for the 
tool. Investigate the structure of the development process 
and the different stages. 
To identify employees involved in the automotive 
development process, their roles and knowledge, how they 
work and which tools, methods they use and how they can 
use the new tool. 
Identify requirements for each groups of employee on the 
new tool. 
To investigate aspects of communication procedures and 
decision making processes within a multi-skilled 
automotive development team. 
To establish the role(s) and scope of suppliers involvement 
in different parts of the automotive development process 
and how/when they could use the new tool. 
Establish how the new tool could be used alongside the 
current automotive development processes. 
Establish which part of the current automotive 
development process the new tool would provide best 
guidance. 
To establish an understanding of the specific requirements 
of the Automotive industry. Define the scope of car 
interiors, identify branding strategies, platform strategies 
and key influences for successful vehicle development. 
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To establish knowledge about the development of existing 
and new car interiors. 
Establish what the automotive industry requires from a 
new tool. 
Establish current methods and procedures for capturing 
customer requirements. 
The outcome from these objectives will provide the framework for the development and 
validation of the tool. 
1.4 Scope of research 
To aid the research a simple model was developed to illustrate the key areas for further 
investigation and the relationships between them (Figure 1.1). These areas have been 
explored through literature and through face-to-face semi-structured interviews with 
employees in the car development industry. 
Evaluative methods 
used within the 
automotive industry. 
Product development 
processes in the 
automotive industry. 
Figure 7.7 Illustration of the key research areas. 
Evaluative methods 
used generally in 
product 
development 
process 
The three main areas are described below; 
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• Evaluative methods: This area of evaluative methods involved reviewing definitions 
of the term quality and perception of quality to continue investigating methods and 
tools used for developing and assessing products. These methods/tools were 
summarised, comparing features such as: origin, main characteristics, structure, 
input/output, users and application, stage of use in the development process, 
Research introduction 
• Product development processes: This area investigated widely known product 
development processes, their structure and activities. This area also investigated 
issues related to multi-skilled team work such as communication between different 
skills. Investigations into product development processes aimed to identity and 
develop a generic process which could be used to aid the development of the tool. 
The later part of the thesis investigates development processes specifically related to 
the automotive industry. 
• Automotive industry: This area investigated key elements for successful product 
quality within the automotive industry. Investigations into this area aimed to 
establishing knowledge and understanding of these elements to facilitate greater 
precision in development of the tool. 
This research focused on requirements and needs stated by the industry and does not include 
end customer studies. Manufacturers carry out extensive customer research and it was 
assumed these are referred to when starting product development. 
The investigations into the areas described above aimed to develop a requirement list or 
specification for the tool, and develop a clear understanding for the usage of the tool. 
1.5 Thesis outline 
The research structure is described in this thesis through 10 Chapters. These chapters form 
three main parts ofthe research, see Figure 1.2 below. 
• Part 1 outlines the key areas investigated through literature. 
• Part 2 outlines the key areas through the main data collection, face-face interviews 
with industrial collaborators. 
• Part 3 describes and outlines the procedure for the development of the tool. 
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Theoretical background. 
Investigations and requirements 
lorthe tool. 
Development 01 the tool. 
L-____________________________ ---1 
Figure 1.2 Thesis outline in three parts 
Chapter 1- Introduction: provides an introduction to the research by describing the 
background and outlining the aims and objectives. A thesis outline is also presented in 
Chapter I. 
Chapter 2- Perception of quality and the automotive industry: introduces the theoretical 
background of quality perception and the automotive industry. The term quality is defined 
through literature and supported through an on line survey. The Chapter also presents key 
factors influencing quality within the automotive industry. 
Chapter 3- Product development processes and evaluative methods/tools: elaborates 
further on the theoretical background by presenting an overview of product development 
processes employed for development of products. Current methods and tools used for 
assessing products, systems and organisations are explored. These form three major groups 
emotion based, engineering based and system/process/organisation based methods and tools. 
In relation to the methods and tools various measurement and scaling systems are explored. 
Chapter 4- Research methodology: introduces the research methodology applied for this 
research. This Chapter describes the chosen research methods and validations and also 
identifies the limitations of the research strategy. 
Chapter 5- User interviews: presents the structure and results of the investigations 
undertaken with four major car manufacturers and one major supplier. 
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Chapter 6- Tool specification and framework: outlines the tool specification established to 
support the development of the tool. The requirements stated in the specification are drawn 
upon in the conclusions from the theoretical background and the investigations. The Chapter 
also presents the framework of the tool defined as, when the tool would be active and what 
would be evaluated. Furthermore, this Chapter also describes the first validation of the 
framework carried out by employees at participating car manufacturers. 
Chapter 7- Tool contents: describes the tool contents and presents greater detailed structure 
ofthe tool. This Chapter suggests tool concepts. 
Chapter 8- Tool functionality: outlines the validation of the tool concepts developed in 
Chapter 8 and further refinement of the tool concepts in terms of tool functionality. This 
Chapter also presents the validation of the refined concept and the functionality of the tool. 
The final tool concept is presented in this Chapter. 
Chapter 9- Discussion: This Chapter discusses the limitations of the research findings from 
industrial interviews, tool development and tool validation. The aim for this Chapter is to 
discuss the limitations and barriers of this research. 
Chapter 10- Conclusions: This last Chapter concludes the thesis by outlining the main 
research findings with reference to initial aims and objectives and outlining the key 
contributions of this research to academic knowledge. The Chapter also outlines how the 
industry would benefit by the new tool and what is required to develop it further. 
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Chapter 2. Perception of quality and the Automotive Industry 
2.1 Introduction 
This Chapter discusses the perception of quality and the effects of globalisation on product 
outcome within the Automotive industry. The aim of this Chapter is to identify why 
interpretations of quality vary, and why there is a need for a quality monitoring tool for the 
development of vehicles. 
The first part of the Chapter presents an overview of the various interpretations of quality 
from published sources, concluding with four key categories for quality interpretations. These 
interpretations were then brought together in an online survey to help refine and define a 
generic definition of the term "product design quality". 
The second part of this Chapter introduces the structure and current trends in the Automotive 
industry and the effects of these trends on automotive quality. 
2.2 Perception of quality 
The interpretation of the term quality is very much dependent on individual perception. 
According to definitions found in the Oxford English Dictionary quality is defined as: 
1. The degree of excellence of something as measured against other similar things. 
2. General excellence. 
3. A distinctive attribute or characteristic. 
4. Archaic high social standing. 
[Oxford Concise English Dictionary, 2004] 
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MacDonald [1998] suggests that our judgement of products relies on experience and 
preference and involves perceptual, cognitive and cultural influences. The relationship 
between a product's materialistic properties and perceived quality can be explained by Figure 
2.1. Figure 2.1 illustrates an example of the relationship between physical product properties 
and sensorial experiences against cultural aspects for a personal stereo [MacDonald, 1998]. 
According to this diagram a product which is heavy in weight and slim in shape would be 
perceived as tough, high quality and high technology. Keeping the slim shape but making the 
product lighter would change the perception to fragile, cheap, and medium technology. This 
example illustrates the importance of understanding underlying attitudes and perceptions of 
physical product properties in relation to types of products being developed. 
Heavy 
r . I Heavy I . Tough 
High quality L __ ~ ___ I Medium quality 
H~:e: __ 7,,_~~:U~t:Ch 
'~-~~-~---
Fragile Fragile 
Cheap light Cheap 
Medium tech. __ ~ __ ~ Low tech. 
~-------------------------.~ 
SHAPE '" 
Figure 2.7 Relationship between materialistic properties and perceived quality [MacDonald 799B/ 
Physical product properties and sensorial factors are related to how products are perceived. 
The physical properties of products are experienced through the senses. Physical product 
properties include shape, geometry, colour, material etc. and sensorial factors can be 
experienced through vision, touch, hearing, smell and taste. In contrast, MacDonald [2001], 
describes the experience and interaction with products as a sequential process where the 
vision is the first interaction, the second sense is touch and so on. According to Taylor et.a\. 
[2001], people interpret product qualities differently depending on age, culture, education and 
context of use. They also argue that designers believe that the users' visual perception of a 
product's quality relies on how the surface is portrayed and the information it provides. 
Baxter [1995] suggests that interpretations of product quality are different to different people 
and disciplines: 
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• Quality for the engineer would be fitness for purpose and specifies the range for 
operation and failure. 
• The production engineer would consider ease of production to specified requirements 
as a quality aspect. 
• Quality for the service engineer is length of a product's maintenance free life and the 
maintenance related costs. 
Baxter also argues that the actual quality has much to do with the customers' perception of 
products. The better the product fulfils the pre-conceived quality perception the greater the 
satisfaction will be. This could be achieved by allowing the new tool to evaluate on quality 
factors related to the customers' perception of the specific vehicle and interior. According to 
Baxter [1995] there are two functions for quality control of new product development: 
• Guidance function: guiding product development processes towards customer 
satisfaction 
• Gating function: examines the progress of product development and only allows 
products meeting the requirements and targets. 
The perception of quality also varies depending on the type of product. An approach to 
explaining the various product interpretations is attempted through the following illustration 
(Figure 2.2) by Warwick Manufacturing group [1994]: 
COMPLEXITY 
Figure 2.2 Illustration of product differentiation 7 /Warwick Manufacturing group, 7994/ 
This figure illustrates how different types of products can be perceived differently depending 
on their complexity and uncertainty. For high uncertainty and high complexity products, such 
as super value goods, fitness for purpose is important, whilst for low uncertainty and high 
complexity products such as consumer goods, getting value for money is of importance. This 
example illustrates how the characteristics of different products can determine the perception 
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of the products. The example also illustrates similarities with Figure 2.1 where the weight and 
shape of the product determined the perception of the product. These examples highlight the 
importance of quality experience during initial interaction or even perceived quality 
experience. 
Another important characteristic of quality is when actually interacting and using the 
products, such as "product performance" (how the product fulfils the set specification) and 
"freedom from deficiencies" (how well and reliably the needs of the customers are met). 
These are two dimensions by which a customer can view quality and satisfaction [Nilsson, 
2002]. Quality is also distinguished as "backward-looking" and "forward-looking" where 
defects and flaws are viewed as backward-looking qualities, and positive sales points of a 
product are called forward-looking qualities [Ishikawa, 1982]. 
Interpretations have so far focused on sensorial explanations and relating quality to different 
"product" categories. A well known researcher within the field of quality management J.M. 
Juran broadened the field of quality from being pure statistics into more humanitarian 
dimension [www.juran.com. 2007]. Juran defines quality as "fitness for use". The Table 2.1 
identifies the characteristics that products should have in order to be considered as good 
quality products. 
Garvin's [19871 eight dimensions 
performance, 
features, 
reliability, 
conformance, 
durability, 
serviceability, 
aesthetics and 
perceived quality. 
Feigenbaum's [19911 four categories 
reliability, 
serviceability, 
maintainabilityand 
attractability. 
Table 2.7 Garvin's and Feigenbaum's product characteristics [Nilsson, 2002/. 
These two definitions differ in the way that Garvin's definitions focus on both "showroom" 
quality and "in use" quality by including features, conformance, aesthetics and perceived 
quality whilst Feigenbaum's focus on the "in use" qualities such as reliability, serviceability 
and maintainability. Garvin's eight dimensions use a broader approach than Feigenbaum's 
four categories, however both of these can be considered fairly similar as the dimensions 
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features, conformance, aesthetics and perceived quality could fall into Feigenbaum's category 
attractability, see Table 2.2. 
Garvln's [1987) eight dimensions Feigenbaum's [1991) four categories 
pei1ormance, ..................... reliability, 
features;-· ......•.. :..... ................................... ......... serviceability, 
reliability, ............... _............................................. maintainability and 
~~~~~~nce, .......... :::~:=:::.::::::::'~.::~~:~=~~~~~~;;~;~ attractability. 
serviceability. ........... . ................. :::> ..... .. 
aesthetics and···· .. ······· ... ~ .......... . 
perceived quality:·····~· 
Table 2.2 Similarities of quality definitions. 
These quality interpretations relate to product interaction and use of products and the users' 
expectations of products. Another interpretation of quality is the after use and long term use 
of products and the type of long term expectations users have on products. Companies are 
placed under pressure with increasing competition and globalisation of businesses to produce 
not only products with good quality and basic features, but also to exceed the quality 
expectations through, for example, more innovative products. Customer dissatisfaction is not 
always easy to discover as unsatisfied customers might find it easier to approach alternative 
products from competitors rather than to make complaints [Shen et.al., 2000]. Kanji [1995] 
uses a similar interpretation of quality and suggests that quality is about satisfying customer 
requirements. 
According to Pande and Holpp [2002], effects of low quality products/services could have the 
following consequences: 
• The customers will tell nine to ten people about dissatisfying/negative experiences. 
• But only five people will be told about their positive experiences. 
• Among the dissatisfied customers 31 % would not bother making official complaints 
as it is seen as cumbersome. 
• From the above 31 % only 9% would do business with the company in the future. 
This indicates a trend towards forcing the producer to create more than just high-quality 
products. This can be compared to Kano's model of product quality where the basic features 
are expected to be part of a product and therefore would cause dissatisfaction if they were not 
present. Whereas so called "delighters" are features which are not expected and would cause 
high level of satisfaction if present, even if not particularly well presented [Burns et.al., 2000] 
(see Chapter 3 for further information on Kano's model of product quality). 
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However, the following definition [Goh, 2002] suggests that ensuring consistency in products 
is the answer to the quality problems, and that specific attributes related to the appearance of 
products are of less importance. 
''If there were no variation in the real world, there would have been no quality problems at all, since 
every unit of goods or every offer of service would be of exactly the same predictable 
characteristics. "[Goh, 2002] 
In summary Table 2.3 brings together the definitions and interpretations of quality identified 
in current literature. 
Origin: 
Oxford English Dictionary, 2004 
MacDonald, 1998, 2001 
Taylor et.al, 2001 
Baxter, 1995 
Warwick Manufacturing Group, 
1994 
Nilsson, 2002 
Ishikawa, 1982 
Juran, 2007 
Garvin, 1987 
Feigenbaum, 1991 
Shen et. aI., 2000 
Kanji,1995 
Landman et.al.,2001 
Burns et. al., 2000 
Goh,2002 
Definition(s) I Influencers: 
7. The degree of excellence of something as measured against other similar things. 
2. General excellence. 
3. A distinctive allribute or characteristic. 
4. Archaic high social standing. 
Perceptual, cognitive and cultural influences as well as sequential sensorial process. 
Age, culture, education and context of use 
Designers: users visual perception of a products quality relies on how the surface is 
portrayed and the information it gives. 
Individual and based on pre-conceived quality perception. has two functions: guidance 
and gaiting. 
Dependent on complexity and uncertainty. 
Product performance (fulfilling specification and freedom from deficiencies). 
Distinguished as backward-looking (defects and flaws) and forward-looking (positive sales 
points). 
Fitness for use. 
Eight dimensions: performance, features, reliability, conformance, durability, serviceability, 
aesthetics and perceived quality. 
Four categories: reliability. serviceability, maintainability and allractability_ 
Exceed expectations through features and innovative products. 
Satisfying customer needs. 
Not enough with high quality products, need low prices, rapid delivery and excellent 
service. 
Basic features if not present = dissatisfaction. delighters if present = satisfaction 
Variation is the key to quality problems, no variation provides consistency and products 
services would exactly the same. 
Table 2.3 Summary of quality definitions 
From these definitions and interpretations it can be concluded that product quality relates to 
type of experience and interaction and differs depending on type of products_ The definitions 
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and interpretations formed four key categories where the overall aim is to gain customer 
satisfaction. The categories follow a sequential process of product experience/interaction: 
1. Pre-product experience/interactions: This category includes the pre-conceived 
perception of quality, where the user has had no/little interaction with the product. 
2. Product experience/interaction: experience and interaction of physical product 
properties, characteristics, attributes and features through senses. 
3. Product use: Long term experience and interaction of product, the appropriateness 
and fitness of use for the specific task. 
4. After-purchase experience: The value of purchasing the product, the durability of the 
product and the services that are linked to the product. 
Due to the complexity and wide interpretation of quality it is difficult to define quality with 
one single definition. The new tool would aim to achieve 1) Pre-product 
experience/interactions quality and 2) Product experience/interaction quality. These are the 
areas which can be influenced during the development ofthe vehicle and could potentially 
influence the quality experience of category 3 and 4. 
2.2. 7 Online Quality Survey 
In the previous section, several definitions and understandings of quality were identified from 
published sources. In addition to the list presented in Table 2.3, a large amount of synonyms 
were also found. To assist in the preparation of a more focused definition, empirical research 
was undertaken through an online survey. This section identities the aims of the survey, 
structure and methodology and the results. 
Survey aims & objectives 
The purpose of the survey was to capture the main synonyms and definitions identified 
through literature associated with the term quality in relation to product design. This survey 
aims to identify a more focused definition of the term quality in relation to product design. 
The following aim was set for the survey. 
• To identify if the general public have a generic view of quality based around 
common descriptions such as "well made". 
The objective was to get 100 people to respond to an online form by ticking 5 of the words 
they believed defined quality. 
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Method 
The survey was conducted via an Internet-based web questionnaire, listing the words in a 
random order. The list consisted of 47 words in total and was refined (through a group 
exercise consisting of supervisors and colleagues) from words which were similar or had a 
negative meaning e.g. "complex" and "cheap". The words "simplistic" and "basic" were 
considered too similar so "basic" was excluded. The term quality was to be perceived as 
positive if not stated otherwise and, therefore, it seemed appropriate to only use positive 
descriptive words for the survey. 
The words were analysed, defined and grouped according to their meaning and association 
made in published sources. The groupings included: 
• Material & Form related words: these words described the product's physical 
characteristics which depend on the choice of material and form. 
• Personal words: these words depend on personal preferences, the way people 
perceive products in relation to their lifestyle and social status. 
• Material, Form and Functional words: these words concerned material and form 
characteristics in relation to the functional properties of products. They have a 
stronger relation to form and functional aspect than material related words. 
• Functional words: in this group the words relate to the functional aspects of a 
product and the way the product performs, with no relation to material or form. 
• Product related words: the words in this group link to the precision and 
performance of the product, and also relate to the appearance of the product and the 
way it was portrayed by e.g. the media. 
• Cost & Value related words: this was a small group, and the words concerned what 
the customer perceived valuable. 
The respondents were presented with a list of 47 words from which they were asked to choose 
a maximum of 5 words which, according to them, best defined the term quality in relation to 
product design. The choice of 5 words was considered most appropriate as it provides people 
with enough variation in relation to the number of words presented to them and also to 
imagine products with good qualities. An online questionnaire was considered to be an 
effective method of distributing the questionnaire to a relatively large population and it was 
felt that the simple structure would encourage a response. There was also the opportunity to 
forward it to their friends, colleagues and family to generate additional responses. Another 
option would have been an email format where the respondents completed an attached 
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document. However, email surveys have drawbacks such as the respondents might not open 
attachments sent via emails [Bryman and Bell, 2003]. Table 2.4 shows the list of words used 
in the survey. 
No Word Groups 
1 Strong 
2 Solid feel 
3 Robust Material & Fonn 
4 Well made related attributes 
5 Heavy 
6 Durable 
7 Sustainable 
I~ Aesthetic Hannonious 
110 Desirable 11 Pleasurable Personal attributes 
f 12 Valuable 
t 13 Precious 
r 14 Luxurious 
115 Status 
i 16 Customised 
17 Superior 
18 Technical Material & Fonn + 
19 Prominent Functional attributes 
20 Exceptional 
21 Perfection 
22 O~timised 
, 23 Safe 
i 24 Reliable 
; 25 Practical 
: 26 Powerful 
: 27 Functional 
. 28 Comfortable Functional attributes 
: 29 Trustworthy 
: 30 Aocurate 
; 31 Usable 
; 32 Satisfactory 
. 33 Consistent 
134 Excellent 
35 Distinct 
36 Exclusive 
37 Branded 
38 Attention seeking Product related 
39 Innovative attributes 
40 Handmade 
41 Stylish 
42 Trendy 
43 Sim~listic 
'44 Profitable 
! 45 Good value Cost & Value related i 
46 Affordable attributes 
t 47 
-
Expensive 
Table 2,4 List of words and groupings. 
The survey was mainly targeted towards staff and students at Loughborough University. The 
aim was to get a wide range of respondents within different disciplines and interests and age 
groups. During this part of the research it was decided to focus on respondents who would 
have perceptions of quality in relation to generic product design rather than specifically 
vehicle design. This mainly due to the choice of words and their relation to generic product 
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design as opposed to specifically related to vehicle design. A wider survey focusing on 
vehicle design quality was considered for further investigations. The link was initially posted 
on the University staff online notice board (accessible throughout the university and also 
outside campus) and in addition to various acquaintances (encouraging them to pass it on to 
their friends/colleagues/families) with the aim to get a good mix of respondents, see Figure 
2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Screcnshot of survey website. 
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The first section of the survey gave a short introduction and instructions on how to fill in the 
form. Each word was linked with a tick box. A limit was placed on the number of words 
available to force the participant to focus on what the words really meant to them and to avoid 
generic results i.e. too similar words being chosen. Below the list was a section for the 
participants to fill in other words. At the bottom (optional) they were asked to leave an email 
address for future reference. The replies were collected through email when the respondent 
clicked on the submit button. 
The link was posted on the notice board three times in total during the period 8th April 2004 to 
14th July 2004 with the aim of collecting 100 replies. 
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Results 
100 replies were collected throughout a period of three months. The occurrences of words 
were reviewed. A few (three) of the respondents ticked three alternatives rather than five, and 
six respondents added other words to the list. The added words were: fit for purpose, fit, 
dependable, precise and effective. Two words did not get any ticks: attention seeking and 
simplistic. The "Top 10" list (Table 2.5) shows that the "Functional" (white) attributes are 
seen as important product characteristics in terms of quality. The "Top 5" words in the list 
show "Material & Form" (grey) related attributes as being important to the respondents. 
No. of ticks 
64 
22 
17 
17 
15 
15 
TOP 10 
Word 
Reliable 
Functional 
Safe 
Consistent 
Trustworthy 
Excellent 
Table 2.5 Top ten words chosen 
The results indicated that the respondents related product quality to product function. The 
product should function as when required; should function well; function for a long period of 
time in relation to the amount of money invested in the product and be robust. Interestingly, 
aesthetic and imagelbrand related aspects were seen as less important for product quality. 
Discussion 
The results from this survey with words like reliable, well made, durable, good value and safe 
could be placed in the domains for high complexity with varying uncertainty factor in the 
illustration from section 2.1, see Figure 2.4. 
COMPLEXITY 
Figure 2.4 Illustration of product differentiation 2 {Warwick Manufacturing group, 1994} 
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The survey participants seem to associate the term quality as stated in published sources. The 
result from this survey can be compared to Gavin's [1987] eight dimensions of product 
quality and Feigenbaum's [1991] four categories of product quality where reliability and 
durability were also considered to be important factors. The choice of words could possibly 
effect the results, however, the words chosen for this survey represents the words used for 
describing quality in current literature. 
2.2.2 Definition of quality 
The definitions of quality presented in sections 2.1 and 2.1.1 indicate that the perception of 
quality differs depending on the needs and expectations of the individual. They also show that 
products do not necessarily have to be produced to an "optimal" level of quality, but rather to 
an expected level, and the expected level would depend on type of product and targeted 
market. A general definition for this research can be concluded through the literature 
reviewed in the earlier section and the survey presented in previous section (2. I .1). Th is view 
of quality can be compared with the concept of 'Moments of Truth'. The Moments of Truth 
concept emphasises on the interface between the company and the client, whereby quality 
perceived by the client is an important factor, as well as the expected delivery of quality 
perceived by the company (Normann, 1984). 
The definition derived from the literature in section (2.1) remains as a definition for this final 
conclusion, that is interpretation of quality relates to four categories: in relation of pre-
conceived perception of quality, experience and interaction of physical product properties, 
long term use of products and the after purchase experience of quality, as presented in Figure 
2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 Categories for defining quality. 
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This section aims to provide an overview of the most relevant issues concerning quality 
within the automotive industry. These include the globalisation of the automotive industry, 
platform structures and current and other recent trends. It is important to be informed about 
these topical issues as many of the decisions and the politics of the industry are based around 
these. These are important to consider for the planning of the research and ensuring the tool is 
flexible meet the changing demands of the industry. 
2.3.1 Global industry 
Globalisation can be defined as "the growing global-scale inter-connection and integration of 
human activity. [Sturgeon and Florida, 2000)." Globalisation can also be described as the 
spread of production and coordination of corporate control of vehicle development and 
component sourcing [Sturgeon and Florida, 2000]. This allows global car manufacturers to 
develop vehicles closer to the markets and incorporate local requirements and needs 
[Globalising the car industry, 2007]. Although assembly plants are developed in new 
locations, the core of the industry remains in Japan, Europe and North America and then 
modified at local markets [Sturgeon and Florida, 2000]. 
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Figure 2.6, illustrates the big three developing countries and the change of dominance of the 
US market during the last fifty years. During 1955 the US market as well as the worldwide 
market was dominated by US car manufacturers i.e. GM, Ford and Chrysler. 
1995 
oUS 
1975 • Europe 
o Japan 
1955 
0% 50% 100% 
Figure 2.6 Dominance oflhe US car market. 
The location of assembly plants in new countries such as China, India, Vietnam and Eastern 
Europe is now taking place, especially in countries with large populations and a low 
percentage of car owners. However, investments in these countries also brings issues such as 
developing too many vehicles for the market. This is known as overcapacity crisis, where 
manufacturers have the capacity to produce a required volume of vehicles, but the market 
within the country is competitive and the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita not high 
enough to promote profit and growth of the industry. Ways to reduce overcapacity crises 
include: minimising the size of new investments; minimising number of unique parts; 
simplifYing production tools; minimising number of components made in-house and 
minimising the number of direct suppliers [Sturgeon and Florida, 2000]. 
2.3.2 Platforms 
The globalisation of the automotive industry introduced the concept of platforms to minimise 
the risk of overcapacity and reducing the number of investments in different locations. In 
terms of vehicle design the focus is on developing models applying global sourcing, which 
involve reusing parts on several models (also known as "commonisation"). This means that 
greater number of car models are developed using fewer under-body platforms. The use of 
same under-body structures are known as platforms which are defined as a "relatively large 
set of product components that are physically connected as a stable sub-assembly and are 
common to different models " [Meyer and Lehnerd (1997) in Muffatto, 1999]. The platforms 
can be divided into two sub-groups: dimensional parameters (related to e.g. wheel base and 
body width) and technical features (related to e.g. suspension type). Simpson [2004] describes 
platform development consisting of two " product families" : module based platforms and scale 
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based platforms. Module based development involve adding, substituting, and removing 
modules from the platform, whilst scale based development involve stretching and shrinking 
the platform to create variations of products. 
Even though market strategies are carefully planned and executed, unpredictable situations 
occur that play major influences on the industry. This include competitors decisions (which 
are difficult to influence and predict), change of rules and regulations in host countries, 
unforeseen economic turbulences and political influences [Sturgeon and Florida, 2000]. The 
organisational factors for platform sharing involves considering available options in terms of 
production facilities and also already established processes. Muffatto [1999] suggest that the 
relationship between platform development - model development and platform development -
production innovation is important. Platform based product development also require tighter 
coordination between the various manufacturers within the major organisations. In practice 
this means that the major product development activities are decentralised, whilst iterations 
and adaptations are carried closer to the local markets. Common processes and systems are 
used, for example, design tools and communication systems [Sturgeon and Florida, 2003]. 
Platform development is believed to have the following benefits: 
• Cost reduction by sharing e.g. large components such as under body between models. 
• Efficiency and productivity of product development by reducing number of 
components being developed and tested. 
• Development lead time reduction as a result of using common production facilities 
e.g. production tools, machines and assembly lines [Meyer, 1997; Muffatto, 1999; 
Simpson, 2004]. 
There are also several negative impacts of platform development as a result of increased 
complexity and product variety. These include productivity and quality impacts as well as 
difficulties in keeping consistent cycle times due to the variety of vehicles being developed 
[MacDuffie et.al., 1996]. 
2.3.3 Current trends 
Globalisation and platform development are some of the key trends in the automotive 
industry. Other trends closely related to globalisation are mergers and new acquisitions. 
Manufacturers benefit from mergers as this enables further development of technology, 
enhancement of their processes and capabilities, as well as acquiring and developing 
competence. Mergers also allow manufacturers to develop new models at lower volumes, 
with higher risks and gaining higher profit. Stronger manufacturers benefit from acquiring 
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smaller niche market manufacturers as these can be used to enhance the market position 
[Alford et.a\. 2000]. The trend of globalisation has also developed "centres of excellence", 
that is development centres for specific areas, e.g. Volvo is the centre of excellence for safety 
within the Ford Motor Group [Karisson, 2003]. 
On an international level, increased fuel prices are an emerging trend. However, this has little 
impact on the development and the styling of the car interiors. The effects are more apparent 
in decision making when purchasing vehicles [INTMOT5, 2006]. However, the design of the 
interiors would be influenced by the choice of lighter materials and also less material to 
reduce fuel consumption of the vehicle. 
2.4 Summary: Perception of quality and the Automotive Industry 
This Chapter has provided an overview of quality perception from published sources and an 
overview of the on line quality survey conducted to test these definitions. This section 
concluded with the definition of quality as follows: 
Perception of quality differs and relies on the needs and expectations of the individual. 
Products do not necessarily have to be produced to "optimal" level of quality but rather to an 
expected level. Where the expected level would depend on type of product and targeted 
market. 
The various definitions were grouped and formed four categories which conclude that quality 
of products can be defined and determined during: pre-product experience/interaction, 
product experience/interaction, product use and finally after purchase experience. These 
categories could be described as sequential where the final aim is to achieve customer 
satisfaction, as illustrated by Figure 2.5. 
The definitions and interpretations of quality will be considered during the development of 
the tool to ensure the tool is flexible enough to incorporate the range of definitions. 
This Chapter also provided an overview and introduction to the Automotive Industry, and the 
implications of various trends in the industry on vehicle quality. Globalisation and platform 
sharing are described as two important influences within the industry. Globalisation has a 
great impact on the development of vehicles in terms of allowing global car manufactures to 
develop vehicles closer to the markets and incorporate local requirements and needs 
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[Globalising the car industry, 2007]. Globalisation introduced the concept of platfonn 
sharing, which aims to produce variations of vehicles using less under-body structures. Cost 
reductions, efficiency of development and lead time reductions are some of the benefits 
identified [Meyer, 1997; Muffatto, 1999; Simpson, 2004]. Platfonn sharing also impose other 
benefits such as developing vehicles closer to the end market [Sturgeon and Florida, 2003]. 
Global organisations are continuously evolving and new mergers and manufacturers are 
acquired. 
The trends of globalisation and platfonn sharing are important factors for the development of 
the tool, as the tool needs to be adaptable to these global manufacturers. It is also important to 
highlight that these global manufacturers continuously change development strategies, and as 
they merge with other manufacturers they adapt and alter their own strategies. This has an 
impact on the systems and tools that are used during the development processes. The tool 
needs to be neutral or adaptable to the specific systems and tools that are used within these 
organisations. 
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Chapter 3. Product development processes and evaluative 
methods/tools 
3.1 Introduction 
This Chapter presents an overview of design-related activity including generic development 
processes; communication amongst those involved in the development processes; and also 
identifies some key aspects related to the decision-making processes employed. The Chapter 
also provides an overview of models of product development processes. The second part of 
this Chapter provides an overview of current methods and tools established for evaluation and 
assessment of products, systems and organisations. 
The aim of this Chapter is to generate a generic process for use as a structure for the tool 
being developed. The Chapter also aims to establish characteristics of current evaluative 
methods and tools and identify specific gaps and needs for the new tool. 
3.2 The design activity 
During new product development a systematic strategy is generally employed. 
11 design strategy describes the general plan of action for a design project and the 
sequence of particular activities which the designer or design team expect to take to carry 
throu.Qh the plan. "[Pugh, 1991]. 
This strategy should aim to satisfy a stated need [Pugh, 1991] and through an engineering 
approach, this need can be satisfied through: reliability, maintainability, testability and cost 
factors [Jones, 1988]. The strategy is called a development process which is defined as: 
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':4 series of coordinated activities that form the basis for all activities necessary to produce 
the desired item. H[Jones, 1988). 
Within this development process, various focused strategies can be employed to achieve the 
required outcome from each stage. These focused strategies depend on the activity being 
undertaken, individuals involved, and the nature of their thinking processes. Cross [Cross, 
2000] identifies two styles of thinking, linear and lateral thinking. These relate to the 
suggestion that linear thinkers are convergent and have positive characteristics in areas such 
as detail design, evaluating the alternatives and selecting ideas [Cross, 2000], whilst lateral 
thinkers are divergent and more confident in developing concepts and generating alternatives 
(see Figure 3.1). 
Figure 3. 7. Illustration of two different types of thinkers. 
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ofthe brain 
Intuitive, non-
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Development processes have different structures and require different activities depending on 
the product being developed. However, this generally follows a sequence [Jones, 1988]. Trott 
[2002] and Cross [2000] describe two types of general development models where one is 
technology driven and the other is driven by the market (see Figure 3.2). Technology driven 
development refers to products being developed because the technology has been made 
available (e.g. high technology electronics), whilst the market driven approach is based on 
market needs (e.g. recyclable materials) [Cross, 2000]. 
Research and 
development 
Marketing 
Figure 3.2. Technology and market driven development. 
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Ulrich and Eppinger [2000] add three more processes in relation to those identified in Figure 
3.2. These are: 
• Platform products using existing and established platforms. 
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• Process intensive products where the functionality is dependent on the production 
process. 
• Customised products that are developed through a specific and required need. 
A generalised map of the development process suggests a loop structure involving analysis, 
synthesis and evaluation, see Figure 3.3 [Lawson, 1997; Tovey and Porter, 2002]. 
Figure 3.3. Overview of analysis, synthesis and evaluation process. 
Several maps and models illustrate strategies for a successful design project, however, a 
critical factor to these maps and models is that they have been developed by academics who 
write about design methodologies, and only serve as theoretical models rather than practical 
models [Lawson, 1997]. 
3.2. 7 Communication within multi-disciplined teams 
This section will explore the communication between various disciplines in a product 
development team, e.g. designers and engineers. During the development process, employees 
with contrasting professional backgrounds become involved. Whilst some are involved 
throughout the development process, others focus on specific stages. The skills and 
knowledge required of the employees involved would depend on the type of product being 
developed. This diversity has an impact on a number of factors throughout the development. 
One major impact of diverse project teams is communication and decision making 
procedures. 
Poor communication can be linked with language limitations [Persson and Warrell, 2003]. 
For example designers are known to work with visual material, whereas human factors 
specialists prefer technical reports [Jordan and MacDonald, 1998]. Broberg [1997] 
categorises engineers into two groups: design engineers and production engineers. Broberg 
[1997] suggests that design engineers are involved in concept development and setting 
product requirements, whilst production engineers focus on the selection of production 
methods and purchasing. This illustrates that even within a professional field there are several 
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sub-disciplines which influence the strategy for communication. This needs to be considered 
when developing the tool as the potential users of the tool could be multi-disciplined. 
Communication barriers can have a major impact in large projects such as those encountered 
in the automotive industry where project teams may be based in different global locations. 
However, the spread of development teams across different countries can also have a positive 
impact, as they are able to understand and translate the requirements and needs from the 
individual countries and implement these into the development [McDonough et.a!., 1999]. 
Marketing departments are often the first ones involved in establishing customer needs and 
requirements in a traditional product development project. They then report these needs and 
requirements to designers who translate them into more defined product characteristics such 
as visuals (developed through e.g. sketching, drawing and colour rendering) [Cappadona 
et.a!., 2003]. Cappadona et.al [2003] suggest two languages emerging when designers 
communicate with marketing functions and when designers communicate with digital CAD 
(Computer Aided Design) modellers, see Figure 3.4. Designers are suggested to use a 
language which describes the emotional aspects of products to marketing departments, whilst 
they may talk about more physical related properties of products to CAD modellers. 
Marketing 
Emotional aspects Designer Physical properties 
of products of products CAD modeller 
Figure 3.4. Designers two different communication approaches. 
Cross [2000] suggests that the nature of the work carried out by managers and marketing 
departments relates more to establishing desirable attributes for products, whereas designers 
and engineers focus on product engineering and establishing the physical properties. He 
further describes the development process as consisting of two major disciplines, engineering 
design and industrial design. Engineering designers identifY solutions to problems through 
scientific knowledge and optimising requirements stated in design specifications. Whilst 
industrial designers work on the aesthetics, semantics and ergonomics of the products [Hurst, 
1999]. Although engineering designers might assume that the role of an industrial designer is 
to add colour and forms to their engineered product, the frustration works both ways as 
industrial designers feel their ideas are misinterpreted and engineers feel their requirements 
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are overlooked [Cross, 2000] and is generally related to the misconception of each other's 
roles. However, both disciplines play an equally important role in ensuring that products are 
well engineered and easy to use, appropriately styled and reliable. Cross [2000] presents a 
graphical overview of changing roles of the two disciplines in relation to the product being 
developed, see Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5. Illustration of changing roles of two disciplines in relation to products being developed, [Cross, 2000]. 
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Communication difficulties arise as these disciplines work under different circumstances and 
use different languages in their communication of ideas and results. This section has briefly 
highlighted some of the concerns regarding communication within a multidisciplinary 
development team and is important for consideration during the development of the tool. The 
tool needs to consider the various disciplines involved in the development of vehicles and 
ensure communication between these disciplines is enhanced by using the tool. It is also 
important that the tool considers the various means of communication preferred by the 
different disciplines involved in the development process. 
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Development teams are comprised of a range of expertise. Communication was identified as 
one of the factors leading to misunderstanding within multi-disciplinary teams. Another factor 
is the differences in problem-solving and decision-making techniques within teams. These 
factors, and the underlying explanations, are explored in the field of cognitive psychology. 
Problems are explained as situations when there is a mismatch between our knowledge base 
(mental models) and the reality of the situation [Lundh et.al., 1992]. Lawson [1984] suggest 
that problem-solving strategies differ between designers (architects in this case) and 
scientists, where designers employ "solution-focused strategies" whilst scientist approach 
problems through "problem-focused strategies". Solution-focused strategies emphasise on 
developing several solutions and testing these until a suitable match is found and judged on 
the produced solutions rather than the methods used to achieve these. The problem-focused 
strategies aim to structure the problem and find appropriate solutions that match the 
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requirements and often judged on the methods and the approach used to structure the 
problem. 
A four stage cognitive process described by Stempfle and Badke-Schaub [2002] can be used 
to identify and deal with problems in design situations, see Figure 3.6. Exploration and 
generation aims to widen the problem area whilst comparison and selection aims to narrow 
the problem area. 
_____________________________________________________________ J 
Figure 3.6. Four stage cognitivD thinking proCDss, /StempflD and BadkD-Schaub, 20021 
Stempfle and Badke-Schaub [2002] suggest that multi-disciplinary teams provide better 
defined solutions in contrast to homogeneous teams. They suggest that heterogeneous groups 
tend to have different mental models which could result in ideas not being understood by 
everyone and therefore need to be explained, evaluated and analysed earlier and in more 
detail in contrast to a team sharing similar mental models. The evaluations and analysis of the 
problems are considered to provide better solutions. 
3.3 Overview of established development processes 
This section provides examples of some product development processes. These processes are 
well established and documented in published sources and, therefore act as good examples. 
The structure and main activities will be outlined. 
3.3.1 Iterative development process [Baxter, 1995J 
The overall process is described as a risk management funnel which is divided into different 
stages (Figure 3.7). The aim is to analyse the design decisions by identifYing risks involved 
and managing them. However, where the specific stages start and end in relation to each other 
is less important, and should not be seen as a representation of the design activities involved 
in product development. The idea is to ensure that important changes and decisions are made 
as early as possible; that the final outcome meets the specification; and that the specification 
should be used as a means to reach quality targets. This is considered to be an important part 
of product development as products which do not fulfil requirements stated in the 
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specification are expected to fail in the market, and products fulfilling the requirements are 
expected to have greater success [Baxter, 1995]. 
Iterative development process 
Business opportunity 
L------r---....J 
Deciding on possible innovation opportunities. 
After deciding on which opportunities to explore 
further a product specifICation is prepared. 
At this stage concepts are developed and design 
ideas are tested towards the markel 
This stage embodies the design according to the 
specification. 
This stage involves developing the detailed level of 
the design and would be prepared for pre-
production prototyplng. 
During this stage the tooling for manufacture is 
prepared and production is planned and carried 
out. 
Figure 3.7. Illustration of Baxter's iterative development process. 
3.3.2 The funnel model/Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000} 
U1rich and Eppinger [2000] describe product development process as a funnel-shaped 
process. The funnel broadens out during concept development when the creative level is high 
and all the information is collected, and narrows down closer to final production as the design 
becomes increasingly well defined, see Figure 3.8. The first stage is the planning stage where 
research into issues such as available technologies is carried out and is then developed into a 
"mission-statement". This documentation is then used to assist the development of a wide 
range of concepts. The range of concepts are narrowed down and the specification further 
developed. The next phase further explores the subsystems and the various components to 
define their technical properties such as materials, geometry and tolerances. Testing and 
refinement of the product is carried out on two types of prototypes: 
1. "Alpha" prototypes which are developed using intended material properties and 
geometry however not produced with the intended manufacturing processes. 
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2. "Beta" prototypes are developed with intended material properties and geometry as 
well as with the intended processes, which are tested by potential customer in real 
environments. 
The final stage is the production ramp-up which intends to produce the products by using 
intended processes and to train the production team. This last phase also tries to identify the 
last flaws before the product can be distributed [Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000]. 
y------------
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Figure 3.B. Illustration of a funnel shaped process. 
3.3.3 Descriptive and prescriptive models [Cross, 2000J 
An alternative approach to describe the various development processes is to divide them into 
descriptive and prescriptive models [Cross, 2000]. This section provides examples illustrating 
these different models. 
Descriptive models 
The descriptive models focus on describing the process and creating solutions in the early 
stages of the development process. The process relies on previous experience with the aim of 
guiding the designer in making appropriate decisions. The process is iterative and can be 
simplified and described by four stages: analysis, evaluation, refinement and development 
(see Figure 3.9). Concepts developed during the early stages of the process are then explored, 
generated, evaluated and communicated through a series of iterative loops. 
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Figure 3.9. Four stage development process, [Cross, 2000]. 
Prescriptive models 
The prescriptive models use a more structured and systematic approach compared to the 
descriptive processes. These processes focus on identifYing the problems and making sure 
they are understood. The basic structure includes: analysis, synthesis and evaluation. A more 
detailed process developed by Archer [Cross, 2000] involves a broader perspective such as 
the designer's training and experience (see Figure 3.10). This process is divided into three 
main phases: 
• Analytical phase- programming and data collection 
• Creative phase- analysis, synthesis and development 
• Executive phase- communication. 
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Figure 3. 70. Model of a development process by Archer, [Cross, 2000}, 
3.3.4 The design core [Pugh 7997J 
Pugh [1991] describes the development process as a design core which includes the stages: 
identifYing market and user needs, generating a Product Design Specification (PDS), 
conceptual design, detail design, manufacture and sales. The process is described as iterative 
which means that the process does not necessarily move forward at all times, but can also go 
back to a previous stage. The design core area, which is enveloped by the PDS, is the area 
within which the PDS is evolved (dark shaded area, see Figure 3.11). Input to the design core 
is made through knowledge and expertise of the design team members but also the tools and 
techniques they use in their work. Pugh describes these as discipline/technology dependent 
and discipline/technology independent. Discipline/technology dependent knowledge could 
relate to expertise in mechanics or electronics whereas discipline/technology independent 
relates to competition analysis or concept selection, see Figure 3.11 [Pugh, 1991]. 
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Figure 3.11. The design core, {Pugh, 7997]. 
3.3.5 Product development process 
Discipline and 
technology 
independent 
A more detailed and systematic approach to planning and developing products is described by 
Pahl and Beitz [1996], see Table 3.1. 
Main activity Tasks within the main activity 
This stage involves analysing and clarifying the task and drafting a specification and product 
planning is the major activity at this stage. The product planning stage starts with: 
1. Analytical phase influenced by marKeting, the manufacturer and other sources. 
2. The second phase involves formulating search strategies e.g. identifying 
opportunities and needs and trends. 
3. Finding product ideas by investigating required functions, worKing principles and 
Clarification of the task embodiment of the design. 
4. Selecting product ideas by identifying those which fulfil manufacturer criteria and 
customer needs. 
5. Defining the products in more detail and listing the requirements identified for the 
product. 
6. Clarifying and elaborating the detailed requirements and setting a requirements list 
(specification). 
Concept desig n Involves evolving the specification, identifying essential problems, establishing function 
structures, search for solution principles, combine and firm up into concept variants evaluate 
aQainst technical and economic criteria, this then would generate concepts. 
Embodiment design Involves further development of the concepts, preliminary layouts and design forms are 
developed, these are then refined and checked against the speCifications, a preliminary layout 
is chosen, the design is completed and optimised, preliminary parts lists are prepared and the 
last step in this phase is to choose a definite lavout. 
Detail design The final design is completed with final details and detail drawings, this results in generating the 
final documentation for the solution chosen. Final materials and production methods are set. 
Table 3.7. OvefVIew of Pahl and Beltz product development process, [7996]. 
Each of the steps described in Table 3.1 aims to deliver a specific target. The clarification 
stage aims to deliver a design specification and plan the development activities in detail. The 
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conceptual design stage aims to deliver a concept or principal solution. The embodiment 
design stage aims to deliver a preliminary and definite design layout. The last stage, detail 
design, aims to deliver a product solution and materials and production methods are finalised. 
This process shows similarities with the funnel process (described in section 3.3.2) and the 
design core (described in section 3.3.4). 
3.3.6 Automotive Development Processes 
The publicly available literature is limited in the area of automotive development processes. 
The key source for this type of information was internal documentations from the 
manufacturers. One of the manufacturers involved in the investigation provided this type of 
literature, however, clearly stated that changes to the process was being made and that the 
information should merely be used as a guidance for type of activities carried out during the 
different stages of the process. This specific development process follows a gate system, 
where each gate has specific tasks and targets and once the targets are met the process 
continues to the next gate, see Table 3.2. 
Time ine Gate Activity 
Contract reviewing stage. This is the Program Start stage at which 3 models have 
G-3 been chosen. Hard proportion models are developed of the exteriors, virtual 
models and volume models developed, front buck is further developed. 
Common Development stage. Updated clay proportion models of exteriors, virtual 
G-2 models further developed and updated volume models, interior front buck is further 
</) 
developed, colour and trim models. At this stage important systems suppliers are 
£; chosen. Exterior and interior models developed separatelv, not mixed. 
c: 
0 Contract reviewing stage. Business Concept stage. At this stage 1 concept has E 
0 G-1 been chosen for further development. Exterior and interior development mixed, .... 
updated clay proportion models of exterior, plastic model of vehicle developed, 
choosinq system solution and choosinq all system suppliers. 
Choice of Appearance items. Updated exterior clay model, virtual models are 
GO further developed, design quality models developed, completed colour and trim of 
seats, choosinQ important system suppliers and production suppliers. 
Global Product Approval. This is the Program Funding stage. Plastic models are 
G1 updated, exterior clay models updated, interior clay model front and back updated, 
interior hard model cubed and painted. 
G2 Tool making and Final design stage. Second exterior master hard model cubed 
G3 and painted, numerical data for vehicle released, colour and trim models 
G4 developed, interior master hard model cubed and painted, updated buck colour 
and trim and virtual models further developed. 
</) G5 Final product developed. £; 
c: G6 0 
E G7 0 
CD G8 Start of mass production 
Table 3.2. AutomotIVe product development process (Company mternal documentalton, 2006). 
The process is further divided where Gate -2 is referred to as the Concept stage, Gates -I to I 
is referred to the Pre-Study stage and Gates 2 to 8 is referred to the Industrialisation stage. 
The reviewed development processes have several steps in common with an initiation of the 
task, concept development, detail design, iterations of design concepts and finally 
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manufacturing. For the development of the new tool a hybrid of Baxter's iterative 
development process, Pugh's design core and Pahl and Beitz development process was 
proposed as a base. These processes present similar structure and use similar terminology for 
the different stages. 
3.4 Evaluative methods and tools 
During the development of products, various methods and tools are often used to enhance, 
support or ensure appropriate product quality or characteristics. These methods differ not only 
in their operation but also in their application e.g. some of the methods and tools are used in 
the early stages of the development process to establish customer needs and requirements; 
others are used during the later development stages to ensure the production meets the set 
standards; and a number of methods and tools are used after the products have been 
manufactured as a means to capture customer responses and benchmark their products against 
competitors. 
This section provides a brief overview of a number of methods and tools currently used and 
being developed to assess physical product properties. These methods and tools were chosen 
to represent the benchmark for the new tool. They are presented in three categories according 
to the type of input they require and the type of output given. The first section presents the 
emotion-based category. The methods and tools in this group use some form of 
sensoriaVcognitive (e.g. visual or tactile) input to describe product characteristics. The second 
section outlines the engineering-based category. The methods and tools in this category are 
structured towards more engineering-related characteristics of products such as performance 
and material properties. The third and final category presented in this section is 
systemlprocess/organisation-based methods and tools, which are applied to ensure production 
quality and to ensure the production process meets a specified criteria or standard such as 
process flow and accuracy, rather than to directly ensure product quality. The methods and 
tools were compared according to the following criteria: 
• origin and developer 
• main characteristics 
• structure 
• input and output 
• users and application 
• stage of use in the development process 
• limitations 
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• advantages 
• disadvantages 
The last section of this Chapter summarises the methods and tools reviewed and highlights 
the key features that can be used to inform development of the tool. 
3.4. 7 Emotion based methods and tools 
The emotion-based methods and tools share the characteristics of capturing information about 
customers' and users' emotional experience of products. The interaction with the products 
could be sensorial i.e. visual, tactile, smell, noise or taste. 
Semantic Environment Description- 5MB-method 
The 5MB method was originally developed in 1975 by Rikard Kiiller at the University of 
Lund, Sweden for assessing architectural environments [KarIsson et.al, 2003]. 5MB aims to 
give a summarised impression of the environment with the result presented as a scalar 
measurement. Participants give their impression of the environment by ticking the appropriate 
box on a 7 point scale for each descriptive word presented, Figure 3.12. The total impression 
of the results show where the environment is strong or weak. Information is obtained through 
questionnaires, with 36 adjectives grouped into eight factors: enc\osedness, social status, 
potency, affection, pleasantness, complexity, unity and originality. 
MODERN 
slightly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 very 
L..-_____________________________ _ 
Figure 3.12. Example of a 7 point bipolar scale. 
The users for this method would be experts or typical real users. Since its initial development 
Laike has investigated the possibilities of using the 5MB method for car interiors and further 
investigations have been continued by Volvo Cars [KarIsson et.al, 2003]. The results have 
shown that 5MB can be used as a tool during the early stages of the development process as 
well as during development, however it has not been tested adequately in the area of car 
interiors to fully assess its usefulness. 
There is no link between evaluations if 5MB is used at different stages in the development 
process, which means that results from different stages could be difficult to compare. Some of 
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the disadvantages are that the tool is still immature for vehicle interiors and requires 
additional qualitative techniques to provide more concrete advice. 
The use of adjectives in combination with scales is interesting and could be further explored 
for the new tool being developed. 
Product Semantic Analysis- PSA 
This tool was developed as a PhD thesis by Li Wikstrom at Chalmers Univeristy in Sweden in 
2002. The aim of the thesis was to develop and test a tool with the capability of 
communicating product semantics, i.e. "give a measure of its ability to communicate the 
intended message." [Wikstrom, 2002]. The role of the tool is to provide a measure of whether 
or not a product possesses the intended semantic characteristics using semantic scales, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.12. 
The study carried out by Wikstrom for testing this tool and the scales used illustrated that a 
semantic differential scale could be developed for specific products through focus groups. 
This scale could thereafter be used as a support when setting product requirements. The scale 
was based on four judgement parameters: understanding, accuracy, response/managing time 
and unreliability _ The scales are intended to function as triggers to further develop a dialogue 
with the user (the person evaluating) around the product's semantic functions. It can be used 
in industrial design education, product development and marketing. The tool was intended to 
be used during the early stages of the development process to compare different product 
concepts as well as a benchmarking tool. For the purpose of the research it was tested on 
existing prototypes and products. Future work by the academic is to implement the method in 
product development projects together with designers and product developers. 
Advantages of this tool are: the tool has a strong research background and is easy to use. The 
main disadvantage is that the tool is still immature and requires a practical implementation. 
However, the tool is useful for identifying product risks and potentially developing user 
friendly products. The tool illustrates similarities with 5MB (described previously) and the 
use of adjectives or semantic descriptors in combination with scales could be further 
explored. 
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Sensorial Quality Assessment Method- SEQUAM 
SEQUAM was developed in 1992 at the SEA (Societa di Ergonomia Applicata) in 
collaboration with Fiat Auto with the aim of increasing the perceived pleasure of product 
image and use [Bonapace, 2005]. SEQUAM aimed to analyse the link between a product's 
physical properties, such as the tactile, prehensile, thermal, functional and acoustic responses 
expressed by users when interacting with the product [Bonapace, 2002]. The framework for 
this tool was structured around two key aspects: connection between physical product 
properties and involvement of users during different stages, see Figure 3.13: 
l~_Fr--r-ameWo_rk ~J 
,~ _______ I _____ ,_,_,_,u, • 
r 
Connection between physical 1 
product properties(objective l parameters) an~ the subjective 
,________ exoenence,'--__ ,_.J 
_____ J, ___ _ 
C
nVOlvement of users in different I 
stages exploring, assessing :Jnd 
verifying pleasurability. 
" --._--
,.:~~~~'~~~~-:~'.~ 
... i~~1\(j¥:f,ffi;);J]fit~':jt~ tt,'! 
>.;t t:~I. v~ :,"":-::"" :.J.:, .. " ~ .,i _,-~_ .. :1.: .. ',.::~ :J 
-. j 
Figure 3. 73. Framework of SE QUAM. 
The second part is divided into three phases where the first phase involves researching on 
current products and searching for various aspects of plea sur ability, the second phase involves 
studying innovation trends, and in the third phase the activities are based on verifying the real 
working prototypes in a natural environment with potential users. All objects were 
characterised by 1) objective parameters which can be quantified or measured by different 
disciplines, 2) subjective sensations which were reactions elicited through the use of cognitive 
psychology techniques [Bonapace, 2002; 2005]. 
The following user sensations are analysed: 
• tactile sensations experienced through surface quality 
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• prehensile sensations such as object shape, size and dimensions 
• functional sensations from how the product is used 
• thermal sensations from the properties ofthe materials used 
• acoustic sensations from objects when used 
• visual sensations colours, finishes, forms and shapes [Bonapace, 2002; 2001]. 
From this a number of pleasurability guidelines can be created and developed into a 
specification [Bonapace, 2005]. SEQUAM was initially intended to assess individual car 
interior parts which the users interact with. The tool has been applied on parts such as: 
steering wheels, automatic and manual gear shifts, internal and external door handles, column 
mounted lever systems, push buttons and turn knobs for heaters and air conditioning systems, 
internal door panels and car information systems [Bonapace, 2005]. The tool has also been 
applied to other fields, such as furniture and control panel design for white goods, and can be 
used in parallel with other development processes and during the early stages. The advantages 
of the tool are that it creates a dialogue between the various disciplines in the design team and 
certain phases allow research into current products, trends and innovations. The main 
disadvantage with SEQUAM is that car interior parts are investigated in isolation rather than 
as a part of an entity. The use of sensorial elements for assessing products could be further 
explored for the new tool being developed. 
Pleasure, arousal, and dominance- PAD 
PAD evolved through a study aimed to investigate emotional "space" by Russell and 
Mehrabian [1977]. It is based on scalar system which illustrates that emotional experiences 
can be described with three independent bipolar (measuring opposites on each scale) 
dimensions. The scalar system measures pleasure, arousal and dominance [Mehrabian, 1997a; 
1997b]: 
• Pleasure - displeasure (positive versus negative state) 
• Degree of arousal (mental and/or physical activity level) 
• Dominance - submissiveness (control versus lack of control over others or 
situation) 
These three dimensions are independent in the sense that the value from one dimension is not 
linked to the value in the other two dimensions. Input is made on semantic differential type 
scales. The advantages of PAD are: that the tool is good for identifying consumer's emotional 
experiences, to develop experience-specific profiles and that it captures basic and concrete 
emotions as well as abstract emotions [Morris, 1995]. The key disadvantage of PAD is that it 
is difficult to use in non-English speaking cultures, or "with people who are not linguistically 
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sophisticated e.g. children" [Bradley and Lang, 1994]. Another limitation for PAD is the 
limited use in a development process context and lack of application for product 
development. The use of scales in combination with the three dimensions explained above 
could be further explored for the new tool. 
Self Assessment Manikin- SAM 
SAM is a further development of the PAD method described in the paragraph above. It was 
originally implemented as an interactive computer programme and developed to measure 
emotional responses related to advertisements [Bradley and Lang, 1994]. SAM is considered 
to be an alternative to verbal self-reporting tools. It measures the pleasure, arousal and size of 
the advert on a nine point scale with illustrations symbolising body expressions. The 
illustrations show the following emotions, see Figure 3.14: 
• Pleasure: smiling, happy, frowning and unhappy 
• Arousal: ranges from sleepy to excited 
• Size: the illustrations vary in sizes, from very small (being controlled) to very 
large (controlling) [Morris, 1995]. 
PAD was further developed into graphical illustrations of the three emotional conditions to 
eliminate some of the language barriers associated with interpretation of words and is 
therefore suitable for use in non English speaking countries [Bradley and Lang, 1994]. 
Figu{(J 3. 14. Illustration of the paper version of SAM [Bradley and Lang, 1994J 
The results from SAM can be presented using three different methods for advertising 
evaluation. Responses are placed on a chart after being given pleasure-arousal dominance 
scores, see Figure 3.15 [Morris, 1995]: 
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High Pleasure 
High Arousal 
Low Pleasure 
High Arousal 
Figure 3. 75. Chart for pleasure, arousal and dominance. 
The structure and layout of the evaluation mechanism allows for a wide range of users, such 
as children, medical patients as well as customer screenings by advertisement companies. It 
also allows for evaluation of items e.g. pictures, images, sounds, advertisements (this version 
called AdSAM) [Bradley and Lang, 1994]. The tool has potential for use during the early 
stages of the design development process and throughout the development to check the status 
of ideas and also after development. Some of the advantages identified are the use of non-
verbal protocol which is good for cross cultural usage, and the ease and responsiveness of 
usage. Identified disadvantages were: no links to products and physical environments and that 
the method is limited for assessing interaction with products. PAD and SAM use similar 
structures based on the three dimensions linked to scales. This structure could be further 
explored for the development of the new tool. 
Product Emotion Measure- PrEmo 
PrEmo was developed by Pieter Desmet as part of a PhD thesis at Delft University in 2002 
[Desment, 2002]. PrEmo is a tool which provides feedback based on the user's emotional 
experience of a product and is illustrated through animated facial expressions. The instrument 
is non-verbal and self reporting. It is a computerised instrument and shows 14 animations, 7 
pleasant and 7 unpleasant [Desmet, 2003]. These emotions are presented with cartoon 
animations (Figure. 3.16). 
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Indignation 
Contempt 
Disgust 
Unpleasant surprise 
Dissatisfaction 
Disappointment 
Boredom 
Desire 
Pleasant surprise 
Inspiration 
Amusement 
Admiration 
Satisfaction 
Fascination 
Participants are guided through the analysis of a product with instructions. The main focus is 
on the measurement section and each cartoon image has a three point scale (not visible): "I do 
feel the emotion", "to some extent feel the emotion" and "I do not feel the emotion expressed 
by this animation". The scale only appears when the animation has been clicked on 
(activated) and the participant has to ask themselves the question: "does this animation 
express what 1 feel?" before responding. Figure 3.17 shows a typical set of results. 
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Figure 3. 71. Illustration of how the results can be viewed 
/Desmet et. al., 2000]. 
The tool is structured to allow the user to interact with the software and is intended to be used 
by potential user groups. This tool has been used in a study of car interiors to measure 
emotions elicited by a variety of car designs [Desmet et.al., 2000]. 
Some of the advantages identified with the PrEmo tool are that it is cross cultural through the 
facial expressions (no language barriers), it is a self-reporting tool and requires no assistant 
for usage, and the tool can be used during the development of products. The main 
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disadvantage identified is that the tool is limited for measuring emotions experienced in 
environments. The use of visual representations of emotions (facial expressions) and scales 
linked to these emotions could be explored further for the development of the new tool. 
Attribute Categorisation and Evaluation· Matrix ACE Matrix 
The ACE matrix was developed to identify and evaluate the dynamic change between the 
needs and the attributes (characteristics) of products and is aimed at managers to help create 
products with the required attributes [MacMillan and Gunther-McGrath, 1996]. The matrix is 
based on a three step process: 1) identifying attributes and 2) map these onto a matrix to help 
establish guidelines on appropriate action for each attribute and 3) final step involves 
validation. 
• Step one: "Uncover salient attributes". This involves the process of finding out what 
makes customers purchase certain products and the attributes that makes the product 
outstanding. 
• Step two: "Map the attributes". The matrix is created and the attributes are 
categorised under the following headings: 
o Basics: The basic non-negotiable attributes are those which are almost 
standard features in products and have to exist in products for them to even 
be part of the market, such as a car's ability to start at the first attempt. 
However, if there are negative feelings about the product, these can be 
considered tolerable as long as the product performs at the same level as the 
competitors'. The critical stage is when the competitors improve their 
products in relation to the specific company. Customers are not necessarily 
loyal and could prefer the improved products. 
o Discriminators: These are the attributes which make the product more 
prominent from the competitors'. A positive feeling about a discriminator 
makes the attribute a differentiator, whilst a negative feeling makes it a 
dissatisfier. The company has to ensure they are better than their competitors. 
o Energisers: These attributes are better than the competitors' and often the 
reason why customers purchase the products. If the feelings for the product 
are positive, they become exciters, see Table 3.3. 
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Basic Discriminator Energizer 
Positive Non-negotiable Differentiator Exciter 
Perform at least as well as Perform better than Perform better than 
competitors but not much competitors if attribute is competitors. 
better. salient to target customers. 
Negative Tolerable Dissatisfier Enrager 
Perform no worse than Perform better than Correct problem at any cost, 
competitors but much better. competitors and correct capitalise on competitors' 
problem soon. enragers. 
Neutral So what? Not applicable Not applicable 
Retain only those attributes 
needed for other target 
segments or other justifiable 
reasons. 
Table 3.3. Overvtew of A CE matrix [MacMillan and Gunther-McGrath, 7996J 
• Step three: "Validate, validate, validate H. An evaluation of the matrix is carried out 
during this step. The matrix is tested against the market through focus groups and 
discussions with key customers. 
The ACE matrix has advantages such as it could be used for high level of product 
development and also on a detailed level, and the matrix is useful for convincing managers 
regarding strategies and actions. The main disadvantage identified was that the tool is more 
suitable for new product planning, rather than during a product development process_ 
The use of attributes and evaluations of product characteristics could be further explored and 
the mapping of the attributes during step two. 
Kano Model of Product Quality 
This model was developed by Noriaki Kano and is based on Maslow's hierarchy of needs 
[Johansson et al. 2000]. The Kano model divides product attributes or qualities into three 
categories: basic qualities, linear and de lighters. 
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• Basic qualities: are where high levels of achievement evoke only low levels of 
customer satisfaction. These are the qualities that are expected to be present so 
therefore will not cause either satisfaction or dissatisfaction if present, but a lack 
of these would cause dissatisfaction. 
• Linear qualities: are where customer satisfaction increases with the level of 
achievement. These are the "spoken" needs of the customers and the satisfaction 
increases with the level of achievement 
• Delighter qualities: are where low levels of achievement can evoke high levels of 
customer satisfaction. These are the qualities which are not expected in the 
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product. However, if present they will generate a high level of satisfaction, even 
with a low level of achievement. If not present this will not cause dissatisfaction 
as they were not expected in the first place, see Figure 3.18. 
Alteration to the Kano model illustrates that the delivery of products is an important factor 
[Bums et.al., 2000] 
Customer satisfaction 
HIGH 
Delighters ------_~ 
... GOOD DELIVERY 
--_"':L--_/- Linears 
-
-
LOW ~~~.~.______ . ____ ~~.~~~ 
Level of Achievement - .. HIGH 
-
-
-
POOR DELIVER' . LOW 
Figure 3.18. Illustration of the Kano Model of Product Quality [Bums et. al. 2000J. 
Basics 
The Kano model was used to assess existing products, however, the model can also be used 
throughout the development process. The Kano model is limited for use on its own, as it 
needs to be used with other research techniques such as focus groups and clinics [Johansson 
et. al. 2000]. The advantages of the Kano model are: that the model focuses on customer 
needs and requirements; that the model can be used to gather useful information prior to 
development as well as during the process and it can be used as an element in other evaluative 
techniques (used as a step in Quality Function Deployment-QFD). The model has a similar 
structure to the ACE matrix. The categorisation of the product attributes could be further 
explored for the development of the new tool. 
J<anseiL:ngineering 
The method was developed by Mitsuo Nagamachi at Hiroshima University, Japan in 1970 
[Nagamachi, 1995; Nagamachi and Imada, 1995]. Kansei in Japanese translates to customers 
feelings and needs in relation to products and includes feelings about product characteristics 
such as size, colour and mechanical functions [Nagamachi and Imada, 1995]. Kansei 
Engineering can be classified into three categories: 
• TYPE 1- new product towards the design element. This is where the category 
classification method is used to examine the components of a product's design by 
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breaking it down into smaller parts. Mazda has employed Kansei Engineering for 
developing new car models. The design is divided into parts starting with level zero 
which is called Human-Machine Unity (unity between the driver and the car), first 
level, second level and so on until reaching the specifications of the car [Nagamachi, 
1995]. 
• TYPE 11- current computer technologies, such as an expert system. This is the Kansei 
Engineering System (KES) used to interpret the feelings of the consumer into design 
language and description. KES is based on four databases [Nagamachi, 1995]: 
I) Kansei database. This is where all the words representing the feelings of the 
consumers are stored. 
2) The image database. This is where the images of design elements are based. 
These are matched with the words and feelings from the first database. 
3) Knowledge base. This is where the rules are located. 
4) Design and colour database. This is the database for design and colour. 
• TYPE III- using a mathematical system. 
Kansei Engineering has been used to support the development and manufacturing of a wide 
range of products such as cars, electrical appliances and clothing. Mitsubishi were one of the 
pioneers implementing Kansei Engineering TYPE I in Japan [Nagamachi, 1995]. Also Mazda 
and Nissan have introduced Kansei Engineering for the development of new models. Other 
manufacturers such as Ford Motor Company, Fiat and Porsche have also investigated the use 
of Kansei Engineering. The advantages of Kansei Engineering are that it is based on user 
needs and demands and that the tool has been tested within the automotive industry. The tool 
is structured and has also been applied in other areas. The main disadvantage identified is the 
limitation of measuring level of satisfaction. This tool is well recognised within the 
automotive industry and has several qualities to further explore for the development of the 
new tool. For example the structure and use of databases, the contents of the databases and 
also how the databases link together. 
A number of methods and tools reviewed in this section have used feelings and subjective-
based judgment on products and environments. Based on the comparison criteria applied for 
investigating these methods and tools, the following conclusions can be drawn. 
Most of the reviewed methods have been developed through industry needs. The main aim for 
these methods is to establish an impression of the product and how the user/customer 
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perceives this impression. The results from a number of these methods and tools are also used 
for the development of future products. Most of the methods and tools use descriptive scales 
in the evaluation process. These are based around words describing product attributes which 
can be collected through customer clinics and focus groups. A few of the methods and tools in 
this section originate from the pleasure arousal dominance scale, illustrated with three 
dimensions to characterise the emotional experience. However, the original methods were 
developed for the advertising industry and architectural environments. For car interior 
assessment, a number of the methods and tools discussed have relevant features: 
• 5MB: This method was initially designed for architectural environments and has been 
adapted to cars and car interiors. There are similarities between 5MB, Kansei Engineering 
and PSA, where PSA is a further development of 5MB. PSA focuses on the semantic 
aspects of products and their ability to communicate the intended message. The approach 
of using descriptor such as the eight factors warrants further investigations during the 
development stages of the tool. The method PDA functions using three independent 
dimensions, however, arguably for the purpose of the tool development an holistic 
evaluation would require a combined experience of all dimensions. 
• SEQUAM: This tool examines specific parts and details in car interiors, whilst PrEmo 
evaluates the emotions experienced when interacting with products in general and with 
less detail in contrast to SEQUAM. However, SEQUAM follows a sequence of exploring 
product characteristics and employs a strategy which may be useful for the new tool. Also 
PrEmo and SAM use a simple and powerful interface where users can relate to emotional 
expressions illustrated through body language and facial expressions. 
• ACE: This tool employs a structured way of gathering customer needs and utilises the 
matrix to place these needs into correct categories. A similar approach might be useful for 
identifying needs when developing car interiors. 
In terms of input and output from the methods and tools reviewed, it would be relevant to 
explore the use of visual feedback as a means of reporting the experience of the car interior. It 
also seems like the use of scales is well known within evaluative methods and tools and could 
be explored further, see Table 3.4 for overview. 
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Method/tool Key characteristics Positives Negatives 
- Employs product and consumer - Useful the way the tool can - Developed to be used in the 
strategy guide and convince managers to product planning stage. 
- Based on basics, discriminators & make the right decision. - Not based on sensorial 
ACE matrix energisers - Focuses on the product and the attributes, focus on "functional' 
- Focus on guiding & convincing consumers and good the way it attributes. 
managers to make right decisions maps out product attributes. - Not detailed enough for 
applyinq to car interiors. 
- Identifies basics, linear and - Customer needs in focus. - Application not good for 
delighter qualities - Maps out product attributes and continuous use during 
Kano Model - Burns & Evans adding delivery qualities. development. 
aspects - Similar to ACE matrix - Not using sensorial attributes. 
- Focus on customer needs 
- Been tested on vehicles - Related to customer feelings - Doesn't related customer 
- Uses semantic scales elicited by products. satisfaction to design intent. 
Kansei - Been used for VR environments - Uses semantic scales which - Semantic scales are time 
Engineering could be useful to explore further consuming, what could the 
- Been used in the automotive alternative be? 
industry 
Vl 
- Uses semantic scales - Investigates the psychology - Not applied in the development 
"0 
.s - Not good for non English behind the experience process of products before. 
'C speaking cultures - Strong relation between three - Language issues. c PAD ca 
- Time consuming dimensions Vl 
'C 
- PAD scale interesting approach - Good for identifying customer 0 
~ needs 
E 
- Visual PAD scale images + - Uses visuals + scales - No links to products and 
'C 
!l SAM illustrations - Uses same dimensions as PAD physical environments 
c 
- Uses a scale for measurement 
.!!:! 
5 
- Can be used at various stages of - Uses visuals + scales - No links between different 
c 
0 PD - Can be used during the stages of use. 
'g PrEmo Images and illustrations powerful development process - Not used for experience of E 
UJ 
- Scales + images powerful wholeness. 
- Simple and inviting to use 
- Choice of words can be biased - Been used on environments - Language barrier 
- Words should be easy to - Uses semantic words 
understand + appropriate - Can be used throughout the 
- Consider rig ht terminology development. 
5MB - Changes in trends incorporated 
by assessing car interiors during 
PD 
- Uses customer groups for 
assessments 
- Semantic aspects of products Can be used in prod uct Language barrier as its based on 
PSA - Identifies product characteristics, development. semantic words 
needs and requirements Useful for identifying product 
risks 
- Method applied on parts in - Involves several different - Application of car interior parts 
isolation departments in isolation. 
SEQUAM - Requires dialogue between - Pleasurability aspects links to - Time consuming to use. 
different departments and specification 
disciplines - Applied to car interior parts 
Table 3.4 Overview of emotion of/entad methods and 100ls 
3.4.2 Engineering based methods and tools 
The methods and tools in this section are typically used in an engineering environment. The 
needs and requirements of the customer are important aspects, however, the outcome is 
typically numeric and targeted at an engineering feature or response. A few of these methods 
and tools measure the number of faults or a dissatisfaction rate and aim to capture the 
objective characteristics of products, generally specified through a numerical value. This 
section outlines some of the major methods and tools applied in the car industry. 
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Six Sigma 
Six Sigma was developed in the 1920s in the USA and is a quality assurance process which 
aims for a system that achieves only 3.4 defects per mittion opportunities. It is a process for 
improving customer satisfaction, reducing cycle time and reducing defects. Table 3.5 shows 
the different levels of sigma performances [Pande and Holpp, 2002]. 
Level Defects per million opportunity 
6 3.4 
5 233 
4 6210 
3 66807 
2 308537 
1 690000 
Table 3.5 Six Sigma defects [Pande and Holpp. 2002/ 
Six Sigma measures the customer experience of quality as wen as financial consequences 
related to poor quality [Tennant, 2002]. The term "sigma" is a statistical term which measures 
how far from perfection the process is [Six Sigma, 2004]. The lowercase letter "cr" (sigma) 
stands for standard deviation, which describes the amount of variation that exists in a specific 
set of data, group of items, or process [Pande and Holpp, 2002]. Six Sigma is structured 
around the fol1owing process: Design, Measure, Analyse, Improve and Control (DMAIC), see 
Table 3.6: 
DEFINE 
MEASURE 
, ANALYSE 
'IMPROVE 
CONTROL 
A step between previous stage and the next one, involves validating 
the problems and data, complete project plan and start to explore 
reasons or causes to the oroblems. 
, This step involves finding the cause of the problems. 
, This stage is for 'planning and achieving results', 
The final step involves monitoring and ensuring the decisions and 
ob'ectives established are followed throu h. 
Table 3.6. The DMAIC process. 
Other methods and tools can be used within Six Sigma for outlining the Critical To Quality 
(CTQ- customer requirements and expectations) characteristics, for example Quality Function 
Deployment QFD (presented later in this section) [Tennant, 2002]. The Six Sigma 
methodology is considered to be better suited to problem solving and process improvement 
projects rather than product design improvement [Mortimer, 2002]. Mortimer [2002] suggests 
the reason why Six Sigma is not suitable for product design is that it focuses on improving 
one aspect without improving other aspects, whereas, for product design several aspects need 
to be considered at the same time. Six Sigma can be used throughout the development process 
and can run alongside in-house development processes. However, it requires measurable data 
which would make it more suitable in the later stages of the development process. The 
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advantages of Six Sigma include: the methodology is well recognised in several industries; it 
has been tested and proved to produce reliable results and it is a thorough and well structured 
methodology. A few of the disadvantages include: the methodology is too technical to use in 
the early stages of the creativity process in product development programmes, and it focuses 
on product failure and defects. Six Sigma is widely used in the manufacturing industry and 
requires physical parts to detect faults. It is important to be aware of this methodology as the 
new tool could potentially be working alongside Six Sigma. 
Design for Six Sigma- DFSS 
OFSS is a version of Six Sigma, with a greater focus on design activity. OFSS is an approach 
rather then a methodology and can be implemented in different ways within industries. There 
is no single OFSS process like there is with Six Sigma [Six Sigma, 2004]. It is used alongside 
in-house product development processes and structured to provide better support in the early 
stages of development. OFSS is similar to Six Sigma in the way in which other tools and 
process are used at the different stages of the development process; it aims to reduce delivery 
time and development costs; and increase effectiveness of what is produced [Tennant, 2002]. 
The basic OFSS methodology is structured around the following steps, see Table 3.7 
[implemented from Tennant, 2002]: 
INITIATE Initiate project hand over from corporate strategy planning. 
DEFINE Definition stage. 
CUSTOMER Customer analysis. 
CONCEPT Concept development and businesslcustomer approval. 
DESIGN Formal and technical tog. with evaluation. 
IMPLEMENT To commercialisation (including trials and pilot studies) 
HANDOVER The business ownership (control stage) 
Table 3. 7 The DFSS methodology 
OFSS is most suitable for large projects with big timescales and budgets where new products, 
services or processes are developed, and where it is important for the project to meet 
customer expectations [Mortimer, 2002]. The OFSS methodology would be used during the 
marketing and customer profiling stage and until the start of marketing/sales. The 
methodology requires other methods for gathering data from customers. The advantages of 
OFSS are: that it has good statistical background and that it is detailed and targeted towards 
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product development projects. The main disadvantage identified is that the methodology 
needs to be used with other methods [Mortimer, 2002]. 
Quality Function Deployment- QFD 
QFD was originally developed in Japan in the 1960s by Professor Yoji Akao and Professor 
Shigeru Mizuno with the aim of delivering products and services that would deliver customer 
satisfaction. The main characteristic of QFD is the focus on the "Voice of the customer"-
voc. The process is divided into four procedural phases and for each of these phases a 
quality matrix is constructed. The matrices can be joined together in the end or used 
individually, see Figure 3.19 [QFD Institute, 2004]. 
• The first phase is product planning and developing the first House of Quality- HOQ (see 
Table 3.7 for illustrations of the four steps in this phase). This phase involves gathering 
subjective customer requirements such as appearance, feelings, smells etc. 
• The output from the first matrix becomes the input for the second phase of the QFD 
process, which is the Product design phase. At this stage the subjective requirements are 
transferred into more measurable requirements (for example temperatures and 
dimensions) and is often led by engineers. 
• The third phase deals with Process planning and m this phase the manufacturing 
processes are studied and the process parameters set. 
• The fourth and final phase is the Process control phase, in which the production process is 
created and monitoring system developed. Risk assessment is also undertaken in this 
phase [Quality Function Deployment, 2004]. 
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CORRELATION MATRIX 
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technical parameters.) 
How can we achieve it? 
Individual technical design requirements on 
different columns. 
E~ 'What' do customers want? TRANSITION MATRIX (Usually called a '0 
ID <= relationship matrix.) 'E ~ ID ID • 
&E EU 
:O~ (/) => 
o·~ Individual customer ~e 
8 ~ requirements on different Relationships between customer gJ 0. ~ Cl c: ~ 
requirements and technical parameters ID c: 
'" ID rows. E"" tE 
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=- <..> Uu 
Technical assessment of competing 
products. 
'How much' of each technical parameter is 
required? Quantitative specifications. 
'Importance' of different technical 
parameters. 
Figure 3. 79. Detailed overview of HOQ, [Saxtet; 7995J 
The procedure for creating the HOQ is important, as it is vital to get the wants and the needs 
right from the start and to understand the customers. 
• The first step is to capture information from customers using, for example, interviews or 
field observations. The important factors are who the user is, what the product is being 
used for and when, where, why and how it is being used. 
• Information from the first step is transferred into demands on, for example, quality, 
performance, low price, long life, safety and environmental considerations. These 
demands are then placed in the categories of: demanded quality; quality characteristics; 
function; reliability and other items [Baxter, 1995]. 
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QFD has been used in many fields including software development, marketing planning, 
education, information technology systems, aerospace and defence industry [Shen et.al., 
2000; QFD Institute, 2004]. The QFD process is aimed at being used throughout the 
development process. QFD has the following advantages: it focuses on customer needs and 
parts of the process can be used separately. It can also be used throughout the development 
processes, with several "houses" and outputs from one stage as input to the next stage. The 
main disadvantage identified is that it could be perceived as being too structured and time 
consuming to use. The use of different parts for different functions of QFD and how the 
various steps are linked could be further explored for the new tool. 
House of Quality- HOQ 
House of Quality (HOQ) is a part of the total QFD procedure. The matrix is created in the 
product planning phase and is often seen as equal to having carried out a total QFD procedure 
[Bouchereau and Rowlands, 2000]. The following steps outline the process of constructing 
the HOQ diagram, see Table 3.8: 
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Steps Description 
This step concems the centre of the HOQ diagram (see illustration). In this step the customer 
requirements, Voice of the Customer (VOC) are translated individually into more technical 
specifications. 
Step 1 The requirements are listed on so called Affinity Diagrams or Tree Diagrams [Quality Function 
Deployment, 2004J with WHATS (customer requirements) from the left hand side and HOWS 
(design requirements) from top. The middle is where the relationships between the WHATS 
and HOWS are ranked strong, moderate or weak [Baxter, 1995J. 
The second step (illustration) in this process is to create the competitor analysis. The analysis 
Step 2 is carried out by the customer group who rates the listed customer requirements (the WHATS) 
for the company's own product and the competing products and the design team rates the 
design requirements of the same products [Baxter, 1995J. 
Step 3 
In this step the company's products and the competing products are given quantitative targets, 
such as required dimensions, strength etc (illustration). 
This is the final step in the creation of a HOQ diagram and this is where the design targets are 
Step 4 prioritised. Importance ratings are calculated, each design target is given an importance rating 
correlating to its ability to fulfil customer satisfaction (illustration). 
Table 3.B. Step by step description of structuring a HOQ diagram 
Illustration 
Input into the first step is a list of all the customer needs and the requirements for meeting 
these needs. Each customer requirement is then evaluated against each design requirement 
and the outcome from this process becomes the input for a different part of the house (step 2). 
Users would depend on the different steps and where in the process they were applied. The 
various houses (steps) would be used at an appropriate stage in the development process. The 
steps become more detailed along the process. The main advantages of HOQ are: that the 
various steps are detailed and aIlow for thorough evaluation of customer requirements, and 
that it is weIl known in the industry. The main disadvantage is that it can be seen as too time 
consuming and complicated to use. 
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Failure Mode Effect Analysis- FMEA 
Failure mode effect analysis (FMEA) was developed originally by the United States Military 
in late 1940s and was initially used for evaluating the reliability and the effect of systems and 
equipment failure. FM EA is a failure preventive method and intends to be used on products 
and processes for assessing the risk of failures so that it meets customer needs and 
expectations. It is based around 7 steps to identify potential failures and determine possible 
actions to avoid them. The purpose of FMEA is to investigate product characteristics to 
ensure that they meet customer requirements. The process of carrying out an FMEA analysis 
is based around the following steps, see Table 3.9 [Failure Mode Effect Analysis, 2004]: 
Step Description 
Detennine the potential failure modes, i.e. which parts of a product are likely to fail 
2 Detennine how these are likely to fail, i.e. list potential ways the part could fail in. 
3 Detennine the effects of those failures, i.e. what happens if that failure occurs. This step also involves establishing 
severity rating offailure (scale of 1-10) 
4 Detennine the potential cause of that failure, i.e. reasons for failure. This step also involves rating the probability of 
occurrence (scale of 1-10) 
5 Detennine current controls/faults detection, i.e. how can the fault be detected. This step also involves rating the 
probability of detection (scale of 1-10) 
6 The next step involves detennining the Risk Priority Number (RPN), which is done by multiplying the ratings from step 3, 
4 and 5: severity' occurrence' detection. 
7 The final step involves deciding on appropriate actions to avoid the potential failures. 
Table 3.9. Steps of the FMEA process. 
FM EA involves the completion of a worksheet rating severity and probability of failure. The 
outcome is a score which identifies areas if potential failure that require investigation. The 
users of the FM EA process should ideally be a mUltidisciplinary team: employees with 
expertise/knowledge in the areas such as project management, reliability and quality 
engineering. The process has been widely used in the aerospace and automotive industry. It 
was initially used for systems, but, it can also be used for product development projects. It is 
best to use FMEA during the early stages of the development process such as the planning 
stages, when it would be most cost effective. FM EA is an iterative process and requires 
updated analysis throughout the development process [Failure Mode Effect Analysis, 2004]. 
The main advantage of FMEA is that it is well structured and easy to use which allows for a 
variation of data being analysed. 
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Taguchi Method/Robust Engineering 
The Taguchi method was developed by Genichi Taguchi. He is one of the pioneers in Japan 
for starting the Robust Design era in the 1970s. Robust Engineering is based on Taguchi 
methods [The America Supplier Institute, 2004]. 
Taguchi method is a combination of engineering and statistical approaches and aims to 
achieve improvements in product/process costs and quality by optimising the design 
[Bouchereau and Rowlands, 2000]. The Taguchi method is based around loss to society, 
which can be defined as consumer dissatisfaction and loss due to a company's bad reputation, 
which means loss of market share. The Quality Loss Function (QLF) identifies the hidden 
losses and those that cause the largest problems [Ryan, 1988]. 
Robust Engineering focuses on finding the "ideal function (s)" for the particular 
product/process being developed. Taguchi [Taguchi et.a!., 2000] defines robustness as (this 
definition of robustness in relation to work carried out by Taguchi): "the state where the 
technology, product, or process, performance is minimally sensitive to factors causing 
variability (either in manufacturing or user's environment) and aging at the lowest unit 
manufacturing cost ", 
Robust Engineering, Quality Engineering and Robust Design are all part of Taguchi methods. 
Both Taguchi methods and Robust Engineering use the principle of loss to society. To 
minimise loss, products with minimal variations in quality characteristics must be produced. 
Quality characteristics are determined by two factors: control factors and noise factors 
(uncontrollable). Noise factors are most often the cause for a products deviation from its 
target values and are recognised as being: external noise, internal noise and product-to-
product noise. 
Signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) is used as an index for robustness. A larger SIN ratio indicates 
robust performance, where noise is defined as variation [The American Supplier Institute, 
2004]. Some of the advantages with these methods are that they aid designing insensitive and 
robust products. They also allow for evaluation early in the process and identifying where the 
designs can go wrong. The main disadvantage is that they are highly engineering-focused. 
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The methods discussed in this section are well known and established in the manufacturing 
industries. The majority of the methods and tools reviewed are used in combination with other 
methods. Six Sigma is used widely and is considered to be an important quality assurance 
implementation and car producers require their suppliers to employ the same standards. The 
engineering methods and tools, compared to emotion-based methods and tools, have a longer 
history and therefore better structure in most cases. These methods and tools also deal with 
more quantifiable data. The common characteristic for these methods and tools is that they 
use some form of numerical input and output, for example performance values. Most of these 
were developed by engineers and are mostly used by engineers, however they are also used 
for services. The stages of use vary, for example QFD and FMEA are used in the early stages 
of the development process whilst Six Sigma is used more as a check of manufactured 
products. Relevant characteristics and features of these methods for this research are, see 
Table 3.10 for further comparison: 
• QFD has four stages with different data depending on the stage of development. It is also 
interesting how it brings together data from the different parts and that they can also be 
used individually. QFD and HOQ also have appealing structures in how they expand and 
become more detailed in parallel to the analysed data becoming more detailed. 
• FMEA uses a relevant structure for capturing potential failures in the way that each 
potential failure is weighed according to how likely it is for it to fail. Another important 
factor is the characteristics of each step of the process being equally valuable and that 
these are treated as individual steps as well as being part of a system. 
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Method/tool Key characteristics Positives NeQatives 
- Well known in engineering - Well recognised and - Not for use in development 
departments tested process 
Six sigma - Requires experts 
- Used with other methods 
- Not the best solution for product 
design 
-A methodology not method or tool - Good statistical - Cannot be used on its own 
Cl) - Focus on early stages of background 
"0 DFSS development - More targeted towards 
oS 
- Based on statistics product development 
"C 
c 
- Used with other methods projects 
'" Cl) 
- Well recognised - Gives valuable data if - Can be considered time "C 
0 
.<: 
- Failure = customer disappointment used in the early stages of consuming to use . C> 
E - Thorough process the development process 
"C 
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.S:l 
c FMEA categories + ratings (RPN actions) Failure = customer 
'" '§ dissatisfaction 
Cl 
- Different failures linked to c 
.~ different categories of + 
'" ratinQs c 
'0, 
- Engineering aspects and for - Identifies where the - Eng ineering aspects and for c 
Lo.I Taguchi Methods engineers design can go wrong in the engineers. 
Robust Engineering - Quality divided into different early stages 
cateClories 
- Well known and used in PD - Used in the development - Cumbersome to use 
- Perceived as cumbersome to use process Information lost in wants and 
QFD - Valuable information lost in - Several useful steps hows translation of WANTS -> HOWS brought together to one 
- Several useful steps brought structure 
tOClether to 1 structure 
Table 3. 7 O. Overview of engmeermg ormnted melhods and 10015 
3.4.3 System/process/organisation based methods and tools 
The methods reviewed in this section aim to ensure quality in systems, processes and 
organisations as opposed to ensuring quality in products_ Often these methods are used in 
combination with other methods such as those described in previous sections. 
International Organization for Standardization- ISO 
These standards were originally created by the British Standards Institute as BS5750 in 
1970s. The ISO standards ensure quality of the production process rather then the products 
and services themselves. The certification affects the third parties who need to apply and be 
assessed. Once certificated, renewals are required every 12 to 18 months. Two types of 
assessments are required: one by an external group and one by internal staff. The ISO 9000 
standard is divided into different parts depending on the type of production. The input and 
output varies depending on type of ISO standard being used. ISO 9000 requires testing and 
inspections of the process (see Table 3.11 for the various ISO versions). The ISO 9000 have 
over 20 different parts (members), the 10000 range is also part of ISO 9000 [ISO-
International Organisation for Standardisation, 2007] . 
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ISO Description 
ISO 9001 This one is for organisations who design, develop, install and service their product. 
ISO 9002 Almost the same as 9001, but without the design and development part. 
ISO 9003 For organisations with focus is on inspection and testing of final products. 
ISO 9004 This part gives advice about what could belshould be done to obtain a ISO 9001 certificate. 
ISO 14 000 This one has the role of ensuring that the production has the lowest impact on the environment as possible. 
AS 9000 (Aerospace Basic Quality System Standard), which has been developed by the major aerospace manufacturers. 
QS 9000 (Quality System Requirements), is used within the automotive industry. It can be compared to the ISO 9001 from 
1994. Used by DaimlerChrysler Corporation, Ford Motor Company and General Motors Corporation. The standard 
applies to companies supplying production materials, production and service parts, heat treating, painting and 
plating and other finishing services. The QS 9000 is revised and looked after by the DaimlerChryslerlFord IGeneral 
Motors Supplier Quality ReqUirements Task Force (SQRTF) 
Table 3.". ISO standard versions [ISO. 2007/. 
The advantages with ISO 9000 standards are: that they are well recognised in the industry; 
they employ a strict policy for certification and they provide good documentation and 
inspection routines. The disadvantages are that they focus less on product output and provide 
limited guidance for improvement of quality. 
Total Quality ManagementlControl- TQMITQC 
This method originated in Japan during the 1950s in an attempt to produce higher quality 
products at lower prices. TQM lacks a clear definition, mainly because the term quality has 
various definitions. The British Quality Association defines TQM as comprising of three 
parts: management commitment, team working and statistical process control and is aimed for 
the manufacturing and customer service sector [Wilkinson et. al. , 1998]. It is intended to 
improve effectiveness, flexibility and competitiveness and is based around three main 
principles [Oakland (1989) in Wilkinson et.al., 1998]: 
• Customer orientation: focusing on what quality means to external and internal customers. 
• Process orientation: where the whole process is structured in a chain format, and each 
chain has its own activities and customers. 
• Continuous improvement of products and processes. 
The way these principles are implemented is also part of the TQM process. The principles can 
be implemented as improvement tools, measurement systems and organisational approaches. 
Businesses can use TQM fully or partly, depending on involvement in different sectors, 
market conditions, different organisation sizes and different stages of quality development. 
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TQM was originally intended for the manufacturing industry, although it has also been used 
for the customer service sector. Its application would be better suited for businesses with long 
term quality goals and businesses wanting to maintain their quality standards [Wilkinson 
et.al., 1998]. TQM is used early in the development stages to ensure quality is built in from 
the start. The main advantage of using TQM is valuable cost savings as the focus is on getting 
it right early in the process. The main disadvantage is that it is time consuming to implement 
fully. 
The methods described in this section are similar in terms of quality. The difference is that the 
ISO standards are strictly regulated and businesses have to fulfil the set requirements to be 
certified, whilst TQM follow a more open structure and guidelines. It is important to be aware 
of these especially the QS 9000 standard as it applies to the automotive industry. See Table 
3.11 for further comparison. 
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- Commonly used· process - Certification system - No guidance for improving 
ISO standards 
TQM 
measure quality 
- Certification system - Not related to product output 
. No guidance for improvement 
of Quality 
- Breaks down the whole process 
into chunks- each chunk 
responsible for total outcome 
- Time consuming to use-leads 
to not always applied fully 
- Unclear definitions ofTQM 
- Breaks down the process 
into chunks, each chunk 
responsible for total outcome 
Table 3. 72. System/Process/organisation oriented methods and tools 
- Time consuming, not fully 
applied 
3.5 Measurement systems 
Several of the methods and tools presented in previous sections make use of measurement 
systems to capture evaluations. This section aims to further explore a selection of these 
measurement systems such as attitude scales and different scaling and rating systems used for 
gathering information. 
3.5.7 Attitude measurements 
Attitudes are described as comprising of content (topic of the attitude) and intensity (strength 
of the attitude towards the specific topic) [Oppenheim, 1992]. Attitude measurement systems 
aim to capture opinions, beliefs or values. However, the term attitude lacks a clear definition 
and therefore makes it difficult to capture a person's attitudes through one single statement or 
question. The ideal number of questions or statements vary from ten to twenty [Robson, 
1993]. The statements should be structured to allow the respondent to agree or disagree with 
the statements. The relation between values, attitudes and personalities can be described 
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through illustration presented in Figure 3.20. The process of structuring the statements need to 
be carried out with care. The statements should not: 
• be too long 
• have double meaning 
• include proverbs 
• include acronyms 
• or include double negatives [Oppenheim, 1992]. 
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Figure 3.20. Relation between personality. values, attitudes and opinions [Oppenheim, 1992/ 
The illustration in Figure 3.20 can be used as a guide to understand how the different levels 
relate to each other and more importantly illustrates the hierarchy of how change can occur 
through influence by others. For example opinions are easier to influence than attitudes. 
Attitudes are used in combination with scales. The scales have different functions and 
structures for example: 
• Linear scales: have equal units on the scales and can be divided into smaller units for 
greater precision. 
• Ordinal or ranking scales: are used when the data requires unequal measures on a 
scale. Paired comparison can be used with a smaller number of objects which are pre-
arranged from which the respondents have to make a choice. 
• Nominal scales are for categorical data. This is data which cannot be ranked or given 
numbers. The responses can be placed in categories and coded that way. The scores 
are often binary such as "yes/no" or "present/absent", like tick boxes with only two 
options. 
• One-dimensional: these scales are aimed for measuring one aspect at a time. 
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Combining attitudes with the variations of scales presented above enables the possibility to 
develop a data collection method specific for the situation. These have been developed by 
different researchers and are aimed for different purposes [Oppenheim, 1992]. The best 
known methods for scaling are: Thurstone and Likert [Sinclair, 1990] 
Thu(stone 
The Thurstone scale, also named equal appearing interval scale, uses attitudes for each scale 
ranging from highly favourable to highly unfavourable. The development of the Thurstone 
scale is described as thorough and follows a strict guide: 
• Statements related to the attitude are collected. 
• The statements are evaluated by "judges". 
• Scale values are selected for each statement. 
• Finally statements with low variability are selected (from the evaluation by the 
"judges") [Robson, 1993]. 
The Thurstone scales can be used as a paired comparison technique to find out how two 
entities related to each other e.g. if one is greater or less than the other. The paired 
comparison technique is considered to be more time-consuming compared to the equal 
interval technique. The Thurstone scales are in general considered to generate data which is 
easier to analyse [Sinclair, 1990]. 
Likert 
The construction of a Likert scale is not as laborious as Thurstone scale. The construction 
procedure is the following: 
• As with the other systems described the first step IS to develop an item pool 
(statements ). 
• In contrast to Thurstone the statements for Likert are evaluated by a group of 
respondents. 
• Each statement is then given a rating score. Whether "strongly agree" gets 5 points or 
1 point is less important as long as there is consistency. Some use a 7 to 1 scoring 
table whilst others use an index system [Oppenheim, 1992]. 
The main difference between Thurstone and Likert scale is that with Thurstone the respondent 
is asked to select a statement with which the respondent relates to whilst in a Likert scale the 
respondent is required to respond to every statement in relation to a scale. Likert scales are 
considered to be more natural to fill in and better for measuring changes over a period of time 
whilst Thurstone is more suitable for current views [Sinclair, 1990]. 
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3.5.2 Semantic differential scale 
The semantic differential (SO) scale technique intends to measure how respondents relate to 
words. The standard is to use a seven point scale with opposite adjectives on each end of the 
scale. The words (e.g. modern) are then rated in relation to the adjectives (e.g. slightly-very) 
on a scale. The data is in general analysed through Factor analysis. The adjectives are grouped 
into dimensions i.e. related adjectives form groups [Sinclair, 1990]. Semantic differential 
scale is a good method for assessment of individuals and will give their subjective semantic 
opinions. Seven-point scales are considered optimal, although five and three point scales are 
also used for specific applications [Oppenheim, 1992]. Although scales with odd numbers are 
common, scales with equal numbers are advantageous when trying to 'force' the respondent 
to choose one side of the scale as opposed to the midpoint of a scale [Co hen et.al., 2000]It is 
important to avoid halo effects, which can occur by having several scales on one page and by 
placing the same extremes on the same side, which could result in respondents ticking the 
same side of the scale without reading the question carefully. Another way of constructing an 
SO scale is by using a grid system called repertory-grid technique and particularly useful 
when developing an SO scale [Oppenheim, 1992]. It is also important to consider scales with 
unequal intervals between each category, e.g. a score of six not necessarily twice as strong as 
a score of three. When developing scales is it also important to consider the persons (users) 
latent traits (e.g. unobservable abilities) and the item (e.g attribute used in the scale). Item 
Response Theory (IRT) assumes a relationship between a persons latent traits and their 
responses. IRT can also be compared with Rasch modelling, which involves statistically 
analysing a persons personality traits [Cohen et.al., 2000]. 
3.6 Summary: Product development processes and evaluative methods/tools 
The first part of this Chapter provided an overview of design-related activities. The key area 
identified to address in any tool development is communication and decision-making. For 
further investigation into the area of decision-making the reader is referred to Kahneman et. 
al. [1982] and Baron [1994]. 
Literature suggested that communication barriers most often arise in situations where 
different disciplines have different backgrounds and skills. Stempfle and Badke-Schaub 
[2002] suggest that team members with similar mental models are less likely to 
misunderstand each other as opposed to members with different mental models. This explains 
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why communication barriers arise, as highlighted in section 3.1.1. The structure of the tool 
needs to consider the thinking processes for each discipline involved in the development 
process of the vehicle and develop a structure which enables these disciplines to work 
together. 
The second part of this Chapter presented product development processes commonly used 
during the development of products. The processes presented in this section follow a 
sequence starting with, in most cases, a marketing department researching into customer 
needs, lifestyles, income etc. This raw data is then transferred to design departments [Pugh, 
1991]. They visualise this information as shapes and forms by researching into what type of 
preference a specific customer group has in other products and technologies [Ulrich and 
Eppinger, 2000]. A specification is created prior to the design and concept development stage 
[Baxter, 1995; Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000; Cross, 2000; Pugh,1991; Pahl and Beitz, 1996]. 
The creation of this documentation involves professionals from several departments and 
disciplines, such as marketing, design and engineering. After this stage, the designs are 
broken down into detailed parts and sub-systems. Technological characteristics of the 
products such as material properties, dimensions and also manufacturing factors are 
determined. Thereafter follows concept development and detail design. The final stages 
involve testing the products and finally production. 
The main activities of the processes reviewed are generic, with differences in their focus on 
specific areas of the process. For example, descriptive models presented by Cross [2000], 
where the aim is to create solutions during the early stages and then evolve these through the 
iterative stages of exploring, generating, evaluating and communicating. Most of the 
processes are described as an iterative procedure. The iterations are important for the product 
development as the iterations evolve the ideas and require analysis and discussion. This was 
also illustrated in the automotive development process reviewed, where several of the 
activities occur during several stages of the process. The company internal documentation 
provided an overview of the key activities, however, it would be important to investigating 
the automotive development process for greater detailed understanding of these activities. The 
key activities are well represented by a number of these processes (see Figure 3.21), focusing 
on specification, concept design, detail design and manufacture. Figure 3.21 represents an 
illustration of Baxter's iterative development process and this will be used as reference for 
future research and compared with automotive development processes. 
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Iterative development process 
Business opportunity 
Figure 3.21. Illustration of Baxter's iterative development process. 
Further investigations into development processes applied within the automotive industry 
would investigate how various departments and disciplines address the communication factor 
within a multi-disciplined team. The main activities for various departments will be outlined 
to better understand the preference for communication and decision making. 
The third part of this Chapter reviewed numerous methods and tools, summarised after each 
section throughout the Chapter. The Tables list the main characteristics which could 
potentially be of interest for future work, positive and negative aspects of the reviewed 
methods and tools. The methods and tools presented have several interesting characteristics. 
The main difference between these methods and tools is the area of usage which is the reason 
they have been categorised in three different groups. However they also differ within the 
groups, for example in their timing of use. Some are used to capture user needs prior to 
project start (ACE matrix) whilst some are used during the development to get feedback e.g. 
developed prototypes (SEQUAM). The other difference is the strategic approach applied, for 
example the ACE matrix and the KANO model aim to outline product strategies e.g. 
consumer requirements and categorise them into level of importance and use that as a guide 
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for the product development. The output and input is another difference between the 
reviewed methods and tools. For example the engineering methods and tools require input 
that is measurable and wiII provide a numerical output (Six Sigma). Other methods and tools 
require input such as feelings elicited by products and providing graphical and visual output 
(PrEmo). Several of these methods and tools were inspiring. However, for future research the 
most interesting characteristics were found in emotion-based and engineering based methods 
and tools. For example the: 
• Use of scales linked to visual output. 
• Use of strategies to outline product requirements. 
• Ability to break down complex products into minor parts and stiII keep the holistic 
picture. 
• Most importantly the ability to be used by several people with different backgrounds. 
In relation to methods and tools the final part of this Chapter provided a brief review of 
measurement systems to better understand some of the data-capturing techniques used in the 
reviewed methods and tools. Semantic scales are used in 5MB as described in previous 
section and seem to be appropriate for exploring how people feel about objects. The 
development of scales needs to be carried out in a structured process. They have different 
uses and it is important to choose the appropriate one. 
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Chapter 4. Research methodology 
4.1 Introduction 
The background of this part of the research stems from the identified need for further research 
into the areas reviewed through literature in previous Chapters (Chapter 2-3). The identified 
gaps in the literature and initial topics for further investigation were presented. This section 
aims to provide an overview of these topics. Current and past evaluative methods and tools 
employed within the automotive industry need to be further investigated. Current published 
literature is provides limited knowledge on methods and tools used in the automotive 
industry, which need to be identified to enable the development of the new tool. The review 
of methods and tools literature identified a gap in knowledge such as: methods and tools to be 
used during the development process, methods and tools specifically related to vehicle 
development, methods and tools evaluating a holistic experience, evaluation of engineering 
characteristics as well as soft emotional characteristics of the vehicle interior. The literature 
also identified generic product development processes, however, it is also imperative to 
understand specific automotive development processes. These need to be further investigated, 
particularly employee tasks within the process, activities and timings of different stages. The 
aim is to understand how car interiors are developed and how decisions about interior 
development are made. It is also important to gain a better understanding of the relationship 
between suppliers and manufacturers and the effects of outsourcing on the quality of car 
interiors. The Chapter follows Bryman's [2004] research planning approach, Figure 4.1. 
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Research strategy 
Research design 
Research method 
Outlines quantitative and qualitative 
research strategies, see Table 4.1 for 
differences. 
Outlines the framework for the research 
including different research techniques. 
The specific technique for collecting the data. 
Figure 4.1 Research planning approach [8ryman. 2004J 
4.2 Research strategy 
By identifying the aim of this research it was possible to determine an appropriate 
methodological approach and research strategy. 
"The general principle is that the research strategy or strategies, and the methods or techniques employed, must 
be appropriate for the questions you want to answer. "[Robson, 1993) 
The purpose of this part of the research was to investigate the topics outlined in the 
introduction, section 4.1. The topics require a broad and exploratory approach as opposed to a 
focused approach as these topics are wide and require new knowledge. Bryman [2004] 
characterises the research procedure as a sequential process: 
• Research strategy is a general approach e.g. quantitative or qualitative research. 
• Research design identifies the framework of the research. 
• Research method (also named instruments for collecting data by Cohen et.al [2000]) 
identifies the specific research methods applied. 
Research strategies can be described through three traditional strategies: experiments, surveys 
and case studies. Additionally, strategies can be chosen by considering the purpose of the 
research: exploratory, descriptive and explanatory [Robson, 1993]. Research strategies are 
also divided into quantitative and qualitative strategies. Within these strategies a framework 
can be chosen for the research which is named as research design. Differences between 
quantitative and qualitative research structures are described in Table 4.1, [Bryman, 2004]. 
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Quantitative Qualitative 
Numbers Words 
Point of view of researcher Points of view of participants 
Researcher distant Researcher close 
Theory testing Theory emergent 
Static Process 
Structured Unstructured 
Generalisation Contextual understanding 
Hard, reliable data Rich, deep data 
Macro Micro 
Behaviour Meaning 
Artificial settings Natural settings 
Table 4.1 Differences between quantitative and qualitative research structures [Bryman, 2004/ 
For the purpose of this investigation, an exploratory and qualitative research strategy was 
chosen. An exploratory approach is suitable for investigations in search for what is 
happening, seeking new insights and questions and is usually qualitative [Robson, 1993]. A 
qualitative approach, as described in Table 4.1 above, allows contextual understanding of the 
areas for the investigation and provides richer data in contrast to quantitative approach. The 
key difference is that quantitative methods tend to start with a theory or hypothesis and the 
aim is to test it through appropriate research methods, whilst the qualitative methods tend to 
start from a blank page and aim to develop theories and hypothesis (which in turn can be 
tested through quantitative methods) [Bryman, 2004]. A qualitative approach is suitable for 
this investigation as it supports broad and unspecific inquiries as opposed to quantitative 
approaches such as questionnaires. 
4.3 Research Design 
The overall research design structure (Figure 4.2) identifies key stages for the design process 
of the tool. The investigation stage requires detailed planning and selection of appropriate 
research methods. The choice of exploratory and qualitative research methods would 
determine the type of analysis required. The tool development stage requires creative methods 
and techniques. Validation/evaluation requires a number of iterations, validating different 
aspects of the tool until a final refinement and presentation of the tool. The following sections 
investigates possible strategies and methods for the black boxes (activities requiring a specific 
research method) in the Figure 4.2. 
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Qualitative and exploratory 
investigation. 
Analysis of the investigation 
results. 
Using data from literature 
and investigations. 
Validation/Evaluation of tool 
concepts. 
Refining concepts and 
validating/evaluating again. 
Final tool after iterations. 
Figure 4.2 OVDra// research design structure. 
Bryman [2004] categorises five different and specific research design approaches; 
• Case study approach: involves investigation of a case/cases e.g. an organisation 
through various research methods such as interviews, observations etc. 
• Experimental design: involves identifying how changes to independent variables 
affect dependent variables. These variables can be divided into field and laboratory 
experiments. 
• Laboratory experiments are described as experiments in a controlled environment 
such as a laboratory whilst field experiments take place in a natural and real 
environment e.g. an organisation or company, therefore not suitable for this 
investigation. 
• Cross sectional survey design or survey design involve methods such as structured 
observation, content analysis etc. rather than structured interviews or questionnaire. 
Surveys involve collecting data on several cases at the same time with variables for 
later investigation. 
• Longitudinal design approaches (studying same sample of participants on a number 
of occasions) and 
• Comparative design (comparing results from two or more cases using similar research 
methods). 
For the purpose of this research the appropriate research design was an exploratory and 
qualitative approach applying case study strategies. The investigations would be carried out 
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by focusing on the automotive industry as the key organisation and a number of 
manufacturers as cases. 
4.4 Research methods 
The aims for the investigation were to identify: 
• Current and past evaluative methods and tools employed within the automotive 
industry, 
• An understanding of the automotive development process, employee tasks, activities 
and timings of the interior development process how the decisions are made. 
• Relations between suppliers and manufacturers and the effects of outsourcing on 
quality of the interiors. 
These topics formed the headings for this investigation. The nature of these topics are 
exploratory and require a method which would provide in depth information and knowledge. 
4.4. 7 Investigation 
Within an exploratory and qualitative research design approach several research methods 
could be adopted. However, the choice of specific research methods is determined by the 
characteristics of the questions set for the research. Robson [1993] distinguishes the methods 
into three categories: 
• observational methods where the investigator observes people in real situations or 
simulated situations, 
• questionnaires which can be useful for large scale samples and when research 
questions are standardised, 
• interviewing where the investigator asks questions either through a strict protocol or 
through a unstructured protocol, [Robson, 1993]. 
Table 4.2 outlines positive and negative features of these three categories. 
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Method Positives Negatives 
Observations - Direct and provides real and rich data. - Not practical for the industry, sensitivity of 
infonnation. 
- Time consuming for participants. 
- Too much variation in their daily tasks to be 
useful. 
- No interaction with participants. 
- More appropriate for practical tasks. 
Questionnaires - Time efficient, can reach a large amount of - No control oftruthfulness of respondents. 
respondents. - Better for specific questions rather than 
general. 
- Generally known for low response rate, below 
40% is common [Oppenheim, 19921. 
Interviews - Personal interaction with the participants. - Biases difficult to control. 
- Flexible and adaptable to the situation. - Time consuming, preparation and analysis 
- Efficient and provides rich data. 
- Good for exploratory investigations as this . 
.. Table 4.2 PosillVes and negatIVes In relation to specified research alms and objectIVes /Robson, 19931 
Observations are useful for providing real and rich data and for observing, for example, 
working behaviours. However, these are not practical for the purpose of this investigation. 
The topics for the investigation have a different focus and it would also be impractical to 
conduct observations in a busy and sensitive commercial environment. Questionnaires are 
useful as they can reach a large number of respondents, but they are better suited for 
investigations with specific questions and lack the interaction between respondent and 
investigator. Interviews are flexible and suitable for wide range of different topics. This 
method provides rich data and is appropriate for exploratory investigations, although they are 
time consuming and bias effects are difficult to control [Robson, 1993]. From these methods, 
interviews (with car manufacturers and suppliers) were chosen for the purpose of this 
research. A decision was made to conduct interviews with employees at the various car 
manufacturers and component supplier. 
Interview design 
Interviews are seen as a qualitative approach and for this investigation semi-structured 
interviews were carried out. Semi-structured interviews are suitable for explorative topics and 
suited the topics for this investigation, as the investigation aim to develop further knowledge 
within the topical areas. Exploratory interviews are described as in depth and unstructured. 
They usually have a list of topics as a guide and the interviewer tends to be more active in the 
interview. Interviews are generally recorded for later analysis [Robson, 1993]. This contrasts 
with standardised interviews which are described as structured and aim to collect poll-like and 
market research-type data. These need to follow a strict guide and same sequence of questions 
[Oppenheim, 1992]. The structure of these interviews provides a greater reliability and 
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validity [Bryman, 2004]. The planning of the interviews can be described through Kvale's 
[1996] seven stages of interviewing procedure, see Table 4.3. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Stages for interviewing 
Thematizing 
Designing 
Interviewing 
Transcribing 
Analysing 
Verifying 
Reporting 
Define the purpose of the interview, why and what. 
Plan interviews, read up on relevant background material. 
Conduct interviews using an interview guide. 
Type up the recorded material. 
Decide on the appropriate method for analysing the data. 
Verify the generalizability, reliability and validity of the interviews . 
Communicate interview findings. 
Table 4.3 Seven stage guide for interviewing [Kvale, 1996J. 
The investigation for this research followed this seven-stage guide for interviewing. Stage one 
and two were briefly presented in the introduction section of this chapter and will be further 
discussed in this section. Stages three to six are presented and discussed in Chapter 5. The 
final stage involves reporting and communicating the interview findings. The findings were 
communicated through departmental seminars and conference publications of initial findings 
[see Appendix A, Conference paper]. 
The designing and planning phase of the interviews involved expanding and describing the 
areas of investigation in greater detail; developing introduction letters explaining aims of the 
research; describing the topics; and sourcing appropriate manufacturer representatives to send 
these letters to. 
Areas for investigation 
The areas of interest for this investigation included: 
• Further investigate the area of development processes used for the development of car 
interiors. To get an overview of the different stages of the process, what type of people 
are involved during the various stages. To understand what type of information/material 
is delivered from the different stages. 
• Gain further knowledge about methods/tools/standards currently used during the 
development of car interiors. Trying to establish what type of tools are used in the 
development process, when and how they are used, faults and deficiencies with current 
methods/tools/standards as well as positive aspects, find out how the car interiors are 
currently tested, how individual parts are tested and when the testing is carried out. 
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• Develop a greater understanding of employee specific tasks. Trying to understand the 
decisions made during the development process, what type of information and 
specification they work with, what type of restrictions they have to work with and also 
how they communicate their work to other departments. 
• Better understand the role of supplier relations within the development process. Type of 
involvement they have and when, how they contribute to quality assurance, how the 
design and the intention of a new car interior is communicated between manufacturers 
and suppliers. 
• It was also considered necessary to include questions concerning basic employee 
background such as education, current job description, previous job description (if they 
had been transferred within the organisation), main activities and typical tasks, 
involvement in the development process, people they come in contact with in their daily 
job and how they communicate. These questions were included with the aim to provide a 
better understanding of the employee background. 
Interview schedule 
When structuring the questions or developing interview schedules it was important to avoid: 
long questions, double barrelled questions, jargon, leading questions or biased questions 
[Robson, 1993]. Three different types of questions could be considered for semi-structured 
interviews: closed, open and scales. Closed questions provide options from which the 
interviewee can chose an alternative, whereas open questions allow the interviewee to answer 
freely to the question and scales can be used when gathering attitude type data e.g. a scale 
measuring attitude ranging agree or disagree [Robson, 1993]. For this investigation open-
ended questions were considered suitable as these would allow the interviewer to add and 
alter questions and the order of the questions. 
The areas for the investigation were developed into an interview schedule, see Table 4.4. 
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Area Questions Probes Comments 
Basic - Educational background - How long in current job, 
introd uction - Current job descriptions - Previous jobs (in/outside the 
Questions -ActivITies company) 
Development - Structure of the development process 
process - Key stages and activities - How they communicate, , 
- Outcome from these staQes 
Employee tasks - Involvement in the development process - People they are 
- Typical tasks and responsibilities involvedlwork with. 
- Duration of tasks - How much of the interior is 
- How and who decides on design aspects? re-used? 
- Is the interior linked to the 
exterior in terms of design 
and appearance? 
Methods and - Howlwhenlby whom, - Faults and deficiencies as 
standards - How are individual parts tested? well as positive aspects. 
currently being - How is the interior tested? 
used - When is the testing carried out? 
Relation to - What kind of involvement do they have in the - Do they know which supplier 
suppliers process? does what? 
- How does the quality assurance work, who is - How much contact specific 
responsible for assuring the quality? employees have with 
- How does the communication of design work suppliers 
with suppliers? 
-Is there a limit to how many supplier are 
used? 
- How much of the design is restricted by 
platform sharing? 
Table 4.4 Interview schedule. 
Interview schedules generally include an introduction; lists of topics with headings; a number 
of prompts for these topics; and closing comments [Robson, 1993]. The employee 
background questions initiated the interviews followed by development processes-related 
questions; employee tasks; methods/tools; and finally supplier relations. Supplier relations 
questions were placed last as not all employees were expected to work closely with suppliers. 
The interview schedule also had a section for probes (useful for further elaboration of the 
questions [Cohen et.al, 2000]) and a section for additional comments (useful for writing down 
comments which might be difficult to understand through audio recording at a later stage). 
Sampling, introduction and consent letters 
Part of the preparation phase involved sourcing interviewees. Representatives at four car 
manufacturers (Volvo, Ford, Land Rover and Jaguar) were targeted. These manufacturers 
were chosen on the following basis: 
• They are part of the same group, Ford Motor Company, which would enable easier 
contact and access as these manufacturers work together. 
• The specific manufacturers present different market segments and therefore aim for 
different quality targets. 
• These manufacturers are considered strong brands within their own market segments. 
• The manufacturers are not competitors in their segments. 
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The initial contact was made through a representative at the collaborative supplier who in turn 
provided initial contacts with the car manufacturers and eventually a representative for each 
manufacturer was established. The representatives for each manufacturer were sent an email 
introducing the research and explaining the nature of the investigation. The aim was to 
involve employees from a wide range of backgrounds and from different parts of the 
development process to gain insight into the complete development process. 
It is important to devise the introduction letter describing aims of the interviews and overall 
research and the topics that will be discussed [Robson, 1993]. Each manufacturer 
representative acted as a mediator and was a senior employee. The introductory letters 
consisted of background information about the research and overall aims; aims for the 
interviews; and information on the practicalities of the sessions (such as duration, 
confidentiality and that the interviews would be recorded). The format of the letter was kept 
simple and aimed to inform the potential interviewee about the investigators background, 
research background and the main activity in which they would participate (see Appendix B 
for the original letter). A consent letter was also sent out together with the introduction letter. 
The consent letter aimed to inform the interviewees about the ethical issues and that their 
involvement would be treated with confidentiality and that permission to publish sensitive 
topics will be sought prior to publication. With each manufacturer, an introductory meeting 
and discussion was held with the manufacturer representatives and potential interviewees. 
These meetings provided an opportunity to develop a rapport and further explain the aims of 
the research and the contribution of their involvement. The outcome from these meetings 
provided background information to the investigation and insight into current activities and 
developments within the manufacturers. 
Interview analysis 
The preparation for this investigation involved planning for the analysis of the collected data. 
There are numerous ways of analysing interview data, however, for qualitative data methods 
coding and content analysis are appropriate [Robson, 1993; Cohen et.al., 2000]. The 
interviews were recorded for documentation purpose and later analysis. It was decided to 
summarise the interview recordings to capture the discussions around the key topics and 
would be less time consuming than full transcripts. Bryman [2004] suggest that transcribing 
interviews is time consuming and requires typing skills, therefore the option might be to 
transcribe parts of the interview or summarise them to capture the main conversation without 
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eliminating anything at this stage. The analysis of the interviews followed the four steps 
identified by Cohen et.al. [2000]: 
• Generating natural units of meaning, 
• Classifying, categorising and ordering the units of meaning, 
• Structuring narratives to describe the interview contents, 
• Interpreting the interview data. 
Additionally, Bryman [2004] highlights the importance of getting to know the data collected 
and that the transcription/summary of the interviews should start soon after they took place. 
The transcripts must then be read carefully in several stages. 
The interviews were voice recorded and summarised. The summaries were analysed manually 
using content analysis and simple coding technique. Content analysis allows the researcher to 
systematically and objectively read through the summaries and minimise biases [Bryman, 
2004]. The analysis was carried out in an iterative process: 
• The first step involved reading through the summaries to get a general idea of the 
content. 
• The second step involved reading though the summaries and making notes for each 
section of the summary. 
• The third step involved reading through the summaries in more detail, making notes 
and roughly grouping similar topics in the text. 
• The final step involved assigning simple codes for the grouped sections, for example 
all answers related to methods and tool were grouped and coded "m/t". 
4.4.2 Validation of concepts 
The validation of tool concepts was necessary to confirm the direction of development. These 
validations were planned to take place after the Tool Development Phase of the research and 
were an iterative process. In total, three validations were planned, aiming to validate different 
parts and stages of the tool development. For the purpose of this research, validations can be 
identified as evaluations and evaluations can be defined as: 
"An attempt to assess the worth or value of some innovation or intervention, some service or 
approach." [Robson, 1993, 171] 
The evaluations aimed to gain feedback from practitioners regarding the development of the 
tool and were carried out during three stages of the tool development. The first session aimed 
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to gain feedback regarding the framework of the tool, including structure and timings. The 
comments would assist in further development. The second evaluation session was aimed at 
evaluating the appropriateness of the content of the tool, and the final evaluation the function 
of the tool. The same four manufacturers (as used in the interviews) were invited to 
participate in the evaluations and the manufacturer representatives were sent introductory 
letters explaining the purpose, aims and expected outcome of the evaluations. 
Evaluations need to be well planned to gain the expected outcome [Robson, 1993]. The 
structure and contents of these evaluations are further described in Chapter 7 and Chapter 9. 
4.5 Limitations of research strategy 
This Chapter has outlined the overall methodological approach for the research. This section 
discusses the limitations of these approaches in terms of interviews and evaluations. 
4.5.7 Limitations of interviews 
Although there are several advantages of conducting interviews, for example gaining rich data 
and the possibility to adapt the interviews and ask follow up questions, there are also 
limitations of interviews. The three main limitations are: 
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• Lack of standardisation raises issues concerning reliability and generalisation. It is 
important to view the interview data on a broad level and avoid comparing the results 
between individuals. The exploratory nature of this investigation will provide 
knowledge about specific individuals and their specific role 111 the 
organisation/company. The aim is to use this knowledge about the interview 
participants to create a picture of the whole development process rather than 
comparing the individuals against each other. 
• Bias is difficult to overcome, as the researcher has a level of prior knowledge in the 
area. It is important to remember to maintain the conversation around the interview 
schedule and elaborate on the specific topics that are relevant to the interviewee. It is 
possible to avoid biasing by maintaining objectivity. Objectivity could be achieved 
through consistent interview schedules and avoiding asking leading questions. 
• They are time-consuming in that the interview sessions are comparatively short in 
relation to the time needed for planning, arranging, re-arranging, writing up notes, 
transcribing/summarising interview recordings and finally analysing the data 
[Robson, 1993]. However, the rewards from this type of research method are great as 
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they also provide rich data. It is important to be well organised and also be willing to 
alter times for interviews in short notices. 
It is important to remember that the participants being interviewed for this research are busy 
employees of multi-national organisations, and may need to cancel or re-arrange interviews at 
short notice. 
4.5.2 Limitations of evaluations 
Carrying out evaluations requires planning and can be difficult to set up as these often have 
tight deadlines. It is important, as with the interviews, to remember that the participants in this 
research are professionals with other commitments. In order to gain valid results, it is 
importantto be well organised and patient [Robson, 1993]. 
4.6 Summary: Research methodology 
This Chapter has outlined the research methodology and a qualitative and exploratory 
approach has been identified as most appropriate. The research structure involved conducting 
the main investigation, analysis of the investigation, developing the tool, validating the tool 
and finally refining the tool until final concept is developed. The Chapter outlined the specific 
methods used for the investigation (interviews), analysis (content analysis) and the validation 
(evaluations). 
The following Chapter will present the results from the main investigation (user interviews) 
and the analysis ofthe results. 
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Chapter 5. User interviews 
5.1 Introduction 
The aims of the interviews were to further investigate the following topics: 
• Evaluative methods and tools employed within the automotive industry. 
• The automotive product development process, professional responsibilities, activities 
and timings. How interiors are developed and the decision making processes. 
• Relationships between suppliers and manufacturers and the effects of outsourcing on 
the quality of the interiors. 
The following sections outline the context and topics for the investigation, followed by the 
results from the interviews and the analysis of the results and concludes with the main areas 
for the tool development. These topics have been investigated through the literature review, 
however, the available literature was focused on product design, and primary research was 
required focusing on the automotive industry. This investigation was conducted as face-to-
face semi structured interviews with potential users of the tool. This interaction allowed for 
greater understanding of the requirements of the tool. The interviews were carried out with 
employees at four major car manufacturers (Volvo, Ford, Land Rover and Jaguar) and follow-
up meetings and feedback from a major tier one supplier e Lear Corporation, Sweden). Prior 
to the interviews, meetings were held with each manufacturer and supplier to establish initial 
contact and knowledge on current issues of relevance to the research. 
I Lear Corporation European Interior Systems Division was acquired by International Automotive 
Components (lAC) Groups on 16th October 2006 and now named lAC Groups Sweden AB. 
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5.2 Background: Pre-interview meetings 
The planning stage for this investigation started in April 2004, focusing on four car 
manufacturers and one tier one supplier. These were identified as appropriate manufacturers 
for the reasons stated in Chapter 4.4.1. 
The pre-interview meetings aimed to establish initial contact, develop knowledge about 
current issues and test the list of initial questions (see Appendix C, List of initial questions) 
established during and after the literature review. The meetings were held at the facilities for 
each of the companies: Lear Corporation facilities in Trollhattan (Sweden); Volvo Cars in 
Gothenburg (Sweden); Land Rover/Jaguar in Gaydon (UK); and Ford in Cologne (Germany). 
The meetings were conducted with company representatives, including senior employees and 
managers. The intention for these meetings was to present (through PowerPoint presentation) 
the aims and expected outcomes of the research; current findings from the literature review 
and facilitate discussion by presenting a list of initial questions. This list was devised in 
collaboration with a contact person at Lear Corporation, Sweden, and included 23 questions 
with the aim of narrowing the list down by allowing the participants in these meetings to 
choose/add questions for discussion they considered to be important for the research topic. 
The questions related to the aims and objectives and the topical areas set out for the research, 
presented in Chapter 1. 
5.2. 7 Pre-Interview meetings: results 
Lear Corporation, Sweden 
From the group meeting at Lear Corporation (Sweden), four topics of interest emerged. 
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• Current evaluative tools, e.g. J.O. Power surveys. The tool was perceived as 
providing unfair results as it only uses a limited amount of cars in the surveys and the 
issues raised are not always relevant for improvement. There was also a way to avoid 
negative pUblicity by creating a series of optimised cars with the intention of getting 
them through the J.O Power evaluation. 
• Links between the cnd-user and car manufacturer requirements. Interest was 
expressed to find evidence of what the end-user requires of a car and what the 
manufacturer requires, (Le. Lear Corporation's customers). They want to find out if 
the end-user has lower quality requirements than the manufacturer and if so whether 
manufacturers would benefit financially by lowering their requirements. There was an 
User interviews 
assumption that the criteria for evaluation would differ depending on culture and 
market and if so, what were the differences? Also, it was necessary to consider how 
American and Swedish customers differ in their requirements. This was particularly 
interesting as Lear Corporation's major client in Sweden is Volvo, and Volvo's major 
market is the USA. 
• Users of the tool. It was considered unreasonable for the tool to be used by everyone 
involved in the development process as this would require some form of training. 
• What aspects of the interior the evaluation would consider. Parts to evaluate were 
identified as the whole interior and individual parts, including seats. 
Follow-up meetings and workshop sessions were arranged to further discuss the most relevant 
issues. 
Valva Cars 
This meeting was held in Gothenburg at Volvo Cars headquarters with senior employees in 
the DesigniDesign Quality Department. The same list of questions used at Lear Corporation 
were used for this meeting and the topics selected for discussion were the following: 
• The development process. The product development process currently used was 
described as complicated, involving several different stages at which the design needs 
to be approved before moving to the next stage. The development process was 
undergoing changes and a global process being implemented which would also be 
used by other manufacturer's within the Ford manufacturing group. Until recently, 
the various manufacturers used their own systems adapted to their products and 
production and the possibility of adapting another manufacturers process has time 
saving and financial benefits. However, the reason for shorter development times of 
the new process was related to the manufacturer owning their main suppliers, thereby 
reducing costs and time in transportation and communication. 
• Relationship to suppliers. The main concern related to the level of quality and 
delivery and to what extent they could rely on contracted work. The amount and type 
of work let out to contractors depended on the product being developed and the 
facilities available in-house. "The best thing would be to have several contractors, as 
it saves money, however, many suppliers results in losses in quality as it is difficult to 
ensure that everyone works towards the same specification" [Volvo employee, 2004]. 
The manufacturer often works with main system suppliers (1 st tier) who in turn have 
their own suppliers (2nd and 3rd tier) and controlling these suppliers was considered to 
be difficult. Personal relations with suppliers are desirable for ensuring the required 
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• 
quality as the manufacturer believes that suppliers often lack the responsibility for 
ensuring the high quality that is required. This could be because the suppliers are not 
shown the interior as a whole. However, the introduction of a new system could 
improve quality by marking all the parts visible for the end customer with 
"Appearance Item". All the A, Band C surfaces of the interior are also marked; 
where the A-surfaces are visible surfaces in the line of the vision or can be viewed in 
a normal seating position, B-surfaces are referred to areas which cannot be viewed 
from a normal seating position, whilst the C-surfaces were hidden and can only be 
viewed by opening lids or lifting covers. Quality faults on the C-surface could 
therefore sometimes be ignored. 
Current tools used for ensuring quality. The Design department at Volvo had 
developed a tool which had been used for benchmarking and as a quality 
measurement tool. The tool evaluated cars against the market and the static exterior 
(showroom quality) and interior design. The evaluation considered exteriors and 
interiors separately and also specific parts of the exterior and the interior. Measuring 
static quality (standstill quality) facilitated a focus on the "Appearance Items" and on 
what the customer "sees, touches, uses, hears and smells" [Volvo employee, 2004] 
and not on functional/performance factors (e.g. the engine). Concerns were also 
expressed regarding the J.D Power surveys and more specifically that they "measure 
too much but not detailed enough" [Volvo employee, 2004]. 
Land Rover/Jaguar 
The meeting held at Land Rover in Gaydon included employees from Land Rover and Jaguar. 
These employees represented colour/trim, engineering and design departments. The issues 
raised from this meeting were: 
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• Methods and tools. Concerns for developing 'yet another tool' that would attempt to 
do what other tools have been unable to do. Possibilities of linking the new tool with 
their current tools was considered as an option and it was also important to consider 
subjectivity of the evaluations and how these would be interpreted. 
• Timings of the evaluations. It was considered important that the evaluations would 
be carried out early enough to provide time for actions on negative results. A 
suggestion was made to consider continuous evaluations during the development 
process. 
User interviews 
Ford 
The meeting at Ford was held in Cologne Germany with a senior Craftsmanship expert, and 
the main discussion was based around the Craftsmanship tool and consumer audits. To 
summarise: 
• The Craftsmanship tool structure. The Craftsmanship tool was run through two 
departments; Body engineering (variables influenced by manufacturing processes) 
and Design (customer concerns not influenced by manufacturing processes). This was 
an audit-type tool and part of the 
• Ford Consumer Product Audit system. The auditing environment must follow specific 
requirements such as lighting and noise levels. Craftsmanship was divided into seven 
categories measuring: visual quality exterior; visual quality interior; touch/feel quality 
exterior; touch/feel quality interior; smell quality; and finally feature content (still 
under development). The aUditing process was carried out by internal non-experts, 
internal experts and customers. The internal non-experts tended to be critical, 
however, they had no issues with competitor vehicles as opposed to internal experts 
who tended to be more critical towards competitor vehicles, perhaps because they 
perceive their own vehicles as being superior. 
• Development process. Discussion regarding their development process was kept 
brief mainly due to confidentiality, and also due to the change towards a global 
product development process. 
The pre-interview meetings provided positive feedback and additional background for the full 
interviews. The meeting at Lear Corporation concluded by arranging a telephone conference 
with senior employees in Southfield Michigan (USA) who work closely within quality-related 
areas. A workshop took place in August 2004 at Lear Corporation's facilities in Sweden with 
senior employees. This included presentations and discussions with the aim of sharing 
knowledge and experiences in the area of quality evaluation of car interiors. The telephone 
conference and workshop were summarised as follows: 
In relation to current methods and tools used by the companies, one mentioned by Lear 
Corporation Sweden and Lear Corporation USA were the 1.0 Power surveys which are 
carried out on existing vehicles. The surveys aimed to produce market information by voicing 
the consumer opinions and were funded by J.D Power and Associates to avoid biased data. 
The surveys were carried out in various industries e.g. telecommunications, travel, healthcare 
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and also automotive [J.D Power, 2006]. The main comments concerned the validity and 
fairness of the results. To avoid negative ratings, manufacturers were known to develop a 
batch of optimised vehicles free from faults with the purpose of getting these into the JD 
Power surveys. It would therefore be more beneficial with a tool that provides a more 
accurate link between result and corrections with continuous controls [Lear Corporation 
workshop, 2004]. Another tool developed and used within the Vision Works Department at 
Lear Corporation USA was called "Visual Quality Assessment" and related to perceived 
quality auditing. 
Other topics discussed related to meeting demands and to developing knowledge on how to 
meet end customer demands and lowering manufacturer demands. User aspects were also 
discussed and in particular the difficulty of expecting everyone involved in the development 
process to be potential users, as the users might have to be trained to use the tool. The 
complexity of the tool could be altered during use by making it possible to use certain parts of 
the tool e.g. parts that are most relevant for the users. 
Discussions around the "wow" factor of car interiors were also discussed. Questions such as: 
• "what in the interior emits the feeling of quality and the feeling of "wow"?", 
• "Is the feeling consistent regardless of the attribute?" 
• "Does the impression of quality vary depending on the customer's demands and 
preconceived ideas of the brand and vehicle?" 
Perhaps the starting questions could focus on what the customer expectations were and then 
compare that against some form of zero reference, or compare it to how the interior should 
represent good quality. 
5.2.2 Pre-Interview meetings: analysis 
The pre-interview meetings with the car manufacturers indicated potential areas/departments 
from which interviews could be pursued. The manufacturers also suggested that the tool could 
be used during the development process. A certain level of training would be required for 
users of the tool. Supplier involvement in the development process differed depending on 
projects and had a different perspective on the process. Their involvement would include 
developing several major systems (e.g. seats, front panel, roofing etc.) or one single system 
(e.g. seats) and therefore they were not briefed about other systems in the interior. The 
suppliers also worked with very specific and detailed specifications and requirements and 
often got involved in the detailed development/production phase. The meetings with the 
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company representatives narrowed the list of initial questions and provided a focused list of 
potential areas for the planned interviews. Discussions around these areas would develop a 
greater understanding for the requirements of the tool and how it can be used by potential 
users in the car industry. 
5.3 Interview settings 
The interviews followed the following sequence: 
1. Introduction: involved personal introduction and explanation of the purpose of the 
interview; the interview procedure and administrative tasks such as consent forms and 
permission to record, Appendix E. 
2. Warm-up: started with background questions, to establish contact. 
3. Main body of interview: this part involved going through the main topics on the 
interview schedule and depending on responses adjust questions if required. Probes 
and prompts were used to encourage and guide the interviewee for further elaboration 
on the questions. 
4. Closure: involved ending the session; ensuring the interviewee was aware that the 
session had come to an end and asking them if they had any questions in return or 
anything they needed explaining regarding the session. The recording equipment was 
turned off after the interview was completely finished, as often interesting revelations 
are made at this time [Robson, 1993]. 
The interviews were scheduled to take 30-60 minutes. Best practice suggested that interviews 
under 30 minutes were too short to provide useful information and over 60 minutes too long 
for busy professionals [Robson, 1993]. As a maximum, 60 minutes was allowed to provide 
enough time to introduce the research and cover the interview topics and extra time was 
allocated in case interviewees elaborated on relevant areas. As a precaution, the interviews 
were scheduled with a 15-minute gap between them. It was considered important to keep the 
interview within the allocated time and not carry on for longer than agreed and it was up to 
the interviewer to end the interview in an appropriate manner [Robson, 1993]. Voice 
recording equipment was used for capturing the interviews for later analysis. Recording the 
interviews would also help in focusing attention on the actual interview rather than placing 
too much effort into taking notes [Bryman, 2004]. The required number of interviewees was 
suggested as 4-6 from each manufacturer and was stated in the introduction letter [Appendix 
B] sent out prior to the interviews. Oppenheim [1992] suggests that it is important to gain 
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quality rather than quantity when considering sample sizes and that it will become apparent 
when enough subjects have been interviewed, as there will be a pattern emerging and novelty 
level will start to decrease. The opportunity to re-visit the manufacturers was provided if more 
information was required. The numbers of interviews vary and depend on type of information 
that is required, or as K vale [1996] states: "Interview as many subjects as necessary to find 
out what you need to know." There is a risk of including a large number of subjects or too 
small, if too small it is difficult to gain validity and reliability and if too large it is time 
consuming [Kvale, 1996]. 
5.3. 7 Interview topics 
The following categories emerged through the analysis of the pre-interview meetings as key 
topics for the interviews: development process (development programmes; new processes; 
key activities during development and strategies within the process); employee 
tasks/responsibilities; methods and tools; supplier relations and needs; problems; trends and 
ideas/suggestions. To gain an overview of the activities of the development process it was 
considered necessary to include interviewees from different parts of the development process. 
This included professionals from the planning phase at the start of the development, through 
to final assembly of the engineered parts and systems. The results will be summarised 111 
separate sections with a final discussion and summary at the end of this Chapter. 
5.4 Interview results 
The interview results are presented in the following order: 
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• The first section provides an overview of development process related activities. The 
development processes used by the four manufacturers are presented and positive and 
negative aspects related to current processes/new processes and strategies used within 
the processes are outlined. 
• The second section provides a description of different roles and tasks the interviewees 
have within the process and the activities they are involved with. 
• The third part gives an overview of the current methods and tools used within the 
process to analyse and measure the quality of the car interior. 
• The fourth section describes the relationship between the manufacturers and their 
suppliers, when they get involved and what their responsibilities are. 
• Section five provides an overview of the problems, needs, trends and 
ideas/suggestions identified during the analysis of the interviews. 
User interviews 
5.4.1 Development processes 
The questions related to this topic concerned all of the interviewees as they are involved in 
the development process. The aim was to identify: 
• Different stages of the development process, 
• Employees working in the different stages, 
• The type of work undertaken and the key issues faced during the development and 
during the communication with other departments. 
The discussions during the interviews revealed three sub categories: 1) discussion around 
development programmes and current processes, 2) new process and 3) specific strategies 
employed within the process in various departments. 
The vehicles are designed through development programmes. A program is an overall 
strategy for the development of a specific car model. Three different programmes were 
mentioned as examples. One of these involved refreshing existing models and only changing 
a few parts. Another programme necessitated a greater level of changes to existing models, 
however, these used an existing platform. This is the most common programme with a 
duration of 48 weeks. A third programme involved developing completely new vehicles, 
chassis, platform and power-train. The number of programmes running simultaneously 
depended on the size of the manufacturing company and the type of vehicles being developed. 
For example, Land Rover would run more than 20 separate programmes at the same time, 
each with different end dates, whilst Jaguar only run one programme at a time. 
During the preparation and planning phase of this investigation, the manufacturers revealed 
that their current process was undergoing changes and that all the manufacturers within Ford 
Motor Company were changing to a global product development process (GPDS). As the 
interviews were carried out during a period of 8 months, the change of process became more 
evident. 
The first sets of interviews were carried out at Volvo Cars. During this time the manufacturer 
was adapting to the Ford-based product development system (FPDS) which, at the time, was 
considered a common system within the group. Prior to this they used their own system, 
Volvo product development system (VPDS). The situation was the same for Jaguar who also 
used their own system (JPDS). Ford and Land Rover used the Ford development system. 
However, by the time the last sets of interviews were being conducted all of the 
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manufacturers had changed their processes to GPDS. Table 5.1 provides an overview of the 
change of processes. 
Time 
Table 5. 7 Changes of design systems in time 
The structure of the new development (GPDS) is based on a development process employed 
by Mazda and is considered thorough and specific. The new process provides more time to 
carry out market research and customer profiling-type of work during the early stages of the 
project. The early stages are the most important stages as this is when choice of material, 
manufacturing techniques and processes can be influenced. A disadvantage is that the new 
process is based on a process where the manufacturers have their own suppliers (suppliers 
partly owned by the manufacturing company). This means that communication between the 
manufacturer and supplier is easier and the supplier fully understands the requirements. In 
contrast to the majority of the manufacturers within the Ford group who have to select their 
suppliers and rely on them to understand and fulfil their requirements. The change to GPDS 
had a number of positive and negative implications. One of the companies mentioned that the 
change from their own process to the Ford development system was not beneficial for their 
development, as their own process could be adapted to their business needs. It was also 
believed that their vehicles require more development time. Their vehicles are considered to 
be more complex, developed at different volumes, price structures, needs and criteria. 
Although there are advantages, their own process was limited in terms of allowing enough 
time for prototyping. Most of the information gained during these interviews related to the 
VPDS and the FPDS and therefore these are further described in Table 5.2. From the 
interviews it was possible to establish an overview of the key activities for the various stages 
of the development process. These stages have been given descriptive names as the focus is 
on the actual activities, outcome and available material at each stage, see Table 5.2. 
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Stage Decision made Based on what material Deicions made by Outcome 
who 
- Strategy (Volvo) Establishing market Looking at potential Usually carried out by a A marketing brief. 
needs. customers eaming capacities, marketing 
- Pm concept family snuations, type of jobs team/department. 
stage/Advanced stage they have, hobbies, what they 
(Ford) spend their money on, what 
they would use their car for 
etc. 
- Plan stage (Volvo) At this stage the car is - Rough innial hand sketches Project leaders, A PDL (product 
defined and the - Rough innial hand marketing and developmentlelter-
- Pm Kick off (Ford) marketing brief is renderings designers specification)lTechnical 
visualised. Decision document is generated. 
based on whether Initial sketches, rough 
visualised material ideas. 
corresponds to 
marketing brief 
- Kick off + Programme At this stage the -More detailed hand sketches Project leaders, Concept sketches, 
start (VoIvo) finances are discussed. - More detailed hand designers, CAD renderings, rough 
3-6 concepts could be renderings engineers surface CAD geometry. 
- Kick off (Ford) brought forward from - Concept sketches: hand + Critiq ue from the 
this stage. Reviews are Photoshop renderings reviews. 
carried out in smaller -Rough 3D CAD surface 
groups. geometry 
- Concept stage, common At this stage the team is - 3D CAD (complete interior) Project leaders, clay Almost fully defined 
development (VoIvo) working on one surface geometry fully modellers, designers vehicle and fully defined 
concept. Clay and cast defined. and CAD engineers A class surfaces. Clay, 
- Strategic Intent + models are created for - Exterior clay modelling Y. to foam and cast models 
Strategic Confinmalion + evaluation at this stage. full size with graphics, CAD 
Proportions & Hardpoints At these stages 90% of - Exterior foam modelling Y. to geometry. 
(Ford) the features in the full size 
vehicle needs to be - Individual parts from 
resolved. Choose engineering. 
systems suppliers. 
- Pm Study stage- At this stage the vehicle - Full scale appearance Project leaders, Physical models: feas 
Business Concept (Volvo) is defined to 90% and models designers, CAD cube and function cube. 
the changes made from - clay models, visual engineers and Gives the visual 
- Programme Approval + this stage and onwards - foam models, visual engineers impression and 
Surface Transfer + are related to - feas cube, visual surface functional impression 
Product Readiness (Ford) engineering model (of some parts and not 
requirements. - function cube, functional necessarily of the whole 
model interior). 
-Individual parts from 
engineering 
- Pm Study stage- At this stage final -Individual parts from Project leaders, part A vehicle ready for tool 
Prog ramme funding iterations are made and engineering leaders, designers and making. 
(Volvo) if the design passes this engineers. 
stage n goes to tool 
- Confirmation Prototype making. Decisions 
(Ford) made on the detail of 
the design. 
-Industrialisation,tool Tool making stage. -Off tool components Project leaders, part Vehicle representing 
making (Volvo) Decisions made on final leaders, designers and final outcome. 
details, no major design engineers. 
- Change Cut off + changes are allowed at 
Launch Readiness + this stage 
Launch Sign off (Ford) 
Mass production and final Quality decisions Production parts Project leaders, part - Final product 
product leaders and production 
engineers 
. .. Table 5.2 Process stages With actIVities and mam outcome . 
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The aim of using MPDS as a basis for GPDS is that it was seen to: provide a standardised 
structure for manufacturing processes, employ good cross-functional engagement of technical 
people, be efficient in terms of reuse of parts and knowledge, have an efficient relationship 
with their suppliers, and required involvement earlier in the process. The processes previously 
used by Volvo and Ford/Jaguar/Land Rover show similarities in terms of main activities 
undertaken. The key difference was that the Volvo process referred to the various stages and 
milestones as gates, whilst in the Ford process the stages are referred to with explicit names. 
Another difference was the timings of the various stages, see Figure 5.1. 
Timeline 40 months 60 months 
~~~~~1~~r~ ~ PrePS PS psc PTCC PTCCI Ml PA FM FDJ VP FEC lR lS Jl FSR 
(!) M1DJ AA2 PEC 
M1DJ 
Figure 5. 7 Comparison of the three processes. 
The VPDS process as previously described in Chapter 3 presents a Gate system where each 
Gate has targets and requirements to be met. The GPDS process uses different terminology 
compared to FPDS and several stages in GPDS represent the same stage in the FPDS process, 
e.g. Project Start (PS) and Program Strategic Confirmation (PSC in GPDS) are equivalent to 
the Strategic Intent (SI) stage of the FPDS, see Table 5.3 for further details on FPDS and 
GPDS. 
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Stage Acronym explanation Stage : Acronym explanation 
FPDS GPDS 
KO Kickoff PS : Proqram Start 
SI StrateQic Intent PSC : Proqram StrateQY Confirmed 
SC Strategic Confirmation PTCC ' Program Target Compatibility Checkpoint 
PTCIM·1DJ ; Program Target CompatibilitylM·1 Data 
JudQement 
PH Proportion & Hardpoints AA1 ' Appearance Approval 
PA Program Approval PAJAA2 ' Program ApprovaVAppearance Approval 2 
M·1DC , M· 1 Development Completion 
ST Surface Transfer FAA ' Final Appearance Approval 
PR Product Readiness FDJ , Final Data Judgement 
CP Confirmation Prototype VP : Verification Prototype 
CC Change Cut off PEC ' Preliminary Engineering Completion 
FEC Final EnQineering Completion 
LR Launch Readiness LR , Launch Readiness 
LS Launch SiQn off 
LS Launch SiQn-off J1 Job 1 
J1 Job 1· Launch complete FSR Final Status Report 
Table 5.3. ExplanatIOn of FPDS and GPDS acronyms 
Studying the figure and comments by industrial contacts the new process has a greater focus 
on the earlier stages of the development. This up-front comparison of the development 
processes has identified following differences: 
• Three interiors and three exteriors are already considered in the PS stage, whereas 
previously these would be selected at later stages. 
• Data for tooling is released at the PAl AA2 stage of the new process whilst in the old 
processes 3-6 concepts were brought forward in the programme start stage and data 
for tooling was released around G2 and ST stage (only A class surfaces). 
The new terminology and re-structuring of the phases led to a modification in the timings of 
the tool framework. 
The development processes were described as consisting of several stages and within these 
stages the employees would follow different strategies specific for the stage and tasks. One of 
the strategies described was divided into four stages: 
• The first stage starts prior to the "kick of phase" (see Table 5.2 for more details 
about this phase) and involves collecting customer profiling information. 
• During the second stage the material collected during the previous stage is 
translated into physical properties, around "strategic confirmation" stage (see 
Table 5.2). 
• The third stage takes place during "programme approval" (see Table 5.2) and 
involves establishing target costs and budget restrictions. 
• The fourth and final stage of this strategy is the realisation stage, around "product 
readiness" (see Table 5.2) and involves establishing sample costs and 
development costs. 
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These stages facilitate the understanding of what the employees need to deliver during the 
specific stages. This means that the team can focus on creating the profile of the vehicle rather 
than using valuable time in communicating their message across to other departments. Prior 
to these stages it was considered to be difficult to communicate needs with other 
professionals. 
"Prior to these 4 stages there was no way of communicating to engineering what you wanted, and when 
you wanted it. It has taken about 5 years to get to 4 gateways and to get designers an board to 
understand the stages. They allow them to measure their performance. But within the stage there is a 
nexibility of what each individual does as long as they understand the deliverables. " 
Quote: Interviewee, 2005 
One of the other manufacturers employed a similar system where the strategy was based on 
three steps and involved analysis of virtual material. 
• Step 1: Investigating optical quality and build quality. During this step full-scale 
models are built. Firstly a front-end model is built and secondly a rear environment 
model. CAD modelling is carried out to get a feeling for the packaging of the vehicle. 
However, there seems to be a lack of communication at this stage. 
• Step 2: Starts when a concept has been chosen. This is seen as an important and 
intensive stage compared to the rest. This stage is approximately 7 months long and 
involves making decisions about detailing aspects and during this stage "optical 
quality" (a tool) experts get involved. They use lessons learned in an attempt to find 
out things that can go wrong and J.D Power charts are used as well. At this stage the 
suppliers are introduced to the project. 
• Step 3: This is the "design freeze" stage where no major changes are carried out. 
Only changes on a detailed level can be made. During this stage mechanics and usage 
aspects are optimised. The initial "design freeze" is after 10 months, during which 
several concepts have been developed. 
Approvals of the design ideas are made by directors and are highly valued as they are treated 
as the clients and it is considered to be important to sell the ideas to them. 
5.4.2 Employees in the development process 
The interviewees (total of 23) represented a wide range of skills and responsibilities namely: 
business planning, colour and trim design, interior design, quality engineering, material 
engineering and ergonomics. This section provides an overview of their main tasks and job 
roles in the development process. 
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Business planning/budgeting 
The role of business planning and budgeting involves planning and organising the different 
projects (programmes) run by the manufacturer. Whilst the different manufacturers run 
different numbers of programmes at anyone time the most common practice is to have 
several programmes running at the same time. The various programmes have different 
development times depending on level of newness of the vehicle (see section 5.4.1). They 
plan the projects based on resources available and regulations from the various departments, 
for example specific technical requirements for production. Their involvement in the projects 
extends from start of the projects to end when final product is ready. They communicate with 
different employees throughout the organisation and conduct regular meetings to ensure input 
from all departments. The project funds are released approximately 20 months before the final 
vehicle is developed, and this is the time when the suppliers would get involved. However, 
their preference would be to involve the suppliers earlier. 
Colour & trim/material 
Employees in these departments often have a background in textile design. The colour and 
trim departments are responsible for choosing materials, colours and finishes for everything 
that is visible in the car. They have a broad and detailed knowledge in various disciplines 
such as materials and production processes, and need to be able to understand what 
implications choice of materials, colours and finishes will have on manufacturing and costs. A 
significant part of their role is to communicate the design intent to the rest of the business, 
especially to employees they directly work with to ensure the parts get engineered in 
accordance to the specification. Their involvement starts at the earliest stage, "defining the 
vehicle", and runs through to the "delivery stage". Daily activities include dealing with 
suppliers, designers, marketers, program office and public affairs. The colour and trim 
department get information from the marketing department about the customer group. This 
includes lifestyle, income, family, hobbies, taste in other products and they would create 
"image boards" to illustrate the potential customers visually. This information, in addition to 
other research requirements, then becomes part of a document (specification) for the rest of 
the business. Examples of the colour and trim departments testing activities include: 
• Bumps and squirm tests on fabrics, set standards for the number of scars and marks 
allowed. For example within a roll of leather certain amount of scars and marks are 
unavoidable due to natural causes. It is then their responsibility to determine the 
amount of scars and marks they can permit in order to maintain quality requirements 
of that part. 
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• Softness level rating 1-10 (1 =hard, 10=soft). This was introduced to assist engineers 
in understanding material requirements. 
• Benchmarking involves rating certain areas of the vehicle and compare that against 
competitors vehicles. The manufacturers use non-expert customer groups, expert-
customer groups as well as in-house groups for their bench marking clinics. These 
clinics are time consuming and therefore not frequent events. 
Due to confidentiality detailed information about these specific testing activities was limited. 
The Colour and Trim Department also set the brief to the suppliers and liaise with them from 
the start of their involvement, as it is important to show the suppliers how the parts interact in 
the interior. Change of suppliers often occurs when merging with new manufacturers, which 
could be positive financially if the manufacturers bring on-board larger suppliers. The larger 
suppliers are well established and can often produce parts at a lower cost. 
Interior design 
Designing interiors and exteriors are considered to be two very different things, requiring 
different skills and knowledge. Interior designers employ a specific development process 
which involves: developing initial sketches; creating snapshots from Alias models and then 
altered these using Photoshop with different colours; taking it into surface modelling which 
has real time rendering where the model can be rotated and the viewer's position changed. 
The interior designers work closely with the colour and trim department, exterior designers, 
3D CAD/clay modellers and design engineers. In general, designers get involved at the stage 
when the specification has been prepared by the colour and trim department. Exterior 
designers get involved slightly earlier than interior designers. They get acceptance from 
senior management and use large-scale projection as an aid to visualise and present their 
designs in digital format. After acceptance they get ready for prototyping/tooling, increasing 
the detail level of parts and prepare for manufacturing. Benchmarking data with competitor 
vehicles is used as a guide for the development. The information contains data on volume, 
proportion, materials, and detail of execution. Internally it is relatively simple to get 
acceptance for the designs, as senior managers are used to seeing that type of material, 
however, it is more difficult to get acceptance from external clients. The judgement of the 
interior is mostly based on intuition and previous experience. 
Quality engineering/management 
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Employees within quality engineering/management departments inspect surfaces and models 
during the development and assess pre-production vehicles. Their involvement starts at 
different stages of the development process, and they communicate with people from design, 
engineering and production. A number of techniques and systems are used to assess quality, 
for example: 
• Optical quality is a virtual system used to investigate split lines, mouldings and 
certain colour and harmony attributes. The key concept of optical quality is that 
critical areas of a vehicle are broken down and visualised before the finances are 
committed and before it is too late to make changes. The optical quality experts 
inspect interfaces and joints where most of the problems occur, such as tolerances of 
builds, expansion/contraction, gapslflushes and compare deviations. They inspect 
anything that can be touched, felt and defined in CAD. The assessments take place on 
a weekly basis on large screens involving parts managers, engineers, designers, 
surfacing and modelling experts. 
• They develop benchmarking data and gather information and knowledge on 
competitor vehicles. 
• Specific systems are used for evaluating complete interiors and exteriors. The interior 
is divided into systems and evaluated on a 1-10 point scale. However, a few 
limitations have been identified, such as not giving thorough evaluations on specific 
parts, and too comprehensive information is gained for someone who is only 
interested in specific sections of the vehicle. 
Material & structural engineering 
The engineering departments have different organisational configurations. For example, one 
of the manufacturers had three departments: interior perception, surface materials and trim. 
Internally these departments and experts have different specialisations for example interiors 
or exteriors. The role of the interior group is to regulate, control and specify the requirements 
of the development. They also try to encourage discussions concerning the total experience of 
colours, gloss and finishes. The Design Department decide on the colour whilst the 
Engineering Department provides more practical information and knowledge; measures 
colouring/gloss and from this set the tolerances. These types of requirements are specified in a 
technical document, and some of the requirements need to be assessed subjectively during the 
development, which has to be stated. The technical document is also seen as a quality 
assurance document. Subjective demands (visual colour matching) that are realistic are 
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considered to be better than objective demands that are unrealistic or incorrect (such as 
finishing). 
Until recently exteriors have been considered to be more important, but for premium products 
interiors and exteriors are treated the same. This is particularly important for premium 
products as all aspects of the vehicle need to fulfil the premium brand image. However, 
according to the hierarchical impression of vehicles exteriors are considered to give the 
'wow' factor to the vehicle. 
The group uses different types of tools to assist them in their work, including benchmarking 
databases. Main testing of the parts is left to the suppliers as these have their own quality 
systems and requirements to fulfil. However, one of the manufacturers mentioned that they 
carry out checks on all their seats and aim for 100% control of the vehicle. The suppliers are 
responsible for replacing any faulty parts. The same manufacturer mentioned that they have a 
system called "lessons learned", where issues and problems from previous projects are stated. 
This system enables them to deal with the problems as early in the project as possible. For 
larger problems a separate process is initiated to deal with the problems away from the 
projects to avoid interruptions. The early stage of the development process is the most 
important for influencing choice of material, manufacturing techniques, processes etc. 
Ergonomics 
Interviewees involved with ergonomics of the interiors and exteriors cover physiology and 
psychology applied to design engineering. The area is related to design and interior 
feasibility. In this particular organisation, the ergonomist work 90% on interiors and 10% on 
exteriors and is in charge of all the customer interfaces, their execution and the logic of the 
structures. They are responsible for the interfaces that could cause the customer any problems. 
The main activities involve assessing and working with designers to create user-friendly 
solutions. Ergonomists communicate with designers, interior designers, interior feasibility 
employees and also employees with specific knowledge such as electrical engineers. Their 
involvement starts at the "theme concept development" stage to give guidance on the 
concepts developed and carry out evaluations on, for example, wax printed models (a rapid 
prototyping technique). These models can be made as soon as CAD geometry is available. 
Wax printed models can be produced over night and are considered to be a quick and cheap 
way of testing initial ideas. In addition, models such as clay models are also produced to get 
an appreciation for leg and head clearance and to investigate the overall design and robustness 
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as opposed to detailing design. Virtual CAD models are also produced to measure sections 
and distances between various parts and systems, for example to measure distance between 
the seat and door. 
Assessments are carried out on physical parts and interior mockups and the level of 
assessment required would vary depending on the level of detail available at that time. 
Benchmarking data is also produced to measure against competitor products on every 
component the customer touches. The focus for this benchmarking data is: comfort; use; 
reach; understanding for what it is; feeling of comfort; and efforts when using (high or low). 
Ergonomics requirements can be divided into two categories: specific (to a certain model) and 
generic (ingress/egress). They use an electronic verification system (Electronic Ford Design 
Verification System-EFDVS) which has all the requirements, parameters and attributes. 
5.4.3 Methods and Tools 
This question aimed to capture information about methods and tools currently in use. A 
number of these methods and tools have already been described in a previous section such as 
optical quality, craftsmanship and benchmarking. These methods and tools differ in aspects 
such as stages of use, development for specific purpose, or use by different departments. 
Benchmarking 
The commonly used system is benchmarking which involves carrying out assessments of 
competitor vehicles. The data from the tool is used to compare their own vehicles with the 
competitors, find the areas they want to be leaders in and assess volume, proportion, 
materials, detail execution, comfort, reach on every component the customer touches. The 
collected data is more visual than numerical. 
Craftsmanship 
Another tool known by all four manufacturers (used by two of them) is Craftsmanship. The 
craftsmanship tool looks at the following attributes: colour harmony, material harmony 
(geometry harmony), sound, touch/feel and feature/product expectation/design, using 1-4 
levels of evaluation. The Craftsmanship consists of subgroups related to the components and 
attributes, and these groups have their own methods and tools for ensuring the standards are 
met. Each subgroup also has sub-attributes. From a designer's perspective, the Craftsmanship 
tool is considered thorough (positive) but too detailed (negative). Craftsmanship also has a 
"Feature" function, which investigates competitor vehicles and benchmarks their specific 
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features (e.g. coat hooks). The assumption is that the customer perceives the quality of a 
vehicle with a high number of features as better as opposed to a vehicle with a lesser number 
of features. This is one to the tools within the industry most similar to the ideas of the new 
tool, however, the manufacturers are highly protective about the ideas and details of this tool. 
It is assumed that during the validation of the tool versions the manufacturers would clearly 
state if the new tool is too identical to Craftsmanship and if so provide further guidance to 
avoid duplicates. 
Visual quality tools 
A number of tools and systems are employed for visually investigating vehicle and surfaces. 
These tools and systems aim to visualise and identify potential problems before finances are 
allocated and before it is too late to carry out changes. Parts that can be touched and felt are 
defined in a CAD environment. The tool investigates interfaces, joints, tolerance of build, 
expansions/contraction, gaps, flushes and compares deviations to try to avoid 'ratholes' 
(hollow areas where noise can develop) and split lines across the A-surfaces. The critical 
areas are divided into smaller parts for thorough evaluation. Weekly meetings are arranged 
with employees involved in the project, these include part owners, engineers, designers, 
surfacing and manufacturing experts. The employees involved acknowledge that minutes 
from the meetings are important, as they are evidence of decisions made and everything 
raised during the meetings is recorded in these minutes. The minutes are thereafter turned into 
quality standard manuals. Another version of the visual quality tool uses assembled parts to 
measure sections and clearances. 
Audits are carried out by using in-house employees. In-house employees were considered 
useful as subjects for earlier development stages, and customer groups during the later stages. 
The auditing starts as soon as virtual material is available and information about things that 
potentially could go wrong is assigned to the parts. This information is then developed into a 
database which is accessible and used by all the manufacturers within the platform. 
Another tool mentioned by one of the manufacturers during interviews investigates real 
exteriors and interiors, for which positive and negative aspects were mentioned. The positive 
aspects were related to the level of detail this tool produces and that it considers the whole 
interior. In contrast the negative aspects were that it was difficult to carry out thorough 
evaluations on specific parts of the interior systems, and the information gained was too 
comprehensive for someone who is only interested in certain parts ofthe interior. Prior brand 
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knowledge and perception was difficult to conceal during these assessments. The 
manufacturer tried covering up the logos etc. on the vehicles, however, participants usually 
have enough knowledge about the brands to recognise them without the brand-specific logos. 
The manufacturer developed their own semantic scales for the tool by collecting semantic 
words from trade magazines [semantic scale tools were discussed in the literature Chapter 3]. 
Tactile tools 
In certain departments, the use of tactility tools were considered important such as tests using 
manikins simulating a person sitting in the car. If the materials (fabrics) are unsuitable for this 
test (according to the specification), they would not be used. Another system involves 
assigning parts a softness level rating. The rating ranges from I-lOon a scale and the test 
aims to assist the engineers in understanding the type of materials the colour and trim 
department require. . 
Customer profiling strategies 
Other tools and strategies were also discussed. For example a strategy was employed in the 
early stages of the development process to capture customer requirements. Information about 
potential customers was collected, such as lifestyle, taste, disposable income, preference in 
other brands etc. This was then used to create a profile of a typical user of the vehicle being 
developed. 
5.4.4 Supplier relationships 
During the interviews the employees were asked about the relationships with suppliers. The 
aim was to establish the current views on the working relationship with different suppliers. 
The understanding ofthe working relationship from pre-interview meetings was that suppliers 
find it difficult to understand certain requirements (especially subjective) and criteria placed 
on the parts they supply. This question was relevant to interviewees who had experience of 
working close to suppliers. The responses varied, however, the general conclusion was that 
they felt that suppliers should get involved earlier in the development process. The 
manufacturers felt that it was difficult to communicate and make the suppliers understand 
their requirements. It was important to build trust and a good relationship with suppliers and 
make sure they are briefed early in the process. Timings for when suppliers got involved 
varied between manufacturers. One of the manufacturers invited suppliers from the start of 
the projects to create a better dialogue with them. Other manufacturers involved suppliers 
once they had the budget proposal accepted. Problems occur during different mergers, and 
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when different manufacturers bring in new suppliers, which makes it difficult for a smaller 
manufacturer to stay with their old suppliers and therefore are forced to change to the larger 
suppliers. However, the changes also bring new opportunities and cost savings. The 
manufacturers tend to keep core suppliers they have worked with over a period of time and 
know would deliver according to requirements. For larger systems such as doors and front 
panels there was more competition and the choice would, in most cases, be the supplier who 
offered a lower cost solution. 
Sometimes compromises were required, however: "if too much is compromised the whole car 
is compromised" [Interviewee quote, 2004]. The difficulty lies in controlling sub·suppliers as 
they were often based in different countries. It was felt that the level of quality produced by 
the supplier depends on the priorities given rather than lack of understanding and contact with 
them was considered to be an important factor as they were the experts and knowledgeable in 
their area. There appeared to be a trend to transfer the core competency in the area of 
production and manufacturing to the suppliers from the manufacturers. The suppliers are 
responsible for producing the required level of quality standards and it is also in their interest 
to deliver quality products as they worked to their own quality standards such as Six Sigma. 
One of the manufacturers mentioned that they noticed that the suppliers had different levels of 
quality in different countries, which could depend on who their main client in that country 
was and the quality demands placed on the suppliers. 
5.4.5 Needs/problems/trends/ideas & suggestions 
During the interviews several needs, problems, trends, ideas and suggestions were identified. 
These were all documented and are shown in Appendix D. This section provides an overview 
and a summary of these comments. 
Needs 
Specific needs for the tool were identified around two main areas: a tool that would act as a 
supporting mechanism and a tool that would ease the communication barriers between the 
different departments. It was considered useful to have a tool as a support for justifYing their 
design decisions to, for example, other departments. This would make it easier for the teams 
to know in which direction to go. The interviewees also expressed a need for other 
departments to trust their expertise, and potentials were identified for this tool to act as a 
communication bridge between the different departments involved in the development 
process. 
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Supplier involvement earlier in the development process was also identified as a specific 
need. 
Problems 
Several current problems were expressed during the interviews. The areas included supplier 
relations; communication between different departments; tool and methods related issues; and 
achieving expected quality targets. 
A recurring comment by the manufacturers was the lack of control of suppliers and sub-
suppliers. The inability to control the quality of the produced parts before they get delivered 
was also seen as a concern. 
Communication between different disciplines and departments was expressed to be an issue. 
Several of the interviewees mentioned the lack of understanding of what different 
departments do, creating communication barriers. For example designers believe engineers 
lack understanding of what they do. The communication problem was suggested to be an 
issue even between the development team and management/decision makers. 
A problem regarding tools and methods was raised as a concern. These comments concerned 
the tools being too time consuming to carry out evaluations on specific parts, and that the 
information gained was too comprehensive to be of any value. Another tool referred to 
previously was considered to be too detailed, too rigid and not taking delays into account. 
Achieving expected quality was considered to relate to a number of issues such as too many 
people being involved in the development process. This made it difficult to predict what the 
end product would look like. It was also easy to forget the important details when larger trade 
offs were made. 
Ideas and suggestions 
Several ideas and suggestions were brought up during the interviews. For example the 
potential use of the tool being developed; the area of use; specific timings/stages where the 
tool could prove to be most useful; that the tool could be useful in an electronic format. 
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One of the designers interviewed mentioned that theoretically a concept sketch could be 
scored on volume, proportion and execution. It was considered to be easy to have two 
sketches that scored the same, but, by using the tool one of these concepts would be a more 
obvious choice. The tool could perhaps be used on wax models to gain the visual evaluation 
early in the development process. 
An interesting stage to use the tool was suggested to be between stages when concepts are 
developed to see how much of the design intent had been lost due to budget and feasibility 
issues. Three other stages were also mentioned as appropriate stages for the use of this tool. 
The first stage would be when they still have 2+ concepts and not too early in the initial 
stages as that could restrict the creativity. At this stage the tool could be useful for 
communication between the designers and the engineers. The second stage would be when 
one concept had been chosen and the suppliers had got involved so this would be as a 
communication tool towards the suppliers. The third and last stage would be just before they 
start the test production of 100 vehicles, before the design is about to get signed off and ready 
for final production. 
Trends 
There appears to be a trend towards relying on suppliers for the core competence in certain 
manufacturing areas. It was suggested to be more economical for suppliers to use external 
consultants with expertise in manufacturing processes, rather than employing a specialist with 
that competence in-house. Another trend seemed to be advancements in technology, which 
have enabled the designers to develop CAD geometries earlier in the development process. 
This provided the team with visual data at an early stage which was useful for early 
assessments and developing physical prototypes. The accuracy of computer-generated models 
was greater than using traditional methods of clay modelling. However, clay modelling/foam 
was still useful for visualising size and volume of interiors. 
5.5 Interview analysis 
This section will provide an analysis of the interviews. The analysis is divided into the same 
categories in which the results were presented, and provides an overview of aspects relevant 
and important for the development of the tool. 
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5.5.1 Development processes 
During the time period of the interviews the participating manufacturers went through a 
change of processes. As the change was still ongoing during the interviews, old and new 
processes were described. Interviewees mentioned that the major change was to whom they 
report to rather than changes to their daily activities. 
• Volvo had gone from using their own process (VPDS) to the Ford process (FPDS), 
and thereafter the implementation of the global process (GPDS). 
• Land Rover had more changes as they merged with BMW, followed by Rover Group 
and now Ford Motor Company. This meant that they had used a BMW process (not 
investigated); Rover Group process (Jaguar process); Ford process and were now 
implementing the global process. 
• Ford had used their own process until the change to the global process. 
• Jaguar used their own process prior to the change, then the Ford process and were 
now implementing the global process. 
There were mixed opinions about the new global process. Comments related to the structure 
and the change to shorter deadlines for certain stages. The new process was based on the 
development process of Mazda who own most of their suppliers. This makes it easier for 
them to negotiate and communicate their requirements. Other manufacturers interviewed 
choose their suppliers and rely on their expertise and knowledge to deliver expected quality. 
Various strategies were used during different stages of the development process, e.g. the 
colour and material process described previously. These were useful for individual 
departments to structure their work and routines and help them to communicate their work 
with other departments. The processes used in different departments distinguish the 
manufacturers from each other to make them more individual, even though they are using the 
same development process. The development process consists of several stages and the 
interviewees referred to certain stages when the tool would be valuable as a communication 
tool; a decision making tool, and also for checking the direction of the initial design intent. 
The tool would be useful in the early start of the programmes before finances had been 
committed and changes to design would still be feasible. 
This overview of the development process is important for the development of the tool, as a 
number of interviewees suggested that the tool could be used during the development of the 
interiors. Establishing key activities for each of the stages and the required outcome provides 
a greater understanding for who the user might be, and the type of material that would be 
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evaluated. The interview questions have also provided insight into different strategies within 
the stages, and with whom the employees would work and communicate. The trend of 
moving towards a global development system means that the development of the tool can 
focus on using this process as a generic base. The activities for the old and new systems are 
similar the main differences of concern are the timings of the stages and the name of the 
stages. 
5.5.2 Employees in the development process 
This section identifies why it is important to understand and consider the activities undertaken 
during the various stages by the employees. The interview questions resulted in developing a 
chart describing the stages of the process and the main activities and outcomes from each 
stage. It is important to understand these activities as the tool being developed would have to 
be integrated into the routines rather than interfering and changing them. The following roles 
and activities emerged as being important for the development of the tool: 
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• Marketing and business planning. The projects (programmes) start with marketing 
and business planning who set the main requirements for the vehicle and investigate 
and research into the nature of potential customer. The information provided by the 
marketing department is important as it profiles the end customer. This information is 
communicated through statistical and numerical data and is used by the colour/trim 
departments to establish a more detailed profile of the customer. The format of this 
information is important for the development of the tool, as it can be used as a base 
for the design intent of the particular vehicle. The employees involved in these stages 
could be valuable users of the tool, as they have a holistic overview of the whole 
development process. They also have knowledge about the different stages and the 
required outcome. This would be important for when using the tool as it would 
provide consistency of the evaluation results as they can be potential users of the tool 
throughout the development process. 
• Colour and trim/material. This department takes over after the marketing 
department and their role is to visualise the data provided by the marketing 
department. The knowledge and skills within this department are valuable as they 
have detailed knowledge about activities and requirements for the whole development 
process. They are involved from the early stages to the delivery stages of the vehicle 
and have a holistic overview of the development and liase with suppliers. Again, this 
is important for consistency of the evaluation results as they can be potential users of 
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the tool throughout the development process. Their valuable and detailed knowledge 
about the development and production processes would be useful. They also liaise 
with suppliers. 
• Interior and exterior designers. It is most common for the exterior designers to 
create the outer shapes and dimensions before the interior designers can create the 
interiors. The interior designers work on material provided by the colour and 
trim/material department which consists of visual information about the customers 
such as lifestyle, hobbies, choice of other brands, shapes and colours they like. This is 
an important stage for the tool as this is when the interior first takes shape and form. 
It is also important to understand the type of requirements interior designers work 
with and type of output they deliver. It was suggested that designers could find it 
difficult to criticise their own work, and it might therefore be more appropriate for the 
evaluation to be carried out as a team exercise [Interviewee, 2005]. 
• Ergonomics experts. They work closely with the designers and engineers and test 
various mockups and prototypes developed. Their knowledge and experience in 
testing the interiors is invaluable. They focus on the end customer and the measures 
to accommodate these. Ergonomists could provide useful evaluation as they are 
separated from the actual design activities and could provide honest evaluations. 
These professionals are experienced in working with users in mind and could 
therefore be useful as potential users of the tool. 
• Quality engineers. They are involved in the visual testing of the interior geometry, 
and are usually involved from the design stage to the test production stage. These 
employees have useful knowledge and skills for assessing quality and can see the 
interior on a holistic level. They also have previous experience in using evaluative 
tools and could therefore be appropriate users of the tool. 
• Part owners. For every system and part there would be an engineer responsible, and 
the various engineering departments would be responsible for testing and refining 
their parts. Part owners have valuable knowledge about their specific parts and also 
connecting parts. Their expertise could be useful for detailed evaluation of the 
interior. However, it is important the tool is made user friendly to promote the value 
of the tool. 
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Several iterations are required before the interior designs are detailed enough to be handed to 
the engineering department. There are employees working between the design department and 
the engineering department to ensure the designs are translated correctly and that it can be 
engineered. CAD drawings and prototypes are made to visualise and test the interior. The 
transition between these departments is sensitive and requires specifications and evaluations 
of the interior to justifY the developed interior. The developed concepts are currently 
evaluated through in-house tools at different stages of the development process. These 
evaluations are carried out as a group exercise involving mangers, senior members of 
employees and part owners. The new tool would be valuable as it would provide consistency 
of the evaluations by allowing the manufacturers to use only one tool for the whole 
development process as opposed to a number of different tools. The new tool would also 
assist in justifying and checking any required compromises. 
5.5.3 Methods and Tools 
The manufacturers use a range of techniques (methods and tools) to help understand the 
requirements; maintain quality; and test the final product outcome. The reason for 
investigating current methods and tools was to identifY the requirements for the new tool. The 
interview questions provided useful insight to attitudes towards some of these methods and 
tools currently in use, especially from employees within the same manufacturer. A selection 
of methods and tools are of interest for the following reasons: 
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• One of the methods and tools presented carried out thorough evaluations on the whole 
of the vehicle including exteriors and interiors. However, the detailed and specific 
information gained is considered to be too comprehensive for those who only work 
with certain parts of the interior. The aim with this method initially was to use it as a 
guide throughout the development process, although the current application is 
showroom evaluation. This tool lists all interior parts included in the evaluation 
which could be interesting as a base for the new tool. It also uses semantic scales with 
adjectives which could be of interest for further development. 
• Craftsmanship was a well known term amongst the manufacturers interviewed. The 
Craftsmanship tool aims to improve the quality of the vehicle. It is divided into 
different areas and each area has its own methods to achieve expected quality. The 
same methodology is used across both manufacturers and the aim is to make 
everyone involved in the process aware of its function. It was expressed that the 
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craftsmanship methodology is good in terms of its thoroughness, however it is 
considered to be too detailed. It controls too strictly and does not take into account 
the working pace of different departments. The different areas of Craftsmanship 
(colour harmony, material harmony, sound, touch/feel and feature/product 
expectation/design) are of interest for the development of the new tool. 
• Visual quality tools involve, as mentioned earlier, inspecting geometry in group 
discussions. These are regular minuted meetings e.g. weekly and well documented. 
The aim is to discover problems before finances have been tied. The difficulty lies in 
arranging these meetings as employees involved in visual quality also have other 
obligations. The minutes from these meetings are considered important reference 
material for the decisions made, and also actions that are required. There seems to be 
a trend towards creating visual geometry earlier in the development process which is 
an advantage and gives opportunities for evaluating surfaces and geometry earlier. 
The early creation of CAD geometry also results in early prototypes which in turn can 
help identify faults earlier. Developing CAD geometry and physical prototypes earlier 
in the development process would be beneficial for the tool and the evaluations. The 
administrative system of this tool is an important factor of this tool and of interest to 
further explore for the development of the new tool. 
5.5.4 Supplier relations 
One of the important aspects mentioned during the interviews related to the relationship 
between the manufacturers and suppliers. Not all interviewees worked closely with suppliers. 
Across all manufacturers the issue of controlling sub-suppliers was identified as the main 
concern as they do not have direct communication with the sub-suppliers. It is usually left to 
the suppliers to ensure they deliver expected quality, although the manufacturers carry out 
random checks. Suppliers in different countries are believed to produce different levels of 
quality, depending on whom they are supplying. So, for example, Lear Corporation in 
Sweden might have different standards as they supply manufacturers such as Volvo and Saab, 
whilst Lear Corporation in other parts of Europe supply other manufacturers with differing 
levels of quality. Quality outcome is dependent on the conditions given to the suppliers and 
not that they lack understanding, it has been identified that it is important that the 
communication works well in both directions. The manufacturers expressed a need for 
suppliers to get involved from the early start of the programmes as the trend is moving 
towards suppliers having the core expertise in the area of production and manufacturing. The 
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interview questions provided valuable knowledge about supplier involvement in the 
development process. The tool should enable the suppliers to gain an overview of the interior 
so that they can view the effects of their input on the whole interior. The requirements stated 
through the tool must cater for a wide range of users involved at different stages of the 
development process. 
5.5.5 Needs; problems; trends; ideas & suggestions 
Throughout the interviews several suggestions were made; problems and issues were 
addressed; needs were expressed; and also a number of trends emerged. The main concerns 
addressed by a number of employees were: 
• Communication between different departments and between projects. 
• Lack of data to back up their decisions towards management and also other 
departments. 
• It was also identified that achieving perfection is difficult especially with suppliers 
and sub-suppliers. 
Suggestions were made as to where in the development process the tool being developed 
could be most useful, for example, when two or more concepts have been chosen. However, it 
was believed that it should not be restrictive to creativity. It would be useful as a means for 
communicating between design and engineering. The second useful stage would be when the 
suppliers get involved, and the third stage was suggested just before the test production starts. 
5.6 Summary: User interviews 
The investigations for this part of the research set out to explore the following topics: 
• Evaluative methods and tools employed within the automotive industry, 
• The automotive product development process, professional responsibilities, activities 
and timings. How interiors are developed and the decision making processes. 
• Relationships between suppliers and manufacturers and the effects of outsourcing on 
the quality of the interiors. 
These were explored through literature, however, they required further investigation 
specifically related to the automotive industry. Four manufacturers and one tier one supplier 
were chosen to take part in semi-structured face-to-face interviews. The pre-interview 
meetings with these manufacturers contributed to the development of the specific interview 
topics (development process; employee taskslresponsibilities; methods and tools; supplier 
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relations and needs; problems; trends and ideas/suggestions). The interviews were conducted 
over a period of 8 months during which time several organisational and procedural changes 
occurred within these manufacturers. These pre·interview meetings and interviews identified: 
• How the tool could be used, e.g. as an evaluation device during development, a 
communication tool between various departments, used as a decision and 
documentation device during the development, and as a communication tool towards 
suppliers. 
• When the tool could be used, e.g. in the early stages of the development, when 
suppliers get involved in the development, during detail design within the different 
departments, during assembly of prototypes, and during the last stages prior to test 
production. 
• Who the user could be, e.g. professionals involved in the development process, part 
owners and project managers. 
• What the tool could be used for, e.g. evaluating sketches, renderings, CAD 
models/renderings, RP models, clay/foam models and interior mock·ups. 
The investigations presented numerous methods and tools currently used by the 
manufacturers involved. Most of these are used during specific parts of the development 
process and only used by employees involved in that part of the process. The interviewees 
were positive towards a new tool that would involve the whole development process. They 
were also positive towards the idea of using a tool that would 'store' previous evaluations. 
The automotive industry is highly competitive and it is therefore difficult to gain access and 
knowledge about specific details of their current methods and tools. Many of these methods 
and tools are still under testing and development. It is therefore difficult to make a judgement 
of what needs to be improved and also to suggest to manufacturers that their current methods 
and tools can be improved. It was therefore decided to develop a new tool considering 
positive and negative aspects of current methods and tools and also considering requirements 
stated by the employees during the interviews. By keeping the manufacturers involved in the 
development of the new tool developing duplicate tools could be avoided. 
The data gathered from literature, pre-interview meetings, interviews and workshops (held at 
Lear Corporation, Sweden) is further specified and developed into a tool framework in the 
next Chapter. 
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Chapter 6. Tool specification and framework 
6.1 Introduction 
This Chapter presents the development of the initial tool specification and the malO 
framework of the tool. The specification takes into account conclusions from the literature; 
manufacturer pre-interview meetings; user interviews, interview analysis and the workshop 
(held with Lear Corporation in Sweden). The development of the final specification is an 
iterative process with a number of validations and subsequent refinements. The requirements 
in this specification have been assigned numerical references to allow clear cross-referencing 
throughout the remainder of the thesis. The framework is identified as what (interior systems) 
the tool will evaluate and when (timings) the tool will be used. The first section of this 
Chapter presents the specification, second part provides an overview of different structures of 
interior systems, and presents a generic interior structure as a guide for the application of the 
tool. The third section of this Chapter suggests when the tool can be used, and the timings of 
the evaluations, as defined in the tool specification with respect to the generic development 
process developed in Chapter 3 [Product development processes and evaluative 
methods/tools]. The fourth section combines interior systems with the timings to create the 
framework. The final section presents the validation process of the developed framework 
together with suggested modifications. 
6.2 Specification overview 
This section provides an overview of the overall requirements of the tool. These requirements 
consider use/application, timings of use, evaluative material, users of the tool/environment of 
use, input/output, structure/layout and limitations. 
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1. The tool is intended to be used as a guidance mechanism for decisions made 
throughout the development process. It aims to help justifY decisions and designs 
with measurable data towards a) other departments and b) management. The tool 
should also assist in providing clear documentation through the structure of the tool 
which could be useful for the development process [see Chapter 5.6 Summary of user 
interviews]. This specification suggests a tool consisting offour phases resulting from 
the analysis of the interviews (subject to change depending on validation results). 
2. The tool would be used to evaluate the interior at certain parts of the development 
process. The requirements for these phases are that these should not be too early in 
the creative process, however, not too late when changes would be more difficult and 
costly. One of the phases for the evaluation should be when the suppliers get involved 
[see Chapter 5.5.5 Interview analysis: needs, problems, trends, ideas & suggestions; 
and Chapter 5.6 Summary of user interviews]. In relation to the vehicle development 
system GPDS this ranges from Pre-PS (Pre-Product Start) to latest PA (Programme 
Approval) when the data for tooling is released. 
3. The different phases of the tool would determine who the users would be. Certain 
users were involved in the whole development process, such as business 
planners/budgeting and colour/trim designers, whilst others were involved during 
specific parts of the development process such as ergonomists [see Chapter 5.4.2 
Employees in the development process]. These users will be further specified in 
following sections describing each of the phases. 
4. The different phases of the tool determine the environment (e.g. meeting rooms, labs, 
design studios testing rigs and so on) in which the tool would be used. Table 5.2 
[Process activities and main outcomes] in Chapter 5.4.1 [Interview results: 
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Development processes] provides an overview of activities that are undertaken during 
the different parts of the development process. This table also presents the type of 
material available for evaluation during the different parts. These stages of the 
development process [Table 5.2 Process activities and main outcomes in Chapter 
5.4.1 Interview results: Development processes] also determine the type of input 
required for each phase and the type of output developed from each phase. 
Tool framework and framework 
5. The layout and the structure of the tool phases would need to be specifically adapted 
to the development activities during each of the phases [see QFD tool for inspiration, 
Chapter 3.4.2 Engineering based methods and tools- QFD]. The tool should make it 
possible to view evaluations from previous phases [see Chapter 5.4.3 Methods and 
tools in the industry] and relate the importance of the evaluation depending on the 
level of detailed material available. 
6. There are limitations of this tool such as the tool does not aim to improve the design 
of car interior, rather to make the end design match the design intent. The tool also 
requires manufacturers knowledge of customer needs and requirements. 
From these generic requirements of the tool a four phase structure was suggested. The 
illustration in Figure 6.1 shows the structure of the tool. The illustration presents four phases 
at which this tool could be used, with user input at each phase. The information follows 
through between the phases. The horizontal arrows represent the information (input) fed into 
the specific phase of the tool. The boxes numbered 1-4 represents the phases and the inside of 
the boxes represents the activities carried out during these phases. The activities within these 
boxes are further described in Table 5.3 and relates to the automotive development process. 
User Input 
4 
3 
2 
~ 1 ===:: ~ ===:: 
A '--- B c D 
Figure 6.1 Illustration of tool stnJcture. 
During Phase 1 the evaluation of the available material is vaguely defined. The information 
about customer requirements is subjective and difficult to specify. Chapter 5 [User 
interviews] introduced the concept of specifications. All of the manufacturers involved 
initiated the projects with a vehicle specification. This specification presents objective 
customer requirements and it is therefore suggested that the input material for the first phase 
should be based on this documentation. The aim of this phase is to evaluate early design data 
such as sketches and renderings, through pre-determined evaluation criteria and to produce 
data for the next phase, see Table 6.1. The requirements for Phase 2 are based on output 
material from Phase 1. During this phase the available material consists of more detailed 
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material such as CAD geometry and initial physical models. The evaluations are still based on 
the initial requirements set in Phase 1 extracted from the vehicle specification. The output 
material from this phase aims to assist evaluations during Phase 3, see Table 6.1 for further 
details. The requirements for Phase 3 are based on output material from Phase 2. These 
requirements need to be specific and targeted towards the various departments involved in the 
development process. The phase aims to evaluate the interior and interior systems within the 
different departments, see Table 6.1. The requirements of Phase 4 include requirements from 
the three previous phases. This phase aims to establish a final check of the interior prior to 
releasing data for tooling. Phase 4 would include summarised results from previous phases to 
enable clearer understanding of the decisions made in prior evaluations. 
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 
Input material - Based on vehicle - Based on output material - Based on output material - Based on results from 
specification. from Phase 1. from previous phases. previous phases. 
- Users contribute with - Knowledge and - Input material needs to - Clear presentation of 
their knowledge and experience of users be specific for the specific results required. 
experience from previous valuable. development team. 
projects. 
Output material - Represents a score of - Includes evaluation - Contain results from - Final output to present 
work carried during this results from Phase 1 and previous two phases. results from all four 
phase. Phase 2. - Results from different phases. 
- Output will be input for - Take into account of input departments and different - Detailed results as well 
next phase, need to for Phase 3, users with areas of the interior. as overall. 
consider users of next varied expertise. - Mechanism for combining 
phase. results. 
Tool users Interior stylists, interior Interior designers, stylists, Engineers from various - Employees involved in 
designers, colour/material project engineers, design departments, interior the development process, 
designers, project engineers, foam/clay desig ners, exterior from various departments. 
engineers, CAD modellers, material designers, stylists, - Designers, engineers, 
modellers/engineers. specialists, part owners, foam/clay modellers, part owners, project 
CAD engineers and material specialists, part engineers, managers. 
suppliers. owners, CAD modellers 
and sujJQIiers. 
Environment of - Where the evaluative - Where available material - Where available material - Detennined by the type 
use material is most can be most comfortable can be most comfortable of material available. 
appropriately evaluated. and appropriately and appropriately - Design labs, workshops, 
- Design studio/lab, reviewed. reviewed. clinic environment, test 
meeting room, individual - Design studio/lab, - Design studio/lab, labs, meeting rooms. 
offices. meeting room, individual meeting room, individual 
- Any additional equipment offices, workshops. offices, testing labs, 
required would determine workshops. 
environment of use. 
Available material - During this phase - Typical available material - Depend on the specific Final phase material 
customer requirements include: concept sketches, departments. would represent full scale 
from the vehicle renderings, almost fully -Individual parts or interior model assembled 
specification are translated defined CAD surface systems in relation to into vehicle chassis. 
into: concepts, renderings, geometry, clay/foam/cast overall interior. 
sketches, and rough CAD and RP prototypes or - Physical mock ups in near 
geometry. models. to end material. 
Evaluation and - Evaluation system based - Based on user - Specific for the parts and - Detailed and accurate 
presentation on user's preference. preference and similar to systems developed. evaluation results. 
technique - Ideally visual material previous phase. - The presentation need to - Layout generic for wide 
with graphical - Need to consider wide consider results of different range of users. Time for 
representations. audience. interior parts/systems. evaluation longer, as 
- It should be easy, quick - Easy to understand and - Summarised results more detail available. 
and spontaneous to use. communicated through required. - Presentation of results 
appropriate 'language'. - Consider wide range of represent final score of 
users. achievement. 
Tab/e 6. 1 Specificalion of the four too/ phases. 
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During each of the phases described in Table 6.1 'Available material' is developed and at the 
end of the phase this material is suggested to be evaluated against specific requirements. The 
timings for these evaluations would be determined by the timings of the automotive 
development process. Within the automotive development process there are existing 
'gateways' which the manufacturers currently use as decision making points. It is important 
to keep these and ensure that the new tool uses the same gateways for evaluating the 
appropriate material. 
6.3 Interior systems 
In order for the tool to evaluate car interior quality it is important to identifY the scope of the 
car interior, that is the structure of the car interior components, and how they relate to each 
other. This is vital as the tool would be used to evaluate the interior both as a holistic entity 
and as individual parts of the interior. As identified in section 6.2 the input material for the 
different phases of the tool would consist of interior systems, parts and components, and it is 
therefore important to understand what these are (especially important during Phase 3). The 
breakdown ofthe interior aims to: 
• IdentifY different structures of the interior systems. 
• Make the interior systems more manageable. 
• Use and work with terminology already known to the potential users. 
• Maintain consistency with manufacturer's terminology and interior breakdown. 
For the purpose of this Chapter, car interior systems are identified as components grouped or 
linked together by function, however, not necessarily linked physically (e.g. anti-lock braking 
system) [MIRA 2, 2004]. Car interiors as a single "system" consist of complex parts and there 
are several approaches to divide the interior into smaller sub-systems. The larger of these sub-
systems such as doors, seats and front panels tend to be consistent across the different 
manufacturer definitions in their names and structure. The differences in definitions can be 
found in smaller and less well defined systems such as the roof and flooring. These 
differences can be identified in, for example, how smaller components are divided and which 
larger system they belong to. For example the steering wheel could be part of the instrument 
panel, cockpit or even represented as a separate system. This is illustrated through the 
example structures in the Figures 6.2-6.4. Figure 6.2 illustrates an example of how Lear 
Corporation [Internal documentation, 2003] divide the interior into eleven systems. They use 
a larger number of systems to define the car interior. 
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Figure 6.2 Hierarchical interior example structure Lear Corporation. 
Figure 6.3 illustrates an example of how MlRA divide the interior into five major systems. 
They use a smaller number of top level systems compared to Lear and group the components 
into larger systems. 
• Seats comprise of: frame, padding and outer skin. 
• Doors & interior systems comprise of: door panels, central console, pillar finishes, 
carpets and load space finishes. 
• Cockpit includes the direct area in front of the passenger and the driver. 
• Overhead systems include: sunvisors, headliners, grabhandles, coat hooks, overhead 
consoles, ducting vents and wiring [MIRA 2, 2004]. 
Figure 6.3 Hierarchical interior example structure MIRA. 
The last hierarchical structure illustrates an example of how Volvo Cars divide the interior 
into systems, Figure 6.4. This example divides the seats into front and rear and has more in 
common with the Lear example in Figure 6.2. They also distinguish the steering wheel as a 
separate component of the interior as this is an important component for user interaction. 
" t. ~l~?i:: ~ ;. ~ "; 
-'p':<I\( 
I 
I I I ,----I. -~ J ...1 
-g Instrument Steering Tunnel Door panels F.'lm' 1 LOO'" Floor, carpet, Inner roof, A-panel incl. wheel console excl. threshold o pillars centre~:k centre stack 
Figure 6.4 Hierarchical interior example structure Valva Cars. 
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The Lear Corporation structure of the interior includes more top level systems, when 
compared to those ofMIRA and Volvo [Internal documentation, 2002]. The Lear Corporation 
structure includes trunk and storage systems for example, however, they place front and rear 
seats into one system, whilst the Volvo structure separates front and rear seats. This could 
relate to the type of vehicles that are produced. For example, Lear Corporation is a tier one 
supplier and supplies a wide range of brands with different types of seats where rear and front 
seats are treated as the same. This in contrast to manufacturers with a specific customer 
group, for example focusing on the exclusive market, who make a distinction between rear 
and front seats. 
The interior structures presented in Figures 6.2-6.4 only show the first level of the 
hierarchical structure. Generally, there are several levels that break down the systems into 
sub-systems, assemblies and parts (useful for evaluations in Phase 3, see Table 6.1). Taking 
the hierarchical structures of the presented interior, a generic structure has been developed. 
Figure 6.4 shows the first, second level and third level of the proposed generic structure of the 
interior. For the purpose of this research the trunk has been excluded, see Figure 6.5. The 
trunk has a different function to the rest of the interior with different quality requirements. 
However, it is still important to maintain consistency in style even in the trunk. The trunk is 
mainly used for storage and therefore has a different role to the user compared to the actual 
car interior environment. The interior environment is utilised by the user to a greater extent 
and therefore considered to be of higher priority to include in this tool. The interior starts 
from where the front panel merges with the front window screen, and ends at the neck rest 
(including the parcel shelf) of the rear seats it also includes the roof lining and the floor 
systems. 
The third level divides the major interior systems into smaller components, see Figure 6.5. A 
third level would provide an overview of the specific interior parts and components developed 
during detail design (for detailed evaluation during Phase 3, see Table 6.1]. Although, it is 
important to focus on the holistic evaluation such as the major systems (first level) it is 
equally important to get an overview of the various parts of the interior developed by different 
departments and suppliers. The various physical parts are assembled during and after detail 
design of the development process and often tested in different locations. A potential fourth 
level would break down e.g. the glove box into inner area and hand/lock, which in this case 
would prove to be too detailed. For complete structure tree see Appendix F. 
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1st level 2nd level 3rd level 
~ __ ~_ats ___ ~~_~_:_: ______ ~r-1~ __ fffi_~_,p_ad_din_g._ou_re_rs_~n __________ ~ 
RTI navigation 
Central console 
Roof lining 
I nner rear view mirror 
A-D pillar covers 
Roof 
Air vents/controls 
Carpels 
Front 
Rear 
Figure 6.5 Three hierarchical levels of interior systems. 
glove box, vents, control module, lP, speaker grills, 
airbag module 
centre stack, gear shifter, hand break, tunnel console, 
cockpit (incl. steering wheel and instrument panel) 
su"aces. door knobs, glass guide/sealing. rear view 
mirror fool. control modules, speaker grills 
Dividing the interior systems into sub-systems presented an opportunity to link the structure 
levels to the suggested four phase process (as described in section 6.2 Table 6.1). The four 
phases illustrate evaluations carried out during the development process. The first phase 
evaluates on a holistic level and the level of detail is increased in Phase 2-4. This increase in 
level of detail can be related to the interior systems and sub-systems. The first level of the car 
interior structure would, for example, correspond to the first phase of the four phase process 
(design and concept selection). The second level of interior structure corresponds to the 
second phase of the four phase process and so on. The fourth phase would evaluate the 
interior on a holistic level including all three hierarchical levels of the interior systems. 
Although Figure 6.5 provides an overview of three hierarchical interior levels, it is important 
to remember this is merely a suggestion for the purpose of this research. Every manufacturer 
uses different interior hierarchical structures to suit their vehicle development. The structure 
presented in Figure 6.5 has been iteratively developed using internal documentation provided 
by Volvo and Lear Corporation and is therefore a combination of their structures. 
6.4 Timings for evaluations 
The previous section discussed what the tool could evaluate. This section investigates when 
the tool could be used [further development of Table 5.2 Process activities and main 
outcomes in Chapter 5.4.1 Interview results: Development processes]. Specific timings for 
using the tool have been identified and these relate to the type of activities undertaken during 
the various parts of the development process. The timings and the generic product 
development process established in Chapter 3.6 [Summary of product development processes 
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and evaluative methods/tools, Figure 3.21] will be compared against the vehicle development 
process and the activities carried out during these specific parts. Figure 6.6 provides an 
overview of the four phase process and how it relates to the generic product development 
process. 
User input 
4 
3 
'- 2 
Jo. 1 I ~ I :: ===::: ~ 
A L--- B C D 
Design 
Business specification! Concept Embodiment Detail design opportunity clarifICation of design design 
task 
Figure 6.6 Four phases in relation to product development processes. 
A·D: Flow of information 
between key phases 
1·4: Key phases of 
evaluation 
Arrows vertical down: 
user input 
Design for 
manufacture 
The four phase process outlines the flow of information during the use of the tool. Figure 6.6 
also illustrates the various phases for when the tool could be used within the generic product 
development process. Business opportunity and design for manufacture fall outside the four 
phase process. The "business opportunity" phase involves establishing strategies and the 
needs of the market which is usually carried out by marketing departments, and seen as too 
early for evaluations as no design activity has yet started. The "design for manufacture" phase 
prepares the design for manufacture and therefore too late for major changes to the design. 
There are already accurate and efficient tools in place for measuring detailed quality aspects 
during the design for manufacturing phase such as tolerances, finishing and colour qualities. 
As the development process progresses the design of the interior becomes more mature. This 
increase in detail and associated data supports a more detailed analysis. This also ties in with 
the more detailed levels of the interior structure identified in Figure 6.5 [Three hierarchical 
levels of interior systems]. The progress and increase of level of detail is illustrated by the 
increased sizes of the boxes. 
6.5 Developing the tool framework 
The four phase process was developed with the aim of mapping it onto the vehicle 
development process presented in Table 5.2 [Process activities and main outcomes] in 
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Chapter 5.4.1 [Interview results: Development processes]. Table 6.2 provides an overview of 
the generic development process as defined by literature and represents the four phases 
suggested as the structure for the new tool. The phase description within each of these four 
phases has been established through the automotive development process and represents the 
actual activities carried out by the manufacturers at that specific time. The table describes the 
specific vehicle development activities with the main focus on the actual activities as 
presented in Chapter 5.4 [Interview results]. 
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 
Design specification/ Concept development Embodiment design Detail design 
clarification of task 
- Kick off + Programme - Concept development, - Pre Study - Pre Study 
start common development - - Business Concept - - Programme funding 
- Kick off - Strategic Intent + - - Programme Approval + Confirmation Prototype 
Strategic Confirmation + Surface Transfer + 
r:: Proportions & Hardpoints Product Readiness 
0 
"a At this phase the finances The approved concepts go At this phase the vehicle is At this phase final iterations 
·c 
u are discussed. 3-6 through to the SI phase. defined to 90% and the are made and if the design V> 
Cl> concepts could be brought Clay and cast models are changes made from this passes this phase it goes to 't:> 
Cl> forward from this phase. created for evaluation at phase and onwards are tool making. V> 
'" Designing in virtual world, this point. 90% of the related to engineering .<:: c.. 
Alias and renderings. features in the vehicle requirements. Styling and 
Reviews are carried out in needs to be resolved. And surfacing group are 
smaller groups. this is also the phase working towards PA with 
where they are supposed feas cubes and function 
to stop designing. cubes. 
. " Table 6.2 /IIustratlOn of four phasc process with mam actlVltlCS and outcomes, 
Previous sections provided an overview of what the tool will evaluate and when these 
evaluations could take place. This section aims to combine these into a tool framework. 
The outline of the timings for the four phases in relation to the available material for each of 
the phases is presented in Table 6.3. Activities for each of the four phases were further 
investigated. This produced a guide for the type of material that would be developed for each 
of the phases. The visual representation of the available material was collated from material 
provided during interviews, automotive design websites, books and through manufacturer 
websites. Table 6.3 illustrates visually the proposed framework of the tool. 
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Concept sketches, 
renderings, rough surface 
CAD geometry. Critique 
from the reviews. 
Concept development 
Almost fully defined vehicle 
and fully defined A class 
surfaces. Clay, foam and 
cast models with graphics, 
CAD geometry. 
Embodiment design 
Physical models within 
different departments: feas 
cube and function cube. 
Gives the visual 
impression and functional 
impression, individual 
systems and wholeness of 
interiors. 
Tool framework and framework 
4 
Detail design 
A vehicle ready for tool 
making. Pre- production 
Phase 1: This phase involves working with the established design specification and the 
outlined task. In the vehicle development process this represents developing concept sketches 
and renderings. Rough CAD surface geometry is developed and presented for reviewing. This 
is illustrated through the visual presentation of available material. This phase presents concept 
development of overall interior styles in relation to the vehicle specification. The level of 
detail presented in the visual material would vary and the medium used for developing this 
material could be: line drawings, marker pens and computer renderings. 
Phase 2: This phase is the concept generation phase and involves developing near to fully 
defined vehicle through A-class surfaces (the top layer of all visible surfaces) in a CAD 
environment. lllustrations through CAD geometry also provides opportunity to check for 
aspects like head clearance and reach. Clay, foam and cast models are developed 
incorporating simple graphics. Greater level of detail is developed during this phase and 
teams could work on specific parts of the interior such as steering wheel or gear stick. The 
visual presentation of the available material illustrate detail development of specific 
components, CAD geometry, realistic clay and foam models. 
Phase 3: This phase involves embodiment of design and developing the systems into greater 
detail. Physical prototypes are produced and the development is carried out within the various 
departments. These prototypes are produced with materials simulating the final components 
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and they are often produced and deve loped by uppliers and sub-suppliers. The leve l of detail 
is greater than the prev ious phase as all parts and co mponents have been deve loped to meet 
tec hnica l requirement as well as visual requirement . The visual image for thi s phase 
illustrate parts and sy tem developed indi vidually. 
Phase 4: Thi pha e involve deve lop ing the deta il de ign. At this pha e Ih vehicle should be 
ready fo r tool mak in g and only minor change can be made. The variou y lems and 
components produced and deve loped by different departments and supplicrs are a cmbled 10 
check fin al fit. 
The fram ework of Ihe 100 1 has been structured u ing the informal ion pro ided by literalure 
lChapter 3], during pre- inlerview meeting r hapter 5.2. 1], interview [Chapler 5.4] andlhe 
initial too l pec ifi calion (a de. cr ibed in Tab le 6.1). The I 0 1 frame, ork a im to act a a base 
and initial tru cture 0 1' the too l. To ensure acc uracy of the proposed too l fram \\ ork it \\ as 
necessary to vali datc the framework wil h indu tri a l co llaborators. The va li dati on or the 
fra mework would furth r gui d the developm nt oflh e I 0 1 and iden ti fy change req uired. 
6.6 Validation: Tool framework 
Thi s section describe the validation of th e propo cd too l framework . prov id ing an overview 
of: purpose of va li dat ion; va li da li on question ; resull ; and uggestion for change. to Ihe too l 
rra mework . The main purpose of thi s va lidation wa to ga in initial feedback fro l11 
manufacturers and en ure that the propo d too l rramework was as aec urale as pos ible frol11 
an early lage of Ih 100 1 de elopl11 ent. It i imporlanl 10 ga in feedback rrom manura turer al 
an early lage of Ihe deve lopment and thi va lidation should mere ly be een a a rev iew of 
currenl progress. 
6.6. 7 Purpose of validation 
To ensure Ihal the propo ed 1001 framework mel Ih need of vehiclc manufaelurcrs il was 
necessa ry to al idatc thc fram e, ork. The alidalion wcre carried out with potential users of 
Ihe tool and empl cc wilh an over iew or the devclopmenl proee aclivilie. The e 
pOlential users includcd: 
• Emp lo ee in olved in the developmenl proce during the phase oullincd above, for 
example dcs igner , engineers and managers. 
• Pari and group leaders. 
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In particular, the validation aimed to investigate the timings of the four phases and to ensure 
that the compiled chart was an accurate representation of material that is available at the 
equivalent phase in a vehicle development process. The validation was carried out with the 
same manufacturers involved in the interview phase of the research (Volvo, Ford, Land Rover 
and Jaguar) and each manufacturer representative (car manufacturer and supplier) was sent 
the chart via email. The chosen method was considered to facilitate quick response and would 
enable the representative to, in their own time, provide feedback (see Appendix G). 
6.6.2 Validation questions 
The manufactures were asked to circulate the chart of the tool framework to appropriate 
employees and to consider: 
• Checkpoints/timings by commenting on the type of activities carried out during the 
four phases and if this was the correct interpretation of their work. 
• Outcome and available material during the four phases by commenting on the 
proposed material outcome. 
6.6.3 Results 
Four employees (company representatives) from three of the manufacturers reviewed the 
framework together with their colleagues. The response varied in the level of detail provided. 
Detailed results are provided in Appendix G. The main response concerned the timings of the 
phases. The tool needs to start evaluating earlier and end earlier. This comment was related to 
the change of development systems as the new system provides more development time in the 
early phases. Another comment related to the naming of the phases. The new development 
system uses different terminology for certain phases the framework needed to adapt to the 
new terminology. It was also identified that the framework was too focused on the activities 
of one of the manufacturers involved in the research. The framework and the description of 
the activities need to be more generic. Even though number of respondents were low it is 
important to remember that the purpose of this validation was to review the current progress 
and that the employees who responded provided valuable feedback. 
Figure 6.7 provides an overview of the changes required to the proposed tool phases and the 
timings of these. 
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Figure 6.7 Change of focus for the 4 phase process. 
The numbers 1-4 on the FPDS (Ford Product Development System) process represent the 
original four phases of the tool. After plotting the relationship of the various processes to the 
replacement process, GPDS (Global Product Development System), the four phases of the 
tool were restructured. The circled phases in GPDS represent how the new process relates to 
the four phase process. The identified changes were: 
• 
• 
Concepts are developed earlier in GPDS compared to FPDS . 
Previous timings of the tool framework had a wider spread across the FPDS process . 
For example Phase 4 of the tool framework related to VP in FPDS, whilst Phase 4 in 
GPDS relate to PA/AA2. 
• Release of tooling data moved forward and corresponds to PA/AA2 (Programme 
Approval/Appearance Approval 2) in GPDS rather than to CP (Confirmation 
Prototype ). 
The actual activities during these four phases were similar to the previous process. The main 
changes required were the terminology of the phases and the timings. The changes were 
necessary to provide more accurate timings for the phases of the tool in relation to the 
automotive development process. The following structure illustrates the revised version, with 
generic names and specific process related names for reference. Table 6.4 illustrates the four 
phase tool framework prior to validation and Table 6.5 after the validation. 
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 
Design specification/ Concept development Embodiment design Detail design 
clarification of task 
Concept sketches, Almost fully defined vehicle Physical models within A vehicle ready for tool 
renderings, rough surface and fully defined A class different departments: feas making. Pre- production 
Cl> CAD geometry. Critique surfaces. Clay, foam and cube and function cube. 
E from the reviews. cast models with graphics, Gives the visual ~ CAD geometry. impression and functional 
0 impression, individual 
systems and wholeness of 
interiors. 
Table 6.4 P{for to validatIOn: Four phase tool framework. 
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 
Strategy phaseIDesign Concept phase/Concept Detail engineering Pre-tooling phase!Detail 
specification, clarification development phaselEmbodiment design design, optimisation 
of task PrePS PS PAlAAZ 
AAA 
This phase translates the One concept is chosen is Physical models within During this phase the last 
specification/customer this phase. Primarily work different departments. minor changes are made 
requirements into on virtual models. Almost Look at3 exterior themes and the vehicle package is 
Cl> concepts, sketches, fully defined vehicle and and 3 interior themes wtth being prepared for tool E 
~ renderings, rough surface fully defined A class all the important development. Tooling data 
0 geometry. surfaces. Clay, foam, CAD specifications. All seven is released from this phase. 
A number of concepts are geometry. One concept is systems are defined during 
brought forward to the next further developed and this phase. 
phase. brought forward. 
Table 6.5 After validation: ReVised four phase tool framework. 
6.7 Summary: Tool specification and framework 
The tool framework was developed to provide structure for the timings and to clarifY the 
evaluative material. The framework was also developed to structure and provide greater detail 
to the four phases identified in the initial tool specification. The suggested framework 
outlined outcomes for the four phases and the visual material representing the available 
material during those phases. The four phases were mapped onto the automotive vehicle 
development process and the generic product development process to aid greater 
understanding. To ensure the framework was as applicable as possible, a validation of the tool 
framework was carried out with potential users: designers, engineers, part/group leaders and 
project managers from the four manufacturers. The manufacturers reviewed the tool 
framework and were asked to consider timings of the evaluation phases, and the accuracy of 
the available material at each of these phases. The changes suggested by the manufacturers 
concerned adapting the four phase tool framework to the new GPDS process, which the 
manufacturers had recently or were in the process of adopting. This required changes to the 
terminology and the timings of the four phases. 
General feedback concerned the description of the phases, and that these were too focused on 
activities specific for one of the other participating manufacturers, rather than representing the 
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activities for all four manufacturers. This highlighted the importance of choosing appropriate 
terminology and understanding the core activity undertaken during the suggested four phases. 
The revised tool framework will be further developed in the following chapters and used as 
guide for developing detailed characteristics and functionality of the tool. 
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Chapter 7. Tool contents 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapter 6 outlined the initial tool specification and the requirements for the four phases of the 
tool. Furthermore, Chapter 6 developed the framework of the tool including timings of the 
evaluations, and suggested types of material that could be evaluated during these four phases 
with reference to the initial tool specification. The first validation of the framework [Chapter 
6.6 Validation: Tool framework] suggested minor changes, mainly related to timings and 
activities during the phases [Chapter 6.6.3 Results of tool framework validation]. This 
Chapter further develops the four phases into greater detail and identifies the contents of the 
tool. The focus of the development of the tool addresses six key areas as presented in the tool 
specification: environment of use; available material for evaluation; user specific 
requirements; appropriate evaluation technique; appropriate presentation technique; and 
appropriate technique for communicating the results. 
7.2 Tool contents during evaluative phases 
The tool contents can visually be illustrated through Figure 7.1, where each of the four phases 
can be magnified and present content areas of the tool (in this case Phase I). These content 
areas are elaborated in greater detail in the following sections of this Chapter. 
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User input 
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Appropriate presentation of results 
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communicate results as output 
Figure 7. 7 Detailed conlDnts within each phase, content ''box~ 
, 
J 
The process begins with the input to Phase I. It is expected that these would be requirements 
on the interior stated in the vehicle specification. These requirements would be translated into 
the tool in an appropriate format. The top three categories in Figure 7.1, illustrate tool 
contents related to contextual factors such as the environment, available material and 
users/evaluators. The structure and content of these factors determine the choice of 
appropriate evaluation method/technique and also the choice of appropriate presentation 
technique. The final step involves choosing the appropriate method/technique for 
communicating the results as an output. This step is dependent on how the output will be 
translated to an input for the following phase. Each phase can be used separately as well as 
part of a four phase process. 
The input into Phase 2 would be based on the output from Phase I. The contextual factors: 
environment, available material and users/evaluators would differ from Phase I. Appropriate 
evaluation method/technique, appropriate presentation technique of the results and 
appropriate method/technique for communicating the results would depend on the 
environment the tool is being used in, the type of material being evaluated, and who the users 
are. The output from this phase would contain results from previous phase as well as current 
phase and could be communicated in similar format as in previous phase. 
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The input into Phase 3 would consist of evaluation results from Phase 1 and Phase 2. The 
fonnat of the input would be detennined by the various users within the different 
departments. This phase has a greater difference to the previous two phases as it has a 
different environment of use, the available material is specific to the individual departments 
and the users are specific to the parts and systems being developed. These factors would 
influence the evaluation technique, presentation technique as well as communication 
technique. An alternative would be to develop different versions of evaluation techniques to 
cater for the specific contexts within different departments. The output from this phase would 
have to be combined from several different departments and brought together into holistic 
results. The output will also contain results from the two previous evaluations. 
The input into the last phase would include results from the three previous evaluations. This 
last evaluation would involve a range of different users. The environment and available 
material will also differ from previous phases. Evaluations at this phase would consider a 
holistic impression and the evaluation method/technique, presentation of results and 
communication of results will have to be related to the available material. The output from 
this phase will provide a final presentation ofthe results. 
7.3 Versions generation 
This section further elaborates on the tool contents and the specific areas within the contents 
"box". 
7.3.1 Input material for tool 
The detailed contents suggested for the input material will be presented through interior 
systems and attributes as illustrated by Figure 7.2. 
Interior systems 
Attributes 
Figure 7.2 Oetailed contents of the input material 
The input for Phase 1 is dependent on the vehicle specification and requires a person or a 
team of employees to make this input available. Internal documents of "old" specifications 
from 2000 provided by car manufactures were investigated in order to understand their 
content and evaluate their suitability as an input for the tool. The aim was to identify the type 
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of information these documents contain as well as the level of detail specified. The 
specifications identified examples of three types of requirements stated in these documents. 
These can be illustrated as follows [Internal documentation, Volvo]; 
• Example 1: "The headrest should be designed to give good side support. " This can 
be described as a specific requirement. 
• Example 2: The examined specification divided the vehicle requirements into 
overall/generic requirements and system specific requirements such as: "To give the 
feeling of 'pleasure to own and drive', other very important demands are that the car 
must give the feeling of safety/security and be practical to use." This type of 
requirement also focuses on product-related and sensorial factors such as feeling of 
safety/security and practicality. 
• Example 3: A third type of requirement related to benchmarking of competitor 
vehicles and also reference to previous models within the brand. In general these refer 
to a specific system or part of the interior. For example; "achieving same level of 
quality as a competitor model. " 
Interior systems 
These three types of examples illustrate the variation in level of detail presented in one single 
document. The generic and holistic requirements could be useful for the tool during the first 
two phases when the available material for evaluation is vaguely defined [Table 6.3 in 
Chapter 6.5]. The last two phases could incorporate more detailed requirements from the 
specification as the available material present during these phases are defined in greater detail 
[Table 6.3 in Chapter 6.5 Developing the tool framework]. 
The difficulties lie in identifying appropriate requirements to act as guidelines within the tool. 
These requirements can be chosen on the basis of predetermined criteria to ensure 
consistency. These criteria could, for example, be based on interior systems level 1 [Figure 
6.5 in Chapter 6.3 Interior systems] to ensure evaluation is carried out on a holistic level for 
the interior (see Table 7.1). This would mean that evaluation during Phase 1 of the tool would 
provide a holistic impression of the interior and would consider seats, front panel, overhead 
systems, pillar/roof/carpets and doors. Table 7. I also provides an overview of how the 
different interior systems levels could map onto Phase I -4 [established in Chapter 6.3 Interior 
systems]. 
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 
- Top level systems - Overall systems on the - Detailed into each - Detailed into each part. 
- More about overall feel specific concept. system - Overall evaluation of all 
for the concepts - Generic evaluation. - Detailed into each part. parts puttogether. 
Interior systems lev.1: Interior systems lev.2: Interior systems lev.3: Interior systems lev.4 
SEATS - FRONT/REAR -FRONT -FRONT 
-REAR -REAR 
- GLOVE BOX: glove inner 
- GLOVE BOX, VENTS, lP, and glove handlenock 
-VENTS 
FRONT PANEL -INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROL MODULE, -IP SPEAKER GRILLS AIRBAG 
- CONTROL MODULE MODULE. 
- SPEAKER GRILLS 
- AIRBAG MODULE 
- CENTRE STACK: radio unit, 
- CENTRE STACK, GEAR climate unit, storage unit, 
SHIFTER, HAND BREAK, control panel, cup-holders. 
- CENTRAL CONSOLE TUNNEL CONSOLE, - TUNNEL CONSOLE: 
COCKPIT storage, cup-holders, armrest. 
- COCKPIT: steering wheel, 
instrument panel. 
-SUN VISORS 
- HEAD LINERS 
- ROOFILININGlINNER - GRAB HANDLES OVERHEAD SYSTEMS - ROOF LINING -COAT HOOKS REAR VIEW MIRROR 
- OVERHEAD CONSOLE 
-VENTS 
-WIRING 
-INNER REAR VIEW - MIRROR HOUSING 
MIRROR - MIRROR FOOT, (DISPLAY AREA) 
PILLAR/ROOF/CARPETS - A-D PILLAR COVERS - A-D PILLAR COVERS - A-D PILLAR COVERS 
- ROOFNENTS/CARPETS - ROOFNENTS/CARPETS - ROOFNENTS/CARPETS 
-SURFACES 
-FRONT -INNER DOOR DOORS - FRONTIREAR 
-REAR -DOOR LOCKlKNOB 
- CONTROL MODULE 
- SPEAKER GRILLS 
Tab/e 7. 7 Four phases m re/atlOn to mtenor system hIerarchy. 
It was suggested by one of the manufacturers involved to divide the four phases into two parts 
(holistic and system specific). Part 1 would focus on holistic evaluation of the interior and 
part 2 on detailed evaluation of the individual interior systems. Part 1 would involve 
evaluations for Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3, and part 2 would involve Phase 3 and Phase 4 
(Figure 7.3). Part I would focus on evaluating the holistic level of the interior system and 
relate to the available material during these two phases. The evaluations during Phase 3 are 
carried out within individual departments developing specific systems and parts on a detailed 
level. However, it is also important to include a holistic evaluation of the interior during that 
phase. Part 2 of the evaluations includes Phase 3 and Phase 4 during which greater level of 
detailed material is available. 
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Phase 1 
Part 1 
Holistic impression 
Phase 2 
Tool 
Phase 3 
Figure 7.3 Illustration of Part 1 and Part 2 in relation to the four phases. 
Attributes 
Phase 3 
Part 2 
Interior systems 
Phase 4 
Another approach could be to link interior systems with attributes. An attribute can be 
described as Ha characteristic or inherent quality or feature" [Oxford Dictionary, 2006] 
[Chapter 3.5.1-3.5.2 Attitude and semantic measurements]. Several of the methods and tools 
reviewed in the literature [Chapter 3.4.1 Emotion based methods and tools] used attributes 
and adjectives to describe products/environments [Chapter 3.4.1 Emotion based methods and 
tools]. Attributes and adjectives are also used in many of the scales e.g. semantic differential 
scales presented in Chapter 3.5 [Measurement systems]. In this case attributes could be used 
for describing the characteristic of the interior e.g. colour, material, shape, lighting and so on. 
Cross [2000] makes a distinction between product characteristics and product attributes. 
Product characteristics are linked to physical product properties, whilst product attributes are 
linked to customer requirements. A common distinction across all manufacturers for attributes 
is to characterise and judge the interior through harmony, fit & finish, alignment and premium 
materials. Through internal manufacturer documents an overview of different distinctions and 
attributes was developed. Characteristics and attributes related to harmony; 
fitlfinish/alignment and premium material were extracted (underlined and picked out) from 
these documents and developed into the matrix presented in Table 7.2. Table 7.2 provides an 
overview of when and how these attributes could be incorporated into the tool and the four 
phases. For example harmony could be considered to be placed first in the Part I evaluation, 
fit/finish/alignment secondly, and premium material thirdly as a direct relation to the order of 
interaction/impression. These characteristics are placed in Part I mainly due to the way these 
can be experienced, i.e. through visual impression. During Phase I and Phase 2 the majority 
of the available material would consist of visual material. According to MacDonald [200 I] 
there is a sequential process of interaction where vision is considered to be the first, touch 
second and so on [Chapter 2.2 Perception of quality]. The table also provides examples of 
interior characteristics that would be included or excluded in these three groups. These 
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characteristics relate to the tasks and material available for the different phases and the two 
parts suggested previously. 
Harmony (should be first Fitlfinish, alignment Premium material (should 
in the evaluation process (should be second in the be third in the evaluation 
of Part 1) evaluation process of Part 1.) process of Part 11 
Includes - Anything related to shape/fonn - Visual checks of gaps, consistency - Material properties 
and colour consistency 
-
Visual checks of appropriateness of 
-
Quality feeling of materials 
-
Anything related to shape/fonn gaps - Honesty of material, true to brand 
and colour alignment 
-
Visual checks of alignment of image and vehicle type etc. 
- Anything related to shape/fonn curves/shapesnines 
and colour appropriateness. 
Excludes - Anything related to material 
-
Anything that relates to material - Anything related to fitlfinish, 
properties appearance alignment 
- Anything related to fit & finish and - Anything related to shape/fonn and - Anything related to shape/fonn 
alignment. colour consistency and colour consistency 
-
Anything related to shape/form and 
colour alignment 
-
Anything related to shape/form and 
colour appropriateness 
Volvo def. Ace. to Volvo doc. Total harmony Ace. to Volvo doc. Gap width, Ace. to Volvo doc. Harmonious 
and compatibility of gloss, flushness, parallelism, alignment, edge combination of visual, (sound), smell 
reflectivity, texture, grain and quality, radii quality, visibility through and tactile characteristics of all 
surface finish quality, consistency of gaps and variability/unevenness. material. 
similar parts, feel, smell and 
consistency of adjacent parts, look, 
feel, colours, efforts and 
movements. 
. . . . Tab/e Z2 Three graupmgs for definmg mtenar charactenstlcs based on manufacturers d,stmctlOns. 
Building on the idea of four phases and the use of attributes, it was decided to investigate the 
idea of dividing attributes into different categories. The main category that emerged related to 
sensorial attributes, evolving from the actual task of evaluating. Many of the attributes and 
characteristics in Table 7.2 relate to, for example, visual impression, noise and touch. 
MacDonald [1998] identifies a clear link between products' physical properties and sensorial 
attributes [see Chapter 2.2 Perception of quality]. It can therefore be concluded that the 
impression of quality requires sensorial interaction. Sensorial attributes were identified as: 
vision, touch, smell, noise, operation (in this case whilst standstill) and enclosedness. The 
attribute operation considers operating e.g. glove box lid, door handles, levers and so on. The 
sensorial attribute of taste was considered not to be applicable in this case. The attributes 
space and enclosedness are different to the other sensorial attributes, however, these have a 
great impact on the spatial and emotional feeling ofthe interior. These attributes also relate to 
the feeling of spaciousness in the interior depending on the combination of several other 
attributes, see Figure 7.4. However, limitations to the available material restricts the options 
of interacting with the material, which means that each phase would require different 
sensorial attributes. 
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 
Visual Visual Visual Visual 
Tactile (if samples available) Tactile Tactile 
Smell (if samples available) Smell Smell 
Noise (is samples available) Noise Noise 
Operation/Function (if samples available) Operation/Function Operation/Function 
Space/Enclosedness 
._----_. '---------_._-- ----------_ .. _---- - ... ----.-~-------~---
L.... __ 
.. --"- ---_.-- .---
-----------~.----. --_._------- -------- ----_ .. ----------~--- --_. ---
-" ---- -" 
Figure 7.4 AlIribules relevant for each phase. 
Whilst the fundamental nature of these attributes is clear, their interpretation for evaluation 
purposes needed further explanation. Hence a more detailed description of the sensorial 
attributes was devised to better understand how these attributes can be useful for evaluation 
during the four phases, see Table 7.3. 
Used when? Used how? What to measure 
Used in the initial stages, can be used Renderings, drawings, CAD - style execution, 
throughout important to remember models, sketches, final - form (streamline, functional forms, 
Visual though is that separate parts might not product egdy, bulky, fiat, round, squary, 
be ideal to evaluate. Needs to be straight), 
looked at as a part of a whole system. - illumination (gloss, colours, display 
Can be used to test material samples, Touch, move, open, press, sit, lights, functional lights, atmospheric 
Tactile physical samples and mock-ups. adjust, feel, final product lights), 
evaluation, reach, - affordance (visual functionality, 
ingress/egress, grip textures (grain, pattern), 
First impression smell when opening CAD model simulation, only - sizes (in comparison with other 
Olfactory (smell) the door. evaluating the smell, smell parts/components, big, small, 
samples or good mock-ups symmetry, similar, same), 
Test the functional elements. Physical models/mock-ups, - colours (light, bright, subtle, dark, 
Auditory CAD simulation with haptic neutral, screamy), 
and noise simulation - spaciousness, enclosedness, 
Includes tactile evaluation and noise, On physical and functional - visual ergonomics (alignment, 
as well as smell, visual and space. models, visual functionality complexity, simplicity, unity, 
through CAD. Touching, consistency, harmony and 
Operation/function feeling and 
symmetry), 
operating/moving/adjusting/tw - Touching (all visible materials, 
isting, feel of resistance and surfaces and parts, 
smoothness. Form follows - Smelling and 
function ... or? - Listening (to all noises and sounds 
Airiness, how much does the choice of A very subjective measure. from functional elements, no noise 
Space/ material, colour, pattern, gloss and 
without touch), 
shapes influence the feel of airiness - Tactile vs. visual, does the 
enclosedness 
and personal comfort not just physical appearance confirm touch and 
comfort. touch confirm appearance. 
Tab/e 7.3 Sensona/ allflbules- when, how and what. 
In an attempt to understand which of the attributes and characteristics could be used when and 
for which sensorial attribute, Figure 7.4 and Table 7.3 were combined into Figure 7.5. 
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 
Colour Colour Colour Colour 
Style execution Style execution Style execution Style execution 
iU Form Form Form Form :l 
'" Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting ::;
Visual ergonomics Visual ergonomics Visual ergonomics Visual ergonomics 
Textures Textures Textures Textures 
Sizes Sizes Sizes Sizes 
Built (visual) quality Built (visual) quality Built (visual) quality Built (visual) quality 
Consistency Consistency Consistency Consistency 
Material Material Material 
.c Resistance Resistance Resistance u 
:l 
0 Reach Reach Reach I-
Form Form Form 
'iii Honest to material I I Honest to material I I Honest to material E Cl) 
cS Functional Functional Functional 
Gl .g 1ij Cl> Intentional Intentional Intentional 
os § 8. tt Positive Positive Positive 
ZLo.OCl) Response Response Response 
Comfortable Comfortable Comfortable 
Figure Z5 Measurable interior attributes related to sensorial attributes. 
Figure 7.5 illustrates what it could be, for example, visually evaluated during each of the 
phases in relation to the available material for that specific phase [Table 6.3 in Chapter 6.5 
Developing the tool framework] The sensorial attributes touch, smell and 
noise/function/operation/space would only be applicable when there is physical material 
available for evaluation i.e. during Phase 2-4. 
The attributes listed in Figure 7.5 for each of the phases can be further categorised. For 
example some of these attributes relate to physical properties of the interior parts such as 
colour, material and form. In addition, the sensorial attributes could be used to emphasise the 
impression of certain parts of the interior, for example, visual impression of the seat or the 
tactile feeling of dashboard materials. In this example visual impression and tactile feeling 
would be sensorial attributes, whilst dashboard materials would be a physical product 
attribute. 
Another option could be to measure each physical product attribute through a bi-polar scale, 
for example to determine the level of colour or light. This could be compared with semantic 
differential scales described in Chapter 3.5.2 [Semantic differential scales] where one 
adjective is measured on a bipolar scale with opposites on each end. The attribute colour for 
the visual impression could, for example, be measured as: bright or dark. Dividing descriptive 
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attributes such as "visual ergonomics" further could describe the interiors through alignment, 
unity, complexity, simplicity, consistency, symmetry and harmony [Mullet and Sano, 1995]. 
These attributes (here named semantic attributes) are commonly used as design guidelines for 
designing visual interfaces. Combining the physical product attributes and semantic attributes 
would, for example, provide a rating for the visual impression of colour unity in the interior. 
By listing all attributes found in company internal documentations and literature, e.g. review 
of methods and tools, it was possible to establish four groupings. These groupings related to 
the specific characteristics of the attributes as follows: 
• Geometry (style execution, form, sizes) 
• Colour (colour, lighting) 
• Material (material, textures, resistance) 
• Operation (functional, intentional, positive, response) 
The semantic attribute group formed five main characteristics. These were named: 
consistency, pleasantness, unity, enclosedness and comfort. Figure 7.6 presents a list of 
interior systems, product attributes and semantic attributes (see Figure 7.6 for complete list of 
attributes ). 
Interior systems Product attributes Semantic attributes 
Section of the interior in Main product characteristics, Describes semantic 
its largest part, level 1 which defines (in this case) the product characteristics. 
relevant part of the interior 
----_._----
Seats Geometry Consistency 
Front panel Colour Pleasantness 
Doors Material Unity 
Overhead systems Operation Enclosedness 
Pillar/roof/carpets Comfort 
Holistic 
---------- --
Figure 7.6 Overview of interior systems, product allribules and semantic al/ribules. 
To further explore the three groups of attributes it is important to clearly understand their 
definitions and meanings. Table 7.4 defines the product attributes through a dictionary 
definition and a tool definition [Cambridge International Dictionary of English, 1995; Oxford 
English Dictionary, 1995]. Sensorial elements have also been included, however, these are 
included as a guide to understand the type of material the attributes relate to. 
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Product Dictionary definition Definition for tool What is the aim? Notes Sensorial element 
Attribute 
The mathematics of The physical form To evaluate the form Visual. (tactile), 
points, lines, curves and of the visible (geometry) attribute 
Geometry surfaces and the relative surfaces of the of the whole interior 
arrangements of the objects. or part of the interior. 
shapes and parts. 
The appearance of The visible shade To evaluate the Visual 
objects and how their of the colour. shade of the colour in 
hue, lightness and relation to other parts 
saturation is perceived, of the interior. 
Colour also the property possessed by an object 
and the sensations 
produced on the eye 
through reflections and 
lights by the product. 
Physical substance or The materials used To evaluate the Visual, tactile, smell, 
matter which shapes the for the various materials of the 
Material objecUpart. parts. various parts within the interior system or 
wholeness of the 
interior .. 
The process of operating The feeling and To evaluate the Operation is Visual, tactile, 
something physically and feedback ofthe movement and the identified as the (smell), noise and 
cause/effect of an action. movement. feedback gained of interaction between function. 
Operation the various part of the evaluator and 
within the interior physical parts in the 
system or wholeness interior. 
of the interior . 
.. Table 7.4 DefimtlOns of product attributes. 
Table 7.5 provides an overview of definitions of semantic attributes [Cambridge International 
Dictionary of English, 1995; Oxford English Dictionary, 1995] tool definition of the 
attributes, their aims for the evaluations, and also sensorial attributes linked to the semantic 
attributes. Again these sensorial attributes only act as a guide to understand how the 
information from available material can be extracted. 
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Semantic Dictionary definition Definition for tool What is the aim? Notes Sensorial element 
Attribute 
The harmonious The uniformity and To identify Consistency can be Visual 
uniformity or agreement continuity of consistency of the intentional and give 
of among things or geometry, colour, product attribute for a positive or 
Consistent parts. material and the whole interior or negative feeling. 
operation. part of the interior. Inconsistency can 
also be unintentional 
and give a positive 
or negative feeling. 
The feeling of giving Same as dictionary. To evaluate the Visual, tactile, smell, 
pleasure, which is pleasantness of the noise 
Pleasant being in harmony with interior and if it 
your taste. satisfactory to your 
taste. 
The feeling of being The feeling of unity To evaluate the Things can be Visual, tactile, noise, 
whole, complete and of the product individual elements consistent but don't function 
United united. attributes of the interior to necessarily have to 
create a united be united, and vice 
impression. versa. 
The feeling of spatial The feeling of space To evaluate the Visual 
largeness. in the interior for feeling of 
Spacious moving around. spaciousness in the interior in relation to 
appropriate product 
attributes. 
The pleasant feeling Same as dictionary To evaluate the feel Tactile 
gained when interacting of physical 
Comfort with physical objects. interaction with 
various elements in 
the car interior. 
Table 7.5 DefimtlOns of semantic allnbutes. 
The product attributes (presented in Table 7.4) and semantic attributes (presented in Figure 
7.6) can be combined with interior systems and work as a template for evaluations. However, 
when combining these attributes they can have different meanings. For example, viewing 
product attribute in relation to semantic attribute or semantic attribute in relation to product 
attribute. Table 7.6 illustrates the various combinations. 
I~ ~ c: ro 0 ~ ~ E => ·c 0 0 2 (J) (J) 0 '" c. Semantic attributes t9 u :;: 0 
Consistency 
Pleasant 
United 
Spacious 
Comfort 
Table 7.6 Mappmg of product allributes and semanllc allobutes. 
The attributes can be combined in two different ways. For example product attributes could, 
in the first case, be evaluated individually against the listed semantic attributes, e.g. geometry 
against: consistency, pleasant, united, spacious and comfort. In the second case, each of the 
semantic attributes could be evaluated against each product attribute, e.g. consistency against: 
geometry, colour, material and operation. This change of focus would make a difference for 
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the person evaluating the car interior material as they view the interior from different 
perspectives. 
If this attribute model is now mapped onto the interior systems, the following combinations 
can be developed, see Figure 7.7. Each interior system would have a combination of product 
attributes and semantic attributes. The other combination would be to evaluate, for example, 
seats against consistency of the geometry, colour, material and operation. The appropriate 
order would have to relate to how potential users view the interior. The principle is to try and 
use terminology already known by people working in the design process. This makes it easier 
for the users to associate and relate to the attributes. As an input to the tool, attributes 
presented in this section can be useful to determine the scope of the evaluation, and would be 
useful when developing an appropriate evaluation method/technique. Due to the different 
levels of detail available during the four phases certain attributes would not be evaluated, 
especially during the first two phases of the tool. 
Consistent 
Pleasant 
~::....-- United 
Spacious 
Comfort 
Consistent 
Pleasant 
United 
Spacious 
Comfort 
Consistent 
Pleasant 
United 
Spacious 
Comfort 
Consistent 
Pleasant 
United 
Spacious 
Comfort 
Figure 7.7 Relation between interior system, product attributes and semantic attributes. 
The following sections further investigate how these attributes can be developed into 
evaluation "forms" by considering the environment, available material and users/evaluators. 
To summarise, the tool consists of two parts where part 1 includes evaluative Phases 1-3 and 
part 2 includes the Phases 3-4. Each of these phases evaluates different levels of interior 
systems as presented in Table 7.1. The level of detail of the interior systems increases from 
level I-level 4. This section also outlined the concept of attributes. The industry commonly 
uses the attributes harmony and fit/finish when judging car interiors. Table 7.3 presented an 
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overview of other commonly used attributes within the industry, sourced through internal 
documentation provided by car manufacturers. Sensorial attributes were also considered as 
relevant for experiencing interior environments. However it was concluded that the 
impression of car interior systems and parts for this tool would be based on a holistic 
judgement, rather than specifically linked to individual sensorial attributes. The final 
groupings of the attributes included interior systems, product attributes and semantic 
attributes. 
7.3.2 Environment of use, available material and users 
This section further explores the detailed contents of the environment of use, available 
material and users/evaluators of the tool. The requirements for these factors were outlined in 
the initial tool specification, and when developing the tool framework [Chapter 6.S 
Developing the tool framework]. This section deals with how these requirements can be 
realised. 
Environment of use 
The environment in which the tool will be used varies throughout the use of the tool. During 
the first phase of the tool the environment of use would be design studios, design labs and 
offices. These are the places where the design activities would take place. However, the 
evaluation can take place away from these areas, especially if the evaluations are team based. 
If evaluations are carried out in design studios, design labs or offices the following factors 
need to be considered: 
• How busy the environment is, if there are many people circulating within the 
environment. 
• Availability of computers in the environments, as some CAD work might be used. 
• Is the environment dirty or messy, e.g. workshops or testing laboratories. 
Table 7.7 provides a greater overview of the different environments and their characteristics 
for all four phases, based on results from interviews and manufacturer visits. 
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 
Design Design Engineering studios, Workshop, design 
labs/offices/studios, labs/offices/studios, workshop, Design offices, testing labs 
Environments CAD labs/offices CAD labs/offices, offices, CAD offices, 
workshops, testing labs 
Meeting rooms Meeting rooms Meeting rooms Meeting rooms 
Busy, time pressure, Busy, time pressure, Busy, time pressure, Busy, time pressure, 
with or without PC, could be messy and dirty and untidy if in a noisy, untidy if in 
Characteristics relatively clean and tidy. dirty if in a workshop, workshop, noisy. With workshops, could be 
of environment noisy. Most likely with or without PC. with or without PC. PC. 
Peaceful and organised Peaceful and organised Peaceful and organised Peaceful and organised 
if in a meeting room. if in a meeting room. if in a meeting room. if in a meeting room. 
. . Table 7.7 OvefVIew of enVironments of use and characteristics of enVironments. 
Table 7.7 suggests that the ideal environment for evaluations would be meeting rooms, 
however, these have drawbacks as well. These need to be booked and contain appropriate 
equipment, such as computers and projection screens. One of the tools currently used by one 
of the manufacturers involve evaluations in a meeting room environment as a team-based 
effort [Chapter 5.4.3 Methods and tools used in industry]. The feedback from the set-up of 
these meetings was positive and suggests that facilities like these are commonly available. 
However, the ideal environment to evaluate the interior would be the car interior itself. This 
can only be feasible if the car interior is developed enough, which might not be possible until 
Phase 4 evaluation. 
However, evaluations during Phase 3 and Phase 4 could make it difficult to evaluate in 
meeting rooms due to the physical size of the available material. Alternatively the evaluations 
could be carried out in smaller teams and then arrange meetings in larger groups for 
discussion with the evaluators and others involved. The environment also determines the type 
of mechanism or system the tool would be based on, that is, whether the system will be 
computerised or paper-based. Even if evaluations were carried out on a paper-based system, 
the main system for storing and retrieving evaluation data could be computer-based. The 
environment also places requirements on the size of the evaluation system or rather the 
portability of the system. To be able to carry out evaluations in different environments, the 
system or parts of it would need to be portable. 
A vailable material 
The material available during the four phases would also vary. As presented in earlier 
Chapters [Chapter 6.5 Developing the tool framework], the level of detail increases along the 
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process and requires more detailed evaluation procedures. Table 6.3 in Chapter 6.S provided 
an overview of the available material during the four phases of evaluation. 
The greatest change would be between Phase 2 and Phase 3 in terms of level of detail 
available for evaluation. Phase 3 evaluations are carried out within the different specialised 
departments. The reliability of the evaluations would be considered Iow during the early 
phases of the evaluation process as the level of detail of the available material is low, see 
Figure 7.8 for illustration. Greater levels of detail would mean that the evaluative results 
would be more robust and reliable. 
If level of detail is LOW Reliability is LOW 
If level of detail is HIGH Reliability is HIGH 
Figu(e 7.8 Level of detail in (elation to reliability of evaluation. 
Evaluation for Phase 3 needs to consider a wider range of available material compared to 
Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 4. It is also important to establish the level of detail at which the 
evaluations would be carried out. The variation of the material also affects the reliability of 
the evaluations. The level of detail on available material during the various phases change 
from low to high, as illustrated in Figure 7.9. It is therefore important that the score for each 
phase considers material that is available as well as not available. For example, the score 
could indicate in some way that there were features missing during the evaluations. This 
would add extra value to the score rather than just being a low/high score due to non-existing 
features [Lear meeting minutes, 2006]. 
Users of the tool 
This section further investigates the needs and capabilities of the users for the evaluations and 
also elaborates further on how these requirements can structure the tool in greater detail. As 
with the available material, the users and evaluators of the tool vary during the four phases. 
The skills, knowledge and background of users would also vary as the four phases involve 
different tasks. Table 7.9 provides an overview of typical users for each phase and the type of 
requirements these would have on the tool, based on pre-interview meetings, interviews and 
discussions with the manufacturer representatives. 
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 
interior stylists, interior Designers (interior), Engineers from various Designers, engineers, 
designers, stylists, project departments, designers project engineers, 
colour/material engineers, design (interior), stylists, managers, system/part 
designers, project engineers, foam/clay project engineers, owners, 
engineers, CAD modellers, material design engineers, 
modellers/engineers. specialists, part owners foam/clay modellers, 
Users (engineers for specific material specialists, 
parts and systems) system/part owners, 
CAD engineers for specific 
engineers/modellers parts and systems, 
(suppliers), CAD 
engineers/modellers, 
suppliers 
Inspiring, easy to use, Inspiring, easy to use, Inspiring, easy to use, Easy to use, simple 
simple interface, visual simple interface, visual simple interface, interface, combination 
based, should assist in based, should assist in interactive. More of visuals and 
Requirements moving the design moving the design analytical than previous numerical, interactive. 
of users forward rather than forward rather than phases, focus more on More analytical and 
restrict, interactive restrict, interactive. benchmarking visuals, summarising functions. 
Slightly more analytical numerical comparisons 
than phase 1. are ok. 
Tab/e 7.8 Users and user reqUirements 
The requirements stated in Table 7.8 were based on comments from the industrial interviews 
and also findings and summary from literature presented in earlier chapters. Different types of 
people or disciplines respond best to different types of information. For example, designers, 
involved in Phase 1 and Phase 2, were more prone to interact with visual information whilst 
engineers, involved in Phase 3 and Phase 4, work better with measures and numerical values 
[Chapter 3.2.1 Communication within multi-disciplined team]. There was also a greater 
difference between Phase 3 and Phase 4 as the purpose of those two evaluations differ. Phase 
3 evaluation requires detailed evaluation as these are carried out on individual systems whilst 
Phase 4 evaluation involves a holistic impression of the interior. Users for Phase 3 and Phase 
4 differed as well. Phase 3 involved a wider range of users in terms of background /knowledge 
and number of users. The evaluation procedure for Phase 3 for the different departments 
needs to be consistent enough to be comparable, and needs to summarise the results from 
each department or team. Phase 4 aims to summarise and bring previous evaluations together 
and would be the last check on a holistic level. These are important factors to consider in 
order to increase the usability of the tool. 
Ideally, the users should be involved in more than one evaluation phase as this provides 
greater consistency. It would also be advantageous if the users were involved throughout the 
development process of the interior or at least major parts of it. This would give the users a 
better understanding and knowledge of decisions made during the development and previous 
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phases and also make it easier to learn the structure and use of the tool. They would also have 
a greater knowledge and awareness of the requirements set on the interior. 
To summarise, the environments of use vary during the four phases. It is important to 
consider the different type of material which would be evaluated during each of the phases as 
this would determine the ideal location for the evaluations. For evaluating large prototypes 
flexibility of location would be required. Meeting rooms were suggested as an appropriate 
environment for multi-disciplinary team evaluations. Different types of materials also require 
different types of evaluation techniques. Portability of the tool and the evaluation would be 
beneficial as the material available could be difficult to move e.g. full scale mock-ups. 
Furthermore, to gain consistency between the evaluations there should be a standard 
procedure for examining the available material [Chapter 5.5.2 Employees in the development 
process]. This could, for example, be a list of features of the interior to check during every 
evaluation. The list of features could, for example, include interior systems and requirements 
for these or quality features such as fit and finish. 
As a reminder the important aspects to take forward were; 
• To make the interface of the tool easy to use and interactive. 
• Display visuals for the early phases and more detailed and numerical data during the 
later phases. 
• Consider a variety of users during the later phases. 
• Allow users to make easy input and leave comments for additional information. 
7.3.3 Appropriate evaluation technique 
The detailed content presented in this section is outlined by Figure 7.9 and includes 
investigating sensorial attributes/product semantic attributes as evaluative mechanisms and 
rankinglimportance index to rate the attributes according to their importance. 
Sensorial attributes as evaluative mechanism 
Appropriate evaluation methodltechnique Product semantic attributes as evaluative mechanism 
Ranking and importance index 
Figure 7.9 Detailed contents of appropriate evaluation method/technique. 
This section further explores and presents ideas for appropriate evaluation techniques. The 
development of this part would be based on the ideas presented in section 7.3.1 [Input 
material for the tool] and the literature on scales and attitude measurement systems in Chapter 
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3.5 [Measurement systems], interviews/discussions with industrial collaborators presented in 
Chapter 5.2 [Pre-interview meetings] and Chapter 5.4 [Interview results]. 
Key aspects to consider for the evaluation technique included the need to have a way of 
describing the current state of the interior, e.g. an attitude and a way of measuring the attitude 
through a scale. Attitudes are described as comprising of content (topic of the attitude) and 
intensity (strength of the attitude towards the specific topic) [Oppenheim, 1992]. Attitude 
measurement systems aim to capture opinions, beliefs or values [Chapter 3.5.1]. Attributes 
discussed in section 7.3.1 [Input material for the tool] of this Chapter could be structured to 
create attitude statements/questions. The measuring mechanism of the tool needs to be easy 
and quick to use, using simple language, and match with the types of measuring mechanisms 
currently used within the industry [Chapter 5.2.1 Pre-interview meetings]. 
The measurement mechanism could be described as the part of the tool that aims to capture 
user opinion of the available material in relation to the intention of the interior. The 
measurement mechanisms for the tool explored different types of scales such as Likert and 
Semantic differential scales. These are widely used for capturing opinions and can be adapted 
to suit many purposes. The theoretical background of these were described in Chapter 3.5 
[Measurement systems]. 
Sensorial attributes as evaluative mechanism 
Section 7.3.1 [Input material for the tool] presented ideas for structuring the evaluation 
procedure through sensorial attributes. The example, Table 7.10 illustrates how the visual 
impression of the available material can be evaluated through a set of attributes. The scale for 
this example used a bi-polar Likert scale [Oppenheim 1992, Chapter 3.5.1 Attitude 
measurement]. Although the table illustrates a 10 point scale it is more common to use 7 point 
scales when structuring Likert scales [Chapter 3.5.1 Attitude measurement]. The type of 
scales used would depend on the current norm for the scales in the industry. The methods and 
tools reviewed in Chapter 5.4.3 [Methods and tool used in industry] used scales ranging from 
1-10. This would be validated at a later stage. 
The sensorial attributes comprise of: vision, touch, smell, noise (auditorial) and 
operation/function. The scale in this example (Table 7.9) measures "The visual impression 
of the interior" and requires the user to tick on the scale ranging from "not appealing" to 
"very appealing". The intention of using 'not appealing' to 'very appealing' scale was to 
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capture the level at which the evaluator likes the interior and is at this point only one example. 
The attributes in this table are specifically related to visual impression and could be applied to 
any of the four phases of the tool. This example was developed prior to grouping the 
attributes in product and semantic attributes [Figure 7.6 in section 7.3.1 Input material for the 
tool]. 
NOT VERY 
Appealing Appealing 
Colour D D D D D D D D D D 
Style D D D D D D D D D 0 
VISUAL Formlshape D D D D D D D D D 0 
Lighting D D D D D D D D D D 
Textures D D D D D D D D D D 
Sizes D D D D D D D D D D 
Built quality D D D D D D D D D D 
Table 7.9 Evaluating vlSuallmpmsslOn of the mtDflor 
Table 7.10 illustrates an example for tactile impression evaluating the attributes material, 
resistance and reach through specific descriptors. The scale is measuring the same adjectives 
ranging from "very appealing" to "not appealing". The idea is to measure, for example, how 
appealing the "Tactility of the material is in terms of its softness". Another example 
measures how appealing the "Tactility of the resistance is in terms of buttons". The final 
attribute for tactility aims to measure how appealing the "Tactility of reach is in terms of 
buttons". The sub adjectives related to material, resistance and reach to were identified in 
documentation and vehicle specifications provided by the manufacturers. Some of which 
were used to describe e.g. material properties of interior parts and components. The 
subheadings provide an idea of different characteristics of e.g. the softness of the material. 
The list can be extended and adapted to suit particular parts of the interior. 
TACTILE NOT VERY Appealing Appealing 
Material 
Softness D D D D D D D D D D 
Roughness D D D D D D D D D D 
Smoothness D D D D D D D D D D 
Graininess D D D D D D D D D D 
Hollowness D D D D D D D D D D 
Warmness D D D D D D D D D D 
Coldness D D D D D D D D D D 
Hardness D D D D D D D D D D 
Comfort D D D D D D D D D D 
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Resistance 
Buttons D 0 D D D D D D D D 
Surfaces D 0 D D D D D D D D 
Materials D 0 D D D D D D D D 
Reach to 
Buttons D 0 D D D D D D D D 
Levers D 0 D D D D D D D D 
Adjusters D 0 D D D D D D D D 
.. Table 7.10 EvaluatIng tactility of mtenor parts 
Figure 7.5 in Chapter 7.3.1 [Input material for the tool] suggested evaluating the attribute 
"smell" as a measure of "honesty to material", i.e. how well the smell corresponds to the 
material representation. 
The fourth part evaluates the auditory qualities of the interior (Table 7.11). This evaluation 
would mainly be applicable during Phase 3, Phase 4 and possibly Phase 2 as it requires 
physical material available. The auditory attributes in this example include functional, 
intentional, positive and comfortable noise. For example, measuring "How appealing the 
auditory impression is in terms of its functionality". This scale measurement is slightly 
different from the other sensorial attributes as it aims to find out how appealing the functional 
element ofthe auditory feedback is. 
NOT VERY 
Appealing Appealing 
Functional D 0 0 0 0 D D D D D 
AUDITORY Intentional D D D D D D D D D D 
Positive D D D D D D D D D D 
Comfortable 
D D D D D D D D D D 
Table 7.11 Evaluating auditory quality of mtenor parts. 
The last part evaluates the operation and function of the systems and parts of the interior 
(Table 7.12). This evaluation also requires availability of physical material and would be most 
appropriate for Phase 3, Phase 4 and possibly Phase 2. The attribute operation/function 
measures resistance, reach, comfort and form in this example. For example, this sensorial 
attribute would measure how appealing the "Operation and function is in terms of the 
resistance". The resistance in this example considers parts such as levers, lids, doors etc. 
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NOT VERY 
Appealing Appealing 
Resistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OPERATION! Reach 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FUNCTION 
Comfort 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Form 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 1.12 E valuatmg operation/functIOn of mllJrlOr parts 
The specification outlined in Table 6.1 in Chapter 6 identifies ease of use as one of the key 
characteristics for an evaluation mechanism. It is important to make the mechanism easy to 
use by using attributes and adjectives which are familiar to the user and also scales which 
similar to other scales used in their current methods and tools and it needs to be intuitive to 
use. 
Product and semantic attributes as evaluative mechanism 
Section 7.3.1 [Input material for the tool] in this Chapter described the idea of using attributes 
and grouped the attributes listed in Figure 7.6 in Chapter 7.3.1 [Input material for the tool] 
into product attributes and semantic attributes. The same section presented ideas using 
sensorial attributes as the focus and descriptive attributes for each scale. This section further 
develops the idea of using sensorial attributes experienced through a combined experience 
rather than separated as previously suggested. The attributes in this section link to the 
attributes presented as examples in the "input" section [section 7.3.1 Input material for the 
tool] of this chapter and defines the interior through product attributes and semantic attributes. 
As a reminder, Figure 7.6 [from section 7.3.1 Input material for the tool] presents an overview 
of the product and semantic attributes. 
Considering these attributes, several combinations can be developed. The example in Table 
7.13 illustrates a scale measuring a statement that ranges from "strongly agree" to "strongly 
disagree". This example considers a holistic evaluation of the interior and places product 
attributes as the main focus and measuring the semantic attributes in order. The example 
presented in Table 7.13 measures holistic evaluation of the geometry and the first semantic 
attribute relates to consistency. The statement follows: "The geometry in the interior is 
consistent", the evaluator ticks an appropriate box in the scale. The idea behind this structure 
is the consistency in the formatting. The wording of the statements has been kept simple and 
minimal to minimise bias [Oppenheim, 1992; Chapter 3.5.1 Attitude measurements]. The 
simplicity of the statements makes it easier to adapt for the other product attributes. 
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Product Semantic Statement Scale 
Attribute Attribute StronQlv DisaQree StroMlva!lree 
Consistent The Qeometrv in the interior is consistent. 0000000000 
~ Pleasant The oeometrv in the interior is pleasant. 0000000000 Q) Untted The oeometrv in the interior oives a united impression. 0000000000 E g Spacious The geometry of the interior is contributing to the 0000000000 
Cl spaciousness of the interior. 
Comfortable [][]1nnJ [] [J D []1J 
.. Table 7. 73 Statement example: holistic evaluation of geometIy 
Table 8.14 illustrates the same principle, however, with the product attribute "colour" as the 
focus. The format of the statements is the same and the product attribute "geometry" from 
Table 8.13 has been replaced with "colour" in Table 8.14. The evaluator is asked to consider 
the holistic impression of the interior and evaluate the colour on a holistic level in relation to 
the semantic attributes listed. The evaluator ticks an appropriate box on the scale ranging 
from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree". The semantic attribute "comfortable" is shaded 
in Table 8.13 and Table 8.14 as this attribute is considered to be difficult to evaluate for the 
specific product attribute in relation to the available material. 
Product Semantic Statement Scale 
Attribute Attribute Stronolv DisaQree Stronalv aaree 
Consistent The colours of the interior are consistent. 0000000000 
Pleasant The colours of the interior are pleasant 0000000000 
~ 
United The colours of the interior aive a united feelina. 0000000000 ::I 0 
0 Spacious The colours of the interior contributes to the feeling of 0000000000 u 
spaciousness of the interior. 
Comfortable [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] 
.. Table 7. 74 Statement example: holistic evaluatIOn of colour. 
Similar structures would be used for the product attributes "material" and "operation". The 
holistic evaluation can be applied for all four phases. However, in combination to the holistic 
evaluation, a more detailed evaluation is required during Phase 3 and Phase 4 to capture the 
development of the individual systems within the various departments, for example a specific 
form for each interior system. Table 7.15 illustrates an example of how the interior system 
"seat" can be evaluated on product attribute geometry in relation to the listed semantic 
attributes. The scale is the same as for evaluating the holistic impression of the interior. 
Product Semantic Statement Scale 
Attribute Attribute Stronolv Disaoree Stronalv aaree 
Consistent The oeometrv of the seat is consistent. 0000000000 
Pleasant The geometry of the seat is pleasant. 0000000000 
~ United The geometry of the seat aives a united impression. 0000000000 Q) 
E Spacious The geometry of the seat is contributing to the 0000000000 0 Q) spaciousness of the interior. Cl 
Comfortable The geometry of the seat contribute to the comfort of 0000000000 
seat. 
Table 7. 75 Statement example: seat evaluation of geometIy. 
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The same structure would be used for evaluating the product attributes: colour, material and 
operation as well as the other interior systems. This would mean that for Phase 3 and Phase 4 
the evaluators working on specific systems would potentially fill in a form for each semantic 
attribute for every product attribute for that specific system (which would mean up to 20 
forms for one system). Feasibility of filling in a large number of forms needs to considered 
and further developed. 
Another approach is illustrated in Table 7.16. This principle identifies the appropriateness and 
consistency of the product attributes: geometry, colour, material and operation. The scales in 
this case combine yes/no answer and a bi-polar Likert scale measuring level of consistency. 
The example illustrates evaluation of seat colour: 
• If the colour is appropriate for the seat 
• If the colour matched the rest of the interior 
• If the colour is consistent between the various parts of the seat. 
J Yes J No 
1 Does the colour of the seat match the rest of the interior? J D J 0 
2 How consistent is the colouring of the seat(s)? .1 Very consistent D D D D o Not consistent 
3 How appropriate is the colouring for the seat? 1 Very appropriateD D D 0 o Not~~riate 
4 How appropriate is the colouring for the different parts of the seat? I Very appropriateD D D 0 o Not~Ql>I'iate 
Table 7. 76 Example for evaluating seats through colour. 
Another approach illustrated allows the user (employees involved in the development of the 
vehicle at that specific time) to answer questions by ticking either "yes" or "no", without 
measurement scales, Table 7.17. This approach makes it easier for the user to fill in the form. 
The only concern would be when trying to identify the problems for example when users tick 
"no". If a "yes/no" approach is used ideally every question should follow with a comment. 
The questions are also more specific and divides the seat into different areas e.g. stitching. 
The follow up comments were brought up as an issue during Pre-interview meetings [Chapter 
5.2.1 Pre-interview meetings], specifically in relation to one of the current tools used and the 
lack of meaning of the values and scores without additional comments. 
Yes No 
1 Does the colour match the rest of the interior? 0 D 
2 Is the colouring of the seat consistent 0 0 
3 Does the colouring of the stitchillgiseams match the rest of the interior? 0 0 
4 Is the colour appropriate for the seat? 0 D 
5 Is the colour appropriate for the various parts of the seat? 0 0 
" Table 7. 77 Queslton format for evaluating colour of seats uSing yes/no approach. 
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Table 7.18 illustrates a similar example as in Table 7.17 with the difference of using a scale 
instead of "yes/no". The scale in this case would indicate how good or bad the colour of the 
seat was in relation to the specific details in the questions. The scales also measures the range 
from "very consistent" to "not consistent" and "very appropriate" to "not appropriate". The 
main concern for this approach was the same as for previous example, additional information 
or comments would be useful for justifying the answer. However, the inconsistency of the 
scales could also make it time consuming and difficult to use [Chapter 3.5.1 Attitude 
measurements]. 
1 How well does the colour match the rest of the interior? Very well D D D D D Very bad 
2 How consistent is the colouring of the seat(s)? Very consistent D D D 0 0 Not consistent 
3 How well does the colouring of the seams/stitching match the rest Very well D 0 0 0 0 Very bad 
of the interior? 
4 How appropriate is the colouring for the seat? Very appropriateD 0 0 0 ONot appropriate 
5 How appropriate is the colouring for the different parts of the seat? Very appropriateD 0 0 0 ONot appropriate 
Table 7.18 Question format for evaluation colour of seats usmg scales approach. 
Ranking and importance index 
Section 7.3.2 suggested that the available material would require the tool to adjust the score 
depending on the level of detail available during the evaluation. This would provide an 
indication of the reliability of the scores, see Figure 7.8 for a reminder [Section 7.3.2 
Environment of use, available material and users]. 
This section presents the concept of incorporating a ranking and importance index for the 
attributes being evaluated. The interviews and discussions suggested that during the 
development process, or prior to start of a project, a certain hierarchy of the interior systems 
is decided [Chapter 5.2.1 Pre-interview meetings]. By allowing a ranking and importance 
index on these systems and parts, faults and low scores could be identified and monitored 
through the tool. The idea would be for a team, consisting of employees involved in the 
development process, to rank and assign an importance index to all the systems in the interior 
or to the listed attributes (product and semantic attributes). This index would then be used as a 
factor for recalculating the specific score for the system or attribute after evaluation, and this 
is the score that would be presented to the user. This would mean that two systems or 
attributes could obtain the same score by the user. However, one of these systems or attributes 
would be considered more important and would therefore get a higher final score (due to the 
higher importance index). This would mean that if the more important system or attribute is 
scored lower than a system or attribute that has a lower importance index, this should be 
"flagged" up so that the user can go back and review the available material again, and suggest 
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alternative measures. The practical implementation of a ranking and importance index needs 
to be further explored. An important aspect to consider is for example the value and range of 
the index (e.g. a value between 1.0 - 2.0). 
To summarise this section provided a number of examples of different ways to structure the 
measurement format. The main focus has been to identify a simple and easily understood 
format for capturing the evaluative feedback. Questions versus statements and scales versus 
yes/no answers were investigated. The answers need to capture additional comments and 
feedback and also highlight (if electronic) low scores so that they can be followed up. 
This section also considered sensorial attributes, product attributes, semantic attributes and 
interior systems for the evaluative mechanisms. Different approaches have been presented for 
structuring measurement scales and suggested statements or questions as a way to allow the 
user to express their opinions. These opinions can be captured through different types of 
scales. This section has also considered the value of assigning a ranking and importance index 
on the attributes in order to distinguish the important attributes. It was decided to apply and 
test a 10-point bi-polar Likert scale evaluating the interior systems through the product 
attributes and semantic attributes. 
7.3.4 Appropriate presentation technique 
This section investigates different ideas for presenting the evaluation forms and also 
presenting the results. The requirements for the different phases and their evaluative interface 
vary depending on the users and evaluators. During the earlier phases, designers require more 
visual material for the interface, whilst during the later phases, various engineering disciplines 
are involved, who require more numerical material [Chapter 3.2.1 Communication within 
multi-disciplined team]. 
The mechanism for appropriate evaluation techniques of the interior was discussed in the 
previous section [Section 7.3.3 Appropriate evaluation technique]. This mechanism 
represented a scale with a number of points combined with either questions or statements. To 
present the results of this evaluation, a number of options were considered. 
One of the options was to present the results on a table showing the attributes and the value 
received through the evaluation. The table could also display the value for each attribute with 
and without the ranking and importance index. Moreover, the table could also display results 
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from previous phases and evaluations. The tables could also present the results for each 
system, especially for the Phases 3 and 4. Another proposal explored graphs to provide more 
visual presentation of the results. The use of graphs could clearly illustrate the results to the 
user, and the same graph could present results from the previous phases. The idea of using 
graphs was explored further as it was considered more appropriate for displaying visual as 
well as numerical results. 
Graphs and spider web diagrams 
There are several varieties of graphs that can present numerical values together with 
attributes. One in particular was of interest; spider web diagrams. These diagrams can be 
constructed using e.g. Microsoft Excel and can display the scores for each attribute on 
separate legs of the spider web, see Figure 7.10. 
CONSISTENT 
Figure 7.10 Spider web diagram illustration. 
These spider web diagrams were also explored as a mechanism for the user to make input of 
their opinions. Each web or attribute would then have to be explained with a question or 
statement applying the same principle as with the scales. 
Figure 7.10 illustrates an example of a spider web diagram. This presents one of the emerged 
ideas where each product attribute (geometry, colour, material and operation) is placed in the 
middle of the spider web which measures the five semantic attributes (consistent, pleasant, 
united, spacious and comfort). This would be appropriate for a holistic evaluation and phases 
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where the interior systems were treated as one entity. To evaluate individual interior systems, 
for example in Phase 3 and Phase 4, the example in Figure 7.11 would be more suitable. 
GEOMETRY 
CONSISTENT 
COMFORT AeLE PLEASANT 
OPERATION 
SPACIOUS UNITED 
MATERIAL 
Figure 7. 77 Illustration of spider web diagrams for Phases 3·4. 
For each product attribute, colour in this example, a branch with the five semantic attributes 
would be expanded. This type of diagram was also considered as a mechanism for the user to 
make input. This would be feasible if the system was computerised and the interface was 
made simple to only show the product attribute being evaluated. The input could then be 
made on the branches that would replicate scales. The main branch for the product attribute 
colour would display the overall score for the evaluation of the five semantic attributes. 
However, the implication would be to assign questions or statements to each scale (branch). 
To ensure that the evaluator focused on the semantic attribute being evaluated, the system 
would only display that particular attribute. The next semantic attribute and the statements or 
questions would be displayed when the score for the first attribute had been completed. 
The option of using the web diagrams for making input was, however, considered impractical. 
To avoid a complicated interface and too much information for the input mechanism spider 
web diagrams were considered a better option for displaying information and results rather 
than acting as a mechanism for input. 
The necessity for the spider web with product attributes can also be questioned. During Phase 
3 each interior system would be developed within the individual departments which means 
that the first spider web diagram with the four product attributes (colour, geometry, material 
and operation/function) branching out only provides minor guidelines and only provides a 
visual illustration. The scores for each of the five semantic attributes would be represented as 
an average score on the branch of the product attribute, e.g. colour. Averaging scores makes it 
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difficult to trace back the lower scores and identify the problems. The input mechanism 
should be simple and easy to read and understand. Therefore, the combination of using 
statements or questions together with scales as input mechanism, and spider web diagrams for 
displaying the results will be further explored. 
To summarise, spider web diagrams are useful for presenting evaluation results. These can be 
used in combination with the attributes. It is important to consider how the various results can 
be portrayed, i.e. attributes with low scores and high importance indices. The presentation of 
the results should also provide comments to the scores for other users to understand the 
meaning and value of the scores. 
7.3.5 Appropriate communication of output 
After each evaluation it is suggested that the results should be communicated and stored for 
the following evaluations. This would assist in understanding the results and also tracing the 
weaknesses of the interior. One way of communicating the results from previous phases could 
be to provide a summary report as an attachment for the user to read prior to evaluation of the 
new phase. However, there could be a risk of influencing the user and making the user score 
similar as in the previous phase due to bias. Another option would be to only allow the user to 
view the results from the previous phase once they have themselves placed the scores. The 
score from previous evaluations can be viewed on the spider web diagram. This would mean 
that the spider web would show the results from the previous phase and the results from the 
current evaluation. This becomes difficult for evaluation in Phase 3 as the interior systems 
would be evaluated individually, although the results from Phase 1 and Phase 2 can be 
portrayed on separate spider web diagrams highlighting that these were for holistic 
evaluations. These scores would be used as a comparison for Phase 3 and Phase 4 and the 
holistic evaluation during these phases, see Figure 7.12. 
GEOMETRY CONSISlE'JT 
10 
Figure 7. 72 Illustration of evaluations of two phases. 
A..EASANT 
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The different lines on the diagram could indicate evaluations from previous phases and also 
evaluation results from the different users within the team for the same phase. The results 
make it easier to view where the scores were low, as illustrated by the example in Figure 7.12. 
Additionally, a score could be presented as low for a specific phase, as the available material 
was insufficient for evaluating that particular attribute. This illustrates the importance of 
applying a function or mechanism for allowing the users to add additional comments to each 
score. The comments could be brief descriptions or a few words. These comments would then 
be available for other users during later phases of evaluations. This would save time and 
effort in trying to identify why scores were low. However, if a score was low because the 
interior was poor for a particular attribute, this could also be commented upon. 
To summarise, the level of detail of the results communicated between the different phases 
would vary depending on the available material. This would be indicated through an 
importance index. These indices would be applied to the attributes or interior systems at the 
beginning of the projects and be used during all four phases. 
7.4 Version development 
Building on ideas generated and presented in section 7.3 [Versions generation] a version can 
be generated. The version is described through Phase I and Phase 3 as these phases are 
considered to have a greatest contrast. Phase 2 is suggested to follow same structure as Phase 
I, and Phase 4 follow the same structure as Phase 3. 
7.4. 7 Version 7 - Phase 7 
The evaluation procedure is divided into four steps, which are described as follows. 
Step 1: Figure 7.13 illustrates users, environments and available material for Phase I. The 
marked image on "available material" is the example of current material being evaluated. 
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USERS 
InterioriExterior designers 
Stylists 
Project managers 
Trim designers 
ENVIRONMENTS 
Desig n stud ios 
Home environments 
Meeting rooms 
AVAILABLE MATERIAL 
Figure 7. 73 Example of users, environments and available material for Phase 7 evaluation. 
Tool contents 
Step 2: To gain a clearer overview of the structure and contents of the evaluation, see Figure 
7.14. The structure tree illustrates the attributes relevant for the evaluation. 
Figure 7. 74 Overview of evaluation contents, allributes. 
Step 3: To clearly illustrate what the user is required to do and to assist in the evaluation 
process, simple instructions can be provided prior to evaluation. The instructions could be as 
presented in Figure 7.15. 
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For each of the four product attributes and the semantic attributes for the holistic impression of the 
interior, please fill in the scale appropriate to the statement. 
For each score please leave a short comment in the box (if score is positive the comment box will 
appear green, if score is negative the comment box wi ll appear red) . 
Choose available material for evaluation. 
Bear in mind the intentional aspects of the vehicle and the end customer. 
Evaluation is carried out on four aspects of the interior: geometry, colour, material and 
operation. Operation is excluded for the Phase 1 evaluation. 
For each statement tick appropriately on the scale. 
Leave a comment for if the comment box is highlighted. 
When finished with all fou r diagrams click "done/submit". 
Flgum 7. 75 Instructions for evaluation plDccdure. 
Step 4: The next step is to examine the available material and tick on the sca le appropriately 
(Ta ble 7. 19). Eac h of the scales has a comment box where the use r can place co mment 
rega rding the avai labl e material and --justi fy" their eva lu ati on score. 
Product Semantic Statement Scale leave comment 
attribute attribute Strong ly disagree Strongly agree 
Consistent The geometry in the interior is consistent. D D D D D D D D D D leave comment 
Pleasant The geometry in the interior is pleasant. D D D D D D D D D D 
leave comment 
United The geometry in the interior gives a united D D D D D D D D D D Geometry impression, Leave comment 
Spacious The geometry of the interior is contribu ting to D D D D D D D D D D .&--
the spaciousness of the interior. 
Comfortable 
Tabie 7. 79 Examp/e of evaiuatlon form for the product al/obulC ''geometry'. 
Tab le 7.19 ill ustrates an example of an eva luation form for the prod uct att ribute "geometry". 
The same procedure i requi red for fillin g in the form for the three remaini ng product 
attributes. As can be seen on Table 7. 19. the semantic attribute "comfortable" is left blank as 
it is considered to be an unava il ab le attri bu te fo r this phase. 
After a ll the product attr ibute form s have bee n completed, the u er saves the forms (or 
submits as menti oned prev iously). Alternative ly, the sco res are transferred to a pre-
programmed data spread heet that will th n transform the numerical values into a pider web 
diagram, see Figure 7. 16. The Figure al 0 ind icates whi ch attributes had low score, due to 
unava il able mat rial. The different line (co lours) on the diagram represents diffe rent 
eva luators e.g. in this case four eva luator . 
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10 
e 
8 
Figure 7. 16 Evaluation results from Phase 1. 
The transition between Phase I and Phase 2 can be described as follows: 
• The scores from Phase 1 become reference scores for Phase 2. 
Tool contents 
• The reference scores from phase I should only become visible as a comparison after 
evaluation has taken place in Phase 2. 
• The reference score for Phase 3 holistic evaluation should be a combined score from 
Phase I and Phase 2. 
The attribute "comfortable" is not available for evaluation, therefore not included in this 
evaluation. An idea could be to use a "confidence index" (e.g. a letter which would be part of 
the evaluation score to highlight lack of measurable material) and for each semantic attribute 
"missing", add another letter. If a whole diagram is missing from product attributes e.g. 
geometry, add a different letter. So, for example, total score (sum) for red = 25A, where A 
represents the missing score from comfortable. 
The example for Phase 3 is similar to the structure described for Phase 1. The difference is 
that each interior system is evaluated individually. 
7.4.2 Version 7 - Phase 3 
The evaluation procedure for Phase 3 follows a similar structure to the evaluation in Phase 1 
and is described as follows. 
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Step 1: Figure 7, 17 illustrate users, environment and ava il able material fo r Phase 3, The 
marked image on "avail abl e material" is the current material being eva luated ( for the 
example), 
II'TP(' 
Specialist engineers 
Design engineers 
Project managers 
Marketing 
Manufacturers 
Suppliers 
f iIJ\J1 l\llJMII~1 
Workshops 
Testing facilities 
Design/CAD studios 
Meeting rooms 
FIgure 1 71 U crs enviranmel1i alld available matmal durmg Plw5e 3 
Step 2: To gain a cl ar r overvie\\ a tructurc r th e contents and th e attribute ' \\ as 
deve loped. :ce I' igure 7,18, 
FIgure 1 78 Structure of product allribllles and somantic allribllles for eva/uatlOn of doors 
Step 3: To clea rly illustrate what the u er i required to do and to a ' i t in the eva luati on 
proce s. sim pl e in tructions can be provided prior to eva luation. Th in truction could be as 
illustrated in Figure 7. 19. 
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During Phase 3 all five individual systems are subject to evaluation a sixth diag ram 
will include evaluation on a holistic level. Every system has four stra nds representing 
the four product attributes, Each product attribute has (as previous diagrams) five 
semantic attributes. 
Fill in evaluation appropriately on product attribute diagram (geometry, 
cotour, material and operation), 
Fit! in for the interior system that concerns your invotvement in the 
development process. 
Scores for each product attribute will be presented on related strand, 
Flgurr I. 79 { xamp/c alinstructions for P//asc 3, 
Tool contents 
Step 4: The next step is to examine the available material and tick on the scale appropriately. 
Each of the scale has a comment box where the user can place comments regarding the 
available material and "justifY" their evaluation score, see Table 7.20 for example of the form. 
Product Semantic Statement Scale Leave comment 
attribute attribute Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Consistent The geometry in the door is consistent. ODDO DDDDDO Leave comment 
Pleasant The geometry in the door is pleasant. DDDO DDDDDO Leave convnent 
United The geometry in the door gives a united DDDD 0 DDDDD Geometry impression. Leave comment 
Spacious The geometry of the door is contributing to DDDD ODDDDO 
the spaciousness of the interior. Leave comment 
Comfortable The geometry of the door gives a 
comfortable feeling 
ODDO ODDDDO .-
Table 7.20 Example of evaluation form {or the product attribute geometry evaluatmg doors 
Table 7.20 illustrates an example of evaluation form for the product attribute "geometry". The 
same procedure is required for filling in the form for the three remaining product attributes 
(colour, material and operation). 
After all the product attribute forms have been filled in, the user saves the forms (or submits 
as mentioned previously). Alternatively the scores are transferred to a pre programmed data 
spreadsheet that will then transform the numerical values into a spider web diagram, see 
Figure 7.20. 
GEOMETRY CONSISTENT 
COMFORTABLE PLEASANT 
OPERATION 
SPACIOUS UNITED 
MATERIAL 
Figure 7.20 Example of evaluation results for doors. 
The results presented on the graphs are transferred to the next phase as an input. These results 
are valuable for the user in Phase 4. The transition between Phase 3 and Phase 4 can be 
described as follows: 
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• Phase 3 y tem eva luation would tart on new diagrams without any reference to 
previou scores. However, the scores from Pha e 3 would be reference scores for 
Phase 4. 
• Pha e 3 holi ti c eva luation would have references to the score from Pha e 1+2. 
on equently, Pha e 3 eat core become reference core for Phase 4 cat . Pha e 3 ho listic 
core together with pha e I +2 holist ic core become reference core for Pha e 4 holi tic 
eva luation . 
7.5 Summary: Tool contents 
Th i Chapter ha ex plored and presented d i f~ rent id as for the too l contents. The contents 
include asp ct of the too l required for it to ru nction \ ith in the propo ed tructure. The ke. 
structure identifi ed in prev iou hapter inc\ud d a fo ur pha e proce s applied in parall el \\ ith 
the automoti ve deve lopmcnt proce s. The four phase inc luded input and outputs and nced to 
con ider the uscrs and ava ilable materi al for each phase. The co ntent o f the too l were 
identified in thi hapter through the following model, ee rigure 7.24. 
Appropriate presentation of results 
Appropnate method/technique to 
communicate results as output 
Figure 7.27 DDlaHcd conWl1ls mquiremcms dunilg al/ pi7asDs. 
Users/evaluators 
The examp le in Figure 7.2 1 illustrates Pha e l , although, thi s model i generic and applicable 
for a ll four pha e . The ariou ect ion in thi Chapt I' explored and t I' quirelll nt for the 
tool. The Chapter out lined the tool content by dividing and generating idea for each of the 
contents area illustrated in the model in Figure 7.2 1. The ideas generated werc compared 
against the pec ifica ti n and the requ irement of the too l. The la t part of thi Chapter 
suggested a vel' ion to take forward. Thi s ver ion will , in the next hapt er, be va lidated and 
further refin ed. 
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Chapter 8. Tool functionality 
8.1 Introduction: Structure and attributes- version 1 
Chapter 6 [Tool framework] outlined the framework for the tool and suggested timings for 
when the tool could be used and the type of material that could be evaluated. Chapter 7 [Tool 
contents] presented ideas for detailed tool contents including: input material for the tool, 
environment/available material/users, appropriate evaluation method/technique, appropriate 
presentation of results and appropriate method/technique for communicating the results as 
output. A four phase structure was proposed for the tool, and the use of evaluative attributes 
and bipolar scales. The attributes formed the groups product attributes (geometry, colour 
material and operation) and semantic attributes (consistent, pleasant, united, spacious and 
comfortable). 
This Chapter outlines and presents the results of the validations, refinements and re-
validations. The first validation was carried out on the version suggested in the previous 
Chapter, with the aim of gaining feedback on the structure and attributes included in the 
evaluation procedure. This first validation was carried with industrial representatives from 
Land Rover and Jaguar. The contact person at Land Rover was sent an introductory letter 
prior to the validation session (see Appendix H). The letter provided a brief introduction of 
the research, the aims of the validation session, and also specific requirements of participants 
(e.g. number of participants required, their background, and their involvement in the 
development process). 
8. 7. 7 Purpose of validation 
The purpose of the validation was to gain feedback on the suggested structure of the tool , the 
suggested attributes and the statements/questions. The main purpose was divided into 
different levels (sections) as a guide for the participants when providing validation feedback. 
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8.7.2 Validation questions 
The va lidati on feedback sheet was divided into three leve ls. These leve ls were grouped 
according to the tool structure for the va lidation. The first leve l sought feedback on the 
structure of the too l, cOlllments on the four pha es, timings for the phases, and cOlllments on 
the leve l of detail during the phases. The second leve l investigated the terminology of the 
attributes, re levance of the attributes, and comprehensiveness of the attributes. The third leve l 
aimed to gain feedback on the structure of the statements and the sca les . One further category 
(indices: confidence and importance) was included however, this was ex plained during the 
sess ion as a featu re that cou ld be included and was placed on the va lidation sheet fo r 
feedback. Table 8.1 illu trates a minimised (A4 format) version of the va lidation sheet the 
partic ipants we rc provided with. 
Level 1 Comments 
· 
Structure of tool 
· 
Phases 
· 
Timings 
· 
Level of detail for each 
phase 
Level 2 Comments 
· 
Terminology of attributes 
· 
Relevance of aitribules 
· 
Comprehensiveness 
Level 3 Comments 
· 
Statements 
· 
Scales 
OnCjoinCj Comments 
· 
Indices: 
Confidence/importance 
Tab/e 8. 7 Valic/aliol7 sheel for VerslOll 7. 
8.7.3 Validation material and procedure 
The firs t va lidation took place at Land Rover in a meeting area environm ent prev iously u ed 
during the pre-interview meetings and the interviews. The presentation material for the 
sess ion included: 
• PowerPoint presentat ion, providing guidance for the sess ion , background information 
about the re earch and past act ivities, overview of 2 phases (Phase I and Phase 3) and 
illustration of the transiti on between th e phases. 
• A printed A3 ized copy of the phases was distributed as well , which th e partic ipants 
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viewed in pairs. see Figure 8.1-8 .5. The printout aimed to pro ide clearer visual 0 erview 
as the projected pre entation was limi ted in size. 
Tool functionality 
The participating group consisted of four employees: two from Jaguar and two from Land 
Rover. Their roles included colour and trim design, quality designer and design manager. 
Time limit for the session was set to 1 -1.5 hours. 
• The participants were provided with a brief introduction to the research, a description of 
the tool functions and how it is intended to work. They were also briefed on what their 
involvement would be. 
• The participants were asked to spend 20 minutes as a group discussing the tool and to 
consider: strengths, weaknesses and recommendations. After the 20 minutes they were 
asked to spend about 10 minutes individually filling in the validation sheets to capture 
their thoughts and suggestions. The validation sheet was used as a mechanism to ensure 
main topics for the validation were covered. As opposed to allowing participants to 
comment freely on topics of their choice. However, the validation sheet also included a 
section where the participants could freely comment on other issues related to 
improvements of the tool version. After which there was a group discussion again to 
capture further thoughts and ideas for practical changes to the tool version . The session 
was concluded only when the participants were content with the feedback agreed on the 
changes required . The session was recorded through a voice recorder for later analysis. 
Figure 8.1 presents an overview of the four phases and corresponding vehicle development 
system. The overview also outlines the evaluative attributes. 
RoughcMwlopml/'1t po_In r.liltion !o" Ph_ ...... ""'ion prOORU 
Figure 8. 7 Overview of tool phases. 
Figure 8.2 provides an overview of Phase 1 evaluation. The four phases are illustrated at the 
top, attributes are defined in the top left side, users and environments of use are also outlined 
together with the available material for this particular phase. Instructions were provided to 
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ass ist the u er through the eva luation. A Iso, ava i lab le attributes were pre ented in the box to 
the right and the eva luative form I inked to comment ections. Representation of th e res ults is 
outlined in the spider web diagram for thi s eva luation. 
" Y" .n 
~ 
Flgul(, 8 2 SCCllario 7- Pl1c15C 7 cvaluallon 
Figure 8.3 provide an over iew of the tran ition between Phase I and Pha e 2 and uggests 
how the re ult from u er could be combined into the pider \\ eb diagra m . 
D -D 
III 
............. - ~ 
Flgurc 8.3 Transition bctwlJcn Phasc 7 and Ptwsc 2 
The over ie\\ of Pha 3 eva luation outline imilar tructure as Pha e I e aluation, Figure 
8.4. Attribute are the ame, users, howe er, en ironment and ava ilabl e mat rial diffe r fo r 
thi s pha e. The over ie\ al 0 illustrate how the re Lilts ca ll be pl aced onto the pider web 
di agrams. 
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Figure 8.4 Scenario 2· Phase 3 evaluation. 
Figure 8.5 presents an overview ofthe transition between Phase 3 and Phase 4. 
D = CJ 
I - ;; :; ::~ · .... .. ...... . 
. . . . . . . . ,. 
Figure 8.5 Transition between Phase 3 and Phase 4. 
8.1.4 Results 
The session provided valuable feedback and the general discussion concerned: 
• Adaptability of the tool to their current methods and tools. 
• The use of appropriate attributes and measuring against " best-in-class". 
• Timings of the phases. 
Tool functionality 
• Guidance for using the tool, guidance for targets and meanings of scores and also 
clearer definitions. 
The following sections will elaborate on these comments and discussions. 
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Adaptability of tool la their current methods and tools 
The main concern from the participants was the idea of having to adapt and u e a completely 
different too l in combination with the methods and too ls they were currently u ing. This was 
also mentioned during the interviews. Their concern wa that too many method and too l are 
deve loped and that u ing the e eparate method and too ls wa time con tllning. They 
uggested that the too l could work with onc of the current ys tems they are u ing called PALS 
(Prod uct Attribute Lead I' hi p Strategies). 
The use of appropriate allributes and measuring against "best-117·class': 
Attributes we re al 0 di cu ed in terms of the ir rele ance. The attr ibutes need to be more 
pec ific_ and more rc lated to "b t-i n-c las" att ribu te . and should relate to th ir benchmark . 
For example. by bein g more focused 0 11 attribute that can be compared aga in t co mpeti to r . 
Thc)' need d clear r defi nition and the co rTe 'pondi ng . ca les needed 10 be more pec ific and 
meaningful. Other III re appropriate attribut e \\ er uggested uch a harmony. lu :'\ ury. 
premium fee l, ro bu t and ambience . The eva luations shoul d be morc foc uscd and dr ivcn by 
the attribu te and not 0 ll1u ch b interior ys tem . 
Timings of the phases 
eneral comme nt about the tim ing of the pha e focu ed on importance of cn uring that th 
evaluations were c mpleted by the phase ' Programme Approval' (PA) a the pha c after thi s 
does not perm it changcs . Phase 3 shou Id be the late t . Programm e Strategy on firmed' (PSC) 
with defin iti ons to be achieved with des ign/cnginec ring. It was also uggcstcd that perhap 
Phase I and Phase 2 could be combi ned a th ey how imi larities. 
Guidance for using the too/' scores and clearer definitions 
The fin al catego ry of comment concerned guidance fo r u ing the too l. Guida nce necded to be 
deve loped, avo idin o excess iv in truction and making it intuitive to use. The mca ning of 
different cores necded to be explaincd 0 that a ll use rs wcre on thc amc leve l of 
understanding when conductin g eva luation . The too l needed more depth in clud ing detail ed 
aspect of the interior. 
Other comments 
A part fro m the co mm nt noted on the al idat ion heets. other co mment \\ ere a Iso noted 
from the group di scuss ion. The e concerncd s imilariti c to one of their currcnt mcthods. They 
discussed a meth od which wa till under deve lopment and not currently used a part of the 
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development process. The main problems seemed to be the communication within and 
between the various departments. One of the departments was, at the time, undertaking work 
on a method called "Craftsmanship". The rest of the business was unaware of the capacity 
and function ofthis method and was therefore not using it. The discussions during the session 
between the participants revealed a clear gap in communication regarding what the different 
departments do. They were also trying to identify the reasons why the method was still 
unfamiliar and what would be required to make the method more usable and accessible. Other 
comments related to the visual presentation of the evaluation and the results. The participants 
agreed that the interface needed to be appealing to a wide range of users, and that visual 
presentation of results through spider web diagrams would be user friendly for both designers 
and engineers. Other visual presentation or stimuli could be useful , such as pictures of 
benchrnarking vehicles or systems. The original summary of the participants comments is 
provided in Appendix G. 
8.1.5 Analysis 
The analysis of the tool validation session and the results presented in the previous section 
highlighted certain aspects of the tool that needed changing or refining. This section lists 
these aspects and suggests alternative ideas. 
• Need to re-think attributes, make them more vehicle specific. 
• Attributes and statements need to be linked to "best-in-c1ass". This would assist in 
aiming for leadership within the specific attributes. 
• Divide the tool by attributes instead of interior systems. Either change or reorganise 
the structure. 
• Find semantic attributes that are more appropriate, perhaps more product specific 
descriptors as suggested by participants e.g. harmony, luxury, premium feel , robust 
and ambience. 
• Find a way to include benchmarking references. 
• Explore further how importance index can be used. 
Not all comments were considered as necessitating change. For example, merging Phase 
and Phase 2 was considered as a minor change and kept on hold. The reason being that the 
requirement for merging the two first phases reflects on particular working practices used by 
the manufacturer. The actual product development system clearly divides the activities, as 
suggested by Phase 1 and Phase 2, however, in practice the division is less clear. The 
comments regarding the importance of keeping the timings for the last evaluation phase will 
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need to be emphasised through guidelines for the tool. The tool also needs clearer guidelines 
for use and defin itions of the attributes. 
8.7.6 Version refinement 
The changes required to improve the tool were discussed and agreed during the va lidation 
sess ion. This made the process of physically executin g the changes easier. One of the main 
conce rns during the va lidation sess ion and the ana lys is was the relevance and use of 
attributes. 
An initial idea emerged a a response to attr ibutes and means of making th ese vehicle-related 
emerged. The idea suggested that the too l a ll owed the first eva luator to "set the cr iteria" for 
the coming evaluation and eva luators. The tool could be pre-filled with a few attributes e.g. 
generic attributes and allow for more vehi cle-re lated attributes to bc fill ed in prior to first 
eval uation . These vc hicle-related attributes could bc linked to the pec ific vehi clc bein g 
deve loped and should be the same throughout a ll four phases . To avo id us ing too Illany 
attributes, one of the ideas suggested the u e of product attributes only (geometry, colour, 
mate rial and operatio n). The fo llowi ng options were explored: 
I. Use prod uct attributes as a fir t leve l and vehicle-re lated attributes as second level. 
The vehicle-related attribute wou ld include an internal ranking of the "bes t-in-class" 
attributes and could have a larger part of the overall core. 
2. Use vehi cle- related attributes as a first level and link these to prod uct related 
attributes a a second leve l. 
3. Use only vehicle- related attributes without any relat ion to product att ributes. 
A co mbinati on of the first and the third option was further ex plored to make the too l more 
specific and relate to the ehicle being developed. This idea kept th e product attribute , 
however.. changed what was prev iously ca lled .. emant ic attributes" to "veh ic le-related 
attribute " and "brand-related attributes", see Figure 8.6. 
Figure 8.6 Brand wlalCd and ve/7iclc rclalCd allnbules 
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Dividing the attributes into brand-related and vehicle-related attributes provided the 
opportunity to evaluate aspects of the vehicle specifically related to the brand and the vehicle 
being developed. This generated an additional procedure to be carried out before starting the 
Phase I evaluations. The procedure requires an evaluator or a senior employee to add these 
attributes to the "system" of the tool. The brand related attributes could consist of a group of 
attributes from which a certain amount are chosen to represent the particular vehicle. In 
contrast, the vehicle related attributes would be chosen from the specification. 
• A senior person or at least an employee with knowledge of the overall aim for the 
vehicle would carry out the "preparation" work. 
• This person selects brand-related attributes and fills in vehicle-related attributes from 
the specification. 
• This person also assigns ranking (importance index) to these attributes so that the 
important attributes can be distinguished. 
The tool preparation work could also be carried out by a team of senior employees. The 
statements and scales were adjusted accordingly, however, the structure of the statements was 
kept the same as the previous i.e. generic to allow the attribute to fit in. Spider web diagrams 
were adjusted and the attributes added at the end of each leg of the web. 
The analysis and discussion during the session also suggested implementing reference 
material. This reference material could be visuals of bench marking vehicles, interiors and 
systems. The reference material could be added during the "preparation" stage before the start 
of the evaluation. A computer-based system would ease the procedure of adding and viewing 
the reference material. A paper-based system would require a separate presentation or 
printouts of this material. The reference material aims to provide guidance for requirements of 
target evaluation and would be chosen from the existing benchmarking material collected by 
the manufacturers. This material is currently used as visual material in specifications and 
other vehicle development documentation. The images would consist of visuals of competitor 
interiors, certain systems or parts that the manufacturer aims to do better than their 
competitors. The images also represent other products or colour palettes, to achieve styling 
targets. Figure 8.7 illustrates a suggested example of the procedure for preparing the 
evaluation criteria. 
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Safety 
Quality 
Premium feel 
Safety 
Quality 
Premium feel 
Scandmavian 
design 
Youthful 
Pleasant 
Good ergonomics 
Solidity 
Harmony 
Roominess 
Safety 
Quality 
PrelTllum feel 
ScandinaVlan design 
Youthful 
Pleasant 
Good ergonorTllCs 
Solidity 
Harmony 
Roominess 
1.9 Safety 
1.80uality 
1.6 Premium feel 
1.8 Scandina an design 
1.3 Youthful 
1.4 Pleasant 
1.6 Good ergonomics 
1.7 Solidity 
1.5 Harmony 
1.3 Roominess 
Flgurc 8.7 Examplc 01 prcparation proccdufC of cvaluatioll Cfl/COB. 
Figure 8.7 pre enL two main categorie of<lttributes. Th catego ry m<l rked --B R;\" ' are l3J-and 
Related Attributes. These attributes are sp c i fi far th brand and core attri butes fo r any 
vehi cle the manufac turer develops. The example illu trate attribute repre enting the brand 
Vo lvo Cars. The eco nd category is --V RA" whi ch are Vehicle Related Attdbutes. The VRA 
related attribute are pecific for the hi I b ing d ve loped and are likely to change 
depending on target market for the ehicle. The box for the VRA re lated attri bute h<l e been 
left empty in Figure 8.7 as at the first step the e have not yet been added. 
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• Step I: Thi tep disp lays the option for attri butes ill BRA and VRA. A ca n be een 
in Figure 8.7. BRA illu trates <l range of attribute and VRA i empty. Thi step 
involves identifying appropriate BR attr ibute . 
• tep 2: This step in vo lve se lecting a number of (the exact number yet to bc dec ided) 
of att ribute fro m the BRA group and identifying appropriate VRA <l ttri butcs to be 
added to the ell1pt box. 
• Step 3: The attribute from BRA and VRA are merged ill the third step. 
• Step 4: During thi s step the attr ibute are g iven a rankin g index (i mportancc index) 
ranging from 1-2. This index indi at 
att ri bute in rel<l tion to each other. 
the leve l of import ance of the var ious 
• Step 5: Thi fin al tep in volves adding any r ference material that cou ld be 1I efu l as a 
reference or in piration. The reference material could co n i t of image of co mpctitor 
interior <In lIo r any other products or fea tures. 
Tool functionality 
The attributes for this example has been chosen to represent the brand Volvo Cars and the 
vehicle-related attributes have been chosen through an old specification provided by the 
manufacturer. The procedure described needs to be carried out once before the evaluations 
can start. The data is then stored in the tool for the various phases. The attributes could also 
be used to evaluate competitor vehicles using their own brand and vehicle attributes as a 
reference. It would however, be difficult to evaluate two completely different vehicles against 
each other using the tool, as the attributes for these would be different. 
When the preparation phase has been carried out, the tool would be ready for use. The 
changes to each phase involves adapting the statements and scales to the new attributes. The 
visual presentation remains the same as prior to the validation. Table 8.2 illustrates an 
example of statements and scales. 
Product Nr Statement Scale 
attribute Very poorly Very well 
1 Feeling of safety executed through the geometry. DDDDDDDDDD 
2 Feeling of quality executed through the geometry. DDDDDDDDDD 
3 Feeling of premium feel executed through the geometry. DDDDDDDDDD 
4 Feeling of Scandinavian design executed through the DDDDDDDDDD geometry. 
~ 5 Feeling of youthfulness executed through the geometry. DDDDDDDDDD 
E 
:il 6 Feeling of pleasure executed through the geometry. DDDDDDDDDD 
(.!) 
7 Feeling of good ergonomics executed through the DDDDDDDDDD geometry, 
8 Feeling of solidity executed through the geometry, DDDDDDDDDD 
9 Feeling of harmony executed through the geometry, DDDDDDDDDD 
10 Feeling of roominess executed through the geometry, DDDDDDDDDD 
Table 8.2 Statements and scales for the product attribute geometry, 
The product attributes from the previous version were used to divide the brand and vehicle-
related attributes. The structure of the statement was altered to measure a feeling of the 
attribute in relation to the particular product attribute. They have been kept consistent to ease 
the input procedure of the brand and vehicle-related attributes [Oppenheim, 1992]. The 
previous scales measured the statements "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree". The scale in 
the refined version aimed to be more precise and measure how well the design has been 
executed compared to original intent by introducing the scale "very poorly" to "very well" . 
Each scale was accompanied with a comment box as with the previous version. This would 
allow the evaluator to justify and explain each score, and allow greater communication 
between the evaluators and the various phases. The example above illustrates the evaluation 
of the product attribute "geometry". The statements for the other three product attributes 
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employ the ame fo rmat by altering the statement. The full construct, with fo ur product 
attributes with statements and scales, represent the eva luation of one phase. The referenc e 
material would be viewed during the eva luation e ither in digital fo rm at on co mputer, as 
printouts, or projected on to a screen. The idea l ituation would be to view th i materia l as 
pop-up on the creen if the too l was computer-ba ed. Phase I and Pha e 2 e aluations 
employ si milar tructurc. Phase 3 and Pha e 4 eva luation would differ and ca ch interior 
ystem would be eva luated th rough the fo ur product attributes together \ it h the bra nd and 
vehi cle-related attribute. 
The fo llowi ng ecti on of thi s hapter pre ent the va lida tion of the refi ned vel' ion th ro ugh a 
practica l work hop-ba ed alidation with potentialu er . 
8.2 Validation: Tool function- version 2 
This ection presents the va lidation of Vel' ion 2, whi ch was generated duri ng and after 
Validation 1. The seco nd va lidation was ca rried out together with two of the co llaborating 
companies: Lea I' Corporation and Vo lvo Car . The ection be low descri be th purpo e o f the 
validation. va lidatio n questions, validation procedure and etting. re ult . anal)' i and finall y 
version refin rn n1. 
8.2. 7 Purpose of validation 
The second va lid ati on aim ed to ga in a better under tand in g for the fun ctional a pect of the 
too l. Two eparate va lidation essions were held. The fir t one wa di cu ion-based at LeaI' 
Corporati on (Swede n) and the second one wa a work hop-based alidation at o lvo Cars 
(Sweden). The alidation at Lear Corporation aimed to ga in an ins ight and feed back from a 
upp1ier's per pec ti e. This alidation required feedback on the genera l layout of the too l 
structure and also, pec ifica lly. of the phase where th upp liers are in vo lved. 
The va lidation at Volvo was held on two occa ions. The fi r t wa co n idered a pi lot 
va lidation to check th e technica l aspects of the ses ion to pr pare for the li ve a lidation. The 
a im of the va lidation at olvo Cars was to te tthe procedure of conducting a li e eva luation. 
Version 2 wa u ed f, r thi alidation, testing u e of avai lab le materia l. u e of reference 
material, fillin g in the form, tran ferri ng cores to a spreadsheet and rev iew ing the 
pre entati on of th result on spider web diagrams. Fo r time purpo cs, Phase 2 was used as 
th e pi lot eva luative phase. 
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8.2.2 Validation questions 
The validation questions for the two companies differed. The first session at Lear Corporation 
aimed to validate the overall structure of the tool version and specifically the phases relevant 
for the suppliers. The main topics for the discussion were the same as for the first validation. 
The only difference was the language in which they were worded. The topics were divided 
into three levels. The first level investigated the structure of the tool, contents of the phases, 
timings and the level of detail for each phase. The second level concerned preparation of the 
attributes, preparation of the reference material and importance index/ranking procedure. The 
third and final level investigated the forms for statements, scales and presentation of the 
results. The participants were also provided with a section for other comments, see Table 9.3. 
Table 8.3 illustrates the translation of the Swedish version of the validation sheet with the 
original size of A4. 
Level 1 Comment 
· 
Tool structure 
· 
Contents of phases 
· 
Timings for evaluations 
· 
Level of detail for phases 
Level 1 Comment 
· 
Preparation of attributes 
· 
Preparation of reference 
material 
· 
Importance ranking 
Level 3 Comment 
· 
Evaluation form 
· 
Scales 
· 
Presentation of the results 
Other comments 
Table 8.3 ValidatIOn sheet for VersIOn 2. 
The following sections will present further comments and feedback gained through the form 
illustrated in Table 8.3. 
8.2.3 Validation material and procedure 
The validation procedure for the two evaluations differed in their structure and setting. This 
section will describe the validation carried out at Lear Corporation and Volvo Cars separately. 
Session 1: Lear Corporation 
The validation at Lear Corporation took place at their facility in Tidaholm, Sweden. The 
session was held in an office environment with the testing manager for interior systems. The 
environment was familiar from previous meetings and the testing manager was familiar with 
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the research through previous invo lvement. The session started wi th a brief introduction that 
involved summari sin g research outcomes from a prev ious meeting. The too l tructure was 
printed on A3 sheets as a presentation and described the overall layo ut of the too l with th e 
va ri ous phases high light ing the spec ific phase that III ight be of relevance fo r their acti viti es, 
Figure 8.8. 
PS psc PTCC LS J1 FSR 
c:=> Strategy ~ Concept ~ Detail c:::::::::::> Pre-tooli ng phase phase engineering Phase 
Concepts. Chosen Detailed data phase Defined syslems Toolmg 
Sketches concepts Interior Ihemes Engineering data data 
renderings CAD 
geometry 
Figure 8.8 Overview of 100/ structure. 
The second part of the presentation further explained the fo rm s th rough examples of 
attri butes. Each form had a defi nition of the prod uct attr ibute being eva luated, instructi ons, 
and a sectio n for reference materia l and tatement with sca les. See Figure 8.9 for example of 
the product attri bute "geometry". 
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Geometry 
"The physical form of the visible surfaces of the objects." 
Instruktioner: 
Denna delen utvarderar helhetsintrycket av geometriska aspekter av interiiiren relaterade till bil och varumiirkes 
attributen. Utviirderingen biir ske med hiinsyn till kriterier i kravspecifikationen, slutkunden och referens materialet. 
Referens material: 
Tanken ar at! lagra referens och benchmarking material har, tex. bilder pa konkurrenters interiiirer eller egna 
interiorer. Klicka pa bildema och se dem forstorade i et! seperat fiinster. 
~RBI~ORDI~mERI~ 
Product Nr Statement Scale 
attribute Very poorly 
1 Feeling of safety executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 Feeling of quality executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 Feeling of premium feel executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 Feeling of Scandinavian design executed through the 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ geometry. 
E 5 Feeling of youthfulness executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q) 6 Feeling of pleasure executed through the geometry. t9 
7 Feeling of good ergonomics executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 Feeling of solidity executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 Feeling of harmony executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 Feeling of roominess executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure B.9 Example of tool evaluative structure for geometry. 
Very well 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
The example in Figure 8.9 illustrates the combination of two different languages. The 
instructions and explanatory text is in Swedish and the form in English. The first section 
provides instructions and information of contents of this specific evaluation and a definition 
of the attribute "geometry". Ensuring the user is informed that this particular evaluation deals 
with a holistic impression of the geometry of the interior in relation to vehicle and brand-
related attributes. The information also states the importance of the evaluation to consider the 
requirements stated in the specification of the vehicle, the end customer and in relation to the 
reference material provided. The reference material, consisting of 4 images of competitor 
interiors, in this case were printed on A4 colour sheets. The images were chosen on the basis 
of the descriptions in the examined specification. These were images of a competitors ' 
interiors featured on numerous occasions throughout the specification and therefore assumed 
to be of importance. Figure 8.10 presents the reference material used for the validation 
sessions. The reference material would be used as a guide for what the target achievement 
would be for the interior development. If, for example the manufacturer wants to achieve 
better than their competitor on a certain part/component of the interior and as a reminder of 
what the competitor part looks like visual reminders such as reference material would be of 
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high va lue. The reference material would idea lly be gathered from the co llection of 
benchmark ing visual durin g the preparat ion stage of the too I. 
Figure 8. 70 Reference material for evalualion of a Valva vehicle. 
The reference illl ag S repre nt important benchmarking features and had been gmhcred from 
various webs ites. The 'pec i IIcat ion described t he feat ures re lated to th ese spec i lie y ·tems 
and parts together with the vehicle model. The top len image ill ustrates the gea r stick and mid 
conso le. the top right image benchmark the from pa nel and in trumentation on the 
dashboard. the bottom left image focuses on the door panel and the bottom right image 
high light the \\ ooden feature of the interior. The e ion \\ as scheduled to take I. --2 hours 
and was documented through note taki no . 
Session 2: Vo/va Cars 
The va lidatio n at Vo lvo ar was divided into two tages. The first tage \\a carried out as a 
pi lot validation to e tabli h any gaps in the tructur of the current tool. The pilot \alidation 
was also u ed to eva luate the accurac of the attributes and referenc material. Th ree 
participants. frolll the de ign and engineering department. took part in the pilot va lidat ion 
which was ca rried out In Volvo headquarter in Gothenburg, Sweden. The elti ng was 
fami li ar from prev ioLl s VI its and the se Ion wa e ti mated to take 1- 1.5 hours. The 
presentation materia l wa s imi lar to that of e ion one at LeaI' Corporation, and included a 
brief introduction and background presentation of th recent research a ti itie . high lighting 
the main too l requirement gai ned frolll lit rature and interview. The pre entation \Va 
1'0110\ ed b a de cription of the too l and the main features. The participant \ ere informed 
abo ut the releva nce of their involvement and were g iven time to a k que tioll in order to 
ca rry out the practi ca l part of th e pilot va lidation. Thi s pi lot aimed to carry out an eva luation 
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at Phase 2 of the tool. The available evaluative material consisted of three images 
representing CAD environments of a specific vehicle model, see Figure 8.11 for example. 
Figure 8. 77 Evaluative material. 
The procedure for preparing the attributes was, however, completed prior to the session due to 
time constraints. The participants were shown the images of the available material on a 
projected presentation as a continuous slide show. The reference material was examined on 
printed sheets which were placed in front of the participants. They were provided with a set of 
evaluation packs for Phase 2 (Appendix J). These evaluation packs consisted of four pages: 
the first page presented the overview of the tool structure (Figure 8.8) and the three following 
pages represented evaluative forms : one for each attribute excluding the attribute "operation" 
(not applicable for evaluating CAD geometry at Phase 2). The participants were asked to fill 
in the evaluation forms considering the material presented to them and their previous 
knowledge about the vehicle in the example. They were then asked to fill in a validation sheet 
commenting on specific aspects of the tool, the same as Table 8.3 in section 8.2.2 [Validation 
questions]. Other factors such as time for filling in forms and level of understanding gained 
from the introductory presentation were also noted. This information was considered 
significant, and needed to be addressed for the second part of the validation with greater 
accuracy predict the type of questions that would be asked. The session was recorded with a 
digital voice recorder for later analysis. 
The second stage of the Volvo validation took place two days after the pilot validation in the 
same location. [n total six participants took part in this validation session, ranging from 
interior stylists/designers, quality manager, colour and trim designers and engineers. This 
session was intended to replicate a real" situation and was structured as a workshop where 
the main activity was focused on the participants. Participants for the second stage were 
intended to be same as for the first stage. This meant that the participants would already be 
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informed about the background of the research and not require a full pre entati on introducing 
the current activities. Th is ession was therefore planned to be of shorter duration and more 
effic ient. However, the participants were given a hort introduction a new partici pant joined 
the session which chan ged the level of backgrou nd knowledge within the group. The 
suggested changes focu sed on the avai lab le material. During the pilot va lidation the 
participants ugge ted the images of the CA D materia l hould repre ent another model more 
appropriate for the li ted attr ibute . Figure 8.12 pre ent the new images of the a ailable 
material to be e aluated. 
Figure 8 72 New Images of IlIe available material. 
The reference material and form s for the eva luation remained the same. ;\ thi se ion was 
es timated to take less tim e, a spreadsheet wa prepared to present the re ults of the evaluation 
to the participant . The participant were a ked to eva luate the available material that was 
projected on to a screen. After the participant had completed the evaluatio n, the 
que tionnaire (form) were collected and the result from three of the were tran. fcn'ed to 
the preadsheel. ee Table 8.4-8.6. 
Scores 
person 1 person 2 Jlerson 3 
Attr ibutes Ijeometry co lour material geometry colour material geometry colour material 
Safety 9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
Quality 4 10 8 5 6 5 7 7 7 
Premium feel 5 9 8 4 7 4 6 8 7 
Scandinavian 
design 10 9 9 8 8 8 9 9 9 
Youthfulness 5 6 7 5 7 6 6 8 6 
Pleasant 6 7 7 5 6 5 7 7 7 
Good 
ergonomics 7 0 8 8 7 7 9 6 8 
Solidity 7 9 8 4 7 5 8 7 7 
Harmony 8 9 9 6 8 7 8 9 9 
Roominess 8 9 8 7 8 8 9 9 9 
Table 8.4 DtraClmpul frollllha avaluallon forms 10 spread silcellc7ble. 
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The scores can be summed and counted without the ranking index, see Table 8.5. Not that the 
scores for each person represents the sum of all product attributes, which in this case were 
geometry, colour and material. Alternatively, each product attributes can be presented 
individually. The attributes are evaluated based on what the evaluator can see at the time of 
evaluation, i.e. the judgement would be based on how the interior is perceived in relation to 
the specific attributes. 
Re-count without rankinQ index 
Attributes person 1 person 2 person 3 
Safety 25 24 24 
Quality 22 16 21 
Premium feel 22 15 21 
Scandinavian design 28 24 27 
Youthfulness 18 18 20 
Pleasant 20 16 21 
Good ergonomics 15 22 23 
Solidity 24 16 22 
Harmony 26 21 26 
Roominess 25 23 27 
Table 8.5 Re·count of scores without rankmg mdex. 
The scores were also re-counted with the ranking index as can be seen in Table 8.6. 
Re-count with ranking index 
Attributes Ranking person 1 person 2 person 3 
Safety 1.9 47.5 45.6 45.6 
Quality 1.8 39.6 28.8 37.8 
Premium feel 1.6 35.2 24 .0 33.6 
Scandinavian desiqn 1.8 50.4 43.2 48.6 
Youthfulness 1.3 23.4 23.4 26.0 
Pleasant 1.4 28.0 22.4 29.4 
Good ergonomics 1.6 24.0 35.2 36.8 
Solidity 1.7 40.8 27 .2 37.4 
Harmony 1.5 39.0 31 .5 39.0 
Roominess 1.3 32.5 29.9 35.1 
Table 8.6 Re-count of scores with rankmg mdex. 
From the results of the scores, a spider web diagram was created to visually present the 
evaluative results of three participants. The diagrams illustrated scores with ranking index, 
see Figure 8.13. 
Harrrony 
Solidity 
Aeasant 
Prerriumfeel 
Scandinavian design 
__ person 1 
_ person 2 
person 3 
Figure 8. 73 Visual presentation of results from evaluation session. 
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The results fro m the eva luation and po sible change to the eva luati on procedure were 
d i cllssed. The pal1 icipa nt were asked to fi 11 in the va l idation sheet with the three levels of 
main iss ues, ame a Table 8.3. 
8.2.4 Results 
This section pre ent the re ult from the t"vo vali dation es ions, the fi r t es ion held at Lear 
Corporation and the seco nd held at Vo lvo Ca rs. The re ults are presented separately for these 
two ess ion and prov ide a co mb ined ana ly i in the ne ,t cction (section 8.2.5 Analy i ). The 
main part of the feedback wa gathered from note, va lidation heet and oice recording, 
Session 7: Lear Corporation 
Th fi rst va lida tion e s ion \\ a carried out at Lear Co rpora ti on as a di cuss ion meeting with 
th e te ting manage r at their fac ility in Tidahollll . Thi sess ion discu . eel i 'suc relatcd to 
re ference materi al and ranking/importance inde.· , 
It wa sugge ted that vi ual re fe rence materia l such a image might not b th mo t 
appropriate mea n I' en 'uri ng that user relate to benchmark ing material. The motivation wa 
that everyone ha a differ nt perception of "hat qual it i (e pecially the end cu tomer of the 
vehic le). It was uggested that people might find it d iffi cult to relate to ca r interio r picture 
and quality (hO\·vever, this i assumin g the use r of th e too l is the end cu tomer) . 
Di cu sion about th rankin g and impOrlance index related to va lidity of the index \\ ithin 
their own brand compared to other brands. Ranking wa uggested only to be a lid within the 
ame proces and not between di fferent car model . An idea mi ght be to perhap adj u t the 
ranki ng sca les depending on ehicle type, e.g. ma ll car, medium car et . One way around the 
i sue might be to et attr ibute ranking for a vehic le programm e and u e those for eva luating 
competitor vehicle. The ranking/importance indices could al 0 be mislead ing a different 
att ributes can g t im ilar co re, It would be diffi cult to ee which att ribute are doing better 
than other in re lation to their ranking. It might therefore be poss ible to present the results 
plit into two diagram, \,here one would hO\ re ult without ranki ng/importance index and 
the other diagram \\ ith the ranki ng/importance index. 
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The main consideration from a supplier perspective was to ensure that it was user-friendly 
and accessible for a wide user group. The roles of suppliers differ between various 
companies, and their involvement in various projects with different manufacturers require a 
tool that is flexible, easy to understand, easy to use and also provides thorough explanations. 
The timing of their involvement in the projects differed and had changed over time: from 
being consulted on entire systems and in charge of the complete development, to only being 
consulted for their expertise. In certain projects, they get involved during Phase 2 of the tool, 
whilst in other projects they are more likely to get involved in Phase 3 and Phase 4. 
Session 2: Valva Cars 
The validation session at Volvo Cars was carried out in two parts. The first part aimed to gain 
feedback for validating "real" material through a pilot validation. The information and insight 
gained in the pilot validation was valuable and assisted in altering certain aspects of the 
planned validation procedure and gave an appreciation for the timing of the validation. The 
participants were involved in documentation of the tool validation and a summary of their 
comments were as follows: 
• Explanation of scales was requested as an improvement, to ensure the user knows 
what the different ticks mean, add values for each point of the scale. 
• Clearer definitions ofthe attributes, which might need to be added after the brand and 
vehicle related attributes have been selected. Need to ensure that attributes in the 
statements are possible to evaluate and that the statements are understandable. 
• Better links to what the outcome means. 
• Make earlier phases more flexible , so that level of detail or the available material is in 
focus rather than the actual stage or phase of the design process. So activity more 
important than stage name. 
• Investigate if Phase 3 and Phase 4 can be brought forward or same as previous point, 
make them more flexible in terms of their timings. 
• Add target scores for each attribute. This is something that can be done by a team of 
senior employees at the start of the project and could be used as a reference score 
throughout the evaluation process as a benchmark and target. 
• Better link and explanation of the importance index was suggested and how they link 
to the scales and final presentation, suggesting the option of presenting two graphs 
one with importance index and one without. It is also important that the results 
diagram illustrated the reference scores set at the start of the project. Highlight the 
attributes that have low scores. 
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• eed to reconsider how to evaluate the product at1ributes co lour and materials for 
example, as thi might not always be feas ible. 
• Con ider carry over articles for eva luation. 
• Regard ing the reference material, ne ds to be clearer about what was referred to. For 
example. highlight c learly the part or y tem on the visua l that are in focu . 
• In relation to previou point it wa al 0 noted during the e ion that there was a 
confusion a to what the different images were. Participants found it difficult to 
di stinguish between the projected im ages of ava il abl e materia l and the printcd images 
of the reference materi al. 
The original co mment sheet ca n be found in Appendix K. 
8.2.5 Analysis 
The main con ern of the t\\ O validation c ion \\ ere analysed and cO ll1bined th e ix key 
area that required adj u tm ent and refinell1 cnt. It i important to be a\~ ar f the underlyin g 
reasons for some o f th e Il1ll1ents raised dur ing the se s ion, for exa ll1ple, comm ent s that were 
pec ific for the particu lar manufacturer and their procedures. Even though co llaborati ve 
ll1anufacturer were working towards fu ll implementation of the same proc . there \ ere still 
differences bel\ e n the manufac turer and the e r lated to prev iou I)' u cd proce . The 
ke area for fu rther in e tigation and con idera tion for refin ement were the fo llowing: 
Reference material 
Co mments regardin g the re ference materi al va ri ed. The first va lidati on ses ion at Lear 
suggested th at the re ference material m ight be appropriate and that there m ight be a difficulty 
in identify ing the important features and a pect o f vi Llal repre entation of co mpetitor 
vehicles. especially if the e aluations \\ ere ca rried OLlt b th e end u er of the v hic l and not 
an employee. In re lati on to this, participant during the workshop ses ion lIgge ted 1I ing 
re ference material in phy ica l format , rather than vi uals. This is an important comm ent and 
co uld relate to a pect such as poor printed vi uals of reference ll1ateri al or not being pecific 
enough. There i a ri sk of mi sunderstandin g a we ll , for exall1p le during the e s ion the 
reference material wa mi taken for being image of a ailabl e materi al. The quality and focus 
of the isual repre ntation of the reference material need to be furth er de lop d to make it 
clear what exactly on th image is important a a reference. 
Indices/scales/ratings 
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Comments in relation to indices, scales and ratings concerned clarifying and explaining these 
better. The scales need explanations and numerical values of what they represent. Participants 
also suggested that there should be better links to the meaning and how the scores relate to the 
final outcome, for example suggesting what the implications are of certain scores and how/if 
they relate to other attributes. 
Target scores 
During the session participants suggested that attributes should be assigned a target score. 
This could be decided prior to start of the project by a team of senior employees. The target 
score would allow the users to reflect and compare the score during each phase to the target 
score. 
Timings 
Timings of the phases was mentioned during the discussions. Participants of the second 
validation session suggested that there should be a degree of flexibility to carry out 
evaluations earlier. The reason was that they tend to have detailed design material available 
earlier than suggested by the four phase evaluation process. They also highlighted the 
importance of ensuring that the last evaluations were carried out in enough time to carry out 
changes to the design or construction. Another issue raised, relating to timings and evaluative 
material , was the ability to evaluate carry over articles. Evaluating carry-over articles could be 
done in early phases e.g. Phase I and Phase 2 in parallel with the evaluation of the holistic 
impression of the available material. The evaluation of carry-over parts would have to 
consider how these parts would fit into the current interior. 
Presentation of results 
The presentation of the results needed to highlight which attributes were scoring low. The 
diagrams should also present results with and without the importance index and present the 
target score for each of attributes. The presentation of the results created an opportunity to 
discuss and justify the various scores (if the evaluations were team based). 
Attributes 
The attributes needed to be chosen with care and relate to the vehicle specification. These 
should also be chosen and agreed by all the PAG (Premier Automotive Group) manufacturers. 
The attributes needed to be defined clearly so that all the evaluators were on the same level of 
understanding and meaning of the attributes when evaluating. The attributes and statements 
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needed to be checked again to ensure that they were understood and made sense as 
statements. A Iso, it was necessary to cons ider if the statements were appropr iate for that 
particular product attribute and phase. 
Other issues that were noted durin g the session inc luded the prac tica li ty of the eva luati on. The 
sess ion ca used minor confusion on certain aspects of the eva luation procedure. Specifica lly, 
in relation to what the various material s prov ided were, and what was reference material and 
what was ava il able eva luative material. Some of the comments rece ived indicated that the 
participant needed more information and background about the too l and the a ims for the too l. 
A presentati on of the research was provided during the pi lot sess ion, and it wa a sllll1 ed that 
same participant would take part in the " real"' sess ion. However new participant took part 
in the " rea l" ' sess ion and mi ssed the vi tal background information, and the presentat ion they 
were given was somewhat short due to time limitation. In vo lving industrial co llabo rators a lso 
introd uces th e pressure or tim as durin g the sess ion participants were con cious of other 
obligati ons they had and a l 0 obligation prior to the sess ion which meant that so me 
participants joined later. 
The next section present the actual changes and refin ements carried out to improve the too l. 
8.3 Tool refinement 
The va li dation sess ions at LeaI' Corporation and Volvo Cars highl ighted important factor that 
need to be considered for refi nement. Some of the feedback related spec ifically to the 
company procedures and working practices, \ hil t other factors were related to thc va lidation 
sett ing and context. The key areas for change were presented in secti on 8.2. 5 [Ana lys is] and 
th is section presents exa mples of the practica I implementation of th e e changes. 
Reference material 
The mai n concern for th e reference mater ial was th e importance of clearly highli ghting the 
parts and systems that were in focus for the eva luat ion. One of the suggestion di scussed 
dur ing the " rea l" ' va lidation ess ion at Volvo was to perhaps ci rcle the part or system in focus. 
Another suggestion was to acco mpany each image with de cri ptions of the important factors 
for the indi vid ual images, see Figure 8.1 4-8 .15. 
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Figure 8. 74 Refinement of reference material, aesthetic features. 
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Figure 8. 15 Refinement of reference material, material properties. 
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Figure 8.14 illustrates two examples suggesting refinements of the reference material. The 
two top images have circles to highlight the importance factors of the interior, gear stick (left) 
and front panel (right). The other example presented in Figure 8.15 (two bottom images) 
illustrates the use of descriptions with an arrow to point out the part or system in focus , door 
panel (left) and quality of wooden features (right). The reference material should, in a 
computer-based system, be visible by option (e.g. through cIickable interface and 
accompanied by an informative text describing the purpose of the reference material). The 
purpose could be described as: "The reference material aims to aid the evaluation of the car 
interior during the various phases by visually reminding the user of the benchmarked level of 
quality achievement. Benchmarked interior could be competitor vehicles or own models. The 
reference material could also consist of other products and features that are desirable for the 
vehicle being developed". 
Indices/scales/ratings 
The main concerns regarding indices, scales and ratings related to adding explanations and 
clarification of the various functions and scales. Scales can easily be clarified and illustrated 
with a value for each point in the scale, see Table 8.7. 
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Product Scale 
attribute Nr Statement Very poorly Vel}' well 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 Feeling of safety executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 Feeling of quality executed through Ihe geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 Feeling of premium feel executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 Feeling of Scandinavian design executed through the 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ geometry. QJ 
E 5 Feel ing of youthfulness executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
'" 6 Feeling of pleasure executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (9 
7 Feeling of good ergonomics executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 Feeling of solidity executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 Feeling of harmony executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 Feeling of roominess executed through the geometry. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 8. 7 Refinement of scales thrall h allac!7ment of numerical values. 
In addition to the numeri ca l va lues it wa important to add comment bo 'e for the u er to fi ll 
in and justi fy th eir cores. Thi s could be u eful to view du ring the pre entation of the resu lts. 
The idea was to have a pop-up box for co mm ents that appear (if electronic) after cach tick. if 
no cOlllment were required then the box could be left empty. However. uscrs would be 
cncouraged to leave com ll1ent as th is adds va lue to the eva luati on. During the va I idat ion 
c s ion part icipant · also suggcsted bcttcr lin k between the various cores and the results. 
This co uld be achieved by allowing additional comment or in fo rmation for cach of the 
attribute . The co mments could also contain information abo ut link between the different 
attributes. 
Target scores 
Ta rget scores for each attribute were suggested and co uld be ass igned prior to project start. 
The e core could be as igned by a team of employees with kn owledge about the brand and 
the vehicle pl anned for deve lopment. Figure 8.16 present the result with outlined target 
score for the intcrior. 
FIgure 8. 76 Presentation of the fCSUltS with the target score marked OUl. 
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Timings 
The main concern regarding timings related to flexibility of the various phases. Participants at 
Volvo highlighted that they were ahead of Land Rover at certain stages of the development 
process, and would therefore use different material for the same phase of the proposed 
evaluation procedure. These comments concern the specific development process at Volvo, 
and would therefore be different for each of the manufacturers involved in the research. The 
refinement of the tool would ensure that descriptions for evaluations and requirements for 
each phase were improved rather than altering the phases. The descriptions would highlight 
the importance of ensuring that appropriate available material was evaluated and should 
correspond to the specific development stage for that particular manufacturer. The proposed 
phases and timings should be seen as a guide for the phases and the activities. It is important 
that the focus is on available material rather than the name of the specific development stage. 
Presentation of results 
The validation suggested that the presentation of the results should include a diagram 
illustrating results without the introduction of a ranking index. This was considered useful as 
the index might create similar scores only because they are influenced by the index. Figure 
8.17 illustrates with ranking index. 
Attributes 
Hanrony 
Soid~y 
A-erriumfeel 
--...r---- I_~-"=~~ Scandinavian design 
Aeasant 
-+- person 1 
__ person 2 
person 3 
__ TARGET 
Figure 8. 17 Presentation of the results with the ranking index. 
As mentioned m earlier section [section 8.1.4 Results from validation- Version 1] the 
attributes need to be selected with care and relate to the vehicle specification. The main 
concerns for the attributes related to the understanding of the attributes, and the ability to 
evaluate them for the specific product attribute. In relation to this issue the statements have 
been kept simple and consistent to ease the input of various brand and vehicle related 
attributes. This would have to be investigated for each individual project and when preparing 
the attributes. 
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8.4 Summary: Tool functionality 
The overall validation of the versions ha proved u efu l for further d velopment and 
implementation of the tool. The feedback gain d from the different validation c ion varied 
and wa related to the pecific activities for each of the manufacturers in olved . 
The fi rst sess ion with Land Rover and Jaguar aim ed to va lidate the ovcra ll trLlcture of the 
too l and the u e of attribut es. Minor change werc di scu sed and w re implemented for 
Version 2. The econd va lida tion stage in volved two ses ion , and aimed to gain feedback in 
greater detail on th current tructure, attribute . tatement and use of additional materi al 
( uch as reference material. etc). The fir t 'c ion at Lear Corporation provided use ful 
feedback in term o r thc ir involvement in the development proce _ and ho\\ th is va ries 
depending on the manufacturer they were working with and the type of pro.i ect. Pos iti ve 
feedback .vas ga ined regarding the 1I c or attributcs and close links to th e ve hicle 
spec ification. 
The second sess ion took pl ace at Volvo Car and \\ a carried out on t\\ O 0 ca ion . The fir t 
cca ion wa ca rricd out a a pilot va lidation to t t the practica liti and a curac of the 
e s ion. Minor change were required and the "rear' e sion provided valuable di cuss ions 
and suggested minor amendments to the too l. The e sion illustrated th importance or 
industrial reedback.!\ the status of the too l durin g that occasion wa still paper-based, with 
the aim and potent ia I of being computer-ba ed, m in or restrictions and adaptat ions \\ ere 
requi red to uit the va lidation e sion. Ilo\\ e cr, th e key element and fun ctionaliti e of the 
too l were pre ented and th feedback gained wa overwhelmingly po iti 
Although employee are used to validation and quality inspections it i important to 
incorporate full trainin ' or how to use the new tool durin g implementati on. Training wou ld be 
necessary to avoid bia and al 0 to ensure that the employees are aware of the capac ity of the 
too l as well a the ov rail aim of the too l. With this training it is believed that employees 
would be able to pro ide objecti e e aluati on on ubjective matter. 
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Chapter 9. Discussion 
9.1 Introduction 
The main purpose of this Chapter is to draw together and discuss the research findings and research 
limitations. The Chapter outlines and discusses the key elements of this thesis namely literature 
review, interviews and tool development and validation. The discussions in this Chapter also consider 
the critical elements which have driven the research and development of MA IQ. 
9.2 Background 
The overall aim for this research was to: Develop a tool for Monitoring Automotive Interior Quality. 
The aims were divided into specific objectives and areas for investigation were quality, product 
design processes and the automotive industry. The key areas were investigated through literature, 
industrial interviews and discussions with industrial representatives. Four major car manufacturers 
(Volvo Cars, Ford, Land Rover and Jaguar) and one tier one supplier (Lear Corporation) were 
involved in the research and provided valuable insight into the industry and contributed to the 
development of the tool. The literature review provided background and a guide for the main 
interviews. The interviews developed knowledge about the industry and the topics related to the aims 
and objectives. This knowledge was then transferred into the development of the tool. The 
development was carried out in three iterative stages and each stage followed a validation process. 
The tool versions were refined during each validation and the final version provides a foundation for 
the tool to be further developed and tested as a computer based system. 
9.3 Research findings 
9.3.1 Literature findings 
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To enable the development of a tool which would measure/assess car interior quality it was necessary 
to establish an understanding for the term quality. The main part of this work involved reviewing 
literature and definitions used for different types of quality. The review illustrated that there is no 
single definition and the term has different interpretations depending on several factors. Some of these 
factors include: pre-conceived ideas about certain brands, previous experiences of the brand, price of 
the products etc. 
All of these various terms and synonyms for quality were collated into a survey (see section 2.2.1). 
The survey aimed to identifY if any of these different interpretations had a greater association with 
quality that any of the other interpretations identified in the literature. The majority of the respondents 
related product quality to function and physical characteristics of the product such as: reliable, well 
made, durable, good value and robustness. Even though the majority of the respondents shared the 
views on quality many respondents had a mixed view of quality. This can be illustrated by the top 
three words chosen (Table 2.5 in Chapter 2). This table indicates that respondents refer to product 
quality to function, safety, consistency, trustworthy and excellence. The wide range of words chosen 
could also depend on the number of words the respondents were asked to choose. The results table 
might have presented different words (or more respondents choosing the same words) if the 
respondents had been forced to choose only three words. The results might also have been different if 
the respondents had been asked to name quality words as opposed to being presented with a list of 
words to choose from. The results also indicates that fashion and quality are not related. Whilst 
fashion products are time sensitive and are considered to be 'throw-away' products, quality products 
are considered as value for money, something which is not sensitive to time and trends. 
The views on product quality from this survey can be transferred to a product such as a car or car 
interior. In this instance the quality of a car interior needs to have built in quality features which are 
reliable, well made, durable, of good value and robust. This was an important factor during the 
development of MAIQ as the tool needed to ensure the quality was built in to the interior as opposed 
to considered as an afterthought and a fashionable item. Good value is an attribute related to 
individual preconception and this resulted in one of the key dynamic features of MAIQ. The aim was 
that the feature of selecting attributes to measure against depending on the vehicle being developed 
would ensure each interior was developed with the end customer in mind. This assuming that the end 
customer preferences have been 'correctly' translated in the vehicle specification. 
In hindsight the survey could have been carried out differently. It would have been interesting to 
identifY the underlying factors for the answers chosen by the respondents. The survey did include a 
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section for allowing respondents to note down their occupation. However, this was only optional and 
the majority of the respondents left this section blank. This would have been interesting to capture and 
the respondents should have been 'forced' to fill this section in. Other interesting factors to identifY 
could have been age and gender in relation to the answers. If time had allowed, it would have been 
interesting to follow up on the results with one-to-one discussions or focus groups. This would have 
allowed a greater depth and understanding of how people perceive quality. In depth discussions could 
also have provided the opportunity to allow respondents to provide perception of quality related to car 
interiors. The results could also have been different ifthe respondents had been presented with a blank 
list to fill in their own choice of words representing quality. However, the survey method worked well 
in gaining a large amount of respondents in a fairly short time and even with these limitations the 
survey provided valuable context on user views of quality at a generic level. 
The results from the literature and the survey formed a definition of quality divided into four sections 
which was used as the basis for the tool development. The definition described four sequential quality 
interpretations where the focus for the development of the tool was the first and second part of this 
sequence (see Section 2.4). MA IQ was developed to satisfY quality at the 'pre-product 
experience/interaction' and 'product experience/interaction' stages. This was informed by ensuring 
the tool would be used during the early stages of product development to ensure quality is built into 
the product rather than an afterthought. The definition was also useful as a guide for what the tool was 
not intending to achieve. The development of MAIQ was made easier knowing that the tool is not 
intending to assess quality when the product is in use or during the after purchase experience. 
The literature presented an overview of several methods and tools currently used to assess and 
determine the quality of products and systems. The methods and tools were reviewed on the basis of 
when in the product development process these were used, what they intended to evaluate and also 
inputs and outputs of the evaluations. Many of these presented interesting characteristics and features 
which inspired the development of MAIQ. The review of QFD highlighted some interesting structural 
concepts. QFD offers a structure where parts of the tool can be used individually or as whole. Each 
individual section has its own targets and requirements. Applying this to MA IQ meant that each phase 
of the tool could be used independently as well as part of a whole process. The ability to use each sub-
section of the tool independently was considered to be an important part of the tool functionality. This 
would allow the users to gain feedback after each stage of the development and provide opportunities 
to make changes to meet the specification if required. Similarly MAIQ requires input from previous 
phases as an evaluative comparison. The input from previous phases consists of evaluation scores and 
the evaluators comments. The tool allows each evaluator to add additional comments to support their 
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evaluations. This function of the tool was suggested by the validation participants as it would allow 
other evaluators to understand the thought process behind the scores given. The idea is that with every 
evaluation the tool has a greater amount of evaluative and supportive data stored and by each phase 
the evaluation scores have a greater 'accuracy' in terms of confidence in the ratings. A key part of 
MAIQ is the ability to be flexible and evolve throughout the development process. As the features of 
the interior become more detailed and the development more sensitive to changes it is important to get 
assurance that the scores produced during the later part of MAIQ have higher value than those in the 
earlier part. By the end of the development of the interior the manufacturer would have database like 
information of the entire development process from initial sketches through to initial prototyping. 
Storing this data electronically would also mean that the data can be shared across the global 
development teams. 
The semantic environment description (SMB) tool uses semantic attributes combined with scales to 
determine opinions. Several of the reviewed methods and tools used scales to capture assessments. 
The 5MB tool uses a seven-point scale, whilst PrEmo uses a hidden three-point scale (See Section 
3.4.1). The methods and tools reviewed within the automotive industry used ten-point scales. There 
are debates about use of equal numbered scales and odd numbered scales. Odd numbered scales allow 
respondents to express neutral opinions whilst equal numbered scales forces the respondents to choose 
one side. It was decided that the initial versions of MAIQ would use scales with similar structure as 
the ones used within the industry to ensure familiarity. The scales were altered and minor changes 
were required mainly to the description of the scale as a result from the validations. The participants 
from the validations provided positive feedback regarding the scales and it was therefore decided to 
keep the structure for the final version of the tool. Choosing a scale structure which is familiar to the 
users was important as this would allow the users to identifY the weighing of the scale easier. 
However, there is scope for changing the scale structure if the implementation of the tool requires 
different structure or scale measurement. The use of Brand Related Attributes, Vehicle Related 
Attributes and Product Attributes was also inspired by the 5MB tool, however, with modifications. 
These modifications were developments from several different ideas and were also a result of initial 
validations of the tool concepts. The participants of the validations suggested the use of 'meaningful' 
attributes related to the vehicle being developed as opposed to using attributes from other literature. 
However, the approach of establishing the attributes in 5MB and MAIQ was identified as being 
different. 5MB uses a more scientific procedure for collecting appropriate attributes, whilst for MA IQ 
the vehicle specification was considered to be a valuable source for identifYing appropriate attributes. 
Specifications for other products like the ones available for vehicle development might not always be 
available, in which other methods for collecting attributes need to be considered e.g. focus groups. 
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The tool PrEmo was considered to have many interesting features which could have been used in the 
development of MA IQ. The main feature of interest was the use of visuals in the evaluation process. 
However, the visuals in PrEmo represent emoticons illustrating feelings and in MA IQ visuals are used 
to present features of benchmarking material. During the initial stages of the development no visuals 
were incorporated into the tool functionality except for the visuals of the material being evaluated. 
However, during the initial validation of the tool the company employees emphasised the importance 
of visuals representing benchmarking items. In hindsight this was obvious as all vehicle specifications 
include sections on benchmarking vehicles and specific targets. This is mainly in text format and 
translating this text into visuals was considered to be a powerful element of the tool. The use of 
visuals would remind the evaluators of the targets and provide visual cues what the company needs to 
achieve for end customer satisfaction. These visuals could represent benchmarking interior features, 
colour palettes, shapes, materials etc. anything which is considered to be of importance. All of these 
features were formed by adapting features from certain literature as presented here and further 
developed through validations with company representatives. 
Other tools like Six Sigma, FMEA, ISO Standards, TQM and Taguchi Methods are important tools to 
be aware of as these are used within certain aspects of product development and quality assurance. 
However, for the purpose of the development of MA IQ these offered limited inspiration. The 
literature presented a wide range of methods and tools related to product development, engineering 
and process quality assurance. However, the literature was limited in the area of automotive methods 
and tools. There are two main reasons for this, firstly the industry is highly competitive and methods 
and tools are considered to be confidential to gain competitive advantage. Secondly the research area 
is relatively new and therefore not many tools have had rigorous testing required in order to be 
accepted in the industry. The majority of the methods and tools used within the industry are also 
developed by the industry, which makes it easier to keep these confidential. Based on these findings it 
was necessary to consider the option of developing a new tool rather than modifying an existing tool. 
The new tool can then be adapted to suit specific requirements of the various manufacturers. 
9.3.2 Interview findings 
The literature provided limited information specifically related to the automotive development process 
and this was mainly related to the confidential nature of this information. To assist in the tool 
development it was necessary to understand the function and structure of the automotive development 
process. Having identified the gap in the literature the next step was to establish what particular 
information was required to enable the development of MAIQ. The first part of this procedure 
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involved initial meetings and discussions with two major car manufacturers. These two manufacturers 
had a strong and long working relationship with Lear Corporation (now lAC Groups) therefore access 
to these companies was comparatively easy. The easy access could have been related to the topic 
being current and of high interest to the manufacturers. This was also mentioned during the initial 
company meetings and was also apparent throughout the research. For these meetings a list of 
relevant questions had been prepared. The list was prepared together with supervisors and a key 
contact at Lear Corporation. The attendees were provided with an overview of what the research was 
aiming to achieve and with their industry insight they were able to highlight which areas from the pre-
prepared list would be of most importance to investigate further. They were able to point out which 
areas the research would need to cover in order to establish the requirements for the tool. During this 
period the research topic was presented broadly and has gradually become more focused throughout 
the research. This approach was successful in this occasion as the background knowledge into this 
area prior to the research was limited. The list of questions was useful as it provided a focus for 
discussions as well as an opportunity for the attendees to bring up new topics. Alternatively the 
attendees could have been invited to suggest questions and topics during/prior to the session which 
then could have been used as a basis for the discussion. 
Strategically there was a slight conflict of interest with regards to the global ownership of these 
manufacturers. The two manufacturers were parts of different manufacturing groups. At the time this 
was not considered to be a major issue, however after the initial meeting a tactical decision was made 
to continue the collaboration with one of the manufacturers. The reason for this was that it would be 
easier to gain access to other manufacturers within the same group due to confidentiality related 
matters and this was considered important at the time. The chosen company also showed more interest 
in the research, which was considered to be another important factor for future collaboration. Once the 
key areas were identified it was decided to carry out interviews for the main part of the research. The 
selection of research method seemed appropriate due to the nature of the investigation. However, 
focus groups could also have provided valuable knowledge, perhaps groups consisting of employees 
from different departments and responsibilities within the development process. Another alternative 
could have been groups consisting of employees within the same department providing discussion and 
feedback for that particular stage of the development process. However, trying to get a group of 
employees together with different backgrounds at the same time and place would have been difficult 
to organise. The interview strategy adopted provided an ideal balance between the level of feedback 
that could be gained and the pragmatic nature of the approach that was seen as the most efficient way 
of collaborating with the manufacturers. As with many research methods the limitations of the 
interviews were important to consider. To maintain objectivity it was necessary to ensure the 
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interview questions were same for all interviewees. This was possible with the majority of the 
interviewees, however, certain questions were asked and prompted in greater detail. Some of the 
interviewees clearly stated in the beginning of the interview that their involvement with e.g. suppliers 
was minimal and therefore it seemed appropriate to focus on other aspects of their tasks and duties. 
By avoiding asking leading questions it was also possible to avoid biased answers. The interviews 
were time-consuming and more time was spent arranging the interviews initially than anticipated. 
However, manufacturers involvement was highly valued and therefore the time delays were 
considered to be part of the process of working with industry. 
After having chosen one manufacturer, the process of selecting other manufacturers to include in the 
research was easier. The main criteria was to choose manufacturers within the same manufacturing 
group, in this case Ford Motor Company. Gaining access to the other manufacturers within the group 
seemed easier in theory than in practice. This process also took longer than expected, which was 
mainly related to identifying appropriate contacts and gaining their interest in participating. The first 
manufacturer provided contacts for the other manufacturers and the procedure of contacting specific 
employees was highly valuable as opposed to contacting a general public relations office. This 
process could potentially have taken longer if the manufacturers had been in different manufacturing 
groups. However, the process of gaining access to companies was a valuable experience as well as 
successful. The employees who provided a positive response and interest in participating were 
genuinely interested in the research. The main contacts within the companies also provided support 
and assistance in recruiting participants for the interviews. The aim was to include interview 
participants with different backgrounds and job roles within the development process as it would 
provide an overview of the development process. This was outlined in the information document sent 
to company contacts. Surprisingly this was adhered to by the majority of the company contacts. This 
also illustrated that the manufacturers were treating the research with a degree of importance. 
Outlining this type of information and requirements for the interviews was difficult as the knowledge 
about different job roles was limited prior to the interviews. The contact within the first manufacturer 
assisted in outlining types of employees that would be of interest to interview. Ideally, each job role 
would have been represented during each of the company interviews. This would have made it easier 
to compare each job role and would also have made the process of placing the activities onto the 
development process easier. Designers were represented during each session whilst ergonomists were 
only represented during two of the sessions. It was also difficult to identify the specific engineering 
fields required for the interviews, hence the information document used the generic term 'engineers'. 
To ensure time efficiency, interviews were scheduled over a whole day. However, interviews were re-
scheduled in the last minute and plans were constantly changing. The contacts were helpful and found 
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replacement interviewees for last minute cancellations, however these were not necessarily replacing 
like-for-like rather who was free for an hour that morning/afternoon. Turning down interviewees was 
not considered to be an option. Rescheduling interviews in short notice was not a problem for the 
manufacturers based in the country, however, this could have become an issue for the manufacturers 
based abroad. 
The interview outcome improved after each session as the knowledge base expanded. The prompts 
improved and the participants felt at ease discussing the topics. The voice recordings from the 
interviews provided valuable data. This approach allowed for a better interaction during the 
interviews and the focus was on following the conversation rather than taking notes. However, the 
rich data also meant many hours of transcribing and summarising. After transcribing the first few 
interviews it was decided that the remainder of the recordings would be summarised. The focus 
shifted from capturing each single word from the recording to capturing the conversation based 
around the questions asked and saved time as well as effort. For the analysis of the interviews a 
manual approach was most suitable, mainly due to the 'small' amount of interviews conducted. 
However, if the number of interviews had been larger alternative methods such as software data 
analysis would have been more appropriate. Each interview was analysed with content specific 
categories, e.g. conversations regarding methods and tools, development process, supplier relations 
and key roles were grouped separately. During the analysis more categories emerged which provided 
additional data. The new categories related to trends, ideas, needs and requirements and were captured 
from the overall conversation with the interviewees. Examples of these suggestions were the need for 
a tool to ease and stimulate communication between departments and a tool to be used as a support 
mechanism for decisions. These categories were then compared across all the interviews to find 
patterns and differences. In practice this meant a large sheet of paper with grouped categories and 
notes. This was a valuable approach as it allowed a greater understanding of the data and provided an 
overview which would have been difficult achieve by viewing the data on the computer. 
The data from the interviews provided an overview of their development process and typical tasks 
involved during the different stages (Section 5.4). The typical tasks for the different job roles were 
similar with the main difference illustrated in the field of engineering. The structure of the 
engineering departments differed depending on their speciality, for example materials engineering 
was one separate department within one company, whilst many of these tasks were carried out by 
colour and trim designers in another company. This made it difficult to analyse the data and also 
difficult to group and categorise the different job roles. The interviews provided important 
information about the different roles and skills involved in the development process. This allowed the 
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tool development to specifically target these roles as users of the tool. It was imperative to consider 
the multidisciplinary nature of an interior development process. Making the tool inclusive to the 
majority of the employees was considered to be crucial. This would allow the manufacturers and the 
employees to use the same tool during the whole development process, which was identified to be 
currently lacking. It was also important that the function of each phase of the tool would consider 
specific users and that evaluation mechanism was understandable. Potential users working with the 
interior during the earlier part of the development process suggested using visuals to prompt and 
remind themselves of the requirements for the interior. The need for visual elements also applied to 
the presentation of the results. Many of the employees interviewed were involved in several projects 
simultaneously which meant that time to interpret and analyse results from evaluations using MAIQ 
needed to be kept to a minimum. By using visuals, graphs and simple explanations the tool could be 
used with minimal effort. Also, allowing employees to view past evaluations within the tool could 
work as a reminder for the user of vehicle requirements especially as they would possibly be working 
on multiple vehicle development programs simultaneously. Information about this type of tool 
requirements was limited within the literature and was an important part of the investigations. The 
involvement of the employees in the development processes also differed in terms of timing and 
responsibilities. The initial assumption to categorise the engineering field as one group was 
misleading, however this was clarified during the interviews. Ideally each function of the 
development process would have been represented during all manufacturer interviews. This would 
have made it easier to compare the data across the different manufactures. This would also have 
provided a greater overview of the development process and the key activities within this. However, 
the generalised data was either corrected or confirmed during the validation of the framework. The 
wide range of employees represented provided an appropriate overview of the development process. 
The interviews also aimed to gain an overview of the manufacturers' current development processes. 
This information was not available within the literature and this formed an important part of the 
investigations. Understanding the structure and function of their development process would enable 
the tool to be developed with a greater fit to their process. The information gained from the early 
interviews were based on the manufacturers own development process, however during the time of 
the validations the manufacturers had moved towards implementing a global development process. 
IdentifYing and restructuring the overview of the development process was a crucial element of the 
first tool framework validation. At this point the old development process had been outlined and 
mapped onto Baxter's (1995) product development process (presented in section 3.6), discussed in 
further detail in section 9.3.3 of this Chapter. Which meant that after the validation of the tool 
framework, the global process was compared with the companies own processes to identifY the 
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differences and then again mapped onto Baxter's product development process. However, in terms of 
research findings, outlining different versions of development processes was a useful exercise. This 
provided an overview of different processes and gave a greater insight into the automotive industry, it 
also highlighted current global trends within the industry. Reviewing the manufacturers' individual 
processes as well as the global process was time consuming. Whereas reviewing one only process 
would have speeded up the development of MAIQ. The general feedback from the interviewees was 
that the global process was not the most appropriate one for their vehicle development. This was 
mainly related to the manufacturers individual production volumes and brand strategies. To 
compensate many of the manufacturers use sub-processes adapted specifically to their vehicles and 
used during specific stages of the development process. Outlining some of these sub-processes 
provided valuable insight into specific activities and quality requirements for different stages of the 
development process. It also identified the need and necessity to adapt a global development process 
to fit with individual development requirements. This was considered to be positive for the 
development of MA IQ as there was already willingness amongst the manufacturers to use and adapt 
processes and MAIQ could be one of these. This was also a vital observation for the development of 
MAIQ as it illustrated the difficulty in providing one single tool that could be used by all participating 
manufacturers. This demonstrates the importance of ensuring that MAIQ is flexible to adapt to the 
manufacturers individual requirements. 
The interviews also provided an insight into positives and negatives about the methods and tools used 
within the industry at the time. Certain information about the methods and tools was limited due to 
confidentiality. It would have been interesting to learn more about the Craftsmanship tool, which was 
used within three of the manufacturers in varying degrees. Although different elements of the tool was 
described by the different manufacturers it was not sufficient to get a clear and complete overview of 
the tool. However, the attendees during the validations confirmed that MAIQ offered novel features 
compared to the Craftsmanship tool. Improving their current methods and tools was therefore not 
considered as an option, which was also emphasised in the literature discussion. The interviews 
identified the gaps between the capabilities of their own methods and tools and what they would like 
these methods and tools to be able to achieve. One of their tools was considered to evaluate the 
interior components in too much detail and not provide enough of an overview. Another tool 
evaluated only visual elements of the interior, however the format of these evaluations was group 
based and was an interesting approach to consider for the development of MAIQ. Many of their tools 
were either new, and not tested appropriately, or related specifically to process outcomes. For the new 
tool development it was important to consider the positive aspects of their current methods and tools 
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as well as developing new ideas to potentially address the negative aspects. This is further discussed 
in the 'Tool development and validation' section (9.3.3). 
Conducting interviews was a powerful research method as it provided the flexibility of acquiring and 
extracting different information from various sources to gain an overall overview. The feedback from 
the interviews was used as guidance and inspiration for developing the new tool. The interviewees 
suggested overall requirements and aspirations for a new tool as well as specific requirements for 
functionality. One of the overall requirements was, for example, to improve the communication 
between the different departments and projects and also between the manufacturers and the suppliers 
(section 5.5.5). MAIQ fulfilled this requirement by ensuring the tool could be used during the whole 
development process and actually enabling this by considering the specific requirement of the 
employees working within the different stages of the development process. The discussions with 
suppliers identified their involvement in the development process. The suppliers would have to judge 
each project individually as their involvement varies depending on the type of contract they get. The 
new tool would allow employees with different job roles to express their views directly through the 
tool and therefore improve/maintain the communication between the different stages of the 
development process. The tool would also bring employees together during the evaluations to discuss 
the progress. As the scores and thoughts would be recorded through the tool the communication 
between projects could also be improved, mainly as 'lessons learned'. Another feature suggested by 
the interviewees was the ability to store and view previous evaluations as a means for understanding 
the history of the interior development. This is beneficial for the process of continuous development / 
improvement and to assist in minimising the repeat of any bad decisions. The nature of the industry is 
that compromises are required to meet certain targets, e.g. financial or technical and MA IQ would 
support the decision making process as well as providing the users with information about the 
consequences of these decisions. The function of reminding the user of the results from previous 
evaluations and the effects of these was an additional feature developed to assist ease of use. Another 
specific suggestion related to the structure of phases, where the employees suggested timings of when 
evaluations would be most valuable and three/four different phases were recommended. The main 
criteria was that the first evaluation would be carried out early, however, not too early as there might 
not be sufficient material available for evaluating. The second main criteria was to ensure that the last 
evaluation is carried out before it is too late for any changes deemed necessary to be implemented. 
After the literature review and the industrial interviews it was necessary to draft a requirement 
specification (section 6.2). This documentation listed requirements on the overall tool functionality, 
timings of evaluations, types of material to be evaluated, who the users would be, structurellayout and 
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limitations of the tool. The process in generating this specification captured all the research findings 
from the literature and interviews and provided a requirements list to base the tool development on. 
Initially the tool specification described requirements for each phase individually. This was too 
repetitive as the requirements for each phase were similar. The document was simplified with 
requirements covering all four phases. For an initial specification this was sufficient as it provided 
enough guidance for developing the tool framework and more requirements were captured during the 
validations. The requirements list aided the development of the initial tool framework. The four 
phases of the tool were an important structural element of MAIQ that was carried forward through to 
the final version. The timings for evaluations suggested in the specification were altered as a result of 
framework validation. The specification included overall requirements, however, had limited detailed 
requirements, which was mainly related to this not being available at the time. The general principle 
for a specification is that it is evolving and developed iteratively. In hindsight the specification for the 
tool could have been named a requirement list. Mainly as the contents of the document itself was 
largely expanded through the validation stages and was not presented again as an updated version in 
the thesis. 
9.3.3 Tool development and validation 
The development of the tool was an iterative process whereby a framework was developed first based 
on the specification. The development of the tool framework was based on the industrial interviews 
(detailed in Chapter 5) and the tool specification (detailed in Chapter 6). The difficult part of 
conducting interviews was the actual analysis of the interviews. The majority of the topics 
investigated during the interviews were new, they were investigated in parallel and there was limited 
prior knowledge. The analysis had to be carried out in a specific order to ensure the data was matched 
up correctly. Which meant that the analysis of the interviews had to initially draw up the vehicle 
development process and then place each of the user groups within the different parts of the process 
depending on their roles. From the conversations with the interviewees it was possible to identifY 
specific parts of the interior they were involved in developing. Some interviewees provided images 
and illustrations of the type of material they would produce as part of their normal duties, e.g. 
sketches and renderings. Gaining access to this type of material was highly valuable as it visually 
outlined typical material employees would produce during the development process. Most of the 
interviewees provided a verbal description (as presented in the specification section 6.2) of the type of 
material they would work with. Unfortunately not all interviewees were able to provide visuals and to 
fill the gaps appropriate visuals were identified through employees descriptions from other sources, 
e.g. internet and magazines. Although the material had clear descriptions it was difficult to identifY 
visuals from other sources as the quality differed and images of pro to typed interior components varied 
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in level of detail. In hindsight each interviewee could have been asked prior to the interviews to bring 
along visual representations of typical material they would produce during their involvement in the 
development process. The interviewees were asked during the interview to provide material, which 
was not always feasible due to the location of their office etc. The actual value of these visuals for the 
development of the tool was only apparent during the analysis ofthe interviews and early stages of the 
framework development. However, the visuals gathered from other sources were used during the 
validations and were accepted as representations of typical material produced during the different 
phases of the development process. 
To gain a better understanding of the various interior components it was also decided to carry out a 
review of the interior system structure. A hierarchical structure was developed by using data from 
company reports. The different manufacturers used different structures, however the major systems 
e.g. seats, front panel, flooring/roofing and door systems were generically consistent. The key 
difference was in the components for each system. This was illustrated by the following example 
where 'seats' for one manufacturer would be used to denote all seats, another manufacturer would 
separate seats into front and rear. This was not considered to be a major issue as the reason for the 
different division was mainly related to the extent of interior development the manufacturer would 
carry out and also the focus of development. Analysing the interior system allowed a comparison with 
the visual representation of the material the interviewees work with during the development process. 
The hierarchical structure also provided opportunities when integrated into the four phases suggested 
for the tool. The higher levels would be developed during the early stages, where the generic level of 
decision making maps well onto the generic level of the structure. The more detailed interior 
components would be developed during the later phases where detailed decision making maps onto 
the detailed breakdown of the interior. 
Developing the framework for the tool was a difficult task as translating requirements into something 
tangible and visual as opposed to descriptive was not straightforward. This was the first attempt of 
creating a structure and relied on accurate interpretation of user feedback. Building upon the 
inspiration taken from QFD, the framework consisted of four phases that were initially mapped onto 
the vehicle development process with the aim to simplifY the structure of the vehicle development 
process. This was then mapped onto Baxter's product development process in order to understand and 
define each phase with generic terminology. The vehicle development process was challenging to 
understand as it consisted of many stages with each stage potentially consisting of sub-processes. The 
terminology used within the vehicle development process provided limited understanding as it was 
different to Baxter's product development process. The initial mapping was made more difficult as 
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two different vehicle development processes were analysed. The two processes had similarities in 
terminology, however the differences were in the timings of the stages. The visuals representing the 
material employees would work with were also mapped onto the four phases together with employee 
tasks. With all this information assigned to the four phases the tool framework was finally structured. 
The framework consisted of very little information, however the essence of this framework was an 
imperative first step towards the actual tool development. 
This framework was validated by the manufacturers and their focus was to check the timing and 
material (visuals) suggested for evaluation. The complexity of the interior made the process of 
structuring the framework difficult and hence this was one of the reasons why the validation of the 
framework was important to check that the understanding and interpretation of their comments was 
correct. To make the initial validation efficient it was decided to carry this out electronically. The idea 
was that this would give the manufacturers more time to review and respond accordingly. Feedback 
was received by two out five manufacturers. The return rate of the feedback could be considered poor, 
however the feedback provided was detailed and highly valuable and proved to be sufficient for this 
stage of the development. The key changes highlighted were related to the timings of the four phases 
and the terminology of the timings, which were both related to the implementation of the new global 
development process. In hindsight the framework could have been more accurate, had the information 
about the global development process been made available earlier. This does, however, reflect the 
nature of working with an ever changing industry. 
The tool framework was restructured using the feedback from the validation. The iterated tool 
framework outlined the timings of the evaluations and what would be evaluated during these timings. 
The next phase of development involved developing ideas for the detailed contents of the tool. In 
practice, each phase was described separately outlining the material available for evaluation in text 
and visual format), potential users during each phase and the environment in which the evaluations 
would be carried out. This could have been carried out prior to the validation, however it was 
considered necessary at the time to get feedback from potential users before developing the 
framework in any greater detail. As the literature and survey suggested, the interpretation of quality is 
individual and dependent on perception of the brand and since each vehicle has its own requirements 
to meet the tool needed to be flexible in terms of evaluating each vehicle towards its own 
requirements but also considering the individual perception of quality. However, considering the 
individual perception of quality was difficult as this would require further study into user perceptions 
and attitudes. For this research it was therefore assumed that the requirements used by the 
manufacturers in the vehicle specification reflected the user perception and requirements. As 
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discussed in the literature section of this Chapter one of the tools reviewed in the literature, 5MB, 
used attributes together with scales to establish respondents opinions of products. This was used as an 
inspiration for MA IQ and further work was carried out trying to find suitable attributes. With the aim 
of identifying appropriate attributes it was clear that the attributes could be classified into different 
categories depending on their meaning. At the time attributes were grouped into sensorial attributes 
and product attributes. These were used as descriptors for the interior where the sensorial attributes 
related to sensorial experience of quality e.g. visual quality and tactile quality. Another source of 
inspiration was type of attributes used in designing visual interfaces e.g. alignment, consistency and 
hannony. This was considered to be a good idea at the time and attributes were kept for the second 
validation. The implications of using different combinations of attributes could however result in a 
large number of combinations and several fonns for the user to fill in. To understand the implications 
of using different combinations of attributes it was necessary to try the various possible combinations. 
As it turned out different combinations could have different meanings depending on the order in 
which these were placed. This raised questions like: 'are you evaluating the geometrical 
characteristics through your sensorial experience?' or 'are you evaluating the sensorial experience 
gained through the geometry? '. 
Having outlined the various attribute combinations the next task was to map the different 
combinations of attributes to the tool framework and the four phases. It was important to ensure that 
combinations of attributes were clear for evaluating the different parts of the interior. This meant 
checking the possibility of evaluating, for example, the colour of the seats in phase 1. This attribute 
for that particular interior component during that particular phase could be considered feasible for 
evaluation. However it would be more complicated to evaluate, for example, the function of steering 
wheel during phase 1. This would be difficult mainly due to there not being sufficient detailed 
infonnation available during phase 1 to evaluate the steering wheel. Since the theory behind the 
design of visual interfaces is highly researched and is supported by literature it was decided to use 
these types of attributes combined with product attributes for the second version of the tool e.g. 
consistency and harmony evaluating for example the geometry of the interior components. 
The next step in the detailed development was to identify an appropriate mechanism for capturing 
user opinions. Many of the methods and tools reviewed in the literature used some form of scales. The 
scales for MA IQ could potentially measure an attitude, for example how well the evaluator agrees 
with a certain statement, or the scales could be used to provide yes or no answers to questions. The 
main concern with using a yes or no type of question would be the risk of not gaining the valuable 
infonnation of how strongly the evaluator feels the answer should be yes or no. If yes or no questions 
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were applied then each question would have to allow the evaluator to justifY the answers through a 
comment function. However, using a bi-polar scale measuring how strongly the evaluator agrees or 
disagrees would provide more interesting results. This could also include a comment function to 
provide richer data. Using a bi-polar scale also introduced the technical issue of how many points the 
scale would have. As discussed in the literature section of this chapter many scales use odd numbered 
points to allow respondents the alternative of choosing a middle/neutral position. However, one of the 
automotive tools reviewed applied a ten-point scale. It was considered important at the time to work 
with a familiar scale system as used by the manufacturers as they would already be accustomed to 
these types of scales. Also, an even numbered scale would force the respondents to take a side. The 
suggested ten-point bi-polar attitude scales were initially tested in evaluating the different components 
of the interior systems during the four phases. As previously discussed, certain parts of the interior 
would be difficult to evaluate at certain phases of the development process due to there not being 
sufficient material available and in these cases the scales and the associated questions could be made 
unavailable for evaluation. Otherwise the evaluator would waste time in reading and trying to make 
sense of the questions which are irrelevant and perhaps get frustrated when realising the material is 
actually unavailable. 
The final step at this stage was to consider ways of presenting the results from the evaluations. An 
important factor for the tool was to use an appropriate means for communicating the results with the 
user. With the multidisciplinary nature of the development process several different factors had to be 
considered for choosing the appropriate mechanism for presenting the results. These were, for 
example, taking account of how to present results to employees with different skills and job roles or 
how to best present the results in the environments in which the employees work. It was also 
important to ensure that the results could be viewed easily without having to interpret the results in 
greater detail. Presenting results in numerical format would not be appreciated by employees working 
with visuals the majority of their time and presenting the results in only visuals would be 
inappropriate for employees used working with numerical data. Graphs and pie charts are good 
examples of diagrams which would work both visually and numerically and are also commonly used 
within the industry. Inspiration from different sources introduced spider diagrams which were for 
used specifically to view evaluative results within the area of sustainable design. Initially spider web 
diagrams were considered to be used as an input mechanism. However, after testing different 
combinations of attributes linked with these diagrams it was decided that as a user the interface would 
be too complicated and difficult to understand. The main concern with spider diagrams was how to 
present combined results of several interior systems, for example would each interior system use 
separate spider diagrams or would they be combined in one single diagram. Another factor to consider 
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was how to present all the results after phase four of the evaluation. After considering all these 
options and factors several diagrams were drawn up with the aim of identifYing the most appropriate 
structure. Compared to ordinary graphs and pie charts the spider diagrams were considered to be 
different and more appealing to view. One single spider diagram could contain a large amount of data 
and present the combined results from several employees. 
With the framework modified and the three key content features developed the tool was ready for 
further feedback from potential users. The second validation was carried out at one of the 
manufacturing facilities. This time the validation aimed to assess the contents of the tool and therefore 
used a more structured approach. The validation aimed to capture specific points, to ensure all 
participants considered the possibility of using attributes and also to consider the appropriateness of 
the specific attributes used in this tool version. The structure also meant that the participants knew 
which particular aspects of the tool they were validating. Applying structure to the validation was 
useful and ensured that different aspects of the tool structure were discussed. The way the validation 
was structured also encouraged the participants to openly discuss related matters. This discussion was 
valuable for identifYing concerns and issues related to their own methods and tools. The discussion 
revealed, for example, that one of the tools developed within the company was highly inaccessible to 
the employees. Although that tool promised many interesting features the tool was still in its infancy 
and the employees were unaware of its potential application. Lack of communication was clear 
between the different departments and sections within the company. 
The discussions also revealed that the tool needed to use attributes specific to the vehicle development 
as opposed to generic attributes. The use of attributes is a key component of the tool and participants 
suggesting alternative attributes was therefore considered to be positive for the tool development. The 
participants suggested new types of attributes which related to their description and classifications of 
interior characteristics. In order to identifY more relevant attributes for the tool two different vehicle 
specifications were studied. The aim was to find key attributes used to describe the quality of the 
interior. Initially the task of identifYing new attributes seemed difficult as the specification contains a 
vast amount of requirements and details. However, listing and highlighting typical attributes identified 
reoccurring words used as descriptors. Interestingly many of these reoccurring words related to either 
the brand of the vehicle or the actual vehicle model being developed. This was the inspiration for a 
new idea which was to allow the users of the tool to evaluate the interior based on how well it has 
achieved the quality requirements specific for the brand and how well the interior has achieved quality 
specific for the vehicle. Through user input the tool was developed from using attributes related to 
generic interface design to using more relevant brand and vehicle specific attributes. 
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Another suggestion made by the participants related to use of benchmarking material. The participants 
suggested that the tool would benefit from linking requirements with benchmarking visuals or in text 
format. It was revealed that during the development process employees use a wide range of 
competitor data to remind themselves during the development of the quality they want to achieve. 
This is an effective way of ensuring the interior quality is not compromised during decision making. 
Further investigation into vehicle specifications showed that this was common working practice 
amongst several of the manufacturers. Specific competitor models and specific components were 
frequently mentioned throughout the vehicle specification as targets. Occasionally visuals were used, 
however most commonly the interior components such as gear sticks or door panels were described in 
detail through text. Initially the thought of using benchmarking visuals was considered as a less 
desirable option mainly because of the risk of confusing this with the visuals of available material. 
However, this was a suggestion by potential users of the tool and incorporating this feature would add 
great novelty to the tool. Using a vehicle specification visuals of benchmarking components were 
located through the internet and added to the tool. 
The participants also emphasised the importance of using appropriate visual illustrations of the 
material being evaluated. This was mainly raised due to the visuals used during the validation were of 
varied quality and hence not necessarily appropriate representations of vehicle interior components. 
This was easily corrected for the final validation by sourcing more appropriate visuals. 
Out of all three validations the second validation provided the greatest impact on the actual design and 
structure of the tool. The use of scales was received positively and the use of spider web diagrams was 
successful. This validation also confirmed that the new tool had different and more innovative 
features compared to the existing Craftsmanship tool. The validation also indicated that the 
manufacturer was interested in how the new tool could be combined with their current tools to avoid 
using too many tools. This was an important comment, however, the scope of the research and time 
limitation did not allow the tool to adapt to their current tools. This would be of greater priority during 
the implementation of the tool. The success of the second validation was illustrated through the 
positive feedback gained by the potential users of the tool. However, as the tool was still developing 
and required further iterations it was necessary to implement the suggested improvements and gain 
further feedback through a third validation. The validations had so far proven to be an essential source 
of gaining appropriate feedback and the third validation was considered to be equally important. 
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The third validation aimed to simulate elements of a 'real' evaluation of a vehicle interior and assess 
the function of the tool. This final validation was the most difficult to organise as it aimed to validate 
multiple aspects of the tool such as the framework and structure of the tool as well as the functional 
aspects of the tool. To ensure the practical elements of the validation were correct a mock validation 
was held two days before the 'real' validation. A number of employees attended this session and a 
simulation of a real evaluation was carried out. Due to technical issues one of the presentations did 
not work and caused minor concerns. However, good preparation meant all presentations and all 
material required for the simulation were available as printouts. The aim for this 'mock' session was 
to identify these types of problems and ensure these were rectified for the 'real' session. The 
validation session outlined the background of the research and the participants were guided through 
instructions outlining the evaluation procedure. The participants were also provided with validation 
forms to note down feedback on certain aspects of the tool, such as use of scales, use of visuals and 
use of attributes etc. The session was slightly delayed by the technical problems and the session 
became more of a discussion. By in large the session had achieved the aim which was not to carry out 
any major changes to the tool, rather to test the equipment and the practical side of the validation 
setup. 
The 'real' validation session had a larger number of participants. However, not all attendees had 
participated in the research prior to this point which has the potential to cause confusion, but was 
addressed by a brief introduction at the start. As previously discussed choosing an appropriate 
participant was a concern and it was not always possible to influence this. In hindsight the value of 
what the participants had to offer was greater than the difficulties encountered with different 
participants. The success of this session was demonstrated by the discussions and feedback provided. 
The attendees were able to go through the paper based evaluation process of the new tool, view the 
scores and compare these to their colleagues. The comments related to specific detailed aspects of the 
tool such as: including numerical values on scales, highlighting important features on visual material 
and including more instructions for users. Adding numerical values on the scales was considered to be 
an important yet minor and straightforward change. The numerical values would make the scales 
easier to use and visually allow the users to get an overview of their scores. The second concern 
related to the visual benchmarking material. The participants suggested highlighting the specific 
components on the visual material to make it easier for the user to identify what to focus on. This was 
easily solved by circling the key component on the visual benchmarking material as well as adding 
additional text to emphasise the focus. The third and final major comment concerned the lack of 
instructions for the users. This has been identified previously, however, not sufficiently. More detailed 
instructions were added and the use of the tool would also be made easier with prior training of how 
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to use the tool. The third validation also provided feedback specifically related to their own 
development process. This was related to the timing of one of the tool phases and the participants 
mentioned that the expected activities were in reality carried out earlier in the development process. 
This was vital, however, was considered to be easily resolved during the implementation of the tool. 
The tool structure is focused on the actual activities during the phases rather than rigid boundaries of 
the phases. This was an important feature the tool from the early versions. 
It was also important to note that although a few of the participants were unfamiliar with the research 
the overall idea of the tool and the functionally received positive feedback. The participants were 
considerate to the fact that an ideal situation the tool would be in an electronic format. However, the 
validation session also proved that a paper format of the tool would be feasible. Another interesting 
aspect of the validation session was the discussion element of the session. The participants started a 
discussion of the results around the execution of the interior being evaluated in comparison to the 
scores received as a way of justifying their own scores. This discussion could potentially be a valuable 
element of the interior evaluation procedure as it provides a platform for employees to express any 
concerns related to the development. This also suggests that a group based evaluation could be 
beneficial and needs to be addressed during future development and the implementation of the stage 
of the tool. However, the time limitations and the administrative side of the evaluations might not 
always allow for group based evaluations. After this validation minor alterations were made and 
discussed with the participants for final confirmation. An important part of this development has been 
the valuable feedback provided by the participants. It is also important to emphasise that there are still 
aspects of the tool which require further work especially during the implementation stage. Further 
work required for the tool is described in the Conclusion chapter. 
9.4 Summary 
This Chapter discussed the findings from the literature, interviews and the tool development. 
Interpretations of quality were reviewed and the definition of quality was discussed further. Methods 
and tool were presented and the specific features used for the development of MAIQ were further 
outlined. The need for a tool evaluating vehicle interior quality was continuously highlighted by the 
industrial collaborators. The specific need related to a tool that would consider quality requirements 
which are difficult to measure through current technical instrumentation, namely impressions, 
emotions, feelings and so on. The review of these in-house tools identified a gap and discussions with 
industrialists revealed their quest for a tool to be used during the development process. Various roles 
and skills within the vehicle development process were discussed and how this knowledge enabled the 
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tool development. The research identified timings for when the tool would be most appropriately 
used. Each of the validation stages were presented and the implications of the outcome from these 
were further reviewed. 
The iterative process described in this chapter enabled the tool to be tailored towards industry 
requirements without having to interfere too much with their own methods or their time. The 
employees were considered as the end users of the tool and gaining critical feedback from the user 
group made the tool more robust. 
Access and working with different manufacturers at different parts of the iterations was valuable as it 
gave useful feedback at different stages with different views, some which were not always possible to 
implement. The implication of the manufacturers changing development process was outlined and 
discussed. Although, the manufacturers had implemented a global development process they all use 
different sub-processes adapted to their products. The industry is driven by processes and procedures, 
financial gains are important in every decision and thinking outside the box and parameters to gain an 
overall view is not always feasible. 
Access to manufacturers and their employees to investigate the key areas for this research was 
considered to be fundamental for the development of the tool. This Chapter also highlighted the 
importance of working with industry. It was inherently time consuming and added significant 
pressures on to the research process. However, without the input from the employees, the tool 
development would have required more assumptions to be made and results would not have reflected 
the true industrial issues and requirements. 
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Chapter 10. Conclusions 
10.1 Introduction 
This Chapter presents the conclusions of the research. The key research questions presented in 
Chapter 1 will be answered followed by conclusions of the aims and objectives set out for this 
research. This thesis has described research into automotive interior quality, leading to the 
development of a tool to aid those involved in automotive development to achieve the desired 
level of quality. The tool development was initiated by Lear Corporation (a first-tier 
automotive supplier) and driven by a gap in published literature and the needs and 
requirements from the automotive industry established through industrial interviews. Analysis 
of the interview findings were then used to set the initial specification of the tool. The initial 
development of the tool framework was based on the tool specification and involved 
identifYing the scope of the interior and timings of the evaluation stages. The tool was then 
incrementally developed with validations at each stage with industrial collaborators Land 
Rover, Jaguar, Volvo, Ford and Lear Corporation. This resulted in MAIQ (Monitoring 
Automotive Interior Quality), a tool that evaluates and monitors automotive interiors 
throughout the development process. MAIQ evaluates the interior at multiple stages of the 
vehicle development process through attributes specifically related to the brand and vehicle. 
The tool presents results at each stage indicating how well the interior fulfils the initial 
requirements of the vehicle. 
10.2 Research questions outlined 
The research set out to investigate four research questions which were presented initially in 
Chapter 1 and was dealt with in Chapter 2, Section 2.2. 
I. What is meant by quality, particularly in the context of car interiors? 
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The interpretation of quality was identified for the purpose of this research as consisting of 
four categories: relation of pre-conceived perception of quality, experience and interaction of 
physical product properties, long term use of products and the after purchase experience of 
quality. The research also identified that interpretation of quality vary and is highly related to 
individual interpretation. The investigations suggested (Chapter 8, Section 8.1.4) that quality 
of car interiors needed to be evaluated based on specific targets related to specific interiors as 
opposed to general targets. 
II. Is it possible to monitor car interior quality continuously throughout a car 
development process? 
Research identified that it is feasible to monitor car interior quality continuously throughout 
the development process. However, a number of key elements need to be considered in order 
to monitor quality successfully. The success of a monitoring system would depend on 
ensuring employees are involved in the monitoring process and that they understand the value 
and benefits achieved by using the monitoring system. It is also important to ensure that each 
stage of the development process is considered individually for monitoring purposes as well 
as part of a whole development process. 
Ill. If it is possible to monitor car interior quality throughout the car development 
process, can a tool be developed to support this monitoring? 
The output of this research has developed a new tool named MA IQ (Monitoring Automotive 
Interior Quality) which enables car manufacturers to monitor the quality of their car interiors 
during the different stages of the development process from the start until the end. The tool 
structure consists of four phases and these are related to the manufacturers' vehicle 
development process. The four phases can be used independently as well as sequentially as 
part of the whole car interior development process. The monitoring is dependent on the 
requirements set in the vehicle specification and these requirements are used as guidelines for 
the function of the tool. 
IV. What are the industry requirements for assessment of quality in car interiors? 
The overall industry requirements on a tool for assessing quality were: 
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• The ability to be used as a guiding mechanism throughout the development process, 
• To be used during the development process to evaluate certain parts of the interior, 
• To provide flexibility of being used for certain parts of the interior development or 
throughout the development process. 
Conclusions 
• To involve employees from a range of disciplines / roles in the use of the tool during 
the different parts of the development process, 
• To be able to evaluate the quality of the interior in different environments and 
• To ensure that the evaluative tool is flexible and adaptable to each of the stages of the 
vehicle development process. 
10.3 Research aims and objectives 
The research aim was to develop a tool for Monitoring Automotive Interior Quality. A tool 
has been developed to monitor automotive interior quality (MAIQ). The tool takes the 
approach of guiding automotive manufacturers towards a target level of quality throughout 
the development process. Based upon a four phase process the tool has been developed and 
refined through three validation stages to ensure that it maps onto the requirements of the 
industry. The first validation provided feedback on the tool structure and framework, the 
second validation provided feedback on the contents related matters of the tool and the final 
validation checked the functionality of the tool version. 
This section outlines the conclusions for each of the objectives and how those conclusions 
influenced the development of MA IQ. 
1. Quality methods and tools: 
To identify and define the term quality and factors relating to perception of quality in 
relation to product design. 
• The definitions of quality presented in this thesis indicate that the perception of 
quality differs depending on the needs and expectations ofthe individual. 
• Products do not necessarily have to be produced to an "optimal" level of quality, but 
rather to an expected level, and the expected level would depend on type of product 
and targeted market. 
• The definition derived from the literature in this thesis concludes, that the 
interpretation of quality relates to four categories: pre-conceived perception of 
quality, experience and interaction of physical product properties, long term use of 
products and the after purchase experience of quality 
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To review the tools/methods currently being used to measure and produce quality 
products. Automotive and non-automotive tools considered and examine related scaling 
and rating systems. Capture positive and negative aspects of these methods/tools. 
• The literature reviewed methods and tools related to product quality and the 
interviews presented methods and tools used within the automotive industry. 
• A number of the methods and tools reviewed in the literature were considered to 
possess characteristics of potential further interest: Use of scales linked to visual 
output, use of strategies to outline product requirements, ability to break down 
complex products into minor parts and still keep the holistic picture and most 
importantly the ability to be used by several people with different backgrounds. 
• The industrial interviews presented tools currently used and developed within the 
automotive industry. These were: visual quality inspection tools, a craftsmanship tool 
and tools for evaluating exterior and interior systems of the vehicle. 
2. Development processes: 
To investigate the various commonly applied development processes within product 
development and the automotive industry and identify a generic process as a basis for 
the tool. Investigate the structure of the development process and the different stages. 
The literature reviewed a number of product development processes (Chapter 3, Section 3.3) 
of which Baxter's iterative development process (1995) was used as a template/model for the 
development of MAIQ. The interviews and the validations identified an overview of the 
development processes applied within the automotive industry. It was found from the review 
of the automotive development process specific stages for when the tool could be used. This 
review identified activities from the automotive development process which were mapped 
onto the Baxter's iterative development process and was used as basis for the development of 
MAIQ. 
To identify employees involved in the automotive development process, their roles and 
knowledge, how they work and which tools, methods they use and how they can use the 
new tool. 
The interviews identified potential users of the tool, their roles and working procedures. The 
methods and tools they use varied depending on the timings of their involvement in the 
development process. The interviews identified the following user groups: interior designers, 
stylists, colour and trim designers, cad engineers, surface modellers, materials engineers and 
mechanical engineers. 
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Identify requirements for each group of employees for the new tool. 
The requirements for each of the different user groups varied depending on their roles and 
timings of their involvement in the development process. It was found that requirements for 
designers differed compared to requirements for engineers. The designers required visual 
elements in a new tool whilst engineers would work better with graphs and numerical values. 
To investigate aspects of communication procedures and decision making processes 
within a multi-skilled automotive development team. 
Communication within a multi-skilled development team was raised as a current issue where 
different skills and job roles are misunderstood. The research identified that currently the key 
decisions are mainly made through project meetings with representatives from different 
departments. One of the companies uses a visual quality tool to support the decisions. The 
decisions aim to comply with the vehicle specification. 
To establish the role(s) and scope of suppliers involvement in different parts of the 
automotive development process and how/when they could use the new tool. 
The interviews and discussions with suppliers identified the extent of their involvement and 
their role during the involvement in the automotive development process. Their roles vary 
depending on type of vehicle development. Suppliers are generally involved during the early 
stages, often becoming involved during the late part of concept design stage. It was found that 
the suppliers would like to be involved earlier in the process to ensure they can influence 
decisions which might affect themselves. The suppliers see MAIQ as a communication tool to 
understand the requirements set by the automotive manufacturers. Furthermore, they 
supported the use of attributes from the vehicle specification as this would provide them with 
a target to aim for. 
Establish how the new tool could be used alongside the current automotive development 
processes. 
It was found that existing tools used during automotive development tend to be applied at 
specific points in the process. MA IQ was developed to complement these existing tools, 
providing a holistic framework that would support quality throughout the development 
process. However, to avoid duplicate workload it would be necessary to adapt and combine 
existing tools with MA IQ during implementation. 
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Establish which part of the current automotive development process the new tool would 
provide best guidance. 
MAIQ was identified to be most useful during the early stages of the development process 
named the Strategy phase and through to the stage prior to test production. Although the 
manufacturers employ a generic development process it was found that each of these develop 
vehicles for different markets and therefore require the ability to adapt the process to their 
production volumes. This involves, for example, the use of tailored strategies and sub-
processes during the different stages of the development. 
3. Automotive industry: 
To establish an understanding of the specific requirements of the Automotive industry. 
Define the scope of car interiors, identify branding strategies, platform strategies and 
key influences for successful vehicle development. 
Chapter 5 identified the requirements of the tool for the Automotive industry. These 
requirements were necessary to adhere to as they were key for identifYing the need for the 
tool. One such requirement included identifYing interior systems and components of the 
interior which were presented in Chapter 6. Another requirement stated the importance of the 
new tool to maintain the manufacturers brand identity. This is a key part of the tool and the 
use of brand and vehicle specific attributes ensures that each vehicle is developed with its 
own specific requirements. In terms of platform strategies, the trend is to apply global 
strategies. The research found that global trends such as changes in management, change of 
suppliers, relocation of development facilities and several changes of development processes 
were common place. These changes highlighted the importance of ensuring the tool was 
flexible and adaptable to different processes. 
To establish knowledge about the development of existing and new car interiors. 
The research identified processes used for development of car interiors and this knowledge 
was subsequently used in the development of MAIQ. The research also found that sub-
processes are used within different departments to assist in the development process of the 
various components of the car interiors. 
Establish what the automotive industry requires from a new tool. 
Research with the industry identified that there is a need for a tool which could be used as a 
supporting and decision making mechanism throughout the development process. It was 
important that the tool would be used by the employees involved in the development process. 
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It was also important that the users could view the results in order to understand the history of 
the development. 
Establish knowledge about current methods and procedures for capturing customer 
requirements. 
It was found that current methods and procedures for capturing customer requirements are 
based within the marketing departments. This is commonly established through user clinics 
with potential customers. 
4. Tool development: 
To develop the tool with user requirements/input and with support of findings from 
literature. 
The findings from the interviews were used to develop the framework of the tool. The 
development was progressed following an iterative process with user feedback at different 
stages. 
• The research identified specific needs and requirements of MA IQ. 
• It was found that best the structure of the tool was oriented towards providing support 
throughout the development process as opposed to being implemented at a single 
discrete point. 
• The research also found that the tool structure needed to be aligned with the structure 
of the automotive development process Global Product Development System (GPDS) 
used by the industrial collaborators involved in the research. 
To validate the tool framework/versions with potential users from industry. 
• Three validations with the user groups were conducted to gain guidance and to ensure 
the tool was developed to meet their requirements. The first validation provided 
confirmation of the accuracy of the tool framework. This validation also established 
the timings of phases and available material for analysis. 
• The second stage of validation identified the accuracy of the tool contents such as 
attributes and scales. 
• The third and final stage of the validation identified key aspects to consider for the 
functionality of the tool concept, i.e. practicalities of an evaluation session. 
To refine the tool versions through iterative stages and with user input. 
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It was found that the most suitable approach for the tool development was an iterative process 
with refinements at specific stages. The following aspects of the tool were refined during the 
iterative development stages: 
• Attributes needed to be more vehicle specific rather than generic for any product 
development, 
• Scales needed greater explanations, 
• Terminology and timings of specific evaluative stages needed renaming and, 
• Reference material and important indices would be useful during the evaluations. 
• Clearly marked scales, 
• Clearer instructions and, 
• Use of target scores for each evaluative phase. 
10.4 Tool novelty 
The novel features of the tool include: 
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• MAIQ is closely linked to a current automotive manufacturer's development process 
(GPDS) to allow ease of adaptation. However, MA IQ can easily be adapted to any 
other vehicle development process within the automotive industry. 
• MAIQ focuses on multiple stages of the car interior development from the early 
stages to ensure correct decisions are made and then maintained from the start of the 
project through to detailed engineering. 
• MAIQ focuses on holistic evaluation and evaluation of individual systems. 
• MAIQ uses attributes specifically related to the vehicle being developed. This was a 
direct requirement stated by the industrialists and provided a successful feature to the 
tool. 
• MAIQ uses importance indices to incorporate hierarchical factors of the interior 
systems. Manufacturers strive to be "best-in-class" in specific systems and therefore 
rank these as more important than other systems. 
• MAIQ uses a simple and familiar scaling system as well as simple presentation of the 
results. The spider-web diagrams were positively received by the manufacturers and 
provided excellent opportunity to further develop visually pleasing interfaces. 
• Evaluation results can be viewed from previous phases as a direct request by the 
manufacturers. This provides an opportunity to monitor low scores. 
• Additionally a "flag-system" would allow for evaluators to write comments related to 
the evaluation and a motivation for the scores. 
Conclusions 
• Tool developed through user input and requirements. This was considered important 
as the employees would be the users of the tool. This also ensures the tool can be used 
by different types of users. 
The new tool provides several benefits to the industry and the development of car interiors; 
• The new tool supports the manufacturers in developing car interiors that are as close 
to the end customer requirements as possible. 
• The tool provides an opportunity for employees involved in the development process 
to follow the progress of the interior development and constantly check its alignment 
with the target quality level defined in the specification. 
• The tool is based upon quality characteristics stated in the vehicle specification, a 
documentation heavily used during the development of vehicles. This attempts to 
remove much of the subjectivity of a general rating of quality and instead focus on a 
pre agreed, well understood target quality level. 
• The new tool documents scores, results and comments from each of the four phases 
allowing reviews to take place of earlier evaluations, for quality to be traced 
throughout the process, and for earlier produce developments to be analysed for 
successes or failures .. 
• The tool works alongside an existing process and could potentially be incorporated 
with other methods and tools currently used by the manufacturers. 
• Most importantly the tool provides guidance from the early stages of the development 
process of how well the interior is achieving the quality targets. 
10.5 Future recommendations 
The following areas are suggested for future work of MA IQ due to time constraint of project 
or due lying outside the scope of research objectives. Many of these recommendations require 
expert guidance from the industry as they depend on operational and functional 
developments. 
• The tool has been developed to a level which provides guidelines for physical 
implementation and testing. The tool needs to be further tested as a case study trial in 
an actual vehicle development programme. Also the next step for future development 
is to develop MAIQ into a computer based system. A computer based system would 
minimise errors and discrepancies caused by administrative related problems when 
testing and refining the tool. Testing the tool through a computer based system (or 
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further tests as paper-based system) would enable further development of how the 
evaluations from the different phases could be linked. This implementation could be 
carried out by the manufacturers as well as part of research project. 
• The current state of the tool uses 10 attributes for the evaluation. Further tests are 
required into the appropriate the number of attributes needed for a valid evaluation. 
Furthermore, the specific amount of brand and vehicle related attributes need to be 
tested, i.e. how many of each are appropriate. The scales used during the evaluations 
are based on a 10-point Likert scales, however these need to be further tested for 
sufficiency in relation to current norms and methods applied in the industry. 
• Validations suggested carry-over articles as part of the evaluative material. Carry-
over articles could potentially be include as these have already been used in other car 
models. However, it is important to ensure that these articles match the rest of the 
interior style. This needs to be built into the tool during further development. This 
could be incorporated into a computer based system. 
• The different evaluation environments need to be carefully associated with the 
available material during each of the evaluative phases. Currently these are based on 
interview results, however, the practical implementation of the tool needs to allow 
greater flexibility. Perhaps, develop a coherent system whereby certain parts of the 
evaluations could be carried out on a paper based system and then easily transferred 
into a computer based system. 
• Develop appropriate means of displaying and using the reference material during 
evaluations. For example, physical reference material was suggested as more suitable 
rather than pictures of the reference material. However, this might not always be 
appropriate due to the size of the reference material. 
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Development of a methodology to measure and evaluate 
sensorial quality in car interiors 
Jaysbree Kerai, Dr. Russ Marshall and Dr. Mark Evans 
Department of Design and Technology, Loughborough University, Loughborough, Leices-
tershire, LEll 3TU, UK. 
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Abstract. (This paper provides an overview of current doctoral research carried 
out at Loughborough University, UK in collaboration with Lear Corporation, 
Sweden.) The aim of this research is to develop a methodology for evaluating 
and measuring the sensorial quality of car interiors throughout the development 
process. The first part of this paper provides background into the literature re-
viewed and gives examples of methods and tools currently used to determine 
product quality. The second part of the paper outlines industrial interviews car-
ried out at four major car manufacturers and the key findings establishing the 
need and direction for future work. Initial findings show the needs and re-
quirements for this methodology. 
1 Introduction 
This paper documents initial research carried out into the development of a method-
ology/tool to measure and support the development of quality within car interiors. 
The methodology aims to deal with the subjective issues surrounding quality and to 
help build in the "wow" factor. Producing products with the "wow" factor is some-
thing car manufacturers strive for and, in theory, it sounds as an obvious aim for all 
manufacturers. However, achieving this "wow" factor is not easy and can be affected 
by a number of issues [1]. 
• The complexity of products. For example, car interiors with large number 
and systems, multiple interactions, different suppliers etc. This introduces 
many challenges in maintaining the consistency in product properties and 
appearance. 
• Product focus. For example, priorities are made to specific parts of a vehicle. 
A vehicle has a hierarchical order in which the exterior is often at the top 
and the interior a few steps below. Depending on the type of vehicle pro-
duced, budgets would be prioritised to different areas and sometimes the de-
velopment of interiors are compromised. 
• Difficulty in translating and measuring subjective experiences of quality. 
Manufacturers are, in general, more thorough in their quality inspections 
than the average customer as they might find it difficult to point out exactly 
what is wrong. The positive feeling or experience of visuals, smell, sounds, 
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touch and function contribute to satisfaction. However, do they have the 
same definition of quality as the consumer? 
Background 
Lear Corporation in Sweden supply complete car interiors to the automotive industry 
worldwide including all the five major systems: seat, instrument panel/cockpit, door 
and trim, overhead and flooring and acoustics [2]. Their main clients in Sweden are 
Volvo Cars and Saab Automobiles and the company is headquartered in South fields, 
Michigan, USA. Supplying Volvo and Saab, considered to be luxury brands in certain 
markets, has made them aware of the importance of providing high quality products. 
In order to adhere and maintain quality Lear use tools such as Six Sigma as a quality 
assurance process to achieve minimal defects at the end of the production line [3]. 
However, achieving that level of quality during production means almost zero defects 
within the process. The reality is product development processes are long between 3-
5 years, during which different people with different skills and knowledge get in-
volved. The various departments contribute at various stages though only a few fol-
low the development ofa vehicle from start to finish. All of these issues contribute to 
an environment where avoiding problems or defects becomes very difficult. 
Engineering 
Fig. I. A generic overview of the different departments involved in the process 
The automotive development process (see fig. I) follows a very traditional sequence 
beginning with the marketing department researching into customer needs, lifestyles, 
hobbies, disposable income etc. They provide this information to the design depart-
ment and the colour and trim departments working within design. The colour and trim 
department then visualize this information and create colour palettes, shapes and 
forms by studying other products and technologies which are of interest for that spe-
cific customer group. The output from this department would be detailed and broad 
working documentation to take through to the concept development phase. Concepts 
are generated and refined and one is chosen, this is the latest stage at which suppliers 
get involved in the project and discussions regarding how and what they can deliver 
are carried out. The suppliers then go away and prepare costs for what they can de-
liver. At about middle of the design stage product properties should be defined 
enough to generate a costing plan. The following stages of the process prepare for 
releasing detailed data about surface properties, engineering properties etc. Manage-
ment review meetings are carried out throughout the process [I]. 
Fig 1 illustrates a simple overview of the process. However, this does not represent 
the true complexity of automobile development Achieving quality in this complex 
environment makes it important to have strong relationship and understanding for 
what the different departments do as well as good communication skills. To approach 
the term quality a number of questions need to be addressed: 
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• How is it possible to maintain design intent and design theme throughout the 
process? 
• Looking at it from a manufacturer's (OEM's, Original Equipment Manufac-
turer) viewpoint: How can the project manager ensure that the different de-
partments understand each other and deliver what the customer requires? 
• How can the ~EM's ensure that the "right" atmosphere and quality is devel-
oped up to the production phase? 
• From the suppliers viewpoint the difficulties lie in translating needs and re-
quirements from the ~EM's and down to sub suppliers and also ensuring 
their own engineers work towards the same quality focus. How can the un-
derstanding of the requirements be made easier and how can they make sure 
they all work towards the same needs and quality? 
• These questions lead to the main questions in focus for this research: How 
can the various people involved in the creation process make evaluations 
throughout the development of car interiors to achieve a quality solution? 
Aims & Objectives 
The aims for this project have been divided into three parts: 
• To investigate the need and requirements for quality evaluative methods. 
• To develop a structured methodology for evaluating and measuring the design 
quality of car interiors. 
• To demonstrate the methodology through case study analysis. 
The objectives are based around 5 steps following the structure, fig. 2: 
Literature revie~ I Data cOllection> AnalySiS> Defining tOOl> Evaluation 
Fig. 2. Overview of research methodology 
Following areas are of interest: 
• Quality: to define the meaning of quality in car interior design. (Identify fac-
tors related to the perception of car interior quality. 
• Current methods/tools: to identify the tools/methods currently being used to 
measure and produce quality products and evaluate them. Within and outside 
the industry. 
• Design process: 1) to investigate the various design processes within the car 
industry and derive a generic process as a basis for the methodology. Investi-
gate the structure of the design process and the different stages in detail. 2) to 
identify the people involved in the car development process, their roles and 
knowledge, how they work and which tools and methods they use. 3) to inves-
tigate the communication procedures between the different stages of a car de-
velopment process. 4) to establish the role(s) of the suppliers in the car devel-
opment process. 
• Industry, Cars/Car interiors: establish knowledge about design of existing and 
new car interiors and identify trends. 
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• Methodology: development of methodology. 
• Implementation: to test and appraise the methodology through student project 
work, CAD models or real car assessments. Still to be planned in more detail. 
To support the research four Automotive manufacturers covering a broad range of 
vehicle size and market have been investigated, these GEM's include: Volvo Cars, 
Land Rover, Jaguar Cars and Ford (all part of the Ford Motor Company). 
To aid the research a simple model was developed to illustrate the key areas to be 
investigated and the relationships between them (see fig. 3). These areas have been 
explored firstly through literature and secondly through face to face semi structured 
interviews with people in the car development industry. 
Quality methods 
used generally in 
product design 
proc-
ess/development. 
Product design 
processes in the 
automotive 
industry. 
Quality methods 
used within the 
Fig. 3. Illustration of key areas and relationship between them 
• Quality methods: the methods and tools researched were grouped into three 
different categories (engineering, emotion and system/organisation/process). 
Key features studied and compared amongst these methods/tools were: ori-
gin, where and how in the development process it is used, input and output 
and typical applications. Three key characteristics can be distinguished be-
tween these methods including: 1) methods/tools used only at certain points 
in the development process, 2) methods/tools used at certain points, however 
can be used at several different stages and also used on prototypes as well as 
on end of production models, 3) methods/tools used throughout the devel-
opment process. 
• Automotive industry: the third and last part concerns knowledge about the 
Automotive industry in overall. Main key players on the market, main inno-
vators, main suppliers, strategies, trends etc. 
• Product design processes: the second main area looks at product design 
processes. 
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2 Literature 
Kanji [4] suggests that quality is about satisfying customer requirements. A funda-
mental understanding of market and customer requirements is a key element in gain-
ing market share. Companies are placed under pressure with increasing competition 
and globalisation of businesses to produce not only products with good quality and 
basic features but also to exceed the quality expectations through, for example, more 
innovative products. In addition, failure to meet these customer requirements can lead 
to customer dissatisfaction. However, customer dissatisfaction is not always easy to 
discover as unsatisfied customers might find it easier to approach alternative products 
from competitors rather than to make complaints [5]. 
According to Pande and Holpp [3], effects of low quality products/services could 
have following consequences: 
• The customers will tell nine to ten people about dissatisfied experiences. 
• But only five people will be told about their positive experiences. 
• Among the dissatisfied customers 31% would not bother making official 
complaints as it is seen as it is too cumbersome. 
• From the above 31 % only nine will do business with the company in the fu-
ture. 
The interpretation of the term quality is very much dependent on individual percep-
tion. MacDonald [6] suggests that our judgment of products relies on experience and 
preference and involves perceptual, cognitive and cultural influences. The relation 
between a product's materialistic properties and perceived quality can be explained 
by fig. 4. This illustrates the relationship between physical and sensorial aspects 
against cultural aspects for a personal stereo. According to this diagram a product 
which is heavy in weight and slim in shape would be perceived as tough, high quality 
and high tech. Keeping the slim shape but making the product lighter would change 
the perception to fragile, cheap, and medium tech. Therefore a light weight product is 
always perceived as fragile and cheap and depending on shape can vary from medium 
tech to low tech. whereas a heavy product is generally considered as tough and the 
quality and level of technology is dependent on shape. 
Fragile Fragile 
light Cheap Cheap 
Medium tech. Low tech. 
Weight Tough Tough 
High quality Medium quality 
heavy High tech. Medium tech. 
slim fat 
Shape 
Fig. 4. Adaptation of Manzini's diagram [6] 
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An initial aim was to identify what quality means and what people infer when using 
the term quality. With the background of definitions drawn from literature it was 
decided to carry out a quick and simple internet based survey to aid the understanding 
of the term quality. This involved asking the respondents to choose five words from a 
list (consisting of 47 words gathered from descriptions of product characteristics in 
literature) which in their opinion defined quality. 100 replies were collected the re-
sults showed that the five most popular words defining quality in their opinion were: 
reliable, well made, durable, good value and robust. A possible interpretation of the 
results is that product functionality and performance are rated more highly than aes-
thetical aspects (table 1) though more critical research is required to investigate this 
further. 
Table 1. Top 5 words 
TOPS 
Nr.of Word ticks 
64 Reliable 
59 Well made 
42 Durable 
25 Good value 
24 Robust 
Looking beyond the definitions of quality there are indications of trends towards 
forcing the producer to create more than just high-quality products, as they are ex-
pected to deliver not only high-quality products but also guarantee lower prices, 
faster delivery times and outstanding service [7]. This also indicates that they have to 
differentiate themselves in terms of innovation and the amount of desirable features 
built into the vehicle. This can be compared to Kano's model of product quality 
where the basic features are expected to be part of a product and therefore would 
cause dissatisfaction if they were not present, fig 5. This potentially explains the re-
sults in table 2 where customers consider that quality means that, if nothing else, the 
product is well made and functions reliably. Whereas the de lighters are features 
which are not expected and would cause high level of satisfaction if present even with 
low level of achievement [8], [9]. 
Customer 
satisfaction 
HIGH 
Delighters-------~ .
1 J
h/ 
.:,/1 ./ 
/.'" -------/:/"" ~
Fig. 5. Illustration of the Kano Model of Product Quality 18] 
Linear 
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Kano's model of product quality could in turn be compared to the Attribute Categori-
sation and Evaluation Matrix (ACE matrix) which also focuses on consumer reactions 
to product attributes. The ACE matrix is divided into three steps, where the first step 
involves finding out what makes the customer buy the products and the attributes that 
makes the product outstanding. The second step involves mapping out the attributes, 
which are then categorised into basics, discriminators and energizers. These can be 
compared with the delighters in the Kano model. The difference being the point when 
the customer has negative feelings about the attributes. In the Kano model, lack of 
delighters will not cause dissatisfaction as they were not expected in the first place 
but in the ACE matrix the lack of energisers or presence of enragers as referred to 
will cause the customers to choose competing products, see table 2. The third and last 
step is the validation stage of the matrix and it is also tested towards the market [10]. 
Table 2. Categorisation of basic, discriminators and energisers 
Basic Discriminator Energizer 
Non-negotiable Differentiator Exciter 
Positive Perform at least as well Perform better than Perform better than 
as competitors but not competitors if attribute is competitors. 
much better. salient to target custom-
Tolerable B\$Satisfier Enrager 
Negative Perform no worse than Perform better than Correct problem at any 
competitors but much competitors and correct cost, capitalise on 
better. problem soon. competitors' enragers. 
So what? Not applicable Not applicable 
Retain only those 
Neutral attributes needed for 
other target segments 
or other justifiable rea-
Bums, Evans, Johansson and Barett [11] however suggests modifications to the Kano 
model by adding delivery aspects to the model: I. good delivery encompassing 
look/style, emotional appeal, operation, touch/feel, sound and 2. poor delivery in 
terms of usability, unwanted and style/look. These attributes could derive unexpected, 
wanted or expected delighters to products. 
A further quality assessment tool is that of the product emotion measurement 
instrument (PrEmo) developed by Pieter Desmet at Delft University [12] uses similar 
approach to ACE matrix and the Kano model. The instrument aims to measure 14 
emotions divided into pleasant and unpleasant emotions. Each of these 14 emotions 
are represented by an animated figure expressing the emotion and the user of the 
instrument is instructed to choose a figure describing their visual impression of a 
product. Whilst PrEmo focus on the visual impact products have on users the 
Sensorial Quality Assessment Method (SEQUAM) was developed by a consultancy 
group in Italy as a need identified by Fiat Auto's to measure the emotional impact 
products have on users when they interact and come in contact with the products [13]. 
Researching literature on current methods/tools used for evaluating product design 
has given an overview of how these can be used, when and also what for. It has also 
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given an appreciation for the various processes established for product design and 
definitions of the term quality of products in general. The methods and tools studied 
(of which a few were mentioned earlier) can be grouped in three different categories: 
engineering related, emotion related and system/organisation/process related, see 
table 3. 
T bl 3 G a e roupIng 0 f f h h d / some 0 t e met 0 s too s revlewe d 
Description Examples 
Engineering Main characteristics that they Quality Function Deployment, Six 
are typically employed in an Sigma and Failure Mode Effect 
engineering environment and Analysis 
targeted at an engineering 
feature or response 
Emotion Share the characteristics of Semantic Environment Description, 
giving and capturing information Sensorial Quality Assessment 
about users and customers Method and PrEmo 
emotional experience of 
products 
Systeml Applied to ensure quality of ISO standards and Total Quality 
organizationl systems, organization and Management tools 
process processes 
3 Interviews 
To gain more knowledge about the design processes applied and used in the 
automotive industry, the use of quality methods/tools as well as gain more knowledge 
about the industry it was decided to carry out face to face semi-structured interviews 
with a range of people from the four OEM's identified earlier (Volvo, Land Rover, 
Ford and Jaguar). 
Semi structured interviews 
The aims of the interviews were; to get an understanding for the procedures and 
working practices in the product development process of cars and specifically car 
interiors; to understand how the design is communicated, the type of tools currently 
being used to support the assessment of quality and the most appropriate means of 
undertaking this and to get an understanding of: 
• how this tool/method can be used, 
• where it can be used, 
• who will be using it and 
• what it can be used for? 
The interviews were set to take 40-60min as a maximum and were recorded to be 
analysed and summarised later on. Interviews were conducted with 14 people in total: 
3 at Volvo, 4 at Land Rover, 4 at Ford and 3 at Jaguar. The interviews were held at 
the companies' facilities. The interviewees represented a broad range of skills and 
responsibilities, including: business planning, interior designer, colour and 
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trim/material, quality engineering, material and structural engineering, ergonomists 
and design quality management. 
Interview questions 
The interview protocol covered five main areas, fig 6. General questions about 
background and job activities were first. With later areas covering more specific areas 
of expertise. 
Personal 
background 
Fig. 6. Illustration of interview structure 
Methods/tools used 
Supplier relation 
Interior styling 
• The first area covered the basic background of the interviewee such as 
education, current job description, previous job description (if they had 
been transferred within the organisation), main activities and typical tasks, 
involvement in the development process, people they come in contact with 
in their daily job and how they communicate. 
• The second area concerned the design process. To get an overview of the 
different stages of the process, what type of people are involved where and 
what the main outcome would be at each stage. 
• The third area concerned methods/tools/standards currently used. Trying to 
establish who uses these, when and how they are used, faults and 
deficiencies with current methods/tools/standards as well as positive 
aspects, fmd out how the car interiors are currently tested, how individual 
parts are tested and when the testing is carried out. 
• The fourth area covered questions about interior styling. This area was 
mostly directed to the interior designers interviewed. Trying to understand 
the decisions made during the styling process, what type of information and 
specification they work with and also what type of restrictions they have to 
work with. 
• The fifth and last area concerned relationship with suppliers. Type of 
involvement they have and when, how they contribute to quality assurance, 
how the design and the "spirit" of a new interior is communicated to 
suppliers. 
The participants were also given the opportunity to ask questions and express ideas 
and thoughts regarding the research in general. An overview of the results is given in 
the next section, dividing the findings into the areas mentioned above. 
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4 Interview findings 
The interviews typically took between 40 and 60 minutes. A healthy discussion was 
had around each of the five areas. In addition the interviewees had a number of 
opinions and issues about the concept of a methodology/tool for measuring quality in 
car interiors. The following section briefly presents the main findings. 
Design Process 
The main focus for this area was to gain an understanding of the structure of the 
design process and its different stages. In general, vehicles are developed in different 
"programs" all of which can have different time scales, depending on how much of an 
earlier vehicle is re-used and how much is new. The number of programs run at the 
same time varies from 1 up to 20. A significant proportion of the design process was 
common across the four manufacturers though differences were apparent in certain 
areas. Table 4 provides an overview. 
Table 4. Outlining a generic design process established through interviews 
Methods and tools 
This section of the interview aimed to gain more knowledge about the methods and 
tools currently used by the various departments. The aim for the four manufacturers is 
to implement the same development processes and quality assurance processes 
Department Activity 
The initial start is usually by marketing departments generating 
information about the potential customer group. They would for example 
Marketing identify their lifestyles, hobbies, and disposable income, type of job, family situation, what type of cars they drive and why they use their cars. 
Marketing would then hand this information over to departments within 
design, who would create visual material such as image boards. 
In some instances specify types of fabrics, colours and materials also 
look into type of technologies they would be interested in, brands and 
Colour/Material, social lifestyle. They would choose all the finishes, grains and colours on 
& Trend every single visible part. The same department would then prepare a 
written documentation based on the research provided by marketing and 
themselves. This documentation would act as a working document and a 
specification for other departments. 
The designers would at this stage get involved and generate quick 
concepts ideas. In some processes and programs this is the stage when 
the suppliers would get involved. They are briefed about the projects and 
sometimes even shown initial mockups and are then left to come up with 
Design/Styling suitable suggestions and return with a budget proposal before one 
(exterior. interior) concept is chosen for further development. During this stage they also 
produce different mockups in various materials such as clay, foam, and 
laminated plastics. Amount of mockups built would depend on the 
program and the level of detail needed to be defined before production. 
In some instances they would rely on CAD geometry and only make 
quick rapid prototype models. The designers are not always involved in 
the process of making the mockups. The CAD geometry (surface) 
release is one of the key stages for designers to work towards. After this 
stage the engineering departments take over and create the detailed 
parts, for example electronics that would go under steerinq wheel 
Engineering lhmIIdiog::part in the vehicle there is an engineer or a group of engineers 
(component engineers) responsible for that part and they are experts of their own parts. They 
would have a team leader who would be responsible for perhaps all 
boots, all lower trims etc. It is then up to them to test and make sure the 
parts are meeting the requirements according to the specification. 
Production After approval the next stage would be to produce a test series of for 
example 100 vehicles and when those are carried out the design process 
ends and real production takes on. 
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throughout the platfonn (e.g. all vehicles produced under the banner of the parent 
company Ford Motor Company). However, as development cycles for vehicles are 
generally long, changing the structure and adapting to new processes is time consum-
ing. The long development cycles also raise financial issues. As budgets are set at an 
early stage, change late on could lead to compromises having to be made due to the 
way budgets are managed rather than quality or design reasons. 
"Sometimes compromises are needed, however if too much is compromised the whole 
car is compromised" (Quote by Interviewee [1]). 
A number of quality methods/tools were identified within the automotive industry: 
• Quality Function Deployment 
• Six Sigma 
• Semantic Environment Description tool (is originally called 5MB, Swedish 
abbreviation). This tool has been used at Volvo to measure experienced 
quality of cars, it was up until now been used as a benchmarking tool and 
allows the car to be described using semantic descriptive words with a 
scaling system [14]. 
• Craftsmanship is a methodology used within the industry. The methodology 
relates to perception of quality and considers attributes such as vision, smell, 
touch/feel, sound and feature. It seems like it is a common tenn within the 
industry however there are different interpretations of it. In general the 
various interpretations have the common view that it relates to perception of 
quality from a customers viewpoint. 
• Using benchmarking data seems to be a common source of infonnation 
about competitors and their vehicles. The benchmarking database contains 
infonnation about all the parts which the customer would come in contact 
with, e.g. fit, gaps and materials. Benchmarking is also carried out on 
competitor vehicles where they would be scored on a 10 point scale on 
volume, proportion and execution. 
• Customer profiling is another approach used. Using specific characters with 
lists of attributes matched to certain vehicle models. 
Supplier relations 
The next area in the interviews followed up on the relationship with suppliers. The 
importance of keeping an open communication throughout the development process 
was emphasised. Building a good relationship with the suppliers requires time and 
mergers and company restructuring means that the manufacturers come in contact 
with new suppliers, potentially requiring new or different relationships to be devel-
oped. Often it is up to the supplier to ensure the quality standards are met and it is 
also in their interest for future business to make sure they deliver the right quality. If 
they have well established development of interior systems, then most often they are 
more competent and qualified to make judgements and evaluations of those parts. 
Some interviewees prefer to visit the suppliers themselves to ensure the right quality 
procedures are maintained whilst others leave it to the purchasing department to deal 
with. Logistics make it difficult to control and supervise development across the 
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product/process chain, firstly as some of the suppliers have subsidiaries abroad and 
secondly as the suppliers themselves have suppliers. Involving the suppliers earlier in 
the process is considered to be an option to enhance greater understanding and com-
munication. 
Interior styling 
The last part of the interviews concerned the interior styling. The styling of the 
interiors usually begins shortly after the exteriors, as the interior is often constrained 
by the exterior shape and volume. The designers work from the documentation 
provided by colour and material departments and marketing, which contains 
information about what the customer requirements are and what type of vehicle 
market it is aimed at. Interior designers would generate concept ideas and work 
closely with exterior designers and the colour and material group. Working with car 
interiors requires different skills from working with exteriors so in general the 
designers are dedicated to one area. At the early stages of the project designers would 
be involved mainly in sketching and rendering and their judgement on what is wrong 
and what is right is mostly based on intuition. The difficulty is how to make some 
form of quality assessment on a sketch or other subjective form, texture or colour. 
"Theoretically, you could score a sketch on volume and proportion and execution. I 
think it would be very easy to have two sketches that scored the same but one is 
obviously the right answer. " (Quote by Interviewee [I D. 
A key point was raised that any "system" that evaluated this area must not oppress 
creativity and that it should be used more as a means to help the designers justify their 
designs to engineering. Depending on training some designers prefer to sketch and 
render by hand and others prefer using 3D CAD image rendering packages raising 
issues of different formats for concepts to be evaluated. They produce the top visible 
surfaces and these are then transported to engineering packages to produce rapid 
prototype models. The engineering models would be created by someone who works 
between the designers and the engineers. 
Summary of interviews 
During the interviews a number of comments were recorded related to the need and 
wishes for the future method/tool: 
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• Suggestions were made as to which stages of the development process the 
tool would be most useful. In particular these were e.g. during concept 
development and just before the first test production. 
• The tool could be used by designers to support decision making and as tool 
to defend their ideas to others in the organisation. 
• The tool could be used as a means for ensuring consistency in design 
philosophy throughout development. 
• The tool could be used to ease the communication barriers between 
departments. 
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• The tool must be easy to use. 
• It could be beneficial if the tool could evaluate overall sensorial quality as 
well as look at individual elements ofthe interior in more detail. 
• The tool must not be restrictive in the early stages of the creative process. 
The need for a tool was expressed on several occasions and specifically a tool, which 
would translate subjective feelings/requirements and experiences into something 
measurable and objective. 
4 Future work 
The next and current phase in this research is to start outlining the structure of the 
methodology, taking account of results from research carried out, shaded in figure 7. 
A few of the quality methods and tools reviewed have interesting features which 
could be further developed such as scaling systems and using images and icons to 
express feelings. Further investigations would be required into the stages of the 
development process for the evaluations to be carried out and the specific 
requirements for using the method/tool at that stage. Also investigating how 
evaluations can be linked throughout the process. The aim is to structure a draft and 
discuss the ideas with the people who took part in the interviews for their feedback, 
allowing at least 6 months for proper validation and iterations. 
Literature reviey I Data cOllection> AnalySiS> Defining tOOl> Evaluation 
Fig. 7. Overview illustrating current activities 
5 Conclusion 
Investigations into the literature referred to in earlier section have indicated a gap for 
a method/tool to assess and give guidance in the development process to ensure 
quality and wholeness of the car interior at the end of production. Further research 
involving a range of people from four major car manufacturers: Volvo Cars, Land 
Rover, Jaguar Cars and Ford have also expressed the same need. The various 
departments have given their thoughts and suggestions for how it would be useful for 
them. These people have also raised questions and issues, which need to be 
considered, such as how will this method or tool work within the company's own 
processes and what form will it take? The enthusiasm and willingness to give 
guidance and help by the industry has been inspiring and motivating. Future work 
will focus on developing a prototype methodology and work closely with the contacts 
made in the industry. Validation will take place directly with the manufacturers to 
ensure that the most appropriate tool is developed. 
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APPENDIXB 
Interviewee Introduction letter 
liThe development of a methodology to evaluate quality in car interiors" 
My name is Jayshree Kerai and I am a research student in the Department of Design 
and Technology at Loughborough University, UK. My background is in Product 
Design and Engineering (BSc, from Sk6vde University Sweden) and Industrial Design 
(MA, from Loughborough University UK). The research project for my PhD is a 
collaboration between Loughborough University and Lear Corporation in Sweden 
(Tidaholm). 
Research background 
The overall aim for this research is to develop a methodology for evaluating and measuring quality in car 
interiors to be used during the product design process. The main key areas of study are the automotive 
industry, design processes and existing quality related methods. 
The method is targeted at car interior design and will support evaluation and measurement of 
atmospheric quality of the car interior, which entails experiencing the interior through all the senses as a 
whole. Visual, tactile, olfactory and auditory experiences are important as well as function and space 
related aspects of the interior. Measuring the total experience of an interior would not only consider the 
first and initial impression but would also have to consider preconceived ideas of the brand and its 
image. The method will support the initial stages of the design process and extend to post production 
evaluation. 
Research activities 
I am at a stage of my research where I am trying to extend my knowledge about the industry and the 
design processes and conducting interviews will be the first step. The purpose of the interviews is to get 
an understanding for the procedures and working practices in the product development process of cars 
and specifically car interiors. To understand how the design is communicated, the type of tools currently 
being used to support the assessment of quality and the most appropriate means of undertaking this. To 
get an understanding of: 
• how this tool/method can be used, 
• where it can be used, 
• who will be using it and 
• what it can be used for? 
The interviews will take 30-45min they will be semi structured and tape recorded and the transcripts may 
be used in research documents and will be used as a part of PhD thesis and all the information provided 
will be treated as strictly confidential and permission will be asked before publishing the information 
given. 
~ Loughborough 
• University 
APPENDIXC 
List of initial questions: 
I. How is the design process constructed as a whole? 
2. Who is involved in the process, their roles etc.? 
3. How is the design communicated between the different departments? 
4. What are the time lines for the different stages? 
5. How is the product identity designed into the interior? 
6. How do you ensure that the initial ideas are incorporated in the design? 
7. Are you forced to make compromises? What kind of compromises? 
S. How much ofthe designing is done in-house and how much is subcontracted? Who decides 
what is made where? 
9. What are the roles of sub contractors, concerning the work of quality? 
10. Does the quality fail in the process? Is it identified where it can fail? 
11. Which quality assessment methods are used today? Do you use a combination of methods or 
different methods for different stages? 
12. How much user involvement do you have during the development and final assessment? 
13. Do you see a need for a method like this? 
14. Where are the gaps of what is currently being used and what is needed? 
15. What does your quality assessment look like for new models the regarding emotional aspects 
you want the user to feel when entering the interior? 
16. Does your technicians and purchaser understand the requirements? How do you feel the 
requirements are communicated to subcontractors? How are they communicated? 
17. Do you feel that you/technicians/purchasers manage to communicate set requirements 
(harmony aspects) to your sub contractors, such as Lear. Do you feel it is received well? Do 
they understand the requirements? Or do they only care for functional aspects? 
IS. In which ways can they improve? 
19. How do you ensure that you have reached your goals regarding image, appearance, harmony 
etc.? 
20. In which ways do you ensure that the end customer experiences the interior the way it was 
intended? Have you ever "calibrated" your verbal goals towards the end customers judgement 
of a physical part? Has the same thing happened towards your technicians, purchaser or sub 
contractors? 
21. How often do you have c1iniques (user trials)? What do they entail, who participates and 
which directions do they have? 
22. How do you interpret the results? 
23. What do you think about Lear taking the initiative of this PhD project? Do you have any 
comments/guidelines for it? Tips? Are you in any way willing to give us support in our work? 
APPENDIX 0 
Needs 
Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 
-Ideally quality department - Measurable data to back up -Ideally suppliers should get - Optical quality process works 
not wanting to inspect the their decisions, direct them to a involved earlier in the process. best when all the functions are 
quality, leave that to route which is going to give - Suppliers should get involved represented. 
purchasing dep. them an appropriate rating. during Kick off phase. - Need for more physical models 
- A system to help them justify - Need for prioritising interiors as than virtual models. 
their design to engineering much as exteriors. - Longer development times as 
- Time to do more advanced and it's an executive market they are 
preparation work. catering. 
- A tool to help them explain and 
communicate to other areas what 
they are trying to do and in a 
language they understand. 
-Ideally Colour and material would 
like to get involved before Kick off to 
do more advanced stuff. 
- Colour and material, stop working 
at CM3 and place those resources 
to earlier stages of process, problem 
design integrity and the design gets 
lost in the translation. 
- The focus on Things Gone Right 
eliminating error modes and 
maximising TGR's would sell within 
the company. 
- Need for a tool to measure e.g. 
softness levels of armrests 
compared against competitors, 
anything to do with touch and feel, 
smell related would be useful. 
- The need for a tool like this goes 
back to a constant fnustration within 
the company, with people who are 
on that side of area try to nail you 
down tie down and measure what 
designers do. 
- Visual tools becoming increasingly 
complex, surfaces look more 
realistic than before. 
Problems 
Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 
-Trying to control and - Many people involved, difficult - How do you measure emotions? - Big gap between designers and 
guide the companies to keep clear what the end - Engineering doesn't understand engineers 
working for the suppliers. product is going to look like. what design does. - Lack of communication 
- Achieving perfection with - When A-class surfaces are - Management review meetings with between different departments. 
suppliers sometimes released to engineering. different people every time. - Lack of communication at the 
difficult. - Difficult to make a judgement -The new GPDS process is based VS1 stage. 
on what would make a sketch on Mazda process, they have their - Craftsmanship methodology 
TCOOtoo! look like the right answer and own suppliers and very close considered to be too detailed, it 
- To make thorough how that can be quantified. relationship with them. controls too hard and doesn't 
evaluations on specific - Alias: sense of scale and - Difficult to apply Six Sigma and get take into account that the 
parts or systems. proportion. repeatability when working in clay. engineering dep. falls behind. 
- Information gained is too - Local suppliers with - Difficult to get acceptance of - Carry overs don't always adjust 
comprehensive for subsidiaries, difficult to keep design extemally, easier intemally. mistakes from previous models, 
someone evaluating only a control of. - Colour and material traditionally they can brought over to new 
certain part. - Suppliers want the easy option not prioritised. models. 
not necessarily what is best for - Decisions made by people in grey - Current projects are on FOPS 
- Hierarchical order interior design. suites, lack of understanding of what process and in the GPDS the 
not prioritised. - To getthe engineers to the different departments do. frames has moved slightly and 
- Difficult to make understand what type of - Difficult to keep focus on what you become shorter. 
decisions regarding materials they want. (e.g. are actually meant to do, easy to get 
solutions requiring financial solved by giving parts various side tracked. 
investments. softness levels.) - Easy to forget details when bigger 
- Difficult to disguise brand - Difficult to communicate to trade ofts are made. 
as people recognise it engineers of what to achieve. - Too late to assess the vehicle 
anyway during the clinics - Difficult to communicate the when its completed, that's why they 
understanding of the quality have a digital buck and rely on 
List of needs/problems/trends/ideas & suggestions 
execution. people with knowledge. 
- Delays can cause massive - Hardest task is not the desig ning 
implications, difficult to allocate its keeping in touch with all the 
people. engineers involved and looking at 
- Conflict of interest between the components, each group of 
design and engineering component would have its own 
regarding design feasibility and department. 
what is good looking design 
solution. 
- Long development time and 
many people involved, requires 
detailed documentation about 
decisions made. 
Trends 
Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 
- Suppliers have the core - Harmonise the business, and 
competence- experts in the area of make sure there is a step 
manufacturing and production. between the programmes, and 
- Threshold for acceptability has not run concurrently. 
gone up, they rely on Alias - Volvo, Ford of Europe 
modellers, time efficiency, computer Jaguar/Land Rover are under the 
generated models, it's a quicker and same umbrella and will have 
more accurate approach than with exactly the same way of working 
clay models. in the future. 
Ideas and suggestions 
Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 
-Theoretically you could score -Interesting stage to use this tool -Ideal stages to use a 
a sketch on volume, proportion would be between concepts to see methodology like this would be 
and execution, 'I think it would how much is watered down and during following stages: 
be very easy to have two through budget and feasibility 1. First stage would be whey 
sketches that scored the same issues. they still have 2+ concepts and 
but one is obviously the right - For sensory evaluation, not too early in the initial stages, 
answer.' appropriate to use wax printed as that could restrict the 
models. creativity. At this stage it could 
- Sometimes better to take the be very useful as a 
design out of the design department communication tool between the 
to make the trade offs. designers and the engineers. 
- Something that is electronic. Its 2. Second stage would be when 
about finding out the unexpected one concept has been chosen 
surprises. and the suppliers come on, so 
this would be as a 
communication tool towards the 
suppliers. 
3. Third and last stage would be 
just before 100 series testing, 
before the design is about to get 
signed off. 
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APPENDIXE 
Interviewee consent form 
liThe development of a methodology to evaluate quality in car interiors" 
The purpose and details of this Interview have been explained to me through the Interviewee 
Introduction letter. 
, _____________ ,understand that I may withdraw from the interview at 
any time without giving any reason for my withdrawal. 
I agree to the interview being tape recorded and that the transcripts may be used in research 
documents and will be used as a part of PhD thesis. 
I have had an opportunity to ask questions about my participation. 
I understand that all the information I provide will be treated as strictly confidential and that 
the researcher will ask for permission before publishing the information given. 
My contact details: Jayshree Kerai 
Department of Design and Technology 
Loughborough University 
Leicestershire 
LE113TU 
Telnr.: +44 7946 889129 
I agree to participate in this interview. 
Your signature: 
----------------------
Signature of interviewer: 
Date 
------------------
~ L0l!ghh.orough 
• UnIVerSity 
Complete interior system structure tree APPENDIXF 
= 
Results from tool frameworll validation APPENDlXG 
Manufacturer Comments Evaluator(s) 
Company 1 'looks v.good and v. accurate' Designer, colour and material 
department. 
Company 2 The main concern was that the process presented was based on their old Design Manager 3D 
processes, as they are currently changing to GPDS it was suggested that the colour/trim 
terminology and stages are changed to match the new process. Mostly to 
make sure VCC and Ford recognise the terminology. It is currently using a lot 
of Land Rover structure. The 4 different stages were commented on and how 
they relate to the new process. 
Stage 1 
'Is according to my interpretation, part of the Annual Process as a part of 
AAA- Annual Advanced Activity, which in turn gives input to the Cycle Plan 
development where we/management choose which concept to take into the 
Pre-PS (Pre project start).' 
Stage 2 
'Should be under the Pre-Ps 6 months where VCC uses VR and only one 
volume model (buck) for the interior.' 
Stage 3 
'This is mentioned as Detail Design and that it is part of the Pre-study stage? 
During the Project Start -PS VCC considers three exteriors and three interior 
themes which should all contain packaging requirements within certain 
tolerances. All 7 important system have to be determined.' 
Stage 4 
'VCC doesn't have Confirmation Prototype, this might be something Land 
Rover has? At PAlAA2 = Program Approval data for tooling is released.' 
Supplier The validation for the supplier concerned at which stage or stages they would Testing manager 
get involved. Their involvement would sometimes be in the 1st phase, most 
common is 2nd phase and the current trend is involvement in the 4th stage as 
their role as a supplier is changing. Their involvement would therefore concern 
detailed parts of the interior and most likely certain system e.g. seats. The 
main concern for them is to gain a better conception of the interior in which the 
parts they develop will be placed in. 
Validation introduc~on letter APPENDIXH 
Development of a tool to monitor car interior 
quality during the development process. 
Background: 
The research aims to develop a tool for use during the development 
process for evaluating and measuring the sensorial qualities of the 
interior. Sensorial qualities such as visual, tactile, smell, noise and also 
initial functional impression of the vehicle. The tool intends to be used 
by people involved in the development process. Based on literature, 
interviews and discussions with company representatives following 
factors were identified as key issues for quality failure: 
• Long development cycles with tight deadlines 
• The large amount of people involved in the development 
process 
• Complexity of the product being developed and 
• Different perception and expectation of quality between the 
manufacturers and customers. 
Aim: 
A concept for a tool has been developed. The aim for this session is to 
get feedback from potential users of the concept and the structure. 
Group discussion: 
I NEED ... 
• 3-6 people to take part in a group discussion 
• People involved in the development process 
• Preferably people with different backgrounds, or involved in 
different aspects of the process 
Duration for group interview/discussion: 1h - 1.5h. 
During the session the participants will be given a brief background of 
the research and given the opportunity to comment on specific aspects 
of the tool structure and provide future recommendations. 
The research is carried out at Loughborough University, Department of 
Design and Technology. 
If further information is required please contact me: 
Email J.Kerai@lboro.ac.uk 
Office telnr. 01509 228313 
Mobile nr. 07946889129 
Results from tool contents validation APPENDIX I 
Level 1 Comments 
• Structure of tool Structure- Needs to be more directed to emotional aspects of creating an 
• Phases interior - elements to create whole ambience - different by product 
• Timings - phases ok 
• Level of detail for - timings - must all be completed by PA- FDJ no changes 
each phase - must be more specific tactility 
Needs a guidance level target for all ratings. Clearer definitions. Could be 
different guidance/description for each programme. 
- Needs to work with our PALS system 
- May be too high level 
- Needs to probe the emotional side of Design, Design is all about what 
grabs you. 
Well thought out, needs more depth 
Timings aligned to vehicle programs good. 
Level of detail is a Qood start pOint. 
Level 2 
• Terminology of Must back into PALS (product attribute leadership strategies) 
attributes - Must be specific + benchmarked against leadership 
• Relevance of - Split by attributes 
attributes - How to evaluate each derivate? 
• Comprehensiveness 
Join phase 1 and 2 together. 
United: either combine with consistent or rename to harmony. 
- Harmony 
- Luxury 
- Premium feel 
- Robust 
-Ambience 
Not aligned to JLR, should not be component based attribute build up. 
Level 3 
• Statements - Statements against best in class if leadership required. 
• Scales - Scales must be more specific + meaningful 
- Good and easy to read graphics are essential. 
Phase 3 should be latest PSC with definitions to be achieved with 
design/engineering. 
- Needs to somehow have reference to benchmarked examples - they may 
be automotive or non-automotive 
- Good "spider" charts or graphical ways of showing the material, would 
make the tool much more of a "design friendly" tool. 
Should be more objective. 
Scales ok 
OnCloinCl 
• Indexes: Phase 4 all design input/properties (Le. models) completed and approved by 
Confidence/ PA. Confirmation of (intent for) programme. 
importance 
Good work, need to re think based on comments to adjust data to be more 
visible and defininQ for the product. 
Concept 2.2- July/August _______ ~ __________ ._ .. _. _____ _ 
Jayshree Kerai ( Overgripande struktur 
i I Utvarderingen for detta exempel kommer att ske i fas 2 (phase 2). Var god att studera materialet 
I tillgangligt och fyll i formularen . 
1[", . Denna fas bestar av 3 formular, en for respektive produkt attribut och varje formlar bestar av 10 fragor. 
• Utvarderingen sker med avseende pa helhetsintrycket av interioren. i ) 
.../ 
:> Strategy phase 
Concept 
phase 
Detail 
engineering 
phase 
LR LS 
Pre-tooling 
Phase 
J1 FSR 
Concepts, 
Sketches, 
renderings 
Chosen 
concepts, 
::> 
Detailed data 
Interior themes 
===-
Defined systems 
Engineering data Tooling data 
CAD geometry 
TOOL 
Holistic Holistic 
Seats Seats 
Front panel 
Exempel 
Front pane'. 
Doors Doors 
Overhead systems Overhead systems 
Pillar/roof/carpets Pillarlroof/carpets 
~ 
"0 
"0 
'" ::> 0.. 
x· 
Concept 2.2- July/August 
Jayshree Kerai Geometry 
"The physical form of the visible surfaces of the objects." 
Instruktioner: 
Denna delen uMlrderar helhetsintrycket av geometriska aspekter av interiOren relaterade till bil och varumarkes attributen. 
Utvarderingen bOr ske med hansyn till kriterier i kravspecifikationen, slutkunden och referens materialel 
Referens material: 
Tanken ar att lagra referens och benchmarking material Mr, tex. bilder ps konkurrenters interiOrer eller egna interiOrer. Klicka ps 
bildema och se dem fOrstorade i ett seperat fOnster. 
Concept 2.2- July/August 
Jayshree Kerai 
ING) 
EVALUATION FORM 
Page 1 (3) 
F 11" k I 'YI I S a an 
Product Nr. 
attribute 
1 
2 
3 
~ 4 I-
W 5 :E 
0 6 W (!) 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Questions 
Rate ... 
Feeling of safety executed through the geometry? 
Feeling of quality executed through the geometry? 
Feeling of premium feel executed through the geometry? 
Feeling of scandinavian design executed through the geometry? 
Feeling of youthfulness executed through the geometry? 
Feeling of pleasure executed through the geometry? 
Feeling of good ergonomics. executed through the geometry? 
Feeling of solidity executed through the geometry? 
Feeling of harmony executed through the geometry? 
Feeling of roominess executed through the geometry? 
Rating scale 
very poorly very well 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Concept 2.2- July/August 
Jayshree Kerai Colour 
EVALUATION FORM 
Page 2 (3) 
I 
"The visible shade of the colour." 
Instruktioner: 
Denna delen utvarderar helhetsintrycket av kulor aspekter av interioren relaterade till bil och varumarkes attributen. Utvarderingen bor 
ske med hansyn till kriterier i kravspecifikationen, slutkunden och referens materialet. 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
/-
I Referens material: 
I 
Tanken ar att lagra referens och benchmarking material har, tex. bilder pa konkurrenters interiorer eller egna interiorer. Klicka pa 
bilderna och se dem forstorade i ett seperat fonster. 
I,,(S~ILD~ FO~~'A_U~===~I_NG_)_/ 
F 11· k I ·VI I S a an 
Product Nr. Questions Rating scale 
attribute Rate .•• very poorly very well 
1 Feeling of safety executed through the colour? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 Feeling of quality executed through the colour? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 
c::: 
Feeling of premium feel executed through the colour? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:::> 4 Feeling of scandinavian design executed through the colour? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
...J 5 Feeling of youthfullness executed through the colour? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U 6 Feeling of pleasure executed through the colour? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 Feeling of good ergonomics executed through the colour? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 Feeling of solidity executed through the colour? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 Feeling of harmony executed through the colour? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 Feeling of roominess executed through the colour? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Concept 2.2- July/August 
Jayshree Kerai 
Material 
"The materials used for the various parts." 
Instruktioner: 
Denna delen utvlirderar helhetsintrycket av material aspekter av interiOren relaterade till bil och varumlirkes attributen. Utvlirderingen 
bar ske med hansyn till kriterier i kravspecifikationen, slutkunden och referens materialet. 
Referens material: 
Tanken lir att lagra referens och benchmarking material har, tex. bilder pea konkurrenters interiOrer eller egna interiOrer. Klicka pea 
bildema och se dem farstorade i ett seperat fOnster. 
ING) 
F 11' k I 'YI I S a an 
Product Nr. Questions Rating scale 
attribute Rate ... very poorly very well 
EVALUATION FORM 
Page 3 (3) 
..J 
!!; 
0:::: 
W 
~ 
:! 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Feeling of safety executed through the material? 0 0 0 
Feeling of quality executed through the material? 0 0 0 
Feeling of premium feel executed through the material? 0 0 0 
Feeling of scandinavian design executed through the material? 0 0 0 
Feeling of youthfulness executed through the material? 0 0 0 
Feeling of pleasure executed through the material? 0 0 0 
Feeling of good ergonomics executed through the material? 0 0 0 
Feeling of solidity executed through the material? 0 0 0 
Feeling of harmony executed through the material? 0 0 0 
Feeling of roominess executed through the material? 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
APPENDIX K 
Level 1 Comments 
• Structure of the tool 2. Very positive that your process is linked to GPDS in a disciplined way. 
• Contents of the Good that the tool starts with a holistic evaluation during the early phases. 
phases 
• Timings 3. Carry over articles should be included in the early phases if possible. 
• Level of detail of 
phase 4. The structure seems reasonable however the questions need to be 
correlated towards attributes and contents of brand values/car values. There 
should be plenty of time when studying the images. The phases should be 
looked over again as VCC are placed earlier in the detail level than 
Jaguar/LR, our detail levels for the interior are different at PrePS however 
we don't have support from R&D at all levels. 
Level 2 Comments 
• Preparation of 1. Should be possible to use real cars as reference material and models 
attributes would be better- different results if pictures or cars are used. 
• Preparation of 
reference material 2. Important departments have to take part (demand to take part) even in 
• Importance ranking the early phases ego purchasing who today first get involved at PTCC. 
Phase 3+4- watch out so that these don't take place too late so that we 
don't stand a chance to influence and change our design/construction (I 
think we can influence between PS and PTCC, after that its difficult). 
3. Desirable if the reference material and the presentation of the current car 
project is in the same "seat reference point". The material is taken from the 
same angle and format. Importance ranking is ok, perhaps harmony can be 
put higher. 
4. The attributes needs to discussed and decided with all PAG companies 
before start. The reference material has to coincide with competitive set and 
the car specifications. The ranking needs to be explained towards the scale 
and what the consequences are in the PCPA evaluations during the later 
phases. 
5. Only a chosen group who has insight into the meaning of the attributes 
should use the tool. Words such as harmony or pleasure can otherwise 
have too many different interpretations to various people. 
6. Want a reference material in the shape of physical cars. Why not 
competitive set? Importance ranking is ok. 
Level 3 Comments 
• Evaluation form 1. Difficult to ego relate to feeling of good ergonomics or solidity through the 
• Scales colour. My work involves evaluating interiors regularly find it difficult- the 
• Presentation of customers would find it difficult too to related to these questions- worse 
results results. An explanation to the scales could be good. We here at VCC have 
10 point scale that we use. The layout with spider diagram could be useful. 
4. Clarify what the attributes stand for. 10 point scale is ok and VCC 
standard. The presentation of the results is good. 
6. The questionnaire is ok, scales are ok, for the presentation material I 
would like to have a target score for every attribute area to 
compare/measure against. 
Results from tool functionality validation 
2 
Other comments 
4. How can you exemplify risks on different areas. 
5. Colours are very difficult to assess from digital material. This requires a lot of the equipment and the 
viewers experience. Material in my opinion cannot be evaluated without a physical sample material. The 
feeling of touching ego a certain type of wood cannot be replaced by a digital tool. 
6. Imagining competitive set. Divide the car into areas ex. Instrument panel - centre stack - tunnel, 
seats-panels. Carry out an evaluation for each area and car. Gain target scores through this. Carry out 
measurements at certain times, analyse the differences -report - decide. 

